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Hello and welcome to the AWP University.This is AWP for Engineering Level 1 Certificate, AWP 003. Through this course we are going to cover a lot, it’s a pretty jam packed course. I think it should be a pretty enjoyable couple of days. As we go through it there will be time to discuss each section. 
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Presentation Notes
Let me introduce myself. I’m Robin Mikaelsson, I am the President of AWP University, and I’m also the lead instructor. A little bit about my background, I originally come from the craft, where initially I was a structural welder, and then went into pipefitting for a while. I was then actually injured and retrained in a program for process engineering. After I worked for Fluor for a couple of years as an engineer I decided to get out of engineering. I decided it was time that I went back out into the field, and I went to the jobsite as a manager. I was exposed to some construction productivity issues at that point, and some issues that really needed some new methodologies. So, myself and some others really started to figure out a way that we could tame this mega project that we were working on. That is where I met Lloyd Rankin.Lloyd is going to be joining us today as a guest speaker, and he is going to give us a safety topic this morning. This series of deliveries is a partnership with ASI Group, and we welcome Lloyd to join us here today. He is often a guest speaker for many of our other courses as well. He does an awesome job on delivering the scalability course, on how to scale AWP for different organizations, that one is actually on the LMS if you’re interested, the scalability lesson is in the AWP Fundamentals course. That’s a great course as well.Moving on and continuing forward with my introduction, as I said I come from the craft originally, and I have been an AWP Consultant for many years. I helped to develop the original AWP model and coordinated the organization that brought COAA and CII together for the production of RT 272, which you will hear a lot about. 272 is the original research team that developed the AWP methodologies and then morphed into RT 319 which has proven AWP as a best practice. So, you’ll hear 272 a lot, and when we refer to that we are referring to the original documentation about AWP methodologies. We’ve kind of moved well beyond what was identified in the 272 methodologies, but that is our seed, that is our kernel that helped to develop AWP as we know it today.
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Presentation Notes
During this course I will also be joined by Mr. Ted Blackmon, as a guest instructor. He will be joining us for a discussion about technology for AWP. In my opinion, and probably a prevalent opinion of many of those in the industry, is that he is the foremost leading person in how to develop systems to manage engineering data. When I looked for a guest speaker to bring in for you all, I could think of no one better than the person who designed the first automation software for AWP. Ted was the designer, coder, and developer of ConstructSim, for those who are familiar with that software. He really was the original pioneer of AWP software in AWP methodologies from a technology point of view. So, from a technology and an engineering data managing point of view he is going to take us through an hour’s discussion, and I’m really looking forward to that. We’re very happy to have Ted to speak to us.So, as I said, Ted will join us later, and we have Lloyd on the line with us now to take us through to a safety topic. Lloyd, go ahead and introduce yourself.As Robin said, my name is Lloyd Rankin, and my company is Group ASI. I got involved in advanced work packaging before it was advanced work packaging. Back in 2003 I was brought in by a group called the Construction Owner’s Association of Alberta, to help them develop the WorkFace Planning model. Robin is going talk about the difference between WorkFace planning and Advanced Work Packaging, but I was brought in for four months to help them get this up and running, and what happened is I’ve spent the last 17 years of my life working on this. I was a university professor teaching international business and supply chain management, and I started getting asked by companies to do audits and reviews, and basically, I ended up travelling around the world providing consulting support.When CII decided to expand the WorkFace planning model with COAA I was one of the few Canadians that was put on the team, and got involved in RT 272, which is basically a research team that built the model, came up with the implementation guide, and did a number of case studies. After a while I realized that we could do more for the industry by focusing on organizing global events around Advanced Work Packaging. So, we hold European conferences, I’ve done training in Russia. We’ve set up a bunch of communities of practice in South America, Europe, Russia, the Middle East, and we’re going to have one soon in Asia. So, this is really becoming a global phenomenon, and I’ve been fortunate enough to be involved with it right from the beginning.Robin was nice enough to ask me to do the safety moment for today, so that’s coming up next.
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Safety Moment – AWP Driving Safety

Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project 
scope into  manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order 
to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability.

HOW?

1. Break the work into executable and logical packages
2. Identify the optimal sequence & constraints that would 

prevent work from executing as planned
• What can we eliminate constraints?
• What are the consequences?
• Build in Safety and Quality
• What are other people, process, technology, and 

culture contributing factors?
3. Review the work package with foremen who do the job
4. Discuss ways to eliminate or reduce failures

Every hour saved from good planning is one hour 
a worker is not exposed to a safety incident!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safety Moment –  AWP Driving SafetyAdvanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope into  manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability.HOW?Break the work into executable and logical packagesIdentify the optimal sequence & constraints that would prevent work from executing as plannedWhat can we eliminate constraints?What are the consequences?Build in Safety and QualityWhat are other people, process, technology, and culture contributing factors?Review the work package with foremen who do the jobDiscuss ways to eliminate or reduce failuresSo, when it comes to advanced work packaging and safety, we often hear about the outcome. And here is the outcome: On projects that have implemented advanced work packaging, we now have examples of millions of hours spent building projects with no injuries and no time loss due to safety incidents. That’s pretty spectacular, when you can say that you just did multiple million hours on a project, and nobody got hurt. That’s phenomenal. The question is, how do we do that? How do we focus on safety to the point where we don’t have accidents? Part of it is that as we are breaking down the project into construction work areas, into construction work packages, and into installation work packages, we think about safety at every level. At the beginning we are thinking about what kind of jobs need to be done. What are the risks associated with those jobs? And we build that into the CWPs. But then when we get down to the execution of the work, we start adding in other factors. Where is the muster point? What are the conditions that they’re dealing with right now?As we all know, you can have a project where you originally planned it to be a summer build, but then because of issues it has to be moved to a different time of the year. Well, we want to make sure that in the package we identify what the risks are. Whether it’s slips, trips and falls, or whether it’s dealing with pinch points, and things like that, that are going to be affected by the prevailing conditions. How do we get rid of those risks? What are the consequences of those risks? All of these things need to be factored in when we’re planning the project. It would be nice to just say, okay, we’ll build these packages and then we’re done, but that’s not true. We then have to have the foreman engaged in looking at the packages, making sure that they’re aware of those risks, making sure they have toolbox talks to share those risks with the people that work with them, and constantly improving and getting better every time we do this. There may be risks that we weren’t aware of, and when we become aware of them future packages should have those risks built into them. And then our focus is not just on identifying what those risks are, but always coming up with how we’re going to address those. As an engineering class, there may be cases where we can change how we build the project to eliminate the risks entirely. We may take some work that was going to be done on site and decide that it may make more sense to take that work off site. We want to take a look at how we can make it safer, but at the same time also make it more effective and more efficient. So, by spending this extra time planning we can avoid safety incidents, we can avoid putting people at risk, and when you think about it, if a project has an incident, the project will be shut down, in at least some places, or activity will cease temporarily. So, safety is our ultimate objective, but by doing things safer we’ll also improve productivity at the same time. I know that Robin will talk about this more, but that’s my safety moment.
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The Tour

AWP University LMS overview and sign in
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The Tour: AWP University LMS overview and sign inThis first section that we’re going, we’re going to do a bit of housekeeping and go through a tour of the LMS. Within this course, when you register you will get access to the LMS, the learning management system, our main platform for self-directed courses, generally. You should receive your logins for the LMS by email. The LMS is what we will use to facilitate the examination and for the retrieval of your certificate at the end of the course. So, let’s jump in and take a look at the LMS itself.
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Live Tour of the AWP-U Learning Management System (LMS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you come on to our site, awp-u.com or awp.university, you will be greeted by our home page. Just below the video are four clickable categories to choose from, the AWP-U Curriculum, Schedule a Consultation, Our Story, and AWP-U Guide. You will see in the top right corner that it says ‘Login.’ You will receive an email from AWP-U with your login credentials. If you click the ‘login’ button, you can enter your login credentials here. This will automatically take you to your personal account, or bio page. When it automatically takes you to your account page, you will see the courses that are assigned to you within the LMS. If these are not visible, you can view your enrolled courses by clicking the ‘enrolled courses’ tab. You should see the AWP for Engineering in your enrolled courses.Anytime you login it will take you to your account page. If at any time you wish to get back to your account page you can click on your name in the top right corner, and it will take you there. Once you have completed your exam, if you click on the ‘my certificates’ section it will bring you to the certificates page. There you will see a downloadable certificate. If you click on ‘download’ beside the certificate name that will download a pdf version of your certificate to your browser, with your name and such on it. Also, within that certificate will be your 16 PDH units. So, if you’re an engineer and you need to do your personal development hours, this course is good for 16 PDH, which is very useful for re-upping for P. Eng, or if you’re a PMP, this nearly satisfies your yearly requirement. So, your certificate is your proof of your attendance for your personal development hours, as well as your completion of the course.Now let’s talk about how to navigate the website a bit further for our needs. If we come back to the main AWP-U home page, and click ‘AWP-U Curriculum’, that will take us into the main body of the LMS. You can see the first three courses at the top are the three level-one offerings, which are the AWP Fundamentals Certification, the Intermediate WFP Certification, and the AWP for Engineering Certification. These are our three flagship offerings, 16 hours of instruction, 18 hours including break times. Then below that you can see our specific learning paths, and further down into our individual modules. I just want to talk a little bit now about how the university is structured. The 100 Series is our basic introductory modules. So, anything from a 2-hour executive briefing to the basic fundamentals of Advanced Work Packaging and WorkFace Planning. These are very key to the basic learnings. These are not like the 16-hour courses, these are smaller modules, between 2 and 4 hours. So, 100 Series is the basic introductory courses. Then, when we get into the 200 Series, that is everything to do with individual personnel. This is role based specific training. This is all currently in the process of being populated right now, so everyday you will see more and more of these coming available and ready for purchase. The content has been created but we are still loading everything into the LMS and finishing the videos up. The videos for these are professionally voiced over and such, as opposed to this live recording we are doing now. The first three courses in the 200 Series are the only live recordings in this series of modules. So, the 200 Series is all of the “AWP to You” type positions, if you will, what is your job position and the specifics to it. These are not process based courses. This will teach you exactly what you need to do in your position, what your responsibilities are, what your roles are, the type of data you need to produce, what intervals you need to produce that at, and who you need to interface with, that’s what is within these modules. This is a module that allows us to produce a very customized learning path.Then the 300 Series. The 300 Series is the best practices. This is where the processes hit the ground running. These modules cover everything from project set ups through to digital twin handover. All of those courses for the different best practices for AWP are in this 300 Series. We cover a lot of these within this AWP for Engineering course, so you will see a lot of these titles in here pop up during our current course, but these are the highly detailed specific process courses. The 400 Series is next, and that is specialty training. These are some things that we felt we needed to add on, things that needed further information to make a bit more sense. Things like P6 Development. Now, that’s not a course where we specifically teach you how to use P6, but we teach the P6 operator how to build a WBS utilizing AWP methodologies. So often project controls is not integrated properly into AWP, and we end up with schedules that are not AWP friendly. These are the courses that help you to develop schedules that are better geared to work packaging and a proper hierarchal form. So that 400 Series is all specialty items. The 500 Series is where we’ve taken process training and identified items that we need to do a little bit deeper dive into. This covers things like IWP management, that’s the lifecycle of IWP, tip to tail, right from scoping to close-out in the field and post-completion documentation in the field. If you’re a WorkFace Planner, this IWP management is really the heart of what you’re going to be doing, that’s a very important course. That course may not be important to everyone, so that is why it is in the advanced series here. With these modules the student is given access to much deeper knowledge in these specific areas, rather than just brushing by the types of methodologies and speaking in theory, these ones get very deep into specific items and attributes that you need to start learning about. For example, transitioning from area to systems-based construction. That is a place where a lot of projects often get tripped up, so we felt it was necessary to add a course on that in there.Then we get into the 600 Series. The 600 Series is typically used for more corporate involvement, different trainings for technology. However, as we partner with more technology providers, there are more and more of these courses being added. We just recently signed with Bor-Neo and WorkPacks. We’re going to be adding courses to the system and serving it, so it’s a great place for vendors to serve their learnings, if you will. This enables you take any software training directly from the system and tie it into your own learning path. So, 600 is the technology additive. Now that we’ve looked at the entire 100-600 Series, let’s tie that into the learning path. So, nobody is going to take all of these. It is a lot, we have about 65 different modules, you would be here for a long time if you took all of those. That would definitely be an advanced degree, if you will, in AWP, beyond a certificate program. So, what we do is separate them into custom learning paths that make sense for the individual in the job that they’re doing. For instance, if you’re a WorkFace planning coordinator, when you come into the WFP Coordinator Learning Path, we have two levels, level two and level three, basic and advanced levels. How those are itemized is illustrated in the different colors in the diagram here. The brown are the basic courses that are part of this certificate, the tan are the advanced modules. So, this is the pre-requisite in the learning path when you get into those advanced modules. You can see how we cherry pick specific modules that are required for an individual in their daily work. Rather than getting you to take all 64 modules, we break it down into the modules that make sense for those individuals and create this learning path, which makes it very easy to identify that ‘AWP to You’ type training basis. So that is the basic structure when it comes to how the university is set up for learnings. Now, if we look at what we’re doing in this course and how that ties in, if you come in here and you’re not coming directly from your own account, you can come here to AWP for Engineering and if you click on ‘the curriculum’, you can see all of our lessons that we will cover in this course, they’re all listed here. Right now, you can’t click on them, but within a few days these will be loaded with the video recordings from these sessions. So, these will all be populated when you get logins and register in the system. When you come in here, all of this will be progressed for you as you complete them, except for the last one, number 23, the exam. That is the full examination for this class. When you are ready to write your exam, you can click on the exam, and once you begin you will have an hour and a half to complete the exam. The exam is 50 questions, all multiple choice. Once you complete those 50 questions it will grade you, and as long as your score is higher than 70%, we will award you your certificate of completion. This is a great resource, and you have access to this for two years. We are giving this access for free as part of the promotion for the University in having taken this course. So, everything will be posted here, including quizzes. And we will take about the quizzes shortly, as each lesson has a quiz to go along with it.  But once you log in, this is where you will take your exam, and where you can review anything that we’ve done over the last couple days. I know you’re all busy people, so if you have to take a meeting, or something comes up and you miss a couple lessons that’s fine, life happens, we understand that taking two days out of your schedule is often a difficult thing to do. The bonus here is that all of this will posted to the LMS, so if there is a section that you did miss, you can come in, click on it, watch the video, watch the interactive content, and it will bring you up to speed. And then you can write the exam. So, even if you may have missed a section, that doesn’t mean that it’s lost to you, you still have the ability to learn it and go through it with these resources here, to make sure that you have this covered for the exam, which is key. Say in the future, in the next two years, you’re working in a project and want to go back over what you learned on the path of construction. You can come in here and use this as a resource. You can watch the video and review what we did. Maybe you passed the class a year earlier, but you can feel free to come in and use this as a resource. We want to give you these resources to guide you in how you implement AWP moving forward, or from an engineering point of view how to support the AWP initiative. So, that is the basis of the LMS. The big important button is at the bottom here, the exam. This is where you will come in after our sessions, and there is no set time limit for you to write the exam besides the two-year time limit for your access to the LMS. If you don’t feel confident writing the exam right after the session, that’s absolutely fine, you can write it much later. You do have several chances to re-write the exam if you don’t pass with at least 70% the first time. You can come back in and re-write the exam to improve your grade after further review. There is a time limit once you start the exam, for an hour and a half, and once you complete the exam with 70% or better you will automatically be awarded your certificate.After this live delivery has been given, within the course curriculum there will be several downloads. The download of the presentation that Ted will be giving will be available, as well as some industry materials, and the printed student handbook for this course will also be published here. There will be multiple items added for you as you complete the course, as resources for review and future reference. So, keep coming into the LMS and check out what we’ve added, this page will be a great resource for you as you move forward. The basis for the rest of the LMS, if we go back to our homepage here, there are several things here. There is a monthly magazine that we have, please go in there and sign up. It is based on pour four pillars for the University, which are People, Processes, Technology and Culture. There is an article from each of those different categories every month. Sometimes it’s technology personnel that is giving a written synopsis, or there is something happening in the industry, there may be a takeaway from a conference that occurred. Just recently the AWP conference was held for the UK. Hopefully some of you were able to join that. But please come in and subscribe to the magazine, it’s a great for updates on industry trends and what the University is doing, as well as what’s happening in the industry. There are some great tools in there. If you’re curious about how AWP University got started, there is a great write up on our story, as far as where and how we got started. My wife and I are the owners, practitioners, and procurers of the AWP University. My wife Amber is a long time LMS admin within the industry in multiple different areas, not in the construction industry until recently, but she organized learning management systems for multiple different organizations, and recently she has worked with Google. So, we have a lot of great experience that way. Myself, I’ve been involved with AWP since it’s conception and much beyond that. So, read our story if you’re interested.Again, our Program section is all of our educational materials.The AWP-U in the Industry section is all recent delivery of presentations and such at conferences. I mentioned that last week there was a UK based AWP conference. There is a presentation I did on the 10 Things Organizations Screw Up in AWP, which is basically a top ten chart of things not to do, or things to avoid and how to mitigate them. I did an hour presentation on that as well as mitigated a think tank type chatroom for AWP training nightmares, and then there are recordings from previous conferences as well.  These are just some interesting things that I have presented recently in the industry, available here for your viewing. If we click on the ‘AWP & U’, that’s where you can sign up for the magazine.We also have an events calendar, where all of our live training events are listed. This one at the bottom is the one we are in now. So, at any time you can come into our events calendar and see what’s coming. This will be increased shortly, we just added this function, so it’s a bit sparse right now, but it’s pretty new.Another thing that we have here, up in the top right, corner beside the login button, there is the ‘AWP-U Guide’. There is a fully interactive, clickable document here that takes you through everything we just covered, resetting your password, where to find your certificate, where and how to download that certificate, how to view your courses, where to find your grades and all the quizzes that you’ve completed, all of that kind of stuff is within this guide. If you choose to further your learning and purchase courses from the website, all of your orders can be found in here. And there is a section on how to purchase modules directly on the system. So, if you run into any problems when you write your exam or go to review materials and you aren’t sure where we said that was, you can use this great guide here to help you navigate your way through the site. The site is easy to navigate, it has the navigation bar across the top, and the topics are located at the bottom in the footer as well. Lots of great resources, lots of great things to view within the site. I invite you to go explore it and give us your feedback also. The LMS is still pretty new to the industry, but the materials are not. I’ve been training on and evolving these materials going on about 15 years, and I’ve trained thousands of individuals on AWP methodologies all across the world over that time period. I traditionally was a road warrior and would travel from client site to client site doing training engagements. It’s only since covid that we decided that travel isn’t very realistic, so to keep this career path going we needed pivot, to move to an online environment. That is the birth of the University. So, we’ve gone from zero to sixty very quickly, inside of a year to create the portal, create the LMS, and get all the materials up here. So, they’re all tested and proven materials that I’ve been teaching and evolving for decades, but now they’re in this unique self-directed platform for you all to access. Go give it a view, take a look around.We also have pages on Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram. Those social media buttons are in the top left corner of the page. So, that is our website. You will be using it to write your examination, and don’t feel forced, you don’t have to write the exam, but you do need to write it to receive your certificate. We don’t give participation certificates we give certificates based on knowledge. But you don’t have to write it away, if you feel you need some review, we will have everything loaded into the course 24-48 hours after the course recordings are complete. You can review everything here and it will be broken up by lesson and pretty easy to go through.

http://www.awp-u.com/
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The Delivery: Introduction to AWP FundamentalsThe first module we’ll be covering will The Delivery. This is a basic introduction to what we’re going to cover, a lot of this is the housekeeping we need to cover to make sure that everyone is going in the right direction. 
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The Lessons – AWP for Engineering
1. The Tour – AWP University overview and sign in

2. The Delivery – Introduction to AWP Fundamentals

3. The Basics – What is Advanced Work Packaging?

4. The History – Where did AWP come from

5. The News – What’s New for Engineering

6. The Duties – Engineering’s Responsibilities in AWP

7. The Outline – Engineering AWP Process overview

8. The Packs – Work Package Types and Relationships

9. The Swim Lanes – Developing AWP Process Overlays

10. The Practitioners – People, Pillars of Support

11. The Goal – Path of Construction

12. The Numbers – AWP Coding Structure

13. The Info – Engineering Deliverables for AWP

14. The Scope – CWP Development

15. The Drivers – Engineering Alignment with CWPs

16. The Hurdles – Support Removal of Constraints

17. The Release – CWP Readiness Review

18. The Tech – Application Integrations

19. The Champions – Aligning Leadership with AWP

20. The Execution – What is WorkFace Planning?

21. The Fabricator – Coordinate Detailing & Fabrication 

Efforts

22. The Paper – Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

23. The Exam – Examination overview and instructions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lessons – AWP for EngineeringThe Tour – AWP University overview and sign inThe Delivery – Introduction to AWP FundamentalsThe Basics – What is Advanced Work Packaging?The History – Where did AWP come fromThe News – What’s New for EngineeringThe Duties – Engineering’s Responsibilities in AWPThe Outline – Engineering AWP Process overviewThe Packs – Work Package Types and RelationshipsThe Swim Lanes – Developing AWP Process OverlaysThe Practitioners – People, Pillars of SupportThe Goal – Path of ConstructionThe Numbers – AWP Coding StructureThe Info – Engineering Deliverables for AWPThe Scope – CWP DevelopmentThe Drivers – Engineering Alignment with CWPsThe Hurdles – Support Removal of ConstraintsThe Release – CWP Readiness ReviewThe Tech – Application IntegrationsThe Champions – Aligning Leadership with AWPThe Execution – What is WorkFace Planning?The Fabricator – Coordinate Detailing & Fabrication EffortsThe Paper – Institute Contract Requirements for AWPThe Exam – Examination overview and instructionsThese are the lessons we will be covering in this course. We have our guest speaker Ted Blackmon coming in, I’m very happy that we were able to nail Ted down, because it’s not very often that his busy schedule allows for that. So, this is our basic delivery. We will get through all of this material during our time together, and some of these lessons will shorter, and some will be longer. 
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At the end of each lesson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After each lesson there will be a quiz. Through those quizzes we will do two things. First off, we’ll do the quizzes as a group, we’re the purpose is not to grade you or stress you about answering questions. The purpose of the quizzes is really to continue that conversation about the module. 
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Large equipment items delivered and went straight to the hook

Project followed the Path of Construction from Front End Loading to Start-Up
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Productivity Profile of a Typical Construction Crew:Tool time 35%Travel-Empty 14%Crew planning 11%Material Movement 10%Travel-Equip 15%Wait time 15%AWP Implementation Project Profile:Client measured tool time (Piping) 62% Travel-Empty 10%Crew planning 5%Material Movement 8%Travel-Equip 6%Wait time 9%Dow - Recent report of First Project Benefits (reported at 2019 AWP Conference in Houston)Overall steel tool time was 71% versus industry average of 37%Overall piping tool time was 62% versus industry average of 37%Materials arrived when neededLarge equipment items delivered and went straight to the hookProject followed the Path of Construction from Front End Loading to Start-UpLet’s continue and go through the rest of the delivery section. Through this we are going to talk about some basics about AWP, not really getting into the definitions of AWP, but what it really AWP is and why we do it, what the expected benefits are and so on. The image pictured above was a study done several years ago and is posted in Implementation Resource 252-2A from CII. Anytime that you see those three digits prefaced by IR or RT or FR, that is all research specifically from CII. I’ve been a long time CII member, going on 15 years now, and AWP-U is a member as well as a registered educational provider within CII. CII is really the research community that guides AWP forward. There are some imposters out there, if you will, as far resources go and governing bodies. There is an AWP Institute or something, which is shrouded as not-for profit and owned by a consulting company. So, beware of imposters. CII is very a reputable organization as the true governing body for all things AWP, and AWP University is a highly contributing member. Not only are we a contributing member, but I chair several different committees and research groups with them, and presently I am chair of the knowledge management committee, which is in the process of updating the body of knowledge for AWP, so if you’re a member, stay tuned for that. So, this diagram is kind of a standard basis for tool time studies. Now, tool time in itself is not the only thing that you need to look at when you’re calculating your effect on productivity of an organization, but it is a good front-line indicator as to whether your AWP implementations are successful.So, the baseline of typical tool time is 35-37%, depending on the study, whether its COAA or CII. There are a couple of things that we want to look at, like what causes issues in productivity on site, and some of the things we’re trying to head off and pass with AWP. A lot of the early parts of this lesson, for those of you who have experience in the past, may be repetitive, but we need to do this blocking and tackling to make sure that we’re all on the same page and understanding what our drivers are. As we look at this first pie chart in the diagram, we can see that the amount of lost time due to travel is large, when you have to move from location to location because things have changed, or you have to mobilize and de-mobilize several times. Crew planning is one that’s pretty large here, where a crew has to do a lot of the planning themselves. You give them a stack of drawings and tell them to make it happen. Material movement, waiting for materials, if they’re taking a long time, those types of things. Travel-equipment is getting equipment on site, the wait times for that. And then just general wait time shows what a crew’s typical day looks like.When we look at this, 35% tool time is a pretty weak number.  So, where do we want to try to get to with this, or what is promised by AWP in general? There may be some different numbers. People have used these pie charts for a very long time, and they’re a part of the RT 272 canon, but what you’ll notice is that the numbers in the pie chart on the right-hand side have started to evolve. And why is that? Because much higher numbers are being reported as outcomes. Where tool time used to go up to 47%, what we would consider industry baseline, a lot of people in the industry have become a lot more mature in their AWP implementations, and we’re starting to that baseline increase quite a bit. So, we’re now at about a 62% tool time baseline on AWP implementation-based projects. You can see less travel time is required and crew planning time is more than cut in half. Material movement is cut down considerably. The travel-equipment is a big one, from 15% down to 6%, so a lot less travel time is required, and wait time is reduced as well by 6%. 62% tool time. When we look at the reported benefits, where does some of this come from? Dow recently reported their numbers at the 2019 Conference in Houston following their first AWP implementation project. Granted, they spent a year or more building up their internal systems to be ready to tackle their first project. After they felt they were ready to execute, on their first project they were seeing an overall steel tool time of 71%, over the industry standard of 37%. Their piping tool time was hitting 62% versus an industry average of 37%. Materials arrived when they were needed, large equipment items were delivered and went straight to the hook, and their project followed the Path of Construction from front-end loading to start-up. That last one in itself is a feat, to follow and achieve the schedule, let alone all the other benefits. So, this is a pretty big deal that’s been reported time and time again by multiple different groups, but for them to stand at a podium in front of 700 people and claim this and have the numbers to back it up is pretty impressive, to see the benefits that AWP is bringing forward. So, these are our goals, this is what we are bringing forward and why we do this. But’s let’s not forget that there are other aspects as well.
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Benefits / Improvements
One of the primary outcomes of  an 
AWP implementation is increased 
supervisor presence with their 
crews.  
• Contractors spend millions every year on 

foreman leadership training

• Yet foreman responsibilities typically take 
them away from their crews several times 
per shift.

• AWP ensures that the resources the crew 
needs are available in the work area, 
mitigating most of the foreman’s travel 
requirements.
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Presentation Notes
One of the primary outcomes of  an AWP implementation is increased supervisor presence with their crews:  Contractors spend millions every year on foreman leadership trainingYet foreman responsibilities typically take them away from their crews several times per shiftAWP ensures that the resources the crew needs are available in the work area, mitigating most of the foreman’s travel requirementsWe want to increase productivity in the field, but we also want to increase safety and bring forward benefits. One of the things that happens in an organization bringing forward AWP is that your foreman gets a lot more time in the field. Traditionally, if your foreman has to do a heavy level of planning, they will not be in the field much and supervision will suffer. We’re not saying that AWP takes the planning away from the general foreman, but it takes the heavy lifting away. Meaning that someone else is putting the plan together based on the guidance of the foreman and general foreman at that field level.  Contractors spend millions every year on foreman leadership training, they should be out in the field, leading, not in the office planning. They should be identifying what they want to do, and AWP and WorkFace planning gives personnel the tools to guide someone else to be able to do all of the heavy lifting for them. That is one of the main benefits and reasons we do this.Not having the foreman in the field supervising causes increased safety incident potential, and one of the big driving forces for the early development of WorkFace and AWP was to create methodologies to get foremen back in the field. That’s why we bring this forward, here, because it’s important that our leadership leads, and that they’re not hiding in an office somewhere trying to put information together. They plan their work, they know what they want to do, they go through their short interval production planning and such, make sure they have everything in place. They also identify scopes and items within the packages, but the WorkFace planner is doing that heavy lifting. So, this is a clear safety benefit and benefit to supervision, with AWP utilized in the field. It’s extremely important to look at these types of things, it’s not always monetarily driven, sometimes it is a safety benefit or a leadership benefit.We’ve got a situation right now where we’ve got an aged, retiring workforce in North America, and a large gap in the knowledge base between them and the next generation coming in to fill those seats. Making sure that our foremen and highly skilled individuals are able to work with and train upcoming individuals is key for us to be successful into the future. 
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Benefits of AWP

Increasing Foreman 
Availability Has Many 
Intuitive Benefits

• Safety Improves

• Direct Activity (Time on Tools) Improves

• Craft Travel Time Declines

• Rework Declines
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Presentation Notes
Increasing Foreman Availability Has Many Intuitive BenefitsSafety ImprovesDirect Activity (Time on Tools) ImprovesCraft Travel Time DeclinesRework DeclinesIncreased foreman availability in the field has many intuitive benefits. Some of those are shown in this image here. Craft travel versus foreman availability. So, they’re not having to go back and forth all the time between the field and the office. They’re able to take what they need, go out to the field, and execute, therefore saving massive amounts of time. Direct activity versus foreman availability. We can show that if the foreman is in the field, direct activity increases. Studies have been done comparing the foreman being with their crew or not crew and the link to the crew productivity, and they show that when the foreman is in the field the crew is more productive. Finally, if the foreman is in the field there is a much lower TRI, or total reportable incident rate. Those are all items that are indicative of the craft benefits of the foreman being in the field. Craft travel time declines, and re-work declines as a result of the foreman being in the field. This is just one benefit from the field level, and one of the reasons why we do these kinds of things. Construction is the most expensive aspect of any project, and AWP is one thing that can direct the curve of expenditures at that level, and this is one of the direct methods that occurs. 
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1 - Construction Industry Institute - RT 272, Volume III, 2013

The Benefits of AWP - Catalog of Benefits
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Presentation Notes
Benefits of AWP:Improved Project Party alignment and CollaborationProject data stored in one location and site paperwork reducedIssues identified during planning – increased quality and reduced reworkImproved project predictability – Cost and ScheduleImproved Safety awareness and performanceDrives planning and accountabilitySupervisors spend more time supervisingDecreased supervisor and Craft turnoverImproved labor ProductivityIncreased reporting accuracyEnhanced TurnoverImproved client satisfactionWe won’t touch on this list in huge detail, but this is an excerpt from RT 272 by CII, which is considered the bible of AWP. The 272 and AWP were developed over decades, with input from the field and others. Some would claim that it was developed as a master’s thesis, but truthfully it has been moving forward over many decades. Many have written papers on it, but should not claim that they own the process, it has been an iterative process through CII over many years, and there are many benefits from it. 
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Level of Adoption

Be
ne

fit

• ~10% Improvement in productivity

• Project meets Budget

• TRIR drops below company average

• Project experienced minor delays

• Limited predictability

• Maintain quality performance

• ~25% Improvement in productivity

• ~10% below expected TIC

• TRIR continue to drop

• Project Slightly ahead during execution

• Moderate increase in Predictability

• Rework below company average

• ~25% Improvement in productivity

• ~10% below expected TIC

• TRIR continue to drop

• Project Slightly ahead of schedule during     

both planning and execution

• Full Predictability (alignment with estimates)

• Rework and RFIs below company average

• Project Level Adoption
• All Disciplines WPed
• Full SME Utilization

• Key System Integrations
• Basic Mobility
• Engineering Progress Monitoring
• L2 AWP Training 

• Enterprise Level Adoption

• Visual Progressing Solution

• All Disciplines WPed

• Embedded SMEs

• Full System Integrations

• All Participants Utilizing

• Full Mobility

• Full Engineering Deliverable Control

• L3 AWP Training

Reference - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice – RT272 v3, RT 319, Construction Industry Institute, presented at the 2015 CII Annual Conference 

AWP Maturity, Step by Step

• Status Visualization 

• Key Discipline WPs

• Work Process Consulting

• Engineering Alignment

• L1 AWP Training
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Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how those benefits tie into your organization. One thing that we have to do, is that we have to understand the “crawl, walk, run” type basis. When we’re identifying and bringing AWP into our organizations, or as an engineer we’re being asked to utilize and support an AWP initiative, these are some of the things that we need to take in stride as we go through our journey, to evolve and start to benefit. CII created a maturity model for the purposes of grading and putting forward expectations on the benefits for an organization utilizing AWP. You don’t just say you’re doing AWP one day and then bam, you get 67% tool time. It does take some time to get there, and this is the basis of the AWP Maturity Model put forward by CII. I’ve cleaned and dressed this up a little bit, but let’s take a look at this model. When we talk about “crawl”, we are basically getting started. What do we expect in that first stage, when we’ve just brought in AWP? We will start to see about a 10% improvement in productivity. Projects will start to meet budget, and just meeting budget and schedule is often a massive gain, where on average, if you look at IAP results coming from several publications, you’re seeing an average of 65% of projects that are at least 25% over budget and over schedule. That’s a big chunk, so getting them on par when we first start is the real big benefit. TRIR drops below the company average. Project only experiences minor delays. You have some predictability into what is happening, but not true predictability yet. And you maintain a higher quality level of performance.  Now, what do we need to do to get there? There are several things that you need to bring in on the first AWP implementation. You’re just getting started, so starting with some basic key status visualizations. We’ll talk about what that looks like later, color coding the model and making the model work for the group as far as telling them what is actually happening.Key discipline work packages. What that means, key discipline work packages early on, is to take it slow and bring in what is needed and start working forward. Key disciplines is the basis for that, pipe and steel is where most people start bringing that forward. It is important to start somewhere, and those ones, as they are often the most information rich, are often where we start.Work process consulting, you’re all going in that direction now, starting with some training like you are taking now.Engineering alignment starts to happen. So, from an engineering point of view, in the early stages we start to bring forward alignment and understanding deliverables to what we can execute. Integrated schedules are starting to happen.Then Level 1 AWP training, which is what we are doing right now, that is occurring.Then we move to the “walk” phase, as identified by CII. In the walk phase we are starting to see more things, like a 25% improvement in productivity. We are showing 10% below expected TIC. Our safety rates, our TRIR, continue to drop, so we’re showing much better safety statistics. The project is typically slightly ahead during execution. There is a moderate increase in predictability.  We’re starting to really be able to see when things are about to hit us and cause us some issues. Re-work is typically below the company average, so we don’t have the same amount of re-work as we did previously.There are things that we have to do to get to this phase. Now we’re talking about project level adoption, where it’s not a single discipline utilizing AWP, we’re talking about bringing AWP in across the entire project. This is the way the project is executed. All disciplines are being work packaged. We’ve got some type of SME utilization, we either have internal subject matter experts in AWP or  we’ve brought in a consultant. There are several good consultants in the industry to bring that forward, whether it’s Construct-X, or Terillium, or O3 does some. There are some great consultancies out there to drive that AWP utilization. Key systems integrations are utilized.Basic mobility. So, we’re starting to use some technology now. Bringing some heavier technology forward to expand our uses of the AWP data.Engineering progress monitoring is happening. We are now starting to see that not only is engineering getting involved, but engineering is starting to change the way we’re progressing engineering and the way they are delivering some documents and materials, based on the path of engineering, and tie it in to the path of construction. Don’t worry, we will talk about those methodologies soon, that is why you’re here. And we’re starting to get into the Level 2 AWP training, those basic courses from a role-based specific learning path, that we looked at on the LMS, we’re starting to get into that level. So, we’ve gone past the two-day introductory course that we are going through now, which gives you all the tools you need, but maybe you need to continue to evolve those into the level 2 type areas. We’re starting to really see some benefits at that “walk” level, as you phase in implementation.Then we get to “run”, when we start looking at phasing in AWP. We’re seeing a 25% improvement in productivity. And yes, these are the same numbers as before, but we’re seeing it now across a portfolio. We’re typically seeing 10% below expected TIC, TRIR continues to drop, safety is much, much better. The project is slightly ahead of schedule during both planning and execution. We have a full level of predictability, and we can see when something is coming at us. We now have full integration of estimates of everything through the life cycle of the project. Re-work and RFIs are below the company average, which is a very key indicator. In getting to this phase in implementation, we are showing true enterprise level adoption. This is not just thinking we have a project somewhere that might be utilizing AWP, and we think they’re doing okay. We hear that a lot. But at Level 3, this is simply the way the company now does business. If you talk to Exxon, if you talk to Dow, or Shell, all of those major companies, any of them would say that everything they do is AWP centric. All of those groups are 100% behind AWP and its enterprise level adoption. It’s not just one project that’s utilizing these methodologies, all of their projects brought forward are now utilizing AWP in one method or another.We have some type of visual progressing solution, meaning that we’re using the 3D model and we’re color coding it so we can see where we’re at, to give much better visuals. All disciplines are work packaged, so not just pipe and steel. Now we’ve got civil in there, we’ve got electrical in there, a lot of disciplines that we often have issues with getting clear information on, we’re tackling that, and all of the disciplines are now work packaged. We have embedded SMEs, so we now have people in our organization that are highly skilled in AWP to help guide the process. Full systems integrations, meaning we aren’t just doing things to satisfy some AWP person somewhere. All of our systems are integrated to communicate in a method that satisfies an AWP methodology, and it is much more streamlined in general for an organization to drive forward.All participants are utilizing AWP.We’re starting to look at full mobility into our systems now, where maybe you have tablets going out into the field instead of paper. We once did a study for a client where they wanted to know how much paper was required to support the field. AWP or not, sending ISOs out there, sending work packs out there, it is all similar amounts of paper required. On a $750 million project, in doing that particular scope it was identified that just the cost of printing, for paper and toner and such, was upwards of about $65,000. Just for producing hard copies in that project, not for the management of them or anything beyond the paper and toner and ink required, and it was that high. You can buy a lot of tablets for that kind of money, not to mention being greener in the environmental aspect of it. Even just the simplicity of this, if someone is having a conversation in the smoke shack and brings out their phone, they can make two clicks and see very quickly the status of something or look at a work package. That ease of accessibility can have a great impact on the project.Full engineering deliverable control, meaning we now understand for every engineering deliverable where it needs to go, what it needs to build, how it affects the project, what it needs to support the project, and we will go through a lot of those methodologies.And of course, we are now getting into the Level 3 AWP training, full advanced training. The easiest way to put it is that Level 1 is a great introductory training, we have the basics for how to implement things, we have understandings of what those need to look like, and what our tools need to be driving it forward. Then when we get into Level 2 basics. Level 2 gives a lot more detail, that’s the “walk” stage, and we get into a lot more details of specifics. It is more “how-to’s” as opposed to theory. Then when we get into Level 3, now we’re getting into the finite details. We’re talking templates, we’re talking structures of full detail management systems, we’re talking about advanced levels of adoption such as advanced IWP production techniques, which is how you utilize a value engineering house to build IWPs, some of those types of things. Very advanced techniques on how to continue to evolve the system are now starting to happen during this “run” stage through your Level 3 training and such.So, how does that all stack up, and what does it really look like when we start to grade projects on that basis?
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Reference - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice - A Game Changer 
RT 319, Construction Industry Institute, 2015 CII Annual Conference 

The Benefits of AWP - Maturity Model
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CII documented in RT 319 that there is a direct correlation between increased project performance and an increase in AWP maturity in execution. These findings were based on actual project data accumulated by companies implementing AWP.CII did a study through RT 319, and they released the results in about 2015. The purpose of RT 319 was to find out if this stuff works. Is AWP a real thing? Is it just a bunch of guys talking about maybe doing things this way, or is it actually being implemented and working? In 2015 there were 50 odd projects that were polled. Those 50 projects were classified based on their level of adoption in AWP, and you can see that there is a clear median line showing the level of adoption and moving from Level 1 to Level 2 is definitely a step change in productivity levels and project performance. And then, obviously when we move into Level 3, we’re starting to see productivity much more elevated, but the largest increase is in Level 2. CII’s RT 319 was the basis for proving AWP as a best practice. At the CII conference in Boston in 2015 AWP was declared a best practice for the industry, and a lot of these models were set in canon, if you will. So, you can see from these 56 projects that were surveyed, this again was back in 2015 so the data is a bit older, but it unequivocally shows the increase in project performance. If I were to attempt to fake this data, or skew the results, I would probably have a lot more outliers than what is showing here. You can see that every project pretty much follows the median very closely as to the benefits. So, showing that the model works, the expectations work, the three stages of AWP Maturity and planning for those implementations work, and it makes sense. And you can see it illustrated in this chart.
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Presentation Notes
Alright, now it's time for the first quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard, click on quiz number one.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Basics

What is Advanced Work Packaging?
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The Basics: What is Advanced Work Packaging?The beginning of this course and the early lessons contain a lot of positioning information. If you’ve taken one of our other Level 1 courses, there is a lot of overlap in this first half of the day as we set the stage for what the process is. This is a lot of good foundational information, but some of you may have seen it. So, let’s get into the basics of Advanced Work Packaging, what it really is. As we go this course, we can start to position all the things we’re talking about for engineering and how engineering supports the AWP program, but let’s go through and start identifying what AWP really is. 
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What is AWP? 

Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope 
into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve 
improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and 
lean construction methodologies - empowered through automation technology - to 
optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a framework point of view, I’m sure many of you have seen this famous surfboard slide pictured above before. This is a little bit of an update on the famous slide for the University. Basically this diagram is identifying where WorkFace Planning fits into Advanced Work Packaging, but also identifying the different buckets. AWP is all about front-end planning through detailed engineering, that’s where we are going to spend a lot of time over the next day and a half. We are going to talk a little bit about the execution at the WorkFace planning level, just so that you understand how at the end of the day things that we are creating are being used in engineering, and then how test packages and turn-over start to guide our planning efforts moving forward.  Let's look at the official definition of Advanced Work Packaging, or AWP. “Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and lean construction methodologies, empowered through automation technology, to optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.” That is the official definition as identified by CII. A couple of things that are very key in there, to note. First, the central line there, “AWP incorporates agile and lean construction methodologies”. AWP has come under fire from lean communities and such before, I think as a jockeying for position, but as they learn more about AWP, they realize that it is really a complimentary basis. In fact, within CII we now have a working community that’s “AWP and Lean”, which is a joint working committee between the two different groups, Lean Methodologies and AWP, because the dirty little secret that most people don’t know, but should, because we don’t intend it to be a secret, is that a lot of the AWP methodologies and certainly WorkFace planning originally came out of extensions and further development of some present lean methodologies. Way back in the day when the first WorkFace planning model was developed, it was basically developed out of an early Last Planner methodology, to make it work for industrial construction. Last Planner was originally developed for commercial construction, which is done a bit differently, it is a lot more repetitive and there is definitely a different method in which its controlled. WorkFace planning was created as the basis to bring those types of methodologies to an industrial world, where we like to at least think that everything we’re installing is a unicorn, and completely unique. So, as we move forward how do we handle those types of production requirements? We continue to work with lean and agile work processes as we move forward, so it’s not an “all, and, or nothing”. AWP is an integration across multiple different aspects, but you’ll start to see a lot of lean terminologies and a lot of agile terminologies incorporated into it. We like to think of AWP as the best of all methods, all brought together into one place to bring you a true basis moving forward. 
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Begin with the End in Mind – Work Package Relationships
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So, how does AWP work? Let’s talk about it from the point of view of work package relationships, and the process from that point. 
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Test Packages

Turnover PackageStart-Up Systems

Operations start-up strategy & timelines should be identified early in the 
project concept phase, in order to influence the ‘completion need’ dates 
for the “Path of Construction”.   As the project progresses, the “start-up 
and commissioning systems and sub-systems” should be demarked on 
Smart P&IDs in order to digitally encode the system attributes into the 
engineering datasets and deliverables.

Begin with the End in Mind – Work Package Relationships
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Start-Up SystemsOperations start-up strategy & timelines should be identified early in the project concept phase, in order to influence the ‘completion need’ dates for the “Path of Construction”.  As the project progresses, the “start-up and commissioning systems and sub-systems” should be demarked on Smart P&IDs in order to digitally encode the system attributes into the engineering datasets and deliverables.So, we are of course starting with the end in mind. We are going to look at the early project stages. We’re going to look at start-up systems and we’re going to look at how we’re going to turn-over that project how the customer requires certain things to be turned over. We’re going to look at it from that systems point of view, and we’re going to start to identify the project that way, we’re going to identify where our low hanging fruits are. Of course, having systems being the end in mind.  We’re going to start with that to identify how we need to set up things, such as path of engineering, path of construction, and so on that we will go further into. 
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CWA = Construction Work Area

A construction project is first divided into major project areas within a 
site plan where multiple disciplines will need to coordinate work 
activities.  Note that the CWAs are ‘work areas’, and may or may not 
be a one-to-one match with defined areas in the operating plant.   
Rather the CWAs should defined by both physical - and logical -
boundaries that established by the project execution plan to capture 
related divisions of project scope.

Begin with the End in Mind – Work Package Relationships
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Construction Work Area (CWA)A construction project is first divided into major project areas within a site plan where multiple disciplines will need to coordinate work activities. Note that the CWAs are ‘work areas’ and may or may not be a one-to-one match with defined areas in the operating plant. Rather the CWAs should be defined by both physical and logical boundaries that are established by the project execution plan to capture related divisions of project scope.From those systems, we are going to start looking at developing our Construction Work Areas. What is a construction work area? A construction work area is a geographical area, usually of a unit or a subset of a unit, from a plant or facility. Meaning that early in the project we are going to take a plot plan and have a meeting or discussion in some of our early path of construction development, and we are going to look at that and decide how to break it up by CWAs. The CWA is a geographical representation and area that is broken up. It is not discipline specific, all disciplines within a set boundary are in that construction work area. This is a way for us to take the entire facility and break it down into our higher-level pieces that we’ll have some knowledge of. Maybe it’s the exchanger rack and the main process area within a unit, or if the units are a little smaller, maybe it’s the entirety of that particular unit within the facility.There are many different methods for creating the CWAs. They are a fairly large area, as broken up often tied to how an engineering house is going to start to move towards engineering with it. They do cross systems, because they are an area, so they’re geographical areas that break up the initial plot plan. And initially in a project it is literally a plot plan on a whiteboard and drawing boxes to identify how we’re going to break it up.
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CWP = Construction Work Packages

A CWA is further divided by disciplines (i.e. pipe, steel, equipment, etc … ) and 
major ‘types’ of work a activities (install, test, paint, insulate, etc …) into CWPs, 
such that the work can be sequenced into an optimized production flow for the 
fabrication and build-out of the project.   The CWPs should correspond to 
activities in the the Master Project Schedule. 

Begin with the End in Mind – Work Package Relationships
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Construction Work Package (CWP)A CWA is further divided by disciplines (i.e. pipe, steel, equipment, etc. ) and major ‘types’ of work and activities (install, test, paint, insulate, etc.) into CWPs, - such that the work can be sequenced into an optimized production flow for the fabrication and build-out of the project.   Then we start looking at the Construction Work Package. And the Construction Work Package is kind if the central housing location for all of our information. CWPs are very important across the project and the asset lifecycles, as far as how things tie together. A CWP is a discipline specific package. It is a subset of the CWA, the construction work area. There will be at least one work package for every discipline tied to a CWA, so however many disciplines are within a CWA, that’s the minimum number of CWPs for that CWA. Depending on your construction strategies you may have larger or smaller CWPs. On some very large projects you may even have sub-CWPs, meaning that we want to add another level of separation between CWP and IWP for the purposes of being able to more granularly manage a large scope. So, those are a little bit more advanced techniques, we may get into that later. CWPs are discipline specific subsets of the CWAs. They are most importantly tied to Level 3 Schedule activities on a one-to-one basis. For the purpose of our training in this course, and pretty much all of the training provided by the University, we have a set basis of what we consider the norm for scheduling. Every organization has different nuances or different takes on what their schedule levels are. Some are very discrete and get to a Level 4 or Level 5 when they’re talking about CWPs, but in general for what we train at the University we consider it a Level 3. Level 1 being the entire project, Level 2 being CWA. Level 3 is a one-to-one tie to a CWP. And it’s not just that there’s a schedule line item that is this and ties to a CWP or two, that line item, at a Level 3 is a CWP. And that is one of the reasons we teach a course on WBS, because work packages need to represented within your WBS breakdown, to show the work packaging breakdown structure, and from a WBS point of view.So, again, the CWP is typically the center of our universe, where it controls many things and has an affect on multiple areas. It is also a geographical area, but it is discipline specific. It may also be broken by elevation, depending on the amount of congestion within an area. But when we get to a CWP, we are thinking about it in the basis of what a contractor would be awarded. Now, a contractor may be awarded multiple CWPs, and a contract for a contractor or sub-contractor may include 3, 4, 5 CWPs, but it will never cross the boundaries of a single CWP. Meaning you will never have a CWP in multiple contracts, that CWP will only be in a single contract. So, contracts will follow boundaries of CWPs, which is why we consider them one of our main guiding groups, and they are discipline specific tied to Level 3 schedule activities within our master schedule. 
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Engineering Deliverables for a CWP
The engineering component of work aligned with a related CWP, that 
forms the necessary and sufficient set of Engineering Deliverables 
(specifications, drawings, etc …) to enable the work to be executed in 
its entirety for the CWP. 
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Engineering Deliverables for a CWPSo, what are the Engineering Deliverables for a CWP? The engineering component of work aligned with related CWP - forms the necessary and sufficient set of Engineering Deliverables (specifications, drawings, etc.) to enable the work to be executed in its entirety for the CWP. Engineering deliverables, or engineering work packages, there are a couple of different ways to refer to them, but often in this course we will call them EWPs when we talk about the engineering work package. But let’s look at this from the point of view of engineering deliverables. Engineering deliverables are often tied and governed by the CWP basis. EWPs are discipline specific and will cover an area very similarly to a CWP, however, based on requirements they will differ slightly, and we’ll get further into that in more detail later. Engineering deliverables are often governed by the CWP from a content point of view, in both a materials and scheduling basis. EWPs need to be structured to satisfy CWP deliveries, and what drawings are required to satisfy the CWP as completed or ready for execution. Those engineering deliverables need to be tied on a discipline specific basis to the CWPs, and what the engineering requirements are for each of those deliverables to facilitate CWP development. 
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Procurement Deliverables for a CWP

The materials requirements related to a CWP, that needs to come 
together at the job site in the right amount at the right time.   Although 
materials may be aggregated across an entire project and procured by 
commodity types, effective deployment of AWP allows the materials to 
be analyzed per CWP based upon priority need dates and quantities.
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Procurement deliverables for a CWPProcurement Deliverables for a CWP are the material requirements related to a CWP needed to execute work at the job site - in the right amount at the right time – and can be aggregated across an entire project and procured by commodity types. Effective deployment of AWP allows the materials to be analyzed per CWP, based upon priority need dates and quantities. Next is procurement deliverables, and just like the engineering deliverables they are guided and controlled typically by the requirements of the CWP. Procurement deliverables are those materials that are required to satisfy those engineering deliverables, and the materials required to satisfy the construction work package itself. Whether you’re using a procurement work package methodology or you’re calling it a procurement work process, however you refer to your PWP, either as a process or as packages, the truth is that it’s all about attribution. How you separate the data, how the data is tied together, and how those items illustrate what belongs where, it’s all part of the procurement basis and controls.RAS dates are tied to those CWPs so that when we get into true path of construction development (which we will talk about more later today), we can start to itemize what our constraints are for actual execution in the field, as well constraints for engineering being able to deliver both engineering packages and procurement packages as well. 
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As engineering progresses, specific Turnover Packages (TOP) 
required for system startup - typically extending across CWAs - should 
be identified and scoped early by the Commissioning team. The TOPs 
will later aggregate all required inspection and test documentation, 
along with other information deliverables required for successful 
startup & operations of the plant.  Early identification of asset lists in 
TOPs greatly facilitates transition from installation by area to testing 
and turnover by systems later in the project.  
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Turnover Package (TOP) As engineering progresses, the specific Turnover Packages (TOPs) required for system startup - typically extending across CWAs - should be identified and scoped early by the Commissioning team. The TOPs will later aggregate all required inspection and test documentation, along with other information deliverables required for successful startup & operations of the plant. Early identification of asset lists in TOPs greatly facilitates transition from installation by area, to testing and turnover by systems later in the project.  Then we have our Turnover Packages, how this whole thing needs to be turned over. So, why didn’t we start with that to begin with? Because often we have systems and systems turnover, and understanding what needs to be done there, but it isn’t until a bit later that we have a full specific turnover packages based on how systems need to be turned over and such. Those turnover packages affect how we deliver all of the other packages, both from an engineering deliverables point of view as well as the CWP delivery. Those turnover packages really mark where the rubber hits the road as far as how the client or the owner wants us to deliver the project to them, therefore they have a heavy bearing on schedule and priority.
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CWPs are further divided into manageable Installation Work Packages 
(IWPs) to be delivered constraint-free to the crews and executed stop 
to finish without delay.  The size, scope and sequence of IWPs should 
be determined initially by what makes for an optimal production flow of 
work to fit within a short range lookahead schedule (typically comprising 
work for a crew over a one to two weeks period), and later adjusted to 
be exactly what the crews are able to do when issued to the field for 
execution.
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Installation Work Package (IWP)CWPs are further divided into manageable Installation Work Packages (IWPs) to be delivered constraint-free to the crews, and executed stop to finish without delay.  The size, scope and sequence of IWPs should be determined initially by what makes for an optimal production flow of work to fit within a short range lookahead schedule (typically comprising work for a crew over a one to two weeks period), and later adjusted to be exactly what the crews are able to do when issued to the field for execution.Then we have the installation work package. The installation work package is often the only physical work package. What I mean by physical work package is in reference to years ago when it came to a CWP, and we would often produce a physical paper entity of a CWP, but we typically only produced a true paper transmittable CWP in cases where it was a contractual deliverable between engineering and the contractor for execution. Those completed CWPs, those hard copy CWPs have really given way over the last 5-10 years to a more digital transmittal type point of view, and attribution within the engineering information to identify what the contents of the CWP are, and thus the installation work package becomes the one package that typically still goes hard copy as it’s delivered to the field and transmitted for execution. Now, all that being said, we’re moving away from that in the industry, it seems, where we’re moving towards tablets in the field and it’s becoming more comfortable out there as we have a bit of a changing of the guard to a more technologically savvy generation. Maybe they are not as knowledgeable in construction and engineering methodologies, but they’re definitely technologically driven. We’re starting to see the elimination of paper packages themselves as we go to the field.The IWPs control what is actually executed in the field and are the end results of all of our efforts.  All of the engineering information required to satisfy certain activities, everything that’s in there right from 3D drawings on, and we will do a review of an IWP so that you can see from an end in mind point of view what is in an IWP, and what engineering information and such is used to produce those IWPs, so that as we go through from an engineering point of view, we understand what is needed to support them. Typically, an engineering department will not interact with an IWP at all, but they will interact through the CWP, which facilitates the development of the IWPs themselves. When we start talking about the size of an IWP, there was a point in time where we often said that an IWP was about 500 to 1000 hours worth of work, but that confused a lot of people. The size of an IWP should be what makes sense for the project, and if you start breaking up all of your IWPs into 500-to-1000-hour work chunks, you can end up putting together work that shouldn’t be together, or out of sequence work, those types of things. To give you an example, when we start talking about right sizing IWPs, the first mantra that you need to look at is that an IWP is for a single crew for a set duration of time, for that crew to execute from start to finish without stopping. Basically, what that’s saying is that a single crew will get this IWP, they’re going to be able to requisition the materials, start on that scope, be able to continue on that scope, and when they are finished that scope, they then move on to their next task. Not a combination of 6 IWPs going for the same crew at the same time, where they’re doing pieces here and pieces there, that is not an effective method. An IWP is supposed to be sized to the point that a crew can start it and finish it without any delays, stop points, or hold points or anything during the execution of that IWP.So, to give you a couple of examples of sizing IWPs, if we look at an underground program (for example installing piping spools for underground drains), often what we will do is we will go in and lay the headers either in a bathtub or a large excavation, lay the headers for all the piping, and then as foundations are poured and such, we’ll then identify the risers from those manifolds up to grade level, and we’ll typically install them one at a time, possibly because of access, or foundations and grading and those types of things. So, in the instance of installing risers, you may have a package that’s as small as 40 hours, where the package is literally to install that riser by foundation such and such, where you’re not going to be able to install multiple risers at the same time, you might get two or three, depending on the scope, but typically you’re going to install them one at a time based on when you can get in and when a foundation is poured before backfill, to be able to get in and install those risers. That is an instance where it is a very small scope. If we’re looking at another type of instance from the same underground program, where from an electrical point of view there is cathodic protection required for that piping. So, the anodes need to be installed, and whether they’re installed by piping or they’re requiring a tie in by an electrician for the connection of the grounding straps, those anodes could be individual within a package. Because there’s an excavation and there’s a single riser that’s being installed, if there’s an anode that needs to be in there also, that crew may come in to just simply install that one anode and move on. These are very isolated incidents, but that is showing you how small some of your IWPs could be. Now let’s look at it from the other side. Let’s say that we have our iron workers, and they’re raising bents for a stick-built pipe rack structure. Each one of these bents is identical to the next bent, and they’re just doing a bunch of repetitive action through raising these bents and putting in a cross bracing, so you may have a package that is 2000 to 3000 hours in an IWP, because of the level of repetitive action, and the fact that the crew is going to start on that and work on it for the next 2-3 weeks, without stop.  It’s a repetitive action, the same process over and over, and the materials are readily available. There is no reason to break that up, so you may have larger packages.So, again, sizing of the IWP needs to make sense. Make sure that the crew can execute that from start to finish without hold points or items that will keep that IWP open in the field. We need to be able to start it, we need to be able to finish it, and then we need to give that back to the planning group to progress it as 100% completed. If we can’t do that, if there are hold points or pieces in there that are dependent on other areas that haven’t yet been executed, then we are out of sequence on our IWPs and we need to address that. So, sizing your IWPs appropriately is very important, maybe not that important to an engineering crowd, but understanding what you need to do to create those IWPs and some of the constraints that are considered when building them is extremely important. 
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Mechanical Completion Packages

Orderly completion of IWPs trigger efficient execution of Inspection Test 
Procedures (ITPs) and well-defined piping Pressure Test Packages 
(PTPs), which will “roll-up” into digital Mechanical Completion (MCPs) 
for handover from Construction to the Commissioning team.  MCPs 
should correlate highly with the Turnover Packages to operations being 
defined and executed by the Commissioning team.
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Mechanical Completion Package (MCP)Orderly completion of IWPs trigger efficient execution of Inspection Test Procedures (ITPs) and well-defined piping Pressure Test Packages (PTPs), which will “roll-up” into digital Mechanical Completion (MCPs) for handover from Construction to the Commissioning team.  MCPs should correlate highly with the Turnover Packages to operations being defined and executed by the Commissioning team.When we start talking about moving towards completion, we’re taking those IWPs that have been completed and starting to transfer them to mechanical completion packages, whether we’re looking at it from the point of view of punch list completion, or finalization of an area by creating these MCPs that itemize all the things to finish for turnover. These packages are the intermediary between the IWPs and turnover packages, to ensure that an area is fully completed. Typically, they are produced based on items that weren’t finished from the IWPs or others. A lot of people call these “pre-punch packages”, taking this punch listing back to what it was intended to be, which was logging deficiencies. For a long time, we have considered a punch list as just logging things that haven’t been finished. The intent of punch listing was actually to log things that were finished but possibly not done correctly. So, taking punch listing into account when making those MCPs in order to facilitate the full turnover is very key. An MCP is about the size of a typical IWP and is managed very similarly. 
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How does AWP Work? Looking at it a little different…
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Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at this from a bit of a different point of view. We looked at these work package relationships in a circular type workflow, as a loop. Let’s look at it now a bit more linearly, based on time, as to how this all comes together. In the early stages of a project, we’re starting to identify those CWAs. As we said before, they’re geographical areas breaking the plant down into those construction work areas to give us a little bit more fine detail into our development. Then we're going to look at breaking those up into CWPs. Now, remember, CWPs are discipline specific, where CWAs are not discipline specific, they're just everything within the geographical area. The CWP is discipline specific, and for each of those disciplines within the CWA, that's the minimum that you are going to have represented for the CWPs. Those are typically identified during stage two, or project definition. We're not necessarily going to identify the full scope of every drawing that goes within them, but we're going to start to identify what the CWP boundaries are starting to look like at that level. Then, as we go into stage three, through detail, and we're going to start breaking them up and start to understand how the dependencies on other things, and the predecessor successor relationships start to make sense. What engineering deliverables are required for that CWP? What procurement deliverables are required for that CWP? So that we start tracking and start identifying what our priorities and what our sequence is going to start to look like, based on these constraints.Turnover packages, identifying those from the CWPs and tying them to that. That's going to give us our prioritization of our predecessor successor relationships. So really, what you can start to see now is our logic developing for our Level 3 schedule through all of these things linked together, to show what our interdependencies are. We're going to go through a CWP contract release readiness review. A CWP contract release readiness review is the process of taking those CWPs through a readiness review to identify whether they're complete or not. We'll talk about CWP release and the readiness review in detail soon, we have a whole lesson on it to identify, because it's extremely important for engineering to be part of that as it moves forward.Then those CWPs, as they're issued late in detailed engineering, start to get broken down into our IWPs and the physical development of the IWP. This varies on type of project, but the CWP is typically at the owner EPC level and the IWPs are often at the execution contractor level, the one that's actually going to be executing the construction typically builds the IWP’s, takes the CWPs and breaks them down into those IWPs for execution. That line does vary based on the type of project. An example of that is, if we're in a maintenance shutdown type project, or a small cap project where the owner has a large level of oversight into the AWP program, they may actually have embedded engineering houses, embedded maintenance contractors, and so on that are going to execute the project. So, they're very used to dealing with these contracts and their execution. Circumstances like that with those smaller projects executed in house like that, often, the owner themselves will then start to create the IWPs, and the IWPs will be delivered to the contractor for execution. We typically see that, like I say, in maintenance shutdown and small cap type projects where the IWPs are created by the owner organization themselves.When you look at owners like Dow, Shell, and Eastman, they're doing that, where the owner has a full WorkFace planning team, but those are all dealing with embedded engineers, and embedded execution contractors and such. So based on the project type, that line of owner EPC to contractor does get a little blurry and we'll talk about that a little bit more in detail, but typically the CWP is the boundary between owner and contractor, as the contractor typically builds those IWPs later in the detail engineering stage 3.Then of course, all of that is influenced by the commissioning and startup schedules as far as how all that ties together, how we're going to issue it, how we're going to turn it over, what the schedules and sequences are for those turnovers to affect our priorities, and how we're going to actually schedule and issue packages out to the field based on that. Equipment is definitely discipline unto themselves, but in regard to IWPs involving equipment, if we've got a large vessel, let's say or a large compressor, or say you're dealing with, say, an LNG train where we've got a large Siemens turbine or something like that. Equipment in itself is a discipline unto itself, obviously the millwrights come in for setting and fitting and those types of things. But when we start looking at those areas where we've got large pieces of equipment or items like that, that piece of equipment is often part of a smaller CWA itself, or grouping, and then that area, based on the equipment, will have CWPs that are still discipline specific within it.Now, you may have sub-CWPs, or some different types of CWP's in there that you may not be completely familiar with, that would be a little different for such things as dressing vessels for lay down, where you're going to have say, a steel and a piping sub-CWP for the dressing of a vessel that might be done in a lay down area, where you're putting ladders and platforms and basic spools onto a vessel before it's lifted into place, but generally you're still going to follow the same basics of from CWP through to IWP breakdowns on that. You just might make it a little bit more granular when you've got large pieces of equipment that you need to consider breaking the groupings down to, and tying it to a specific piece of equipment, versus just an area. So, don't be scared to make packages that are more specific to such things as pre-dress and lay down dress and those types of things. You're still going to use all the various disciplines. The equipment discipline is going to be used for the vessel itself, the exchangers, the pumps, the towers, that kind of thing. But it would be just the vessels itself. You're not going to put other disciplines into equipment, like piping, or steel, or those types of things that would be specific to the equipment itself. You wouldn't even put in level gauges, level glasses, those types of things, because that would still be part of E&I, electrical and instrumentation. So, equipment truly is pumps, vessels, exchangers, those types of things. You're not going to blur the line on equipment to say that the equipment discipline also includes the piping for that equipment, or the foundation for that equipment. It's still going to be just that tagged item. Let’s look at it on the basis of a tagged item, if you will. So, that tagged pump, that tagged exchanger, that tagged vessel, that tagged tower, that's the equipment discipline. Typically, what you're going to use the equipment discipline for is in dressing, such things as if you've got a large tower. The installation of the bubble trays and the internals to that tower are all going to be within the equipment discipline. If it's an exchanger that you're installing, installing the two bundle into the shell if it's not a complete package, those types of things, that's all part of the equipment discipline, where all the interconnecting piping and electrical still is piping and electric.From a CWP point of view, from an information transfer point of view, the CWP contains all of the technical drawings required for the execution of the content within that same CWP. So, the transmittal of the CWP itself, possibly digitally through something like SharePoint or Documentum, is often the deliverable to the contractor, and that's all the information they require for it. Now, the contractor, as far as consuming all of that information, and how they work with it. Depending on your contracting strategies, and how you set up the project, and the type of project, there are multiple different ways to do that. In the case of say, a maintenance shutdown, often the contractors using the owner software. The owner has purchased things like either ConstructSim, iConstruct, or SmartPlant Construction, or something like that, that they've been building the IWPs in, and then the contractor literally gets access to that digital environment to consume and use the IWPs from within it. Now, that’s an owner constructed IWP maintenance shutdown type basis, but the more common than not typical Greenfield, where we're executing a typical Greenfield field project as the CWP is the line between owner and contractor, and when that CWP is transmitted to the contractor, how do they consume it? That all depends on the sophistication of the contractor as well as what was mandated through contract. We've got a section in here where we're going to talk about contracts, and we're going to show some examples of contract language. We're actually going to dip it to some basic contracts, to show you some examples of contracts written for some different disciplines and what shows up in there. Contracting from the owner to the contractor, as far as what's required, and then the sophistication of the contractor themselves, that's either been qualified at bid, or the contractor simply executes that way. There are lots of contractors that execute using AWP methodologies and WorkFace planning tools, regardless of what's required by the owner, that's just simply how they do business. But depending on how they're going to consume that information, they may have a certain level of automation. Ted is going to take us through some of those automation tools and stuff tomorrow morning in his discussion on The Tech, but there are multiple different ways, if you've contracted it as an owner, specifically for how they're going to consume that information, what software they're going to use, what the requirements are for building it, whether through bid, you've qualified the contractor as being sufficient in executing WorkFace planning methodologies to your satisfaction, they're going to execute on that basis. So, sometimes the owner supplies the software, sometimes the owner mandates the software, sometimes the contractor just simply has a present execution plan in place that's been accepted by the owner, depending on the crowd tracking type, the contracting strategy, the level of consumption of that CWP data by the contractor is going to change, based on requirements as well as standard methodologies that the contractor would use on any project regardless of its type and what the requirements are. So, it depends on the contract, depends on the sophistication, and depends on the requirements and how it's how it's set up as well. We've got to define that way up front, to say this is how this is going to work, and before we ever go out for bids, to make sure they're aligned with that, and if not, it probably can't go to them. Sometimes it’s dependent on the software, also. If you're using something like Bentley ConstructSim, they've got CAD converters for all majors, so if the contractor is utilizing a software like that, it could be the original plant concept, could be PDS, PDMS, S3D, PlantSpace, all these, and it really isn't going to matter because that software will be able to consume all the different types. But if the site execution contractor is using say something like iConstruct, which iConstruct sits on top of Navisworks, so now it has to be something that Navisworks has a CAD converter for, and Navisworks has CAD converters for most majors as well. Maybe not as many as something like ConstructSim, but there's lots of different CAD converters for it. So, you can cross software platforms. Of course, often the most seamless is to stick with an atypical execution. For years in our industry, engineering was dominated by Hexagon Projects with PDS and SmartPlant 3D, and the construction execution world was dominated by Bentley tools, like ConstructSim and others. ConstructSim was first released in I think 1999 or 2001, or something like that. There's a long, long history there where they've crossed software platforms. More than anything, it’s about the ability and the requirements when you're contracting as an owner, to say that this is how the data was created, these are the software platforms it's in, you're going have to be able to consume that data in one manner or another, and you're going to have to have a tool that can consume data from that.If it's your strategy to supply software as an owner or to mandate use of specific softwares, all that comes through contracting type, and there's a lot of different methods that you can go through, but the end result to this whole discussion is that it has to be contract. It has to be illustrated. It has to be delivered to the contractor. You have to pre-qualify in the bid process, the contractors, that they can actually execute based on the systems that you're going to be utilizing for project development. If you've got a contractor that says, “We've been involved in WorkFace planning for two decades, and know everything about it.” But at the end of the day you're in a strange design software or you have no design software. One recent incident that I was involved in, where we talked about whether our software could communicate between themselves and those types of situations. I was recently involved in a maintenance and shutdown project in central Alberta here, and for those that didn't know, I live in the Foothills of the Rockies, just South of Calgary, so I am Canadian, living in North America, and I also have a place in Houston. Until COVID I spent half my life in Houston. So, I live in Calgary, but Houston is what I typically tell people. In central Alberta I was involved in a project that was a third generation legacy site, and what I mean by that is was originally the site was built by one company, then was purchased by another company, and then the company that I was working in the shutdown for had purchased that other company, so a third generation ownership of this particular plant. Basically all we had was outdated isometrics, and our execution contractors for the shutdown maintenance work needed to be in full understanding that there was no 3D environment, there was no 3D model, this was manual. We were shuffling 2D drawings, all those types of things. So we often talk about software talking together, or how are we going to consume that information? Sometimes it's still manual, even today. In that third generation plant we had literally paper ISOs that we had to verify every one of them, and of course in that particular situation we ended up going to a photogrammetry/laser captured type model, so that we had something, but identifying in contract and identifying in the execution basis how the data is going to be transferred, and when the data is going to be available is extremely important. And making sure that you qualify in bid that the contractor actually can do it. I've consulted a lot in the bid process with business development groups and such as far as whether they can consume it. I've worked both sides from the owner and the contractor, to assist them in consuming bids and identifying what it really means. And really, it comes down to being able to identify and if you have methods in place to consume the information and are able to produce it as required by contract by the owner. That line between the CWP and the IWPs is also related to the engineering deliverables that need to be fully engineered, stamped and validated. That's kind of the boundary where the software are compatible between the engineering firm and the contractor firms. That's kind of where the line drives the engineering firms to deliver, fully P. Eng stamp it, and permitted deliverables that the contractors need to take over. The native files that come along with them are still not stamped, so that's kind of the big line between the two. That's that IFC line. Being an engineer myself and coming from that background and also being also having been a tradesman before I was an engineer, I like to tell people I just have a degree in how to hate myself. But when it really comes down to it, our IFC, as engineers really hits here, and this course and others in this series are really about understanding life after IFC, and how as engineers, when we issue things to the field at this IFC line, what's happening at this IWP level? What's happening with our contractors? How is our data being consumed when we stamp something and it's listed as IFC, and that transmittal goes out, how is that engineering information consumed? How do we need to position that data a little differently than maybe a conventional project methodology? If we have to do anything at all. Often there's very little change other than awareness that does happen, depending on the engineering group. Sometimes it's a matter of understanding that the construction group is going to be consuming a larger amount of data than you may have been used to in the past, such as 3D environments and everything else beyond just the IFC stamp drawings and understanding how they're going to utilize those, and that once upon a time a 3D model was not a contractual deliverable from engineering, even to the owner, let alone to the contractor for execution.Often today I haven't seen a recent contractor delivery of the 3D environment from engineering to construction, or at least to the owner for delivery to the constructors, that the 3D environment hasn't been a contractual requirement as well in one form or another. Sometimes it's in the form of review session exports, sometimes it's the actual native files, that all kind of falls into the contracting. This is why the last hour of this module, before you go into exam, or before the course is over, we're going to melt everybody’s brains with contract language for an hour, which is good because it's all about how good paper makes good friends in the end. There are multiple different methodologies for executing and consuming data, and how when we stamp something as engineers IFC, how it's being utilized, how it's being consumed and how we may need to change things as engineers a little bit, to be able to facilitate how construction is going to actually consume it. While we're on this topic, I think one of the major things that I would say is a change for engineering moving forward is probably our engineering production schedules, and how we issue something, whether it's per drawing or in groups. Where we may have issued drawing by drawing before, we’ll typically be moving to a more of a CWP issuance as a whole, rather than piece meal. A lot of owners are moving away from allowing engineering houses to progress by drawing number, where once upon a time, we were able to say, “Okay, I've got 10,000 of the 20,000 projected isometrics created, so we're 50% complete.” A lot of owners are not allowing that type of progressing anymore. Now it’s moved to a fulfillment of CWP or EWP to CWP type progressing requirement. Are you populating CWPs? Are you producing CWPs? Are those CWPs being issued according to schedule to facilitate the integrated master schedule and is that path of construction being satisfied by the engineering deliverables? So, things are a little bit different in how we issue than maybe how we did before, which can be a bit of a pain. I, like a lot of other people, like the fact that we finish the drawing, we send it out, and we start getting rated based on our drawing products. I would say the biggest change for engineering now is that we're being graded more on the correct engineering production for the priorities that have been set by us and set for us in the engineering groups, that’s probably the biggest change in engineering now, which is that level of integration into how we deliver. Which is, I think, is where some of these conversations come from, about how the contractors are going to consume our data. What systems are they going to use to consume our data? What does our handoff need to look like? How does it change now for AWP? Gone are the days of simply transmitting a PDF, now it's a lot more complicated than that. When we transmit a PDF for an isometric, now we're asked to transmit the PCF and the CIS 2 files as well. Those types of things come with it, as well as a review session, often, for that CWA. But those three things are commonly deliverable requirements now when transferring into the CWP for consumption and separation to the IWPs. So, the amount of data that we're turning over has changed as engineers. What we do with it, how we IFC it has changed, and how we're progressing it is a little bit different in an AWP environment than maybe how we've seen in the past. As an engineer, I think it's beneficial because we work in a much better direction. Plus, having worked both sides of the spectrum, I think one of the most common things is that you get asked why the hell engineering is not creating those simple drawings. Why can't we get a handle on those basic drawings? What AWP does, is it gives the contractor a visibility into why. Maybe we've got some of those holdups in engineering, such as the vendor data hasn't shown up yet. The good old vendor data discussion. We need that vendor data to be able to identify what the steel structure is going to be and what the foundation requirements are. Some decisions are being made, more times than not in engineering today, because we've got a more information rich environment in AWP and a clear integrated schedule for the path of construction. I find that we're making a lot more decisions in engineering and working with the owner a lot more often to make decisions. For example, we're going to release the foundations at a 20% over engineer, so that they're going to capture that regardless of what the weight comes back from the vendor, we know it's going to be a plus or minus 10% or a plus or minus 20% on this. We're going to over engineer the foundation to satisfy that plus 20% type basis, so that we can get it out in a true fast track type environment. So, we've talked about the consumption of the data, but now there's a lot more visibility into our data and how we turn it over as engineers, and more flexibility, often in how we engineer something to be able to facilitate schedule. We see a lot more over engineering and a lot more contingency put into things, to be able to issue things much earlier when we're waiting for information such as vendor data and so  on, to be able to start driving that into the path of construction.Before, we would over engineer it so that we could get it out. Now with AWP, we've got clear delineation as to saying we need to over engineer this, to get it out to make the delivery on CWP A, B, and C, which CWP A, B, and C are holding up work in CWA such and such, and there's 120 IWPs that this work will release. So, getting the continuity in understanding the life beyond IFC is probably the biggest change to us in engineering that we've seen with the implementation of AWP methodologies over what it was. It's good and bad. For a long time in engineering we kind of were able to exist in our own little bubble. Now we're a lot more involved in the project. From my point of view, having been a constructor and an engineer, I like it because I always want visibility. I have to know what's happening in construction, just because of the nature of having worked both sides for so long. To some it's a detriment, but generally for the overall project, the involvement of engineering now, because of AWP, is at such a heightened level that that in itself is often where a lot of projects gain a lot of productivity benefit.This AWP process may become blurry for you when system commissioning and startup start triggering. It's definitely system crossover for CWAs or CWP’s. What is the relationship between construction and commissioning, and who dictates that? Early on in the project, the relationship between construction and commissioning is based on the owners requirement for turnover. So, what systems do we need up first? Starting with the systems as starting with the end in mind.I once worked a job where the strangest thing occurred, where the owner had a drop dead date that the instrument air needed to be up by a certain time. Instrument air, that's such a basic utility that you wouldn't think of it as something important, it's not like they said they need the bitumen feedlines up first, but sometimes they've got strange drivers. In this particular situation it was that they needed the instrument air up first because it was transferring from one plant to another, and it was actually affecting the process next in our plan, so the instrument air needed to be flowing between the two. I know, strange situation, but sometimes those are the priorities that are set by the owner and operations early on. So, you have a couple different interface points when we're talking about systems guiding how we're going to do it. You’ve got the original basis large system turnovers, when you're going to want them, when certain systems need to be energized, what we need to work on, we're going to use reverse planning methods, we're going to talk about those a little later, to identify the priorities of certain engineering data based on system turnover. So, all the things that have to happen post IFC, to be able to actually execute, and how that all ties into a schedule. Bringing that forward as far as the influence of the system deliveries is the first interface point. The next interface point typically happens during the path of construction identification, which is when we're getting into more granular systems identifications for such things as hydro testing and testing situations. If you're in, say, Northern Alaska or Northern Canada, your hydro test program is going to be a lot more of elevated concern than, say, if you're working in the Gulf Coast area, and the reason for that is freezing. We work with expensive glycols and such in the Northern areas and we often do a lot of daisy chaining of tests, where we'll start high in the rack and we'll build spools that'll move fluid from one level to the next as we move down, so that we don't have to pump out glycol back and forth, because it gets very, very expensive to start moving glycol. So our testing program for systems will start to affect our priorities and our construction turnover as well, as far as how that goes. Then we get down into the punching. We teach a class on moving from area based construction to systems based completions, it's typically around that 70% basis for any project. 70% completion. We're going to start looking at any incomplete IWPs that we need to finish to satisfy that turnover date for that system. If all these IWPs have completed, what systems have been completed? And what is the basis is of those? Because we're tracking by area, but we still know digitally and through our look up tables and our master index, as well as our release plans, what systems are within what IWPs. And it's not uncommon to have an IWP that's got six different systems within it, not in their entirety, but often different areas of them. If you're doing module interconnects, you could have 8 or 10 different systems that are represented within a single IWP for those connect points on that module.So, system turnover plays a point through the entire process, as far as how the owner wants it turned over, what the groupings are that they want turned over, what the schedule is that they want turn over in, how operations wants to start it up, and what the startup sequence is. All of those are going to affect how engineering groups it together, how they engineer it, how they turn it over to the contractor, and how the contractor is going to consume and prioritize it, and through those backwards planning or reverse planning activities we are going to help garner exactly what our priorities through execution are going to be.So, that's where it gets really important for putting this all together and starting with the end in mind. Because it's not just the one interface point when we're turning it over at the end, or at the very beginning when we're trying to set schedule, there are interface points throughout the entire thing, and from a point of view of that 70% completion, where we're turning over from area to system based, there's a major rectifying that goes on at that point, an audit to ensure that our IWP deliveries are matching the system delivery. So, making sure that through all of this stuff that we're showing in this diagram, our dates and our predecessor successor relationships facilitate the turnover, at least according to schedule. It's always going to be a happy middle ground. These diagrams we have shown you, how the work packages integrate with each other, the basic concepts of the packages, what the details are for them, this is all going to set the stage for the next day and a half, if you will, in the basic concepts. We teach this basic same thing through each level one course. We teach it a little differently based on the audience, and this one being engineers, obviously, but understanding these relationships is key to understand where you fit into the project and the organization.
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Presentation Notes
Alright, now it's time for the second quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard, click on quiz number two.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The History: Where did AWP come from?Where did AWP come from? We'll get through this quickly, this is just a short lesson outlining the timeline of the development of AWP.
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Where did AWP Come From? 

With the turn of the century, we idealistically took on the challenge to turn the page on poor construction productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of people have misunderstandings about where AWP was developed. AWP has been developed over the last 20 to 25 years, typically in North America, from positions both in the Northern Canadian Oil Sands and the Gulf Coast regions. Many years ago, back around the turn of the century, COAA was working on the WorkFace planning model. Down in the Gulf Coast area there was some software that was starting to take shape, such as OptSim and ConstructSim and others. The first development of ConstructSim was not an AWP automation tool, it was just simply a work packaging tool. How do we group work together for the field? And when all these started to come together and COAA developing work processes and some technology coming out of the Gulf Coast and some other shut down/turn around methodologies from a lot of these companies early on. The companies involved that are shown in the diagram are COAA, Syncrude, Petro-Canada, Rohm and Haas, Dow, Fiatech, BP, Du Pont and Shell. This is not obviously every company that's had a hand in the development, but these were the early ones that really started to play a big role way back when into the development of it. It started in North America, a combination between the two. First pen to paper was COAA in the WorkFace planning model, and then CII with the RT 272. I was involved in all of those moving forward. I actually brought the COAA information forward to CII for the furtherment, so I've kind of always been in the room where it happened. It's been great and it’s been developing over the last 20 years. 
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Presentation Notes
What does that look like in a timeline? We’ll go through it really quickly because it's just positioning, if you've been curious as to where it came from. In the 90s we were starting to develop 4D concepts. What if we used technology, could we visualize a schedule? Those types of things were starting to take place back then. I mean, now you can afford do a 4D simulation on your iPhone. Back then we needed 3 computers processing for four days to produce a basic low level 4D simulation. I remember creating some back then, and it took like an afternoon of processing power and then we looked at it and realize crap, we've got a break in the schedule at that certain area, and then we’ve got to manipulate it, which is excellent, which is what 4d is for, but computing time back then was massive. As we move forward, there are certain pivotal projects, like the Syncrude UE-1 project, that were extremely pivotal in the development of the methodology. There were a lot of “what not to do’s” that came from that project, and a lot of real breaking ground as to where it came from. The first WorkFace planning model was originally penned by Lloyd Rankin, who joined us for our safety moment earlier, along with other committee members. He actually started that through an interview of the participants on Syncrude UE-1, where I was a planning manager at that time, for UE-1, from the  point of view of the P6 department. Not the P6 software, but at the time the WorkFace planning software was called P6, which is now KBR 4D. Anyways, long story, but this particular project showed us a lot of “dos and don’ts”, and that's where we started to develop the model. As we moved forward, technology started to take place. COAA got heavily involved and started writing the first model. The first WorkFace planning model, was penned in 2001. Software creation started to take place. We actually started having conferences around WorkFace planning in about 2009, bearing in mind that this is before the Advanced Work Packaging model was even released, so just for WorkFace planning back then. Lloyd was doing conferences for WorkFace planning here in Calgary as early as 2009. Then in 2011 COAA and CII got together, and that's really where things started to move forward for the industry on a big basis where the WorkFace planning model is brought forward. 272’s first volume was created, that was issued in about 2008. In 2011 volume three was issued, which was an elaboration of the model, and a lot happened as we moved forward with that. We started developing our training materials in about 2013. Most people think we're brand new. I've been consulting for Bentley and Construct X and a few other companies that came from Jacobs originally and SNC Lavalin. A lot of these materials I've been evolving over the last two decades, but 2013 is really when the training materials started moving forward. Then, 2015 is when AWP was declared a best practice. You can see how long we've been working on these methodologies and since 2015 we've been evolving heavily as well, and we're going to show you some of those evolutions as we go through here through the next the next day and a half. 
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Where is AWP used today? It's used pretty much across the globe. I've been involved in projects in pretty much every corner of the globe, if you will. It may have originally started mostly in North America, both from a North and South point of view. Today there are active projects in Brazil and South America. I've worked multiple projects in Australia, and there are lots of ongoing projects there. Korea, China, Japan. There's lots of interest there. Korea is just on fire right now for the amount of AWP methodologies, every company there is basically changing how they do business to follow AWP methodologies. I've been training there extensively. Lots of other consultants have as well. There's too much work for one group, so there's lots of consultants that have been helping facilitate training in Korea. It's crazy how it's taking off. In Europe AWP has been active for a long time. In Africa, I worked in Nigeria myself. I've also worked in Egypt on AWP projects, there have been a lot of AWP projects there. I've been to Moscow for projects as well. There's extensive work there, and there's actually a present community practice that’s being formed there right now, the University of Saint Petersburg, that the AWP University is involved with helping set up that COP. This is no longer a North American thing it is a global initiative. 
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https://www.coaa.ab.ca/library/advanced-work-packaging-summary/
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Presentation Notes
Where can you find some of this literature? Follow this link at the bottom of the slide image: https://www.coaa.ab.ca/library/advanced-work-packaging-summary/  This information, as you know, is going to be available to you after the course delivery is complete as well. Go take a look at the COAA information. There's a lot of free resources on the COAA website about WorkFace planning. We're going to give you lots of resources from the University, but this is a lot of the original source canon, where a lot of things were evolved from. Go give it a look, there's a lot of really good stuff there. Some of it's older 2000s, about 2017. That's probably a pretty new document by these standards, but all very good stuff. 

https://www.coaa.ab.ca/library/advanced-work-packaging-summary/
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Reference - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice – A Game Changer RT 319, Construction Industry Institute, 2015 CII Annual Conference 
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The best news is that the promise has been documented. It is proven. Productivity increases, costs decrease, and safety improves when AWP is implemented on projects.And we have the numbers, such as a 25% increase in productivity, a10% decrease in cost, and safety numbers improving by 30%.These are average numbers that we've seen in the industry. There are actually some outliers that have seen massive increases in the amount of productivity, and massive decreases in the cost, where millions and millions of dollars have been saved through the implementations of AWP. Safety incidents have decreased. Let’s focus on that for a moment. Better planned projects are simply safer projects. This is well documented within many different research groups, most notably RT252 from CII. We have found in general that those projects that bring in AWP have a total recordable incident rate 30% less in the total recordable incident rate or TRIR than those projects that are not using AWP!That is a considerable number, when you're talking about a 0.1 reduction being a massive change to safety presently on many projects! We're not just talking productivity gains, we're not just talking lower costs, we are also talking about safety for our people and reduction of a project’s TRIR. These three indicators of success are why the AWP is proven to be a construction best practice.The proven benefits showing how advanced work packaging has come forward. If we look at 272 volume 3 or 319 from CII, they talk about the 25% increase in productivity, the 10% reduction in overall cost and 30% decrease in your total recordable incident rates. 
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Further to that, the documentation is available! These three volumes produced by CII in RT 272 are an excellent starting place:Volume 1: Recommended Process, Volume 2: Implementation Guideline and Volume 3: Case Studies and Expert Interviews.That information is all coming from volume one, two and three of the CII materials, really good materials, I've been involved with this as well as lots of other people. Not one person created this, it was created by committee. Excellent starting point for a lot of these things. We've evolved beyond a lot of things, so as you read through it, remember that some of it's almost 10 years old, some is more than 10 years old and needs some refresh. That's what we're doing with the AWP body of knowledge right now within the CII CBA Knowledge Management committee. But great starting point, I hope you have these on your desk or have reviewed them. I contributed heavily to this documentation. The covers of each of these documents are actually flowcharts that I penned, and if you took the WorkFace planning training, we went deep into each of these drawings in that training, so all pretty cool stuff. I'm pretty proud of our contributions as a company to that, and as well as the rest of the world. The canon for 272 is pretty awesome. 
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RT319 - Proving This Stuff Works!

Reference - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice – A Game Changer RT 319, Construction Industry Institute, 2015 CII Annual Conference 
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For further reading, RT319 is available: Transforming the Industry: Making the Case for AWP as a Standard (Best) Practice. RT-319 was chartered to make the case for Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) as a CII Best Practice, to extend and validate the findings of RT-272 Advanced Work Packaging. AWP is a disciplined approach to project planning and execution to increase project performance and predictability. This document validates the benefits of AWP, while considering AWP maturity within an organization as an industry.Research is continually evolving, and new research teams have also recently posted new findings in RT 363, RT 364 and RT 365.RT 319 is proving that AWP works. If you need firepower internally in your organization to be able to drive it forward to say it works, take a look at RT 319. 56 different projects with different types of projects, and different sizes of projects that were all interviewed, lots of case studies in there. I've got case studies also that are in my bonus materials for this one, so we'll share it with you later. It's not part of our course delivery, but if we get some extra time, I'll show you some of the case studies. But 319 is all about case studies proving that this stuff works. It's key, go look at it. If you need firepower to sell this stuff in your organization, this is all research and expert interviews based on what the best practice is. 
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Reference - Validating Advanced Work Packaging as a Best Practice – A Game Changer RT 319, Construction Industry Institute, 2015 CII Annual Conference 
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As a result of the efforts of RT-319, Advanced Work Packaging was promoted as a CII Best Practice in November 2015.Again, in 2015 CII validated AWP, and I don't say that they just declared it, but they validated AWP as a best practice, with only a couple other best practices that they have within their organization. It's a COAA best practice, it's a CII best practice, and it is backed by these organizations for continual improvement as well. 
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Alright now it's time for the third quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard, click on quiz number three.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The News: What is new for Engineering?Let's start to talk about some of the things that are key and new for engineering. There are a couple key factors that we're going to jump into. 
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Advanced work Packaging requires a team effort. Here we are showing construction as the central “hub” of the “wheel”.  This is not suggesting that Construction runs the program with all the other function groups bending to it’s needs. It refers to the fact that optimizing project delivery outcomes is highly dependent on a sound construction led strategy, that all functional groups are holistically aligned with. Construction, after all, is the “production system” that delivers the project.Project management as the “wheel” ensures that a highly collaborative and comprehensive AWP strategy is adhered to.  A good balance of project management and production management keep the wheel spinning smoothly.We're going to look at it from the point of view of different interactions with other groups and let's look from engineering’s point of view. Engineering Support for AWPA - Align efforts with Path of ConstructionWe're going to talk about the path of construction in detail and what the IAP sessions look like, what the role of engineering is in those IAP sessions, and how exactly engineering information and additions to the path of construction, and engineering as a constraint to construction from a deliverable POV ties into that. Some of the things that are that are very key:Map path of engineering to CWAs and CWPs. This is going to be an engineering task that we're going to talk about here over the next day and a half, about how that path of engineering ties to the path of construction, and how CWAs and CWPs need to be attributed and tied to those different areas. Track and report status of engineering deliverables and constraints by CWP. So, where typically in most construction organizations we'll report by area or system any issues, or potential changes, or deliverables and what our progress is, or by the number of drawings that we're releasing, tracking, and reporting, and that status is changes a little bit in AWP environment, where a heightened level of reporting for those deliverables and constraints is required by CWP.Prioritize engineering efforts to support construction sequencing. In a nutshell we're saying that we're really going to have to analyze our priorities and engineering with the priorities in construction, to identify right where the middle ground is. Too often a construction schedule is exactly that. It's a pie in the sky, un-executable thing based on the reality of engineering deliverables. Engineering deliverables, or engineering schedules are often built based on what's the best way for us to support or what's the best way for us to deliver drawings. It used to be often created with little concern of how exactly the site is going to execute, and more about the best ways for us to deliver in engineering? So, we're going to talk about that interactive planning and how to prioritize engineering efforts to support construction and how our efforts and engineering will affect construction and how we convey that. And via the CWP, how we convey that prioritization and issues for changing of priority and sequence. B - Participate in AWP working sessionsIt’s the dreaded multimedia multiple meeting syndrome. I hate to say it, but in the AWP environment there are more meetings. There's more integrated planning that's required, so the idea is to keep them highly functional meetings, not just for the sake of meetings, but two of the clearly high value engineering required and added areas, high value sessions, are the interactive planning sessions and the CWP readiness reviews.Interactive planning sessions, from the point of view of path of construction development, sequencing, and integrated planning that way.CWP readiness reviews. Going through and identifying whether the CWP's are actually ready. Going through that review process, identifying the checklist, going through the checklist to make sure that everything is in that CWP that they need, and everything is in there that we've agreed to send to the field, so that we do actually produce proper consumable CWP’s. C - Code project deliverables by CWPThis is probably the most important aspect through the whole thing. Through our training here, as we get you an exposure into AWP for engineering, coding project deliverables by AWP is often the most important thing that we can talk about in engineering, this is probably the biggest step change. This is where the rubber hits the road for data transmittal between different groups, and this is where the biggest step change is. Where primarily we've just issued drawings by area or issued drawings by what's complete and sent them off and tracked them by transmittal, that shift now changes to CWP based. That's probably the most important aspect that changes for engineering, is that the CWP is now our governing delivery mechanism over basic numbers or transmittal based. Ensuring required attributes set in the 3D model. There's not a lot of difference in the attribution required for construction when it comes to an AWP initiative. A few of the things that are definitely required in there.Organizing the model by CWA and CWP, those attributes are probably the single biggest changes that you're going to see in what we typically would do in an engineering module, and what we what we would do now. I know back when I was creating engineering models and working in the office and engineering on projects, we didn't have CWPs or CWAs a representation within any of our models. Today it’s a mainstay, bringing those attributes forward so that models can easily be sectioned, and data sorted. When it comes now to engineering attribution, other than that line level attribution, those types of things, there's not a whole lot of changes, but there are a lot of line level attributes that are required by the construction planning organization and having an understanding of those and why they're required is often very key. And I'll pause for a minute to go over that. Really what I'm talking about is that we've often and have for many, many years produced design review sessions for construction or for the field, or for anybody in general to review, but we've often kept them very simple. Meaning most systems allow you to not include all the attributes, or only select a very few basis of attributes so that all your design elements are hidden, so we don't see design pressures, we don't see commodities, we don't see flow rates, we don't see a lot of that stuff when we issue a review session. However, throwing the baby out with the bathwater and hiding all those attributes created what we would call “dumb models”, meaning there's very little information within them. Construction does require certain contributions within the systems, and we'll cover that a little bit, but most more than anything, it's obviously the CWA and CWP, but there's basis in there like test pressures, commodity sizing, those kinds of things. Connect point 1, connect point 2, size 1, size 2, schedule, all the things that you would think would naturally be part of what construction requires. Those attributes need to be identified early as part of the filter for setting up design review sessions or for transmitting actual 3D models that are going to be used by the field. We don't want to send out 3D models that have nothing but a basic tag in them. There's a lot of attribution that's required by different systems to set up a proper functional system. We won't cover them all here today, but that's something that needs to be highly discussed and documented within an organization, as to what attribution construction is going to need, so that when models are issued, they contain those attributes. Often, it's nothing different other than dimensions, CWA, CWP. But what is different is enabling the throughput of that data to the field, because previously we've often matched it in review sessions.Code engineering lists by CWA and CWP. That's a bit of a step change too, a lot of different groups for doing that already, whether they're utilizing AWP or not. It's kind of one of those things that's kind of become prolific within the industry, where a lot of engineering groups are already using CWAs and CWPs, even though they don't necessarily know why, or they're using them for different reasons. But coding engineering lists by CWA and CWP is extremely important. That helps us parse the data at the construction level in a large fashion. Publish digital MTOs by CWP, where before you might have done MTO dumps by area or by system, now engineering is required to do those MTO dumps by CWP for populating procurement and others. Publishing digital MTOs by CWP is now required. D - Minimize impact of revisionsI like to call this section “Understanding Life Beyond IFC”. I worked in the office as an engineer for just a short time. I only had about a four-year stint as an actual operating engineer before I just used the credentials as a construction manager, but as an operating engineer in the office, that would have been in 1999 or 2000, I didn't see or understand life beyond IFC at that point. What it meant to me was that when a drawing went IFC, we just wiped our hands, and it was gone. Now, today there's a lot more of an integrated aspect on what's actually happening in construction and how that ties back. So, minimize the impact of revisions, and understanding what happens and why those revisions do impact things. Publish engineering deliverables by CWP. We want to do this so that when we do publish the engineering information out, we understand how to transmit that there have been proper revisions before. We often did it just in the transmittal, “There's a new revision figure it out for yourself.” Now we're publishing engineering deliverables by CWP, thus communicating, based on that level, what revisions have come forward. Communicating planned scope changes using advanced revision management. Now, what the heck is advanced revision management? That is a visibility into the internal project planning or project engineering that hasn't typically left the walls of the office before, if you will. What I mean by that is, in engineering we use things like line lists and registers and others to track what designers are working in what area, what is in stress, what's in checking, and all those types of things to track our environment internal. What's been asked of engineering by others that consume that data, such as construction, obviously, is that there's a program for advanced revision management. What that keys off is such things as that line register or line list, where if a designer has signed out a line after there has been IFC on those components, that automatically flags a report into the system. Basically, if I'm a planner at the field level, and I look at my report and my advanced revision notice report shows me that there is activity on a specific line, it gives me pause to make sure to ask the questions and possibly write an RFI query engineering if we are safe to plan that line that has a revision possible notice coming. So, we flag reducing notices of multiple things that are activities in the office that would identify that there's possible change coming, one of those is obviously signing out a line that's already IFC, and so on. Being able to bring that forward to the craft, or to those planners that are planning it, so that that is an advanced revision notice, giving them pause to consider that maybe that's going to change, and if it's going to change, we should maybe write the RFI, or ask the question, or deprioritize it, because the odds are that we could have a problem and we could end up in a rework situation. We're all about trying to minimize rework. If we've got to swap things in our schedule, maneuver things in our schedule to avoid rework, those advanced revision notices can help us immensely with that, and thus also help to mitigate the impact of change orders. Change orders based on revisions are an automatic type thing for most organizations. If you're issuing revisions to the field after they've already accepted the initial IFC, you can pretty much guarantee that somebody, somewhere is going to create a change order for that revision. We're trying to minimize that, change to ensure that construction doesn't have to create a change order based on revisions coming after the fact. So, there are multiple different keys in multiple different areas. I’ve given one example of where advanced revision management comes into play, to identify for the planners, that that's a hot area. Tools like SmartPlant construction or ConstructSim have some of that built right in, where they will give a status visualization based on the line register or line list, that will attribute it and show in those visualization systems that this line is red because it was IFC, and it's been signed out by a designer. That’s usually a good indication. It may be just signed out for a study, but it also may have been signed out because somebody is looking to revise it, or there's been a vendor change, or some of those types of things. So, asking the questions when a line has been signed out is pertinent. Avoiding potential change and eliminating very costly change order. Often change orders come about just because there's an opportunity to make a change order. I'm not going to lie, having been on both sides of the of the avenue, I've seen some very large change orders go across the barriers between contractor and engineering, and they didn't have to. There was no need for it, but because the door was open, it happened. We need to be careful in our systems to mitigate those types of things. That's all we're saying. When we talk about digital MTOs by CWP, this all makes sense, but we can run into issues. For example, for offshore projects we may be basically forced to buy things in some cases without having completed the design. right. Especially in the case of ordering bolts. Doing large bulk buys based on go by’s, to say we've got a deal now to buy 350 6-inch carbon steel valves. Because we know we’re going to need them, we buy them in advance. We may get a lot of pushback from both our engineering and our procurement teams offshore because of that, because they feel like that doesn't apply in those specific cases. Issuance of MTOs by CWP doesn't negate the fact that you're going to do multiple early bulk orders, and that's a that's a pretty standard methodology for procurement. You get a deal on things, you're going to buy a whole bunch from one supplier, and these are going to be the new supply dates. What it does, is by issuing the MTO by CWP after the fact, it allows us to understand the impact of those bulk orders, because if we don't do the CWP MTOs, then we're not going to have the trickle-down effect to our IWP level, to understand that we did this bulk buy, we've got this many, this is the spec, there's this many of this widget, and there's this many in this CWP, but they're not going to be here until such and such date. We then have the follow-on ability to start to affect that path of construction, based on the reality of procurement.So, where some people will say, “Wait until I can completely issue the MTO by CWP before you do your procurement”, that's not a reality, because we're going to do a lot of procurement early on, based on the typicals that we would see in this type of project. Material engineering is going to have a pretty good idea of the basic buckets of what they expect this project to require, and they're going to do a lot of bulk orders to start with. They're going to do a lot of initial orders with groups. I would say, if I could draw the analogy, I'd almost liken it to what's happened in the world with COVID vaccination orders. Early on, a lot of countries were putting in a lot of bulk orders before things were proven, before they knew exactly what they needed, before things were there, on a kind of a wait and see basis. We do that in procurement all the time, where we'll put orders in place give a vendor heads up, say, “Hey look, I'm going to need you know 450,000 pounds of this particular alloy. Are you going to be able to supply, and if so, I'm giving you a preliminary contract for it”, that's kind of standard. But what often happens is we forget that we need to be able to track that input to the level of the IWP, and if we sever the MTO by CWP just because all the items have already been procured, then we can't report against it later. Procurement is satisfied, because in their eyes, they've ordered it and they're going to send it to site. Here's the RES dates. But unless we have that MTO segregated by CWP, we're not going to be able to identify exactly where it's going from a planning point of view, from impact that way. We can still run material feasibility against it, obviously, but when we do our initial planning, it's going to affect us heavily. We should go ahead and buy in bulk, but we can use this more of a as a tracking mechanism to make sure that we have what we need before we start our package, because there is a comfortable middle ground that needs to be achieved with procurement between what the MTO by CWP is, and what we're procuring when. At no point are we saying procure by CWP because that would be silly, right? I mean nobody is going to be able to procure by CWP because with pieced lots like that, you're going to get totally raked over in your material program if you procure that way, but you still need to have it though. Even though we're not ordering by MTO by CWP, we still need to track it that way so that we have that bridge. The key worry there is mapping that material against CWPs later. Because yes, you will be buying bulk, but mapping and having that interface between the two is key. That's what will resolve those issues later, because later we're going to be identifying on a whole whether this CWP can be issued to the field and we're going to do one of two things. We're going to hold that CWP until we know what all the RAS dates are for all the components within that CWP, so that when we issue it, we're going to issue it based on schedule. Often there's a misconception when we issue a CWP as ready, that we've put boots to steel on all of the procurement items. When we issue a CWP to the field for planning activities, we haven't put boots to steel on anything. Maybe a few things, but it's mostly based on schedule, so we're clearing constraints based on schedule, not on boots to steel, which is a hard constraint clearance. What I mean by that is if we physically touched the item, it's here. So early on in the planning, especially in CWP release, it's conceptual, based on scheduled RES dates and ROS dates as to if it satisfies our plan. We need to break it out by that, and even if we're procuring way early, we need to identify the MTOs per CWP so that when we issue it for planning, we have a clear understanding of whether it could be executed based on the scheduled dates, because that initial is conceptual, typically.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engineering has its own a set of roles and responsibilities for effectively supporting advanced work packaging. We will make several references to the Path of Construction, that mutually agreed to alignment of all functional groups to what should be an optimal approach to constructing and handing over the work to the facility owners. Engineering is perhaps the most critical component that will drive the success of project delivery outcomes. Engineering Support for AWP: A - Align efforts with the path of construction. Notice use of the term “path of Engineering”, it’s just as important to optimize this path in conjunction with the Path of Construction. This will include the following:Map the path engineering to CWA's and CWPs When participating in Path of Construction sessions, it’s important that Engineering shares the process of completing engineering to ensure the Path of Construction can be supported.Remember, construction thinks in terms of building from the ground up for the most part.  Underground and foundations start first.  However, Engineering doesn't quite follow that path but takes a systems perspective.  Engineering must get a lot of information from a lot of different areas before they can finalize a civil foundation, for example. Before a foundation can be designed, the weights and configurations of equipment are needed, this leads to design of the structural steel, and then foundations can be determined.So, a path of engineering can be mapped, and it will be the job of the engineer to share that information with the other stakeholders and link it to CWAs and CWPs.Trade-offs and adjustments will be needed to both the Path of Construction and the Path of Engineering to establish reasonable and realistic plans.  These conversations need to happen during collaborative interactive planning sessions and workshops.Track and report status of Engineering deliverables and constraints by CWPThis is an important capability to incorporate into the project’s AWP Program.  The team needs to track all those engineering deliverables, all the drawings, all the specifications, everything that all stakeholders downstream, procurement, construction, vendors, etc. to be productive.  Transparency of status drives better decisions, readiness to support CWP execution drives value.  AWP coordinators will be in position to validate readiness for CWPs where engineering readiness (all deliverables complete and constraints cleared) is a key leading performance indicator. As the path of construction starts taking shape and the path of engineering aligned, we can prioritize engineering efforts to support construction sequencing.  This alignment and prioritization of engineering efforts will enable the Path of Construction to be better realized, Engineering will also be able to more efficiently distribute Engineering resources and produce what's needed by construction first and put off or delay other deliverables.B - Participate in AWP working sessions: Interactive planning sessions. These are sessions where stakeholders come together in workshops and collaboratively drive optimal solutions and decisions to benefit the project. Path of construction sessions are just one type of interactive planning eventsEngineering can also leverage this process and have their own internal interactive planning sessions to coordinate alignment to the “path of engineering” and production of deliverables.  Interactive planning is an important technique, and all are encouraged to leverage it as best they can. CWP readiness reviews. These sessions are typically facilitated by an AWP Coordinator.  All stakeholders for a specific CWP or group of CWPs are represented. Engineering is one of those critical stakeholders that must participate.  These sessions are assessing and driving the readiness of any CWP to be released to construction for execution, in accordance with a CWP release plan that is tied to the Path of Construction.  This requires a very proactive part of all stakeholders.  Engineering is perhaps the most critical participant.  The goal of this group is to make a key “go / no-go” decisions for releasing the CWP or identifying the constraints that must be removed in order to release the CWP.  C - Code Project Deliverables by CWP:All information aligning across all deliverables through proper nomenclatures and file structures is important in today’s data driven world,  Engineers need to:Ensure the required attributes set in the 3D model so drawings, documents, vendor documents, and others can leverage as reference Organize the 3D model by CWA & CWPCode engineering lists by CWA & CWP so everything is alignedPublish digital Material Take Offs (MTOs) by CWP - everything will have reference back to CWA and CWP D - Minimize Impact of Revisions:There’s no argument that engineering revisions that happen during construction can lead to detrimental consequences in all key indicators of cost, time, quality, safety, and morale.Key is first to Publish engineering deliverables by CWP so we can identify quickly what a potential change may impactCommunicate planned scope changes using “Advanced Revision Management” report - advance revision management is key to informing stakeholders early that a revision is contemplated to enable conversations on the potential impact of that revision and mitigations that could occur to alleviate the impact of any change.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about things from a more proactive role, now. What does AWP mean to me [as an Engineer]? What’s New in AWP?Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide a projects' scope into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability.   You will need to learn more about this industry best practice being adopted on capital projects. There's lots of manageable scopes and differences that are changing for an organization. AWP in general is not hugely new anymore to a lot of organizations. I would say more people are doing it properly or taking it to the next level is where they’re at these days. Almost everybody has some type of flavor of AWP in their environment already, it’s just a matter of mapping that, and that's a whole other course that we teach, about understanding process overlays, and we will talk about that a little bit here, I think tomorrow, where we discuss the project process overlays and how to develop them, but that's a pretty in-depth section. We'll touch on it a little bit, but there's a whole 4-hour course we have just on that. How does my role change?You will be asked to take a more proactive role in the development of the optimum Path of Construction Sequence. That's probably one of the biggest takeaways from our discussions so far, is that where engineering has typically not had much of a place to play when it comes to developing the path of construction, where for a long time, all we've typically done is produced and sent our basic RES dates for materials, and our delivery dates for what we figure how many isometrics we're going to issue by certain dates, those types of things, and ask construction to work around that. Now it's a little bit more, where engineering is getting a seat at the table to help design that path of construction, so that construction doesn't go off on a tangent thinking they've got the best plan in the world, which is just simply not executable, because they're not going to have either engineering or procurement information to be able to execute it.Contribute key pieces of design information early in the project that ultimately helps to streamline work done in the field, thus improving overall projects saving safety, and efficiency. One of those examples of that would be a discussion we had earlier in our training, about identifying and mitigating risk by over engineering. You know, the age-old issue of, “Do I issue this foundation at 20% beyond what we what estimated capacity is, so that any changes that do come from the vendor will be fine?” That's a very common type of situation, where we’re contributing key pieces of information ahead of time, and making decisions ahead of time to help facilitate, so that we can actually execute and send such things as the details for the foundations and such, and continue to move on, so we can get into detailing steel, and others. So, contributing those key pieces of design information, where maybe it's a basis of over engineering. Maybe it's something that we hadn't typically released before. One of the things that's most intrusive, I would say to an engineering department, and having managed it myself, and kept it so close to my heart before, would be the line list or the line register. Having people have visibility outside of an engineering group into our line register has often felt like you’re airing your dirty laundry, or somebody is looking in your underwear. It's a tough thing for a lot of engineering groups, to allow others to have visibility into the line list or line register. That can be a tough one, but it's required for multiple things. We talked about advanced revision notices earlier. We talked about understanding what state things are in. If a planning group is watching like a hawk, and they see that isometrics are in checking, they know that possibly those dates are achievable. If they see on the line list that things are still conceptual, they've not even been routed connect one, connect 2 yet, we know that there's no chance that next week we're going to see any design information on that, but if it's in checking, there's a chance. That visibility into the progress online register is a tough thing to swallow for a lot of engineering organizations, but it's becoming more main practice now, where we're allowing it to go beyond the confines of the engineering office walls.Clear communication with all stakeholders in Interactive Planning sessions and other collaboration sessions, leading to smooth execution through the project lifecycle. As we were talking about before, what changes for us? That age-old thing, more meetings. There's truth to that, there are more meetings, but your engineers are now more involved in such things as interactive planning sessions, path of construction sessions, and those meetings, and take it as a good thing. That’s a very popular pushback. We need another meeting?? Now I gotta go to these path of construction sessions for construction. Why can't they just do their own stuff? Here's a list of what my requirements are, and this is when I'm going to issue stuff. Why do I gotta waste my time with this? One of the things that I tell any engineers that I'm working with all the time is to use it to your own benefit. And what I mean by that is it's not simply a construction activity. Identifying the path of construction is a project activity and as a project participant, being an engineer, being able to have your voice heard to say, “No, Constructor, you are completely, outrageously wrong for expecting us to have all of our vendor data in, and all of the design information in for you to receive those drawings by this date. Based on these constraints, the date that you're actually going to be able to receive this information on is this date. Your ROS dates at best are going to be following on six weeks beyond that, at best.” If you’re not planning a buffer into that, you're going to be solely disappointed, and no matter what plan you put in place, you're not going to be able to achieve it. Being able to step into a role as an engineering group like that, to be able to call and say that that plan doesn't work, because we can’t facilitate it physically because that's just not the way things work, and we're not going to have things in place. It's very key, so don't look at a seat at the path of construction table as an issue, as something that's just another thing that's tacked onto the things you do, and just takes more time away from what you really want to be doing. The truth is, it's your voice. It's your voice to say when things are actually going to be issued, and when things can actually be done, because there's nothing worse than getting six months down the road and construction is yelling in a meeting that we don't have drawings, when you knew the whole time, there's no way that that was going to be achievable. Yet the construction schedule went forward with these false dates and little information. That's a typical project environment, it happens so frequently. Often engineering is then put in a situation to expedite. The worst thing that can happen to us in engineering is now to expedite something that we knew was going to happen at a certain date anyways, but now we're forced to deliver it earlier. That happens a lot. You know that dirty word of expediting means that somebody has made the decision to say it's now your problem. And if we don't, as engineers, sit in on those path of construction sessions, that's our means to be able to head off those unrealistic expectations that often come up from construction. Having to walk both sides of that road, trust me, I’ve had unreasonable expectations from both sides of that. So, path of construction is really where we come together on those things, and let our voices be heard as an engineering group, because if it's not, you might end up in an expediting situation that's going to tax you, cause you to miss weekends, miss your kids’ events, and all those types of things. Path of construction can be used heavily to impact how you have to deliver.What do I need to know?Key highlights of AWP Include:Improved alignment of Engineering & Procurement with Construction and Commissioning. We just talked about that. Utilize it, it's only improved alignment if you accept it. I've worked with a lot of engineering groups that just choose to not be part of certain interactive planning sessions, or path of construction sessions. I hate to say it, but often what ends up happening is when you have to crash a schedule and you have to come to the decision, then you know that that dirty word of expediting starts to show up.CWP's are going to help define and prioritize the engineering deliverables and then that's going to help define what the procurement deliverables need to be support the optimal path of construction.  Interactive Planning and CWP Readiness Reviews to stop ramping up in the field too early. One of our most common issues with construction today, is mobilization too early, mobilization because the schedule told me so, those types of things. Engineering being key in those interactive planning and CWP release reviews for the same reasons we've been talking about. Construction is going to want to execute things at a certain time. It's not always going to be feasible. Having a voice at the table ensures that the project is all going in the same direction, to eliminate that early mobilization. I was a part of a research team few years back, RT 323, I believe it was. It was titled Identifying Impacts of Early Mobilization in Construction, and it’s a lot of great research. I suggest you go read it. RT 323, great synopsis. There's a lot of really in-depth information there. But if I was to sum it all up into one sentence, that's probably going to deteriorate it a little bit, is don't mobilize because the schedule said so. That’s a common thing, we mobilize because we've had these interactive planning sessions, and the CWP readiness reviews, and we've been able to actually prove that there's items to happen. More and more sites are going to readiness reviews that are more than schedule driven, which are actual deliverable driven, which is key, and that's where engineering needs the seat at the table, because there's nothing worse than mobilizing with 10-15 crews to the field, and then having 10-15 crews burning hours not doing anything. I remember those days when I was a tradesman, thatused to be called going to the trailer, going to the rigging trailer and adjust the rigging. That was code for go hide in the rigging sea can and play solitaire, so the owner doesn't see you not doing anything. That's a sad thing to be told as an apprentice, but that's kind of the way it worked back then, and how it still works. You know, stay out of the line of fire. Don't be seen. If the owner is doing an audit by walking around, you better not be standing around. When the truth is, we just shouldn't have been there to start with. We mobilized way too early, and that happens a lot. So, preventing that is key withing engineering. Business rules will effectively enable construction to work on what is ready to execute.  Key is making work ready and not letting flawed work move downstream.  This “go slow to go fast” approach will drive significant improvements and deliver the desired benefits.Heightened visibility of project execution through 3D, color coded status views. Understanding that other people are going to use that 3D model now, beyond ourselves within the engineering office. That 3D model is a living, breathing entity, now. It has a life that continues on everlasting. There’s a whole movement in the industry now, and I'm sure you've heard of it, whish is digital twin. The aspect of digital twin is to create a true digital twin for the plant, meaning that data is evergreen always. A lot of times, like I was giving in the example earlier where we've been in shutdown maintenance turnarounds, where all there is, is some basic 2D drawings, and even at that because nothing has been maintained and we have to go out to the field and verify every drawing because there's no trust. We're talking about a lot more utilization of our 3D environment, and if you look at what's happening in the digital twin base, that means it's going to live well beyond us, not just the IFC, which is what it used to be. Before, our 3D models kind of died at IFC. Now they've got a life of their own that will far outlive us.This alone, when done right, will lead to much better and aligned decision making, better work execution planning.  It is true that pictures are worth a thousand words.  Execution of constraint-free Installation Work Packages (IWPs) by Labor Contractors. All that's really saying is that part of those constraints for those IWPs that are being issued are such constraints as engineering deliverable drawings, and IWPs can't be executed or sent to the field unless they're incorporated.If we release well defined and complete design and engineering information [engineering work packages] to support CWPs, we enable procurement and construction to create constraint free IWPs.Constraint free IWPs enable contractor teams to plan and execute work as intended. Incorporation of leading indicators of AWP success to know that the doing is getting done. Basically, we're saying that we've got a lot of leading indicators. We're tracking at a lot of different level, now. We're tracking against different things than we did in the past, so we've got a lot of new visible histograms, some visible reports that we didn't have for a long time. There is an increased visibility into the status of both construction and engineering, as we move forward. And that is a key aspect that does affect how we engineer today, as there is a larger visibility into it, as well as what we're issuing, when.We are going to want to track the status of engineering, and we're going to want to have engineering see what the status of the project is, because priorities may shift, and engineering should be able to provide input or challenge things that go on, starting with giving input into the path of construction exercises as well as into the CWP readiness reviews.Not only is engineering going to be a focus of conversation (for example, where are the documents, where are the drawings, etcetera), but engineering can also ask the same questions regarding construction on Construction’s CWP readiness in terms of site readiness, fabrication readiness, and other things like that.So, the important message here with all these roles is the intensive amount of collaboration and integration that advanced work packaging is trying to promote.Let’s explore how AWP work packages relate to engineering
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Continuing with Engineering support and key functions, let’s look at key building blocks: Number 1, Code planning automation system by CWA+.  Leverage task planning in the automation system to code pipe segments and other components by CWA boundaries. Ensure attributes are set properly to support AWP automation. What we're really talking about here is that there are systems, one of them is S3D, that allows you within your engineering environment to automatically attribute and code things based on volumes, which is a very handy tool to use when we're talking about incorporating CWAs and CWPs. Because sometimes those boundaries aren't necessarily clearly identified, when we're doing our initial scoping in our initial engineering. So, down the road. This stuff is in this CWP, but now I have to send a designer back in there to add attributes for the next two weeks. Who's going to pay for that? That’s a typical conversation. Well, the truth is that there's tools out there now for automation by volume, and mass automation for attribution. That's very key to get those CWAs and CWPs in there, but we need to get them in one way or the other. Number 2, Contracts. You need to support the technical requirements for engineering and detailing and fabrication contracts. That's going to be important, that the information can be absorbed by the vendors, and we minimize the amount of confusion and changes at a minimum. We've got a contract section in this class that we're going to cover tomorrow, as I mentioned, and that's important. There's nothing more important when we start talking about engineering and AWP than the contract languages itself, because the contract language itself is exactly how engineering needs to conduct themselves. And if you're on the receiving end and it's not contracted for you to receive certain things, you aren't going to get, it's not going to happen. As an engineer, I'm not going to produce more things than I'm contracted to do, and that's just the way it works. So, it’s extremely important that we get good contracts in place, that are very clear as to what the deliverables are going to look like. Number 3, CWP release plan. Prepare for and proactively participate in Interactive Planning sessions to define, refine and finalize sequence and status of CWPs in CWP Release PlanWe emphasized this before and it is worthy of repeating. Engineering needs to pay attention to those CWP release plans.  They are tied to the Path of Construction and the prioritized engineering deliverables critical to meeting delivery milestones. We talked about that before. That CWP release plan, engineering has to buy into it. If that CWP release plan is not agreed on by engineering, then it's an issue. I've gone to site and audited a lot of organizations before that get out there and everything seems to be going fine and you talk to them. They think they’re executing pretty good, everything looks great, and then you start talking to the field and they start saying the CWP release plan and everything, it's working, we are pretty much achieving based on how that's going to line up. It's lined up to the Level 3 scheduled pretty well. That's fine, it's amazing how many times I've heard that the CWP release plan has been changed several times because of some engineering holds, some engineering changes and a few things like that, but the reality is that we never really updated the schedule based on that CWP release plan, so as it turns out, today, we're really just reporting progress to the schedule. We're not actually using the schedule as a driver for how we're doing construction. The CWP release plan has kind of become what we need, to know what we're going to actually get. That's a pure breakdown, completely, in interacting interactive sessions and interactive systems, not making the changes required to the Level 3 schedule based on the CWP release plan, and the reality of the CWP release plan is key. Everybody needs to maintain it, but it's not enough to just maintain it, it needs to actually affect other things such as the schedule as well, when things change. Because too often, we've seen it where engineering has done everything they need to do, to say that things are going to be late. I've been in IAP sessions where I've smoke  jumped into a project to try and help out, and we sit there in an IAP session and go Okay. This is the path of construction; this is the way we're going. We're going to do this, this, this, and this. It's all good. Everybody is in agreement that this looks awesome, and then I'll turn to the CWP release plan and say yeah, but this says that you're not going to have engineering information until three weeks after you say you're executing. Yeah, but the schedule says that we'll have it then, so it's all good. Well, you know, it's a disconnect. Being able to prepare and participate in those is critical because people will take things as gospel and will execute based on wrong intentions, based on information that’s at hand, so we need to ensure that those integrations between them are happening.Number 4, Develop CWPsPublish, prioritize, track and report the status of engineering deliverables by the defined sequence of CWPs. This is typically new to engineers, to write, publish, prioritize, track, and report based on them.Developing CWP’s requires an integrated effort with Engineering (creating EWPs aligned with CWPs), Procurement (creating PWPs aligned with CWPs), Project controls, Construction, and other stakeholders that represent constraint owners.  Engineering is just one element to consider, here is where the AWP coordinator adds value in facilitating the development and readiness of the CWPs. 
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Presentation Notes
Distinctions between AWP and traditional engineering work processes include:Ownership in CWP boundary definitions by construction with early project engagement. That's kind of a new thing, and how that affects us in engineering is key.Leveraged use of engineering lists to control CWP scope definition of contract packages. Rigor applied to 3D model attribution to reliably automate assignment of CWPs / IWPs. These are all items we talked about and went into detail with them. You know, rigor? The 3D model attribution? There's things that are needed in there, even if they've typically always been there, they also need to be transferred down to the review sessions or exported sessions that construction may be utilizing.Automated development of 4D models linking schedule activities to CWPs. Being able to see if it's actually achievable. I call this planning by gravity, which is often what a 4D simulation turns in. It's amazing how many schedule breaks you identify in a 4D simulation, just based on gravity and what I mean by that is when we start looking at predecessor successor relationships, it's amazing how many times planners use Skyhooks rather than foundations, or the predecessor module to hold things in midair, and that's often one of the biggest schedule breaks that we see. So, mitigating that with the 4D models, bringing forward those 4D models and integrating that attribution in engineering that we need to make sure that we can functionally produce those 4D simulations. Bentley has a great tool that's called Synchro, I don't know if you're familiar with it, it's probably one of my favorites for developing 4D simulations. A really cool tool, works really well for that. But for us in engineering, we need to do certain things and especially in attribution, to be able to utilize and satisfy the use of tools like that.Standardized reporting of Bill-of-Materials (BOMs) quantities by CWP for procurement. We had a really good discussion about that one. It's important to note that as a change, as to how we need to look at things a little differently.  EWP Delivery Plan to set and track engineering deliverables in relationship to the CWPs. How are we issuing engineering in that engineering work package? What the groupings are and how they are tied in a web of information to those CWPs is key. EWPs are typically not one to one with the CWP. Let me let me give an explanation as to what I mean by that, that kind of blows some other theories out of the water. If you look at a simple isometric, how many different trades utilize a piping isometric? Maybe 6? That's pretty darn close. Depends on how you segregate your trades. And which trades would those be? Civil, structural, pipe, logical, everybody. Everybody is going to pretty much look at an isometric in one form or another, but if you look at those true hard impacts, coding if there's painting on a joint, let's say, the painting guys are going to utilize the isometrics. If there's heat tracing for a specific spool, or isometric, the electricians are going to utilize the isometrics. Sometimes they have different isometrics depending on what the engineering deliverable looks like, where they've got actual tracing ISOs, but typically, we only see tracing ISOs today where we're using old school steam tracing, we don't typically see them that often when we're using heat tracing or electrical tracing, so IHT uses the isometrics often. Of course, the pipe fitters just like we've talked about. You've got other trades in there, insulators for butt joints, they're going to absolutely use that. When we start talking about civil, from the point of view of placing embeds, often they're going to use the isometrics for location of shoes if there's an embed, or a slide plate, or something in a foundation that needs to be embedded. So, I could go on and on, but the basis is that a lot of people for a long time have said it should be a one-to-one relationship between an EWP and a CWP. Well, holy cow. How is that possible? When you dig into it, just basically looking at trades, that number thrown out initially was 100%, that's typical, six at a minimum. Six different CWPs every EWP is going to be tied to, just from the basis of how many trades are going to use something as simple as an isometric. We often think of isometrics as being very discipline specific. They’re a piping isometric. They’re a piping discipline. Yeah, but they're used by all kinds of different groups, and that’s important to understand, that they're going to show up in multiple different IWPs. Therefore, we have to understand that web, and that logic, to understand that our EWP delivery plan has an impact on multiple CWP's, not just a single one.Formal identification, communication, and tracking of constraints on EWPs. That's basically what we're just talking about. We've got EWP's that have constraints. They've got relationships to multiple different packages. We need to track and give the ability to at least report against all of those dependencies to show that, based on their relationships, we're either going to achieve our dates or not.Incorporation of updated CWP priorities and need dates into the EWP delivery plan. All that simply stating, is it's one thing to start identifying our map of EWP to CWP's. It's another thing to start initiating our reviews and CWP management techniques, but we also need to ensure that we're continuing to update the relationships between, say, EWP and CWPs to make sure that our plans are all staying in sync. Too often it happens, especially from an engineering group basis, and it's typically because of how we staff engineering. When do we have nearly no engineering staff left? Typically, that's about the time that or that construction is starting to ramp up. So right about the time when the most in the most level of inquiry inquiries are coming, RFIs and everything else is typically when we're demobilizing engineering, and that's dangerous. We need to bring forward and understand that those CWP priorities and EWP dates need to come together into a delivery plan, and we need to staff it accordingly also, not just understand that they're going to impact each other.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s now time for the fourth quiz of the module.  Please exit the video and select quiz 4 from your account dashboard.
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The Duties: Engineering Responsibilities in AWPWe talked about engineering deliverables, we talked about what's changed, some of the meetings, those types of things. Let's talk about it now in relation to our responsibilities in engineering, and a few things that changed, that engineering now has to be responsible for, and a few process changes. 
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AWP involves a suite of interacting work processes for effective project planning and 
execution from Concept Design through Startup and Commissioning.  The suite of AWP 
work processes that collectively form the Best Practice includes: 

a. Path of Construction Identification
b. Interactive Project Planning 
c. Encoding EWPs into the Master Project Schedule 
d. Engineering Alignment with CWPs
e. Procurement Alignment with CWPs
f. Fabrication Alignment with CWPs
g. Consolidate and Validate BOM by CWP
h. Inclusion EWP and PWP delivery dates into CWP Readiness Reviews
i. Material Feasibility Analysis by CWP

AWP Processes Involving Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWP Processes Involving EngineeringAWP involves a suite of interacting work processes for effective project planning and execution from Concept Design through Startup and Commissioning.  What affects us Engineers? The suite of AWP work processes that collectively form the Best Practice includes: Path of Construction IdentificationInteractive Project Planning Encoding EWPs into the Master Project Schedule - This is key. Maybe EWPs aren't necessarily encoded directly to the master project schedule, but definitely the relationship between EWP and CWP needs to be maintained in one form or another. I suggest that EWPs are actually in the master project schedule, so that the logic between those two is very clear within a single schedule, not just an integrated schedule.Engineering Alignment with CWPsProcurement Alignment with CWPsFabrication Alignment with CWPs - We're starting to see a theme here, that the CWP is a true governing document moving forward. The scope of that CWP is going to affect how we do things.Consolidate and Validate BOM by CWP - We talked about that earlier. Even though we're not going to be necessarily issuing POs by that BOM by CWP, because that wouldn't be typically effective, we need to understand what the impact is on the specific bill of materials tied to a CWP. We identify all the materials for that CWP, so as the impacts come fast and furious, we understand what the impacts are.Inclusion EWP and PWP delivery dates into CWP Readiness Reviews – I can’t stress this enough. That is the main function of engineering in the AWP field, is to understand the EWP and PWP deliveries against the CWPs, and whether they're ready for actual release. Material Feasibility Analysis by CWP – Being able to run material feasibilities to identify if a CWP can actually be executed or not, for that final level of constraint removal before they're actually issued to the field for execution, or more aptly issued to the field for planning, for implementation into the IWPs themselves.
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ID Responsibility Project Stage Project Position Frequency

R-P-01 Proactively participate in Interactive Planning Sessions, providing engineering input 
and guidance into development of the Path of Construction as the identified 
sequence of CWAs and CWPs for the project

Project Concept, 
Project Definition

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Periodic, as required for 
the project

R-P-02 Ensure correct XLS ‘template’ for the ‘Piping Line Schedule’ is utilized for the 
project, consistent with the data requirements for AWP

Project Definition Piping Lead Once, at start of piping 
design

R-P-03 Populate the required fields in the Piping Line Schedule with necessary data 
(adhering to the required format) in order to support AWP activity coding on the 
project (GM Contract Release,  CWA, CWA Sequence)

Project Definition Piping Designers Routinely

R-P-04 Establish CWA volume boxes in the 3D model based upon CWA input from 
construction (utilizing the ‘Planning Task’ functionality if using Hexagon)

Project Definition Piping Lead / 
Piping Designers

Once, at start of piping 
design in the 3D design 
tool

R-P-05 Segment pipelines in the 3D design environment along the  boundaries of the 
volume boxes for the defined set of CWAs for the project.  Ensure sheet break for 
pipe isometrics are set such that the pipe isometric and all parts are properly 
assigned into the correct CWAs.

Project Definition Piping Designers Once, at start of piping 
design in 3D design tool

Tab 1 Tab 2 Tab 3 Tab 4

Engineering Responsibility Table
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Engineering Responsibility Table

Tab 1 Tab 2 Tab 3 Tab 4

ID Responsibility Project Stage Project Position Frequency

R-P-06 Routinely populate the required piping attributes in the S3D design environment 
according to the format and content needed to support AWP data exchange and 
workflows

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Designer Daily, Weekly

R-P-07 Validate that the CWP attribute is automatically written back into 3D design 
environment based upon data report provided from construction

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per fab / detailing 
contract

R-P-08 Routinely update the ‘Status’ field in the Piping Line Schedule to indicate the 
current state of design of individual pipe segments throughout the design process, 
including additions and deletions of pipe segments

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Weekly

R-P-09 Produce BOM (Bill-of-Material) reports from 3D design environment suitable for 
development of material requirements and requisition inputs to material 
management system such that Purchase Orders of piping commodities across the 
entire project are automatically segregated by CWP for material forecasting and 
feasibility analysis with distinct QTYs and ROS need dates 

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per fab / detailing 
contract
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Engineering Responsibility Table

ID Responsibility Project Stage Project Position Frequency

R-P-10 Incorporate AWP requirements into technical package for pipe detailing & 
fabrication contracts.

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per fab / detailing 
contract

R-P-11 Populate transmittal tracking table for the set of pipe isometrics to be included in 
an identified transmittal of IFC digital engineering isometrics to a pipe detailer

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per identified 
CWP release group

R-P-12 Prepare set of PDF and IDF/PCF files to be included in an identified transmittal of 
IFC digital engineering isometrics to pipe detailer for posting for the Construction 
Automation tool.

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per identified 
CWP release group

R-P-13 Identify and report constraints on piping deliverables into a CWP that would 
negatively impact the ability to prepare engineering deliverables in the time 
required for the planned CWP Release. 

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Weekly

R-P-14 Prepare and participate in CWP Readiness Review sessions to report and assess 
status of issuing planned Contract Release(s) to a Labor Supplier based upon status 
of E & P  

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

As needed basis

Tab 1 Tab 2 Tab 3 Tab 4
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Engineering Responsibility Table

ID Responsibility Project Stage Project Position Frequency

R-P-15 Populate transmittal tracking table for the full set of pipe engineering deliverables 
to included in an identified transmittal for a planned Contract Release. 

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per identified 
CWP contract Release

R-P-16 Prepare set of pipe engineering deliverables to included in an identified transmittal 
for a planned Contract Release for posting to Construction Automation tool.

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per identified 
CWP contract Release

R-P-17 Report planned engineering revisions to pipelines / piping isometrics through 
Advanced Revision Notices (ARN) tracking table

Detailed Design & 
Construction

Piping Lead, 
Design 
Engineering 

Once per identified 
revision set

Tab 1 Tab 2 Tab 3 Tab 4
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Presentation Notes
It’s now time for the fifth quiz of the module.  Please exit the video and select Quiz 5 from your account dashboard.
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The Outline: AWP Engineering Process Flow Diagrams
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's take a look at where we are now. The Master project schedule has been coded and created by CWPs.We are over here at the brown box for engineering alignment with CWPs, through the path of construction. Ensuring that we have this alignment with the CWP through path of construction. EWPs tied to the CWPs heavily influence procurement alignment with those CWPs, and goes towards consolidation, and validation of the materials by CWP. As we go through this flowchart, then, of course is the feasibility analysis. Our schedule, tied to what is identified for engineering deliverables, coupled with the master project schedule, starts to give us CWP Readiness reviews. We start to see how these iterations are happening, the master project schedule is coming from the Path of construction meetings, the path of construction is also kicking out the responsible or the required alignment of the CWPs to the engineering data, and how that ties to the master project schedule.
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Presentation Notes
Let's look at the basic flow. Let's start with feeds down here at Establish AWP Data Fields on Engineering Deliverables : It's important for those coding structure to identify the AWP data fields on engineering deliverables to the coding structures. Establish Model Organization and Coding Structures for AWP : The model organization, when we're talking about those required attributions and those types of things, make sure written and identified within the model. Produce FEED Deliverables for Engineering : How this stuff should be done. Review and Validate AWP Coding Structure & Data Fields Set-Up : Once you've structure that, review, go through checks, if it's a yes then we continue on, if it's a no goes back to establishing the model organization and continue that iteration. If yes Publish FEED Deliverables with BOM / Estimates By CWP : Now we're starting to see where our engineering information is starting to link to the CWP, as far as what the contents of CWP and contents of the EWP are. That's where you're starting to see the first linkages.Track Status of EWP Deliverables and Constraints : Based on the drawings within EWP, constraints against them also so that we can identify whether it's actually going to suit our schedule. Look back at the top line from the AWP side of it. From Path of construction : we’re obviously talking about integrated planning and we're bringing forward certain aspects. Document Target Engineering Deliverables Per CWP : Based on the scope of the CWP, we're identifying the drawings associated with it. Now we know what all is required to satisfy that CWP.Identify Input Dependencies for Engineering Deliverables : We identified them, what's the dependencies on those?Then we go down Identify Input ‘Need’ Dates’ & Status to Meet EWP Dates : Based on the contents and the engineering deliverables associated with the CWP/ EWP relationship, identify the need dates based on that relationship and if there's issues. Develop EWP Delivery Plan to Document Path of Engineering Update EWP Delivery Plan : Based on those linkages to the CWPs now based on the contents of a scope the CWPs from the path of construction, update that EWP delivery plan. And then move straight to Track Status of EWP Deliverables and Constraints : You can see how engineering and AWP working together to ensure that the EWP and CWPs are linked and tied together, to ensure that we track constraints against them, and their full dependency is understood.
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Presentation Notes
Let's look at another example of process diagram during detailed engineering. The first one we were talking about in the FEL was during our first development of Path of Construction, in our coding, starting set it up and getting it into there. Now let's look at during detailed engineering, when we're just working through a much finer iteration and we're starting to get actual drawings produced now.Let's start with the EPC:Assign CWP Coding Structure to Engineering DeliverablesIncorporate CWP Priorities into Engineering Plans : Based on what engineering is incorporating the CWP.  We then know when CWPs need to be issued and our Master project schedule in construction is tied to that, and starting to affect the Engineering plan. The documents that are part of a CWP come into Engineering and then we start to incorporate the priority, so that we go back and forward to make sure that we’re in line. Produce Detailed Engineering Deliverables : Once engineering deliverables are produced and we're going to start looking at the delivery datesIdentify EWP Delivery Dates at Risk:  If this is not all delivering in time to satisfy CWPs that are tied to the master project schedule, we need to identify that.Log Engineering Constraints Across Disciplines : We're continuing to identify constraints and log them and delivery dates that are at risk and others. Update and Publish EWP Delivery Plan : we're updating the engineering schedule based on our constraints in our identification of sequencing and priority. Validate AWP coding and Engineering deliverables: Are they ready to go? We need to continue to code them properly, meaning they're not tied to CWP. We need those engineering deliverables all tied to CWP, we need to make sure that if we have all of our coding and Engineering deliverables done, CWPs are clearly coded to engineering data.Then we continue on Publish Detail Engineering Deliverables with BOMs By CWP : Now that we understand the engineering deliverables to CWP relationship, we can start to extract the BOM by CWP at this point. MTO on the engineering drawings, group them all together by what part of that CWP we now have a Bill of material by CWPUpdate and Publish EWP Delivery Plan : based on our relationships and the constraints, we now have further refined EWP delivery plan or by another term, we would call it the engineering schedule, but we prefer EWP delivery plan, because it puts the focus on them using the EWP as a vessel for control in Engineering. This thing goes to further influence the path of construction because now if we've got a delivery plan for the EWP that's influenced by CWPs and by the bill of material from CWPs as well as constraint analyzed, we can take that EWP information, and push it to the path of construction, and identify through those interactive planning sessions how this has possibly affected our plan. Engineering analysis always does affect the plan, that's the natural order. There are always going to be some outliers and some issues that are going to take longer. The initial path of construction is generally the optimum way that we absolutely want to execute it. We never get to execute 100% the way we want to, because we've got lots of constraints in other departments that we need to feed in, so it's a matter of finding the happy middle ground, which is typically the output of the Path of Construction.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s now time for the sixth quiz of the module.  Please exit the video, and select Quiz 6 from your account dashboard.
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The Packs: Work Package types and relationshipsSo, let's jump into The Packs. We're going to talk about work package relationships now, and we'll go through each of the different work packages from the point of view of how they interact with other packages. We will cover this quickly, but when we start talking about the hierarchy of work packages and all the different ones, and how they interact with each other, we're going to cover the big packages. There's a lot of different packages that a lot of different groups use, but let's look from the point of view of the big 5.
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Understanding Package Relationships

CWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we are going to look at the work package relationships from the unique position of the specific work package, that we're going to look at as the center of the universe. What I mean is, as we go through it, we will look at that package as it ties in its relationship with others. As we go through the different models and the different workflows, if you will. So, let's look at it from the position of the CWP as the center of the world. What does the CWP interact with and how does it tie to other groups? First off, obviously from the beginning it's derived from the CWA. So, you've got a natural hierarchical relationship between CWA and the CWP. Then you have a predecessor scope for the CWP, and successor scope for the CWP as well. So how do those tie together and what needs to be done before others? Generally, these predecessor successor scopes tend to be a bit of a web, or an overlap, not a true start to finish. From the CWPs we've got EWPs, the requisite drawings, the required drawings for satisfaction of that CWP. And as we mentioned, it's not a one EWP to one CWP type relationship. It is a multiple EWPs per CWP relationship. Being that just from the simple basis of how many different trades there are, and designations, if you will, you can end up with multiple different crossings between them. So, you're looking at a web of integration. But the requisite drawings and the EWP' that they come from to satisfy this CWP. Then there are the PWPs that are also required, all the different POs in the PWP's that satisfy this CWP. Now, these PWPs are often just attributes within the procurement management system or managed by POs. Procurement work packages, that jury's out on that a little bit. Some people call it procurement work process, some people call it PWP, procurement work package. Which begs the question, is there a firm package or is it mostly POs assigned to satisfy the contents of CWP's and PWPs? There are multiple different rules of thought when it comes to that, and there's actually a research team, RT 363 I believe, that started to tackle some of that, and that's continuing on also in the research. But anyways, PWPs or requisite materials are the different groupings of materials within procurement that tie to that CWP. So how many different Pos, if you will, need to land before that CWP is executable? Then the CWP acts as a prerequisite to several turnover packages, obviously. So, all the components within the CWP will feed to multiple turnover packages, and that's key as far as they're releasing the work for turnover on the completion of the CWPs. Then of course the next relationship basis on that is the tie to IWPs. So, the different IWPs that are fractioned from that CWP, and broken down to identify. So as the center of our world, for the CWP, you can see how all of its interactions are. 
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Alright, so let's jump to the next one, the EWP. And when we look at the EWP as the center of the world, if you will, we've obviously got the CWP above it, and that CWP interacts with that EWP. We've got the interfacing work scope from an EWP, other EWP's that interface with it. Then we've also got external engineering interfacing our work scope. And what are we referring to there when we say external engineering interfacing work scope? This could be where we're looking at, say where we've used a separate contractor for the development of EWP's or engineering model in itself. That could be the external engineering that's tying in that way. It could be the value engineering house. If an organization has a value engineering group that's located offshore or what have you, that could be the external source, the external engineering that needs to be interfaced with the EWP as well. Then of course from a material requisition, there are the PWPs tied to that EWP and the multiple POs for each of those PWPs that would tie to drive and control the actual delivery of the EWP, physically. Then you've got the expected engineering deliverables that are contained within the EWP. The drawing specifications, engineering analysis, material requirements, vendor data, construction requirements, turnover requirements, all housed in driving the contents of that EWP. EWP deliveries, again, tie to the turnover packages as well on a prerequisite basis, to illustrate the release of that work for the turnover package itself, as far as the delivery. So, the engineering information is going into the turnover package itself. All right, so from the EWP as the center, you can see it’s interacting with the CWP, what the contents are. PWPs and the POs driving what the contents of it are, as far as actually physically executable, and then once it's executed from the engineering information, transferring to the turnover packages.
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Now let’s look at the PWP, or procurement work package. Some organizations don't refer to it as a procurement work package, and the reason they don't refer to it as procurement work package is that they don't actually physically create a work package. It's attribution within the system that identifies its web of entanglement with CWPs and EWPs. Whether you call it a procurement work package or other organizations, will call it a  procurement work process. Regardless of how you look at it, it's all the same basis in the end, which is that it ties all of these things together from a procurement point of view. So, the CWP tied to the EWP, and then the EWP tied to the procurement required information. From the EWP, there's the material responsibility matrix, who's responsible for those material. What I mean by that is, what's the material program for that project? It could be owner supplied materials, it could be vendor supplied materials, it could be contractor supplied materials, or it could be free issue at site materials. There's multiples that are in in the material responsibility matrix, depending on how material delivery is set up for that particular project. The material responsibility matrix is going to be very different for a maintenance shutdown project than a Greenfield execution project, and how so? In a maintenance shutdown project, typically the owner's warehouse has everything, so the responsibility matrix is pretty simple. When you move to a more Greenfield or Brownfield type situation, that's where you start having vendor data, that vendor supplied materials that are coming in. You've got contractor supplied materials you've got owner supplied materials and so on. Often in a Brownfield type situation you have free issue from the cribs. Nuts, bolts, and gaskets often are free issue from the warehouse itself, from the crib. So, depending on what your setup is, identifying that material responsibility matrix, and then how that ties to subsequent PWPs and EWPs, and our initial PWP as well, and the POs that satisfy that PWP.And why would there be multiple PWPs? There are a couple of different reasons. Procurement work packages are identified as groupings of procurable information based on the EWP. So, to satisfy the EWP as a deliverable, we'll create a PWP that satisfies that EWP, and then within that we will have the POs that break out to satisfy the EWP. It's more of a tracking method than it really is a package. That's why often people refer to it as a procurement work process, rather than a procurement work package, because it's really satisfying the contents for the EWP, and all POs that are tied to that EWP, to satisfy those requirements. So, the EWP is really a PWP within the procurement system, if that makes sense.Related to the vendor data that comes out of your PWP, it’s also supplying the data for subsequent engineering efforts, but you don’t see any lines to another subsequent EWP for vendor data. That kind of comes through the material responsibility matrix, as far as where that material is coming from, but it should be clearly outlined as possibly a separate EWP or, depending on how you're doing it, if you're doing an independent EWP for that vendor data it would definitely be separate. Or if you're looking at it as part of the vendor information, vendor data as part of an EWP, then it falls into the material responsibility matrix, hidden within there. We could even add another diagram here, showing a different outlook for vendor information, because where that would be much clearer to outline is if you're in a situation where if you look at it from a vendor skid, such as a Lube oil skid well, then it's just part of an EWP. You're not going to have an independent EWP, it's a small vendor data type basis. But if we're talking about a Siemens turbine for an LNG train, that's a whole different level of vendor information, right? That's the black box of all black boxes to try and get vendor information for. If we look back to the to the previous image where the EWP is central, the PWP feeds back as well. So, you have material requisitions feeding the PWPs, but then the PWPs feed back, so that is where that material vendor information will kind of play a role, that's key in here. I know it's intended in these drawings to be coming through the material responsibility matrix, but as I've outlined, depending on how the EWP and the PWP are speaking back and forth. On a small scale, vendor data is often just part of the EWP. On a large scale, vendor data might be multiple EWPs worth of vendor data, that needs almost a track of its own as to how that's going to be going to be shown. Because if you've got a Siemens turbine for an LNG train, you may have might have 30 or 40 EWPs just to satisfy that one piece of equipment. I just wanted to make that a little bit clearer, because it's not always just falling into the material responsibility matrix if its vendor supplied. If it's a much larger scale, it's definitely going to be on the outside of this, from a different tracking point of view.
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There are a couple different ways that we're going to look at the turnover package. One is from a completion basis. When we talk about turnover packages, we often track towards turnover from an IWP point of view. and why don't we track a CWP towards them? Because often the CWP itself might not be granular enough in the schedule to satisfy the turnover, or it's just too different. What I mean by that is, the CWP is satisfying a different grouping where, based on the IWP, we can satisfy the turnover package itself. Meaning that it might take seven or eight CWPs to satisfy the contents of a system turnover, where in an IWP we can specify and target the specific. IWPs that have those components. Now, I’m not saying we don't look at it from the CWP, that's the next slide, but we look at it from both positions. So, when we look at it as far as completions towards a turnover package for the completion of it, and the addition of all the information, we're going to look at all the IWPs that have a component within them that ties to that turnover package. Now, remember our IWP initial development comes from an area-based construction methodology, meaning we could have multiple different systems represented within single IWPs, because we're building the IWPs based on a geographical area, and what makes sense. So, each of these IWPs as listed here has a component in it that ties to that turnover package, and we can see the typical CWP relationship to those IWPs. CII has recently brought forward the concept of an SWP, which is a system work package, more specifically in the 364 research. It's only been a few months since that report was actually issued, and John Fish is the one that pushed for SWPs to be added to canon if you will, and through the development of the BOK, we're going to be adding them officially in the near future. So, how do SWPs differ from TOPs?If we look at it from this point of view in the image, where we've planned all our IWPs, we've got all our IWPs lined up, and we're executing against all these IWPs based on a sequence to satisfy the turnover package. Now remember, we talked about that 70% completion of area based to moving to work packages by system. That's where the system work packages come in. Traditionally we've just started prioritizing certain work packages, or creating more IWPs, and scheduling to satisfy the turnover package. What the term system work package is really bringing forward, is creating that package in this intermediary, to ensure the satisfaction of the turnover. So, our system work package would come in when we move to that system completion basis, creating those IWPs or system work packages that are utilized to complete the turnover package. So, anything that's left post area-based construction would then transfer over to a system work package for the purpose of completing to the turnover package. So, it is an intermediary here. It's a bit of a splitting of hairs, and I do agree with it. It's just really another adding of another acronym with a very specific intent, which is a grouping of components that need to be executed to complete the turnover package. Now where a system work package is extremely important, and it makes complete sense is when you're starting to talk about ensuring that we go to mitigate turnover packages at the right times, and having it show up as a clearly identified systems completion package, rather than a clean-up package.We've heard them called all kinds of things in the industry. Clean-up packages. Pre punch packages, that was always a good one, they were called that for a long time, and a pre punch package is exactly that. Before we go through punching and identify all the deficiencies that didn't allow us to complete the turnover package, we'll go through and identify and complete a lot of the things that we know need to be done, and we called that a pre punch pack. Where a  system work package is really a formalization of that and giving us a true name for what we're doing at that basis. So, it sits here between IWP completion and turnover package, as that catchall for completing of the turnover sequence and turnover package. This is a fairly recent concept, I would say, where 364 only completed about a year ago, I think, they started to register their research. So, we've got a few things to go back and look at for adding to the AWP BOK from that research. One of the things is the project timeline. Some of the stages, they made some changes in there, and we've actually got a committee right now that's vetting and changing some of the things, because a few things were askew, but there's a committee in the knowledge management group that’s looking at bringing that 364 info into the AWP body of knowledge. I'm telling you this also for if you're a CII member, and you are interested in working on some of that new cutting-edge stuff, where we’re bringing in system work packages into the body of knowledge. Some of the other stuff from 364 such as the additions and changes to the AWP staging, adding stage zero and stage four in and the definitions for them. A lot of that stuff that came from 364 we're vetting and bringing in, as well as other things, such as redoing the definitions of what a work package is. For a long time, the IWP definition was that it is 500 to 1000 hours worth of work. Well, that ended up making people start thinking about it like a cookie cutter, and that's not good, because then that becomes more of a push philosophy, when it's supposed to be a pull philosophy. So those are some things that we're working on, like I've given the explanation of what makes sense for a work package. Our working groups within the Knowledge Management Committee are all driving that forward.If you're a CII member, shoot me an email if you'd like to join any of those groups and I'd be happy to get you in there and work with our working committees, and myself, in documenting all this new stuff, and getting it forward into the CII documentation. A little commercial for CII there, but it’s a good group. If you want to become part of that, and you're a CII member, send me an email and I'll include you in the working group for the knowledge management.
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Then when we look at it from the point of view of the CWP and the populating of the turnover package. So, we look at it as shown in the last slide when we're looking at it for completion. We look at it the way shown here in this image when we're talking about scheduling. Scheduling those CWP's to satisfy the turnover package, as well as the predecessor and successor sequences for the turnover packages themselves. We can see that the EWP is tying to the PWPs, and then the CWP itself, or the multiple CWPs tied to the turnover package. We typically would look at it this way, in more of a backwards planning or reverse planning type aspect, where if we need to deliver this turnover package on this date, then CWP 1 has some items within it for that TOP, it can't be any later than CWP 1. The procurement of it must be another eight weeks out from there, and then the engineering must be a couple months before that. So through backwards planning we can very quickly see what our dates need to be for that CWA issuance, and therefore creating a stream of deliverables tied to that turnover package. Where when we start looking at it as completion of the turnover package, we don't typically look at as, is CWP 1 completely finished? And then that satisfies the completion of turnover. We'll typically look at the turnover package completion based on completion of the IWPs themselves. We do that because when we look at which IWPs have completed, and which haven’t, it's a much more granular basis, and we can focus on certain IWPs, and move them around in our sequencing to satisfy or prolong a turnover package completion basis. So, at the IWP level, that's where we're maneuvering at the field level to either expedite or drag out the timing, based on hitting our turnover package dates. But when we put the initial dates together, we're doing a backwards planning based on these methods that way. I know that can be a little confusing, but when we're looking at completion of the turnover package, we look at it from IWPs. When we're looking at it from planning and sequencing updates, we'll look at it from the hierarchical relationship of the items of the work packages themselves.
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Okay, now let’s look at the IWP. Where the rubber hits the road, that package that makes it all happen, if you will, from the field execution point of view. The package that becomes an actual physical package, that gets sent out to the field, whether it’s on an iPad, or it's in a physical paper form. Of course, we've got predecessor and successor IWPs, because we're talking about much smaller work scopes, and it's important. We talked about gravity playing a playing a big role in sequencing and 4D simulations. Well, this is where it is. We need to work on our lower elevation before we can work on our higher elevation, type scenarios, those predecessor successor relationships. The subsequent work from the CWP, how does that tie in? How are we breaking those IWPs up? Then of course the EWP from that CWP, to satisfy the IWP tying to that CWP. The PWP as well, the material scope for that IWP tied to it, so we can see all these relationships this way. Then tied to the turnover packages themselves. And we looked at that from a progressing and completions point of view. So those IWPs all tied to that turnover package, to ensure that we've got our completion of it. And again, we mentioned it before, but when we hit that 70 to 80% project complete base, that's typically when we stop focusing on area-based construction and start moving towards the systems-based completion. Now, hopefully that 70 becomes 80, and then that 80 becomes 90, and then that 90 becomes 95. And what I mean by that is, the better you execute your CWP and IWP levels, the more that you've tied contingency in here to satisfy your turnover, and the more you execute your IWPs based on your turnover sequence, means that you're segmenting and you're moving from area-based construction to systems completion will be later and later. So, the better executed the project, the later in completion you will actually transfer from area-based to systems completion-based construction methods. So, if you've got a 95% switch over time period, damn you're doing good. If you're at the 60 to 70%, that's pretty industry typical. Where at 60 to 70% we're going to make that change to say that now we need to focus on building packages to finish systems versus building packages to finish areas. But if you sequenced your construction packages very, very well, that percentage of completion level for transference can be moved much further down the road.The basis for the multiple PWPs feeding into the IWP, is that the POs tied to those, to satisfy that IWP, are the material scope, which is a requirement to execute the IWP. So, the relationship is there, the EWP, the drawings to execute it, the CWP from the basis of scope for how many IWPs are tied to the CWP, and what its parent is. We don't typically set up our procurement work packages tied to IWPs, and we don't typically set up our EWPs tied to IWPs. They're based on the parent CWP. So based on the parent CWP and its relationships to EWPs and PWPs, the IWP then inherits those material and drawing relationships as well. And based on the look up tables, it'll give you the exact relationships tied to those too, as to whether that can actually be executed. So, this is showing that its relationship is that the EWP feeds into the IWP, and the PWP feeds into the IWP, but the requirements for the materials all come from the CWP level.
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Alright - now it's time for the seventh quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number seven.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Swim Lanes: Developing AWP Process OverlaysNow we’re going to look at The Swim Lanes. These are always fun. Swim lanes, when we start talking about developing AWP process overlays, some people love this, some people hate it. I personally love it. I love flowcharts. It's kind of how I think, and it’s how I make sense of things in this basis. Some of these flowcharts can be totally abusive and daunting.
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Let's look at this it from two different bases. We're going to look at this from the development of your swim lanes for your organizations, your process overlay. And what is the basis of an AWP process overlay?We truly believe in AWP that we do not need to completely uproot everything that you're doing in your organization now, and you must input operating system AWP. That's not the way any of the systems or the methodologies for AWP were developed over the last couple decades. It's intended to be an augmentation and an overlay to your existing business practices. Not meant to be an addition, but clearly just targeting the specific areas of how you execute projects now, and adding the AWP methodologies in. We've been executing in very similar ways but remember that AWP is a framework that helps to give true detail to the way we execute. You'll see how this becomes a little bit more obvious as we go through here.  The first thing we need to do, is we need to consider the basics of how we’re going to execute AWP for a project or an organization. We're going to start with very, very high-level AWP swim lanes such as this diagram shown here, which is the owner, the EPC and the contractor. And this is dictating, in this particular type of contract, where the lines of delineation are between tasks and responsibilities. So, from the owner, AWP has their support, they’re driving optimization. The pre-commissioning and start up procedures, they're giving that information, or identifying how they want it, and when they want it, and assisting in anything that they can to optimize as they move forward. I don't want to say they're a hands-off owner, but in this basis, they're supporting the program and they're cheerleading the whole way along. The EPC is doing the bulk of the bulk of the work here, in this basis, and you can see where this line is clearly drawn, between CWP readiness and delivery. Meaning that right here through passive construction identification, preparing the CWP, preparing the TOPs, the TOP execution, this all falls into this EPC. They support removal of constraints for facilitation, guidance, and approval at the CWP level, that all falls into that EPC. Now, when we cross the line next to the contractor, that's where we're seeing everything all things IWP. So that contractor is getting the CWP, they're executing, they’re scoping and identifying the IWPs based on those CWPs, identifying their release process, and plans, identifying how they're going to close them out, and what the close this process is. And then from that, building inspection and test packages as well. In the middle of that, not to be forgotten, is the short-range planning and field execution that's happening with the contractor at that level.So, this, on a very high level, is your very typical project execution basis in a standard EPC type contract. More often than not, this is the way, so to speak. Now, when we move forward, we will start looking at a few variances to this. 
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When we start looking at site execution for a contractor, the line of separation between the EPC/EPCM/DB and the site execution contractor/ sub-contractor gets very fuzzy. When we start bringing in the contractor and subcontractor for site execution, now the EWPs, PWPs and IMMs start to now fall to the EPC. So, it depends on whether it's a design build, just an EPC, or an EPCM type contract. Then we're bringing in the EWP and PWP development into the center range, and on that blurry line you're seeing the optimization of these between the contractor and engineering, because they often kind of become one at that basis. So, we're seeing a change there.
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Next is another variance on that initial overlay. This is for more of, as I explained before, a site maintenance shutdown turn-around type job, where the EPC, or the EPCM, it could be the owner also, who is creating the IWPs themselves. And the IWPs are actually the deliverable that's submitted to the execution contractor. So, this is really a more granular way of controlling exactly what the contractor is doing. 
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That variance comes in here when we get into turn around construction, where we see that the EPC is going to a CWP basis, and then in turn around, it's all done by one group, from all of the IWP development in support of constraints across both the EPC and the site execution basis. We’re starting to see some variance to the models. More often than not, what we're truly talking about is that first process overlay as the standard. The owner supporting and cheerleading. The EPC running through it, taking it to the CWP level. And then the contractor,  taking those CWP's, breaking them down, executing them, and reporting back. That's the standard evolution, but there's multiple different bases depending on the contracting situation.So, in these first three methods, the first thing in developing your process overlay for your organization is identifying which one of these is your development base, or if it's a basis that you're developing for your organization as a whole, you may be developing all of these at the same time, depending on the project type that you're executing. So, when you look at putting an AWP procedure for an organization forward, that AWP procedure for an organization needs to be more than just that first overlay, because that is where we typically go to immediately, it’s what we think of, and we want to tie our AWP structures to it. But in our procedure, we need to take into account all of the different methods of execution as well, to drive that forward. So, identifying at a project level which one of these is right for you is important, or all of these are important, if you're at an overall programmatic approach when you start to draft and identify what your process overlays are going to look like.
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Here is another high-level AWP process view, that punctuates requirements for successful implementations. Let's take another look at identifying, going deeper into how we're actually executing the AWP methodologies. This diagram is basically identifying the project workflow. Let's go quickly through this workflow now: AWP champion introduces AWP as FEL kick off, at the very beginning of the project. This project shall use AWP. Pretty straightforward, right?First alignment session takes place, and the project team leads. We're starting to get alignment now, what does that mean? We need to go off and get some training, those types of things. Preliminary plant design and layout concepts start to happen. Based on the fact that we've got AWP early on, we understand that maybe our design basis needs to change a little bit, so we're going to identify what that is. Project Team collaborates to develop the path of construction, define the work areas (CWAs), and sequence of the CWPs through the site plot plan. Once those develop, that starts to feed into the AWP master index. Now, what's in AWP master index? I think this is the first time we've mentioned it. An AWP master index is basically a CWP release plan, an EWP release plan, and an IWP release plan, all rolled into one. It's one master index that shows the relationships between all of those different packages, and how they come forward. You can look at it from the point of view of, we've developed the master index. We can start to go forward and take the CWAs and the CWPs and define those boundaries.Start looking at our construction contractors. Bring our contractors in.They start to break down and execute the work. We're done. We start tracking it. Then we go to commissioning and start up with it.  And turnover to operations.That was really quick on that workflow, and the purpose of this flow is not to go over this whole diagram, but to show you that this is identifying towards getting to our AWP overlay for our project. So, what do we need to do to develop this overlay? The first thing was identifying the type of AWP implementation Then, based on that type of implementation, we're going to start to scratch out what our process looks like, so this is a high-level process diagram. 
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Phase 1-2-3 Pre-Project / Early Design Phase 4 – Detailed design / Procurement / Fabrication Phase 5 - Construction Execution / QA/QC
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CII / COAA Original Project Integration Flow charts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then we're going to continue to evolve that for our project, and we're going to break it down, and start looking at it from a from a lifecycle point of view, a little bit. So, through phase one and then through to future phases here in the diagram, we're going to see the each of these sections, these are all the different phases. Pre-project/early design, below an example of what goes on during that phase. In detailed design, this is what's happening. In construction execution, these are some of the things that are happening.Then we get to phase six, commissioning and startup. These are some of the high-level things. We're now starting to bring in the concept of swim lanes. Identifying who the owners are of these tasks, as to who's doing what, from the owner, project management, construction management, supply chain, fabricator, and so on and so forth, that are all coming in. And don't worry if you're not grasping everything in each of these boxes, because that's not the point of this lesson. We're really talking about how we evolve our methodologies through several phases to get to the punchline, which is going to be our project overlay. Don't worry, we'll show you what the project overlay looks like here, right quick.  So, we've gone from high level identifying what it looks like. Then we're going into scratching out what our basic process is. Then we're starting to bring in who the players are and what are some of the high levels that they need to do. 
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CII / COAA Original Project Integration Flow charts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then we're going to go, and to detail that even further, and identify the roles and responsibilities of personnel within each of the swim lanes. So, these are the CII core original project integration flowcharts. They've recently been updated in 364, which is part of that vetting process that we were talking about earlier. We need to bring in some of the stuff that’s been updated from commissioning, and a few other stands, but these are the ones that were issued in 2011. So, rightfully they do need some update.This is our next level, if you will, for integration and development of the process overlays. So now we've taken that single page in the last image, that's starting to identify who are task owners are. Then we're starting to break those tasks into a few more details, on these yellow bullets at the tops of the corners. Those are now positions within each of those organizations.  So, we've got swim lanes and now we've got positions within the swim lanes as responsibilities, as to who needs this. So, this is also the predecessor to our responsibility matrix and a RACI chart, as you can see who in here needs to do what. These codes are all tied to a document of positions and job description. We're starting to evolve the process, getting more in-depth details, starting to add tasks, and we're now at 5 pages on this particular one, if you look at the COAA literature. The only reason this is 5 pages is because it was broken up to be able to display it in the literature, in the actual IRs, and the documents in the books that were issued, where typically the original drawing for this would be one continuous workflow, but they do go end to end, these five drawings. If you look in the COAA and CII documentation, you will see these exact drawings. These are a little bit different color, only because these are the native, original drawings that I built, before I donated the IP to CII 10-15 years ago, to be implemented into the resources. So, to recap, where are we on our journey to develop the integration flow charts? Right back to the beginning. What are we doing? Scratching it out, starting to make more detail, starting to assign groups to them, starting to assign people within the groups to each of these swim lanes, starting to evolve it even further. 
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Then we take a step, and we look at it from the point of view of what's going to happen during our basic phases. What's our project criteria? This is kind of a Rosetta Stone, if you will, for project milestones and such. Across the top of this diagram are the CII stages, CII stage 1, 2 and 3. If you're referring to the 272 documents and such, these are the color codes that you're familiar with. In the middle stage is the FEL process. If you're used to executing a project by FEL 1, 2 and 3, and then detailed engineering, and then going through execution and systems turnover, those typical phases, that's in the middle here. And then on the bottom, we see this more commonly in Asia, this type of basis, which is the phases A through I, which is a little more granular, but you can see how all those phases line up. They all mean the same thing, just a little bit different breakdown, referring to the same timeline, just in a different basis. So, we put this together so you can see if you're following CII stages and FEL process phases on a project, whatever it is, and how this all lines up.So, these are your basic milestones, and when we start looking at these basic milestones, what's going to happen in the different areas? In order for us to really start evolving these last diagrams, we need to start putting our work processes to a timeline, and that's really what we're doing here in this chart. Identifying our work processes along the timeline. Our POC 1, 2, 3 and 4, that's referring to the define, refine, finalize and execute. POC 1, 2, 3 and 4, you can see how that lines up. There are IAP sessions identified in between CWP development, starting back in FEL two. More detailed breakdown begins in the early section of detail engineering, or phase d, to start with. Then you start moving through model development, getting through your 90% models, going through some of our final IAP sessions, and path of construction sessions, and then into execution. So, you can see on a timeline and developing this for yourself, taking it and saying this is our timeline, FEL through to systems turnover. Where are we going to execute each one of these? How does this line up to how you want to execute or how you do execute your projects today? Identifying this. Then, once you're all armed with this, we're going to take it to the next level. 
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Process - AWP Overlay on Projects (Example) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We're going to start to evolve and tie your stage one, stage two, stage three, stage four, if that's what you’re following, to your flow chart, to your dates, to your planners on the side, and you're going to start to evolve it. This is a simplified version, but let's look at what these actually look like. 
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Process - AWP Overlay on Projects (Example – Blurred to protect IP) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are a couple of client examples from sites and clients that I've built them for. Now, these are scrubbed, and to protect the IP of the original they're blurred out in this example, so if you try to zoom in on them to see them, unfortunately can’t, because I need it to protect the IP of this specific client. So, you won't know where these come from, but this is just an example from a representation of what they kind of look like, to show you the depth of them.The touch points, in these blue lines. The vertical blue lines represent each of the paths of construction sessions, the specific milestones, the things that are happening and need to happen within them. The blue boxes are AWP activities that need to happen. The green boxes are standard activities that happen on a project, or just the way we do business. So, when we look at it from this point of view, you can see there's a lot of green here. It's not like we're changing the world. What we're doing is we're integrating the AWP methodologies into the way a project is executed within an organization already. You can see in this diagram, there are two different clients' overlays shown here, one above and one below, both executing AWP very effectively. Very, very different process flowcharts. Very different process overlays. In the bottom chart, you actually see where there's a fifth level of POC section. Define refine, finalize and execute are here, these last four POCs, but the first one is actually a conceptual development, because in this first section they've got a whole flow around developing for bid. So, in this case they do two path of construction identifications, in order to give enough detail for our bid to go forward affectively. So that's just an example of a morphing of how to tie these examples, and these work processes into your organization. These can be multi week efforts, obviously, to bring these forward to evolve through all of the different levels, but just showing you what the different stages are for evolution to bring it forward. This ends up being one of your governing documents for your project or organization in how you do work, where you tie in. One thing that this definitely pivots on, is how your organization does work, as I've said many times, but what your existing documentation says. So, somebody who's been with the company for many years and is familiar with the project flow chart, they're going to look at this, and they're going to say, “That's my typical project execution flow chart, but I see there's been an addition of several things here.” We're showing the touch points, we're showing the interactions of AWP into how that organization does business. From an engineering point of view, this becomes very important. We had lots of discussion about, well, how much is this actually going to increase the workflow for engineering? How much more work is engineering actually going to have? When you put a map like this together, you're identifying exactly what is happening, when and how, and who's doing it. So, very quickly you're going to see, maybe it's negligible. You search through this this particular group’s swim lane, here, and there's very little change except expecting turnover of some finalizing reports. Where it could be one of the upper lines in the top chart, where basically everything in AWP is executing into that particular group, and where they're just touching the other groups. So, it depends. When you map these out like this, you can see very quickly what the requirements internally are to actually execute and shows you in process maps effectively how that all works together.  So, I hope I haven't beat that to death too hard, but I love doing these. These are a really integral, intimate aspect of how a company does business, and then how they're going to do business with AWP, without disrupting and standing everything on its ear, to truly create a workflow that makes sense for them in AWP. These overlays are identifying who's doing what, how exactly things need to flow through the work processes to identify what comes first, what comes next, those types of things. Some are extremely detailed. The previous image we showed was an operating customer’s basic level. So, whether that is the level that you want to get to, and that's sufficient, or you want to go to these extreme levels shown in our final overlay example here, that's completely up to you for your organization, but this does give you granular depth into how AWP executes within your organization.Alright, so let's jump to another quiz, because we love the quizzes, and they're great for discussion, and verifying that we understand what we've learned. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the eighth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number eight.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Practitioners
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The Practitioners: People, Pillars of SupportFrom that basis, let's talk about the practitioners so people, pillars of support. How do things change? 
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we need for people? How does it change, if you will, when we start to bring in an AWP environment? So, let's look at the field level first.
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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So, how do things change? There's a person there, the WorkFace planner. That particular person is integrated into the field level execution. They're always integrated into the field level execution. Some organizations have tried multiple different aspects of manipulating how, where, and when that WorkFace planner works within an organization. That ends up just creating issues.There are some people in the industry that, for a long time, have thought that the WorkFace planners can work from a home office or multiple different aspects. There is a course that we teach, called Advanced IWP Production Support, which teaches you to use the WorkFace planner to do the work of many, and utilize off-site resources. But the primary WorkFace planner themselves must be on site, working directly with foreman, general foreman and superintendents. The foreman and general foreman don't report to the WorkFace planner. The WorkFace planner works in concert with the foreman and general foreman as the go-to between them, as the person that's going to do the heavy lifting on the planning requirements for the foreman and general foreman. When we're talking about executing at a field level, and the IWPs, and what IWPs are going where and when, that WorkFace planner is taking their cue from the foreman and the general foreman for issuance, as well as scope of the IWPs. The scope of the IWPs needs to be vetted through those individuals before it's released to the site. that WorkFace planner runs a heavy tightrope, which is important because the heavy tightrope is understanding that the WorkFace planner is helping to guide the project and what is being executed at what time.In essence, the WorkFace planner often has the power to control exactly what's going to the field and when. But a good WorkFace planner is executing based on what the foreman and general foreman are importing. It's a pull plan, not a push, where if the WorkFace planner is pushing too much to the field, then it becomes the WorkFace planners controlling what's executing in the field, where it should be the plan of the foreman and general foreman, being assisted in the heavy lifting done by the WorkFace planner. That's often a difficult concept for many to grasp, and I’m showing you this from engineer’s point of view, just so that you have a holistic understanding of who the final people are that are consuming the work that we do in engineering. This WorkFace planner is the final level, the person that's preparing all of our engineering data to be sent to the general foreman and Superintendent, to be issued to the foreman for actual execution. So, when it comes down to it, this is how all of our work is getting to the field and actually being implemented, through this environment. 
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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All right, so let's look at this through other pillars of support. AWP technicians, AWP facilitators, and virtual construction model administrators, these are typically all people that, as an engineer, and for sure as a field engineer, but as a home engineer at least from an engineering lead point of view, you're going to become very familiar with these people. An AWP technician is really an individual that's charged with a lot of the heavy lifting to support the WorkFace planner. So, we talked about value engineering for IWPs, if you will, that IWP Advanced revision management. The AWP technician is really a junior WorkFace planner, if you will. They're a person that's technology driven and working behind the scenes to help create the work packages. Generally, working directly under the guidance of the WorkFace planner.AWP facilitators are exactly that. They are people that are traffic guards for information, ensuring that execution is occurring properly, both on site and in the home offices. Those AWP facilitators are really the guardians of the methodologies, and ensuring that things are being followed, and that everybody is doing what they're supposed to support the AWP methodology. They're not necessarily an auditor as much as they are someone to remove barriers. When somebody has problems where they can't get certain information, they need information from certain meetings, those types of things, that AWP facilitator is really that helpful traffic guard for all things AWP within an organization. They're the one that's responsible for making sure the entire program works like clockwork.Then we've got the virtual construction model administrator. That is probably the person closest to your heart as an engineer. They are the one that's going to be model that's going to be managing the virtual construction model. And what is a virtual construction model?A VCM, or virtual construction model, is all of the data required for construction to execute, and typically managed by the VCM model administrator to put it into a format or a planning tool like ConstructSim, or SmartPlant Construction, or iConstruct, or other tools. They are the administrator for that, and they're managing the information in and out for it, so they the  consumers of our digital data, if you will. Where the WorkFace planner is the one that's actually sending it out to the field, the virtual construction model administrator is truly the one that's consuming all of our engineering information, and if there's a problem with engineering information, that's typically who you're hearing from is the VCM admin. And if the VCM admin is having problems on site, then you know we've got to typically help them as engineers. Now from that basis, the engineering model itself is only about 20% of the whole virtual construction model. There are multiple other sources. All of the materials, related data, all of the other site information that needs to come into the model, such as all of the different RAS dates, all those types of things, are all virtually managed by the virtual construction model administrator, to create this entire data set of all that we need to be able to execute. From a digital point of view, that is really our biggest consumer, our biggest client. And the WorkFace planner and AWP technicians are working from the data that this particular person is controlling. This is the same type of thing as in the engineering office. Your model administrator on a virtual construction basis, they're doing the same thing and even a little bit more sometimes, where they're not necessarily administering the 3D tool, but they're administering the 3D models themselves, the operating systems that are being used to consume that information, as well as gathering all the information from all the multiple other sources that are required to flesh out the constraint management attributes and such for the virtual construction model and the WorkFace planner themselves to be able to execute.
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AWP Champion

People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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Let's look at the AWP champion now. What is an AWP champion? AWP is not necessarily the main focus of the AWP champion. They're bought in, they believe that it's good methods, they've seen the benefits of it, and they are a champion for it. They may be a central lead within the organization, often home office personnel, upper-level management that has kind of stuck their neck out, to say that this is how we're going to execute these projects. They are the ones that are going to ensure that funding is in place, and that the methodologies are tracked and that things are happening in place. They may not actually be executing AWP themselves, but they are making sure that it's happening, and they're also going to monitor that it's happening correctly. The AWP champion is often your guide to all things AWP, and whether everything is executing properly or not, they're going to be the final checks and balances for that to ensure that things are going forward the way they should be.The big thing is, they're often the one that's responsible for putting the funding in place to satisfy the early acceptance of the 2% increase in indirects upfront to save that 10% in the back, so they're the ones that are going to be pushing for budgetary approval for that 2% up front for full AWP utilization.
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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Let's look at this from an org chart point of view. This is a very typical scenario. When we look at the boxes shown in the diagram, the green boxes are new roles. The blue boxes, it's kind of hard to tell on this image, but the blue/gray boxes are existing PMT roles. Existing contractor roles are the light beige color, you can see all those down near the bottom, those are the contractor roles. How the typical work org chart works at that point, we have that AWP champion position at the top, at the owner type basis. We've got the Workface planning coordinator and AWP information manager at that owner EP type basis. The CM. Then we get down to the contractor. The contractor WorkFace planners are then taking their leads from the WorkFace planning coordinators. The CWP's are being transmitted through these individuals to the WorkFace planners. These contractor WorkFace planners are responsible for building the packages. That's a typical org chart for your average conventional AWP project. 
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Then when we move to this type of organization, this is more the internal site maintenance turn around/ shutdown type organization, where the owner is a lot heavier in their AWP organization, meaning it just starts with the champion. Then they've got AWP facilitators. They've got WorkFace planning coordinators. AWP information managers and technicians. They actually have WorkFace planners that build the work packages and transmit them to the WorkFace planners themselves. So, this is where the packages themselves, the installation work packages are created within the owner organization, and then transmitted as contractual deliverables to the execution contractor. Like I say, this is often used in the site maintenance/ turn around type positions, or small cap on site type jobs, where you've got embedded engineers within an organization, and you've got an unembedded contractor within an organization that's always executing. This allows for a lot of shortcuts to the planning process, because the first thing is your major constraint, materials are often well in advance, procured and sitting in the warehouse before we even know there’s a project. It is 100% procured from the warehouse, so we're just requisitioning materials from one spot, and its heavily owner guided and led to the on-site contractor. So, that's a that's a typical order chart from that base.
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People - Pillars of Support for AWP
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What do we need to look at when we're talking about people, and bringing people into an organization? Our challenge in adding people to the org chart, especially indirect labor, is a high level of resistance from the project managers. Very true, trying to bring additional people up front. We showed it in a typical organization, where we're going to have typically three people. Some of these may be repurposed, but you're going to have some people in addition to the original organization. And you're going to have to explain that and bring it forward. The solution to that is clear business cases, and to support the additional cost, we often say that two for ten. That's the mantra that we use going forward many times.So, when we say 2 for 10, what are we referring to? A 2% expenditure up front to allow for a 10% increase in the back end. Two for ten, putting that clear business case forward, so that when we start talking about the addition of individuals to the org chart, it's very clear as to what we're talking about, and how we're driving that forward.Alright, so before we go into the quiz, that's just to give you a basic overview of what your customers really look like, if you will. All of these positions don't live within the engineering house. They all have very little to do with engineers in general, unless it's field engineers and they're directly dealing with them. But these are our consumers, as engineers, this is the personnel, the structure of who's consuming the information now, that we’re issuing. How was it done in the past? We typically sent things for IFC, and they were consumed by document control, and then maybe the Superintendent requested documents and sent them out to the field for planning. That was the typical way we saw it.Now our consumers look much different. There's a much heavier level of integration. There’s a much heavier level of planning. There's a lot of things that are occurring differently in the machine downstream from us as engineers, as to what's actually being developed, and created, and managed. So that's why I do that quick demonstration of what downstream from us looks like and who is creating what.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the ninth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number nine.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Goal: Path of Construction/Interactive PlanningNow, the goal. What is it all about from our point of view, as an engineering deliverable? What do we need to produce? And we're looking at this for the path of construction and interactive planning. So, this is one of the big things that changes, obviously, our coding structures, those types of things, how we code things in the model does change, but integration with the path of construction, integrating our deliverables into the path of construction, attending path of construction, and being part of the IAP sessions, that is all very pivotal from an engineering point of view, and are some of the things that are major step change for us, that we need to do as an engineering department to integrate with the project. 
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Initial definition of the Path of Construction begins before engineering 
development, most often with a project execution plan, preliminary design or PFD 
information and a plot plan. To “define” the path of construction, CII / COAA best 
practice recommendation would be to create CWPs for each discipline “ideally”1.  

Path of Construction
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Alright, so let's take a look at this. The initial definition of the path of constructions begins before engineering development, most often with the project execution plan, preliminary design, or PFD information or plot plan. To define the path of construction, CII/COAA Best Practice recommends that you would create CWPs for each discipline, ideally. So that's the official description, if you will, taken directly from the Path of  Construction Best Practice document that was created almost 20 years ago now, within COAA, and CII, but let's look at what that really means. So, identifying the path of construction and ensuring that we work together, and what does that mean for the path of construction tied to an AWP methodology moving forward? For our  path of construction, we're going to start with the site plan, CWAs, CWPs, and we're not going to the IWP level. So, why do we say that path of construction definition starts early and before engineering development? Because when we first have an initial plot plan, we've got a basic site layout, and we're going to start drawing our CWAs. Remember, we said that the path of construction is a true iterative process, and we're going to continue to go into the path of construction development later in the lesson. We'll cover a few things here, and then we'll review and continue through in a later lesson. Which is a great idea anyways, because it's something that we need to drive forward to make sure everybody understands. But we start early on the path of construction, and by starting early on the path of construction, what are we doing is a really simple take. We're starting to identify our CWAs, we're taking that initial site plan, that plot plan, starting to break it out to identify, okay, if this is the whole site, here is CWA one, here’s CWA two, starting to move it out and to identify it as a path of construction. What we're saying is we're going to go North to South. First thing we're going to do is bathtub the site. Once we do the full excavations and bathtub, it, then we're going to come in and we're going to work from left to right, on our undergrounds and foundations. Then when we come up out of the ground, we're going to work in the direction of creating the CWAs and so forth. That’s an example of really early planning, based on the type of project that you're going to do, that's your initial path of construction development.Depending on who you talk to in the industry, that's the path of construction development, and then everything else is iterative after that. That’s true, you're going to continue to go through path of construction development until just before execution, then the path of construction should be pretty well defined. But we start this early because as we go through development through the entire lifecycle, there are aspects of that path of construction, from the very beginning, right to the very end, that we need as we execute the project. 
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Now let’s look at this in flowchart format. Where does the POC development fit into the flowchart? It fits in right after our first interactive planning, and right after we first start the project. So, the path of construction development starts very, very early.From our initial path of construction sessions, certain things fall out, like engineering, procurement, and fabrication alignment with the CWPs, and of course our master project scheduled by CWP. That all depends on our path of construction development. We can see how it's iterative, as we move through the different groupings, we don't do this all at once. That would be too late, if you will. We start path of construction development before we even start our first schedule, because the schedule should be based on our path of construction, not the other way around. It is our path of construction development that drives that master project schedule.
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What do some of these passive construction sessions look like? I'm sure you've all been involved in some type of path of construction session or another. There are multiple ways to conduct them. There's the good old CPM, sticky note type planning efforts that you're seeing in the bottom right corner image, that’s one of my favorites, still. A lot of people get down on it, that it's old school. Well, it is definitely old school. It's a bunch of us in a room, talking about how we're going to do this, and starting to put things onto the board to understand what our integrations are with a large group. You might be using something like V-Planner, which is shown up on the right side, second image down, and if you're not familiar with V planner, it's an excellent tool. It is basically sticky notes digitally. It's a way to take that typical sticky note type basis and start bringing forward our construction schedule and our construction sequence in a digital format, and then print that out and it gives you basically sticky notes to work with. So, it's a great tool, digitally, to do these types of CPM schedule activities, and this is an example of multiple different sessions that have been held, and that have taken place. What do we want you to take away from these images? What's the one thing that you notice in these pictures? People are standing up. In the one picture, second from the top on the left side, you notice some are sitting, but the active groups are standing at the board. It is interactive, it is active, there are a lot of things that are happening during it, and a properly facilitated interactive planning session for path of construction is very key. We teach a specific class just on that, how to actually manage a path of construction session. Whether you choose to do that or bring in a consultant to manage your path of construction sessions. There's consultants out there that specialize in that. I know that Construct-X has employees with that specialty, managing path of construction and interactive planning sessions. You literally bring them in, maybe you don't want any other anything else for consultancy from them, but they'll manage and be the facilitator for your path of construction sessions, which is excellent, because they've done it hundreds of times, and can bring forward the benefits to that path of constructional alignment. So realistically, what is it? It's a giant meeting, it's meetings that usually happen several times. Typically, we'll have at least four POC milestones, and we may have two major ones and then the others may be segmented somewhat. But when we talk about majors and minors, let's look at what that means and how we tie that in. 
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Path of Construction (PoC) - Workflow

Presenter
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As an enhanced aspect of the AWP Best Practice, Interactive Planning directly supports the team to Define, Refine and Finalize the Path of Construction.  Through successive iterations of Interactive Planning, the project team lays out the structure and sequence of :Contracts CWAsCWPsEWPs PWPsTOPs In the first path of construction, we're just looking at agreeing to the construction CWAs, we’re looking at what kind of contract we may have to start thinking about as we start putting that together.In the second path of construction event, which is the first refinement, we may have four, we may have five. There's no real limit to this but we don't want to go overboard because people have to do work in between all this and have conversations. The typical path of construction number two is: we've confirmed the CWAs, and now we're going to start defining CWPs. In that, we're going to start defining the engineering work packages and the procurement work packages. We showed this diagram before, kind of let the cat out of the bag a little earlier when we're talking about path of construction development. Our first kick at it, when we said really early, before engineering even starts, is where we're starting to identify our CWAs. So, the level of engineering thus far, at this point has been some basic PFDs, some plot plans for our basic site layout, and then based on what the requirements for this project are, we're starting to take that basic information and scope our CWAs. We're literally going to the board with a marker and sketching out what we think needs to be grouped together for our CWAs. We're identifying just the right amount, not too many, because too many granular CWAs could cause large issues downstream. Remember, we still need to them break up, through CWPs and into IWPs. For every CWA that you have, you're going to have a minimum of six packages, right? Because you're going to have discipline specific CWPs coming from them. So, picking the appropriate number, breaking them up geographically into what absolutely makes sense, and not just creating CWAs for the sake of creating CWAs. Some people start getting crazy with them and creating CWAs at multiple elevations. In the pipe rack, there’s A bank and B bank, and C bank, and they’re all going to be different CWAs. That creates a lot of heartache when it gets down to having to create multiple packages for each of them. On the other hand, don't create too few. CWAs. You don't want to just say okay, everything that’s a rack is one. Everything that's in this unit is two, and everything that's in the second unit is three, and then we've got an electrical substation unit that’s four. That’s not refined enough in your CWAs. Be careful to find that happy medium as to what's going to hopefully support your schedule development. That's what we're doing during this initial scope development in “define the path of construction session”. So, when some people say you do it once, this is true, this is where we define our path of construction. This is how we're going to execute, and this is what our execution methodologies are going to be. At this point, we're going to start looking at things like modularization. Is this going to be modularized? Does it make sense to modularize this program? How is it going to be executed? If it's modular, it's how we get them there. Those types of things. Some of those high level “how are we going to execute this project” discussions are happening here. And one of the things that falls out of that is our CWAs. Now we move on to refine. This is our most important phase. As we're going through refining the schedule, this is going to heavily dictate in detail engineering how we're going to facilitate our model creation in our engineering path. Right. So, now we're starting to get into identifying CWPs, and the EWPs and PWPs required for these. Now, how is that happening before detailed engineering? Well, based on preliminary engineering, we've got an idea based on scope, how much is going to be needed to be broken down. So, we're creating our structure with these, where based on the number of CWAs, I'm going to need about this many CWPs, based on how I know the summary estimates look, and what the basics are for this project. To support those, we're going to need EWPs and PWPs. So, we're starting to put our framework together, tied to our path of construction to build our schedules. This is where our basic preliminary schedule is going to come from.  Our first master project schedule is going to come from this level, where now we've got CWPs and EWPs and PWPs in there. As we refine that, it starts out very basic, as if the packages are placeholders, to be a lot more detailed as we move forward into detailed engineering. Then we're finalizing, we have definite data now, we know what it is. We know what's going into these packages, we know the detailed scope, we know exactly how many hours it's going to take, or should take, we've got our estimates in place. We're finalizing that path of construction. It's detailed, we're done refining it, we're done adding and subtracting CWPs and CWAs, we now know exactly what our CWP structure is going to be, we know what our EWP and PWP structure is going to be, it's finalized.  So, from that, now we're starting to break it down into our initial IWPs, based on the on the summary content. We set up CWPs to start creating our IWPs. Of course, now towards the end of detail engineering, we're starting to create that. We're starting to put contracts in place for the execution contractor. That's why the contracts are in here, for the execution of those IWPs moving forward. Now, the contractor is obviously creating some of these IWPs, but again, depending on your methodologies, we talked about those different methodologies moving forward, right, then their site execution, then to the turnover packages, following the path of construction through to execution. So, that's our basic workflow for how we refine our path of construction, through our initial development of it, and how it goes through those “change management” steps, if that's what you want to call it, or our “refine, finalize, and follow” steps. I don't care, label them how you will. As long as you're doing it, and you're following this basic method of initially starting with CWAs, and then starting to develop our CWPs, and from those CWPs, we're getting a much more granular, and a true master schedule setup that we can integrate with, and then executing against it based on this. Through our iterations of this, we look at from multiple viewpoints.
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Now, we looked at this before, the accordion diagram. So, when we start talking about all of our four major milestones for path of construction identification. Sometimes they're workshops, sometimes it's just a major milestone pass, saying that we've iterated to the point, where now we say that this is the official path of construction moving forward. The accordion model is here to illustrate that, based on the path of construction session, a lot of requirements and other things are going to be identified. From that, once you leave the sessions, you go away, and everybody's got things they need to do to support that. Everybody does that. At the next milestone, or the next IAP session, which the next IAP session could be grouping A and grouping B, they get together to identify their segments and then pushing forward into the next major milestone, where everybody gets together and reviews, based on how they've been refining thus far. If there's any major hurdles, any major roadblocks or anything, this is a speak now or forever hold your peace type situation. Then based on that any changes that occurred, again we go away, and we continue this until we're at full acceptance. This is how that IPP cadence needs to occur so that our interactive planning is occurring in this basis. Not everything is done in the session, not everything is done outside of the session, just showing how it all interacts to itself. 
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So, let's look at these four different phases from another point of view. So, when we talk about POC 1, what are some of our deliverables from a path of construction 1 session?  The first thing we're identifying from that is our class five estimate. Those of you who are from project controls are very familiar with estimating, you'll know what a class five estimate directly is.  We've got very high-level project budgets and baselines that are set from that, we've got a basic high-level schedule. We've got a conceptual schedule, as I've said, which we're going to start on this date, we think we're going to end around this time, and we're going to hit these major milestones, maybe four or five milestones of completion. We're going to come out of the ground by this time, our module program is going to conclude by this time, and our mechanical program is going to conclude by that time, that's the kind of things that we're looking at, very high-level conceptual scheduling. Process unit capabilities and utilities. We're identifying what the heck this thing is supposed to do, and what do we need to support it. What’s this plant supposed to be? What's the purpose of it? Happening during FEL 1, POC one is our conceptual classification of estimate. Then we move on to within FEL 2, and our design basis. This is where that POC 2 milestone is, where if you put the accordion in here, we're coming back together for POC 2, which is a milestone. It may be everybody, it may not be. Typically, a POC 2 is everybody, because we've just got a concept. Now we're starting to really build into some heavy detail. During POC 2 and POC 3, this is where you've got the big meetings of everybody. You've got models on the screen, you're driving through them, you're looking at it, you’ve got schedulers in there, and everybody's having those big sessions, like we were seeing in the pictures earlier. So, from that POC 2, we're getting a class 4 estimate. We've got our design basis for PEP.  We've got equipment and lines defined, so we've got the basis of what's going to be where, so we know exactly what our systems are going to be. We don't know what our quantities are yet, right? We haven't gone through detail engineering. We know what our basis is, for what equipment or layout. We've got some bulks factored in. Finally, we've got scheduled by CWAs and CWP. So, we've identified based on our sizes and our basic estimates where we've got the basics. Then we get into the feed phase, FEL 3, where now in this feed phase, we've got final investment decision, we've identified that's happening, we've got that class three estimate working. Project baseline budget and schedule we've assigned, we've identified exactly what this thing's going to cost and how long it's going to take us. MTOs from 3D model and engineering data sources are starting to show up, and EWPs are now in the schedule. Then we move forward to our finalizing during detailed engineering. So now we know based on the sizes exactly what we think it's going to take. We've got firm quantities, trended quantities by CWP. We re-baseline as necessary. Now we incorporate TOPs into completion schedules. This is all in the class 2 estimate during the detailed engineering towards the end of detail. Then of course, we've got execution. At that point, based on all of our paths of construction development, we're taking those and creating our IWPs. So, this is execution and consumption of all our planning through our different POC sessions and moving forward through our different classes, to now our class one estimate. So, we know exactly to the task level, what it's going to take to build this class 1 estimate. Meaning we know that installing that flange, bolting it up, it's going to take this long, and that's the kind of estimate we're working on at an IWP level. Final MTO from IFC drawings, so we know exactly what the material requisitions need to look like. Connection items count, and we've got actual pricing for and final job forecasts. So, we're very, very refined at this point. We're executing and completing. So that's the basis of our path of construction refinement, identification, and as it morphs into a completed project, the iterative process of developing that path of construction, refining it, maintaining it, and getting it to the point where it's executable into IWPs.
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Now, we showed this diagram earlier as well, identifying that against your project timeline, as to how that all falls in is important. So, we talked about POC 1, 2, 3 and 4, as to where they fall in. So, POC 4 being at the end of detail engineering, POC 3 in the earlier stages of detailed engineering, so our conceptual stages a little bit more. We're not beyond just DVM, we're right now into it, as far as we've got some detail happening for that POC 3. Because this is where the meat is, in POC 3, that's the big one. That's where we're pretty much setting the do's and don’ts and the how’s and the wills. POC 1 and 2, highly conceptual, this is how we want to do it. This is what we think it's going to be. POC 2, we're in the weeds. POC 4 is maybe some modifications based on that, because we've learned a lot in the last little bit, through detailed engineering. And we've got some changes, we got some long leads that have popped up, we got some engineering restrictions, we've got some vendors that kicked our butts, those kinds of things are what we're integrating now into POC 4 moving forward.So, I assume you've all taken taking part them in path of construction sessions, most likely. It's a standard methodology for development of our projects. How is it a little bit different within AWP? Because we've kind of hijacked the methodology, if you will, and turned it on its ear to satisfy the AWP packaging requirements, as you can see how the POCs all tie into the different phases and what's happening at each of those different levels for deliverables and such as we move forward.
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Alright, so let's look at this from a very high-level flow chart type basis. Path of construction development, being in the middle, operations, commissioning, feeding into it, engineering, construction, procurement, project management, and controls. All those aspects have to feed directly into the path of construction. Too often people think of path of construction as developed in a dark room somewhere by a planner, plugging away on P6, and they just hit a button and the path of construction is spit out. That's more of a critical path methodology, meaning identifying what the critical path is, where path of construction development is really identifying exactly how we're going to execute these things and drive them forward. So, everybody needs to be in the room, everybody's got to have a say.From the path of construction that we just went through, the basis of the development in the area, what falls out of that? What do we need to derive from the path of construction? First off, the path of commissioning, and start up, and development. So how it's going to be commissioned, and start-up that is a two way, because there are certain restrictions obviously, as to how it's going to be commissioned and start up, but from the path of construction, the clear identification of exactly how, based on the priorities that have been pre-set, and this will give us the start-up systems to sequence strategy through integrations with operations and others to drive this forward. Our path of engineering will fall out of this, as to how engineering is going to develop their own integrated schedule to support the path of construction. This is where we will go away from path of construction and decide that what our engineering schedule needs to look like, to support what our project delivery basis needs to be. And then, through the iteration process, as engineers, we're going to push back or give on what we can and what we can't actually facilitate.Path of procurement. As far as what our procurement schedule looks like, what our received at site dates look like, identify long leads and such moving forward, what our contracting quilt may look like. For those of you who don't know the term contracting quilt, it just means all the different contractors that are required to facilitate and stitch together to actually execute the project, that is the contracting quilt. Path of fabrication. When do we need to engage the fabricators? When are they going to be fabricating? When do they start? When do they have to finish by? We get all those types of things for of our contracting strategies, as well as our external schedules, and they all tie back to the path of construction development to identify when all those things need to happen. All of those things falling out of the initial path of construction development, tying back in through iterations, then ties to our path of construction refinements. So, if all these things are keyed into our initial path of construction development, based on these requirements and the feedback from all of these, that's going to drive our refinement. These are all the types of things that tie into our POC development, that need to be considered during it and also affect the finalizing and refinement of it.
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Alright, so let's look at a work process diagram from an interactive planning session. So, an interactive planning session has occurred. We've gathered all the inputs from the interactive planning session, scopes of work, E P and fab, etcetera. All of those inputs for procurement and engineering. This is a nice way of drawing all the heads in the room that have been yelling at a screen for a week to identify how and what they can support, and what they can't. All those inputs, gathering them together. From those inputs, that's going to identify where we can start to drive an update to the master index. The AWP master index being how all the packages tie together, the CWAs, CWPs, EWPs, the priorities and the sequence of them if you will. Update the CWP release plan from that. So, falling out of that, those two together are to prepare the master index with the CWP release plan for team review. Tie that together with an iteration of the path of construction. Does this master index work? Is this does this make sense? Yes, this is how these work packages all tie together. This AWP master index. Yes, this is our sequence of CWAs, from that, these are all the CWPs tied to those CWAs and their sequence. It's not logic and schedule yet per se, but it's the master index showing what all our relationships look like now, because remember, from the path of construction, it's really all identifying how we're going to execute, what needs to be done before the next, and identified predecessors and successors, which is all stored within our AWP master index. That AWP master index is all tied together. If it's a yes, that it's approved, then we publish the deliverables of the path of construction. So, what are the deliverables from the path of construction?
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The outputs from a path of construction event may look like:Marked up plot plans - Refined plot plan by CWAs and CWPs. Master indexes which contain all the packages - The AWP master index has been refined, we talked about that back earlier in the chart, CWAs, CWPs, EWPs, systems, contracts, all those integrations, what all that index looks like.Turnover system relationship mappings - Turnover systems relationship mappings, to CWAs and CWPs. Now we know what our turnover systems look like and what their what their mappings are. CWP release plans - When those CWPs need to be released.Contracting/Delivery strategies with Targets for CWP releases -  Now we've got a contracting strategy, that’s starting to fall out of this. CWP/EWP constraints that need to be addressed - We identified a good bulk of the constraints during those sessions. I.e., this needs to happen before that needs to happen. This needs to be procured in order for that to happen. That's definitely a long lead item, needs to be procured way in advance. Those types of conversations are happening at that level. CWP export for schedule development - All of the CWPs and the nomenclature for them, exported for schedule development. We're just before master project schedule development. All the CWPs that have been identified during the initial path of construction development are then set to the schedule. So, when you hear in the industry that we only do it once and then we refine it, this is kind of what we're talking about. We've developed the POC once, we've done our initial setup, we've got CWP and EWP basic expectations. We're going to use that now to populate our systems, and as we go through our next iterations, we are going to be going through refinement phases of all of these, through the next ones to refine that schedule, and continue to iterate it as we go forward.Visualization analysis by CWA/CWP sequence - Often, we'll create a flipbook  or a snapshot, or if you're really technologically advanced, you might start creating 4Ds, to identify exactly how we put the sequence together so that you can see it. Often at this point, I've done a lot of them in PowerPoint, where we've just shown that in this path of construction, we're going to have this area, then this area, then this piece, then this piece. We're going to do a major lift over here, and then we're going to go to this area, then we're going to go to this rack, and so on. Just showing at a very high level what our playback looks like, and how our sequence starts to start to align. So basically, out of our defining of the path of construction, this is the list of the deliverables that we're working with.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move forward, path of construction is a source for the iteration of two others, the 4D schedule, and 5D schedule being the adding of costs to it. 4D contains the different dimensions tied to time and schedule. So, being able to identify it, play it back and then adding cost to it, showing what kind of costs we’re going to incur at these different levels as we go forward. So that's a great output of the path of construction identification and how all these things work together. 
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STAGE II
Detailed Engineering

STAGE I 
FEED

STAGE III
Construction Execution

DEFINE, REFINE & FINALIZE THE PATH OF CONSTRUCTION

 Create a content register for all information gathered to shape the Path of Construction

 Document the client and contractor business drivers.

 Define lists of operational systems, with system completion requirements and priorities.

 List all additional timing constraints from operations beyond required delivery date for operational start-up, 
including any shut-down windows and tie-in considerations. 

 List nature and timing of required specialty construction items such as critical lifts, module handling, sequence 
constraints, etc … based upon initial constructability analysis.

 Identify long-lead equipment and material constraints. 

 Identify logistics considerations and restrictions affecting project work breakdown structuring.

Step 1A – DEFINE the initial Path of Construction

Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEFINE, REFINE & FINALIZE THE PATH OF CONSTRUCTIONNow, we’ll look at a listing of actions and deliverables by stages, and where these fit into the project life cycle and timeline.Step 1A – DEFINE the initial Path of ConstructionCreate a content register for all information gathered to shape the Path of ConstructionDocument the client and contractor business drivers.Define lists of operational systems, with system completion requirements and priorities.List all additional timing constraints from operations beyond required delivery date for operational start-up, including any shut-down windows and tie-in considerations. List nature and timing of required specialty construction items such as critical lifts, module handling, sequence constraints, etcetera, based upon initial constructability analysis.Identify long-lead equipment and material constraints. Identify logistics considerations and restrictions affecting project work breakdown structuring.We’ll review this a little bit differently, because the path of construction is a really important aspect. As we review to move forward, that define, refine, finalize, and execute the path of construction. Let's look at it through the three stages for those first three, define, refine, and finalize, because execute really isn't a stage of the path of construction. That's the consumption of the path of construction, if you will, so there's really define, refine, and finalize. But let's look at it. Step 1 A, define the initial path of construction. This is what we were talking about two slides ago, with all those deliverables, your initial path of construction. Create content register, document the client contract requirements and drivers, define lists of operational systems. List all additional timing constraints for operations beyond just the required delivery dates. List nature and timing of required specialty construction items. So, this is identifying critical lifts, module handling all, those kinds of constraints. Identify long lead equipment and material constraints. And lastly, identify logistics considerations and restrictions affecting project work breakdown structure. That final line, that may be how we're going to execute things. For example, do we have a large logistical issues with getting items to site, or we barging modules in? Some of those logistical considerations can have huge restrictions on what the overall project execution is going to look like. I've seen module transfer programs, or they've gone up the entire coast of a continent, from one side to the other, delivering modules on large barges. Those logistics have things that need to be considered.
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STAGE II
Detailed Engineering

STAGE I 
FEED

STAGE III
Construction Execution

DEFINE, REFINE & FINALIZE THE PATH OF CONSTRUCTION

 Delineate Construction Work Areas (CWAs) within one project plot plan. Refine CWAs where beneficial to 
differentiate between major civil, mechanical and electrical work scopes.

 Categorize CWAs as modular or stick-built.   Refine CWA strategy and sequence to optimize production schedules for 
fabrication and site execution.

 List the initial set of Construction Work Packages (CWPs) and Engineering Work Packages (EWP) within each CWA.

 Identify Material and associated Data responsibilities within each CWP. 

 Identify the priority sequences for CWPs and EWPs based on overall execution strategy and inclusive of operations 
inputs from Step 2.

 Establish EPC Level 2 Schedule by CWAs and Level 3 Schedules by CWPs and EWPs.

Step 1B – DEFINE the initial Path of Construction

Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 1B – DEFINE the initial Path of ConstructionIn terms of defining the initial path of construction, this is where we start seeing the CWAs broken down into CWPsDelineate Construction Work Areas (CWAs) within one project plot plan. Refine CWAs where beneficial to differentiate between major civil, mechanical and electrical work scopes.Categorize CWAs as modular or stick-built.   Refine CWA strategy and sequence to optimize production schedules for fabrication and site execution.List the initial set of Construction Work Packages (CWPs) and Engineering Work Packages (EWP) within each CWA.Identify Material and associated Data responsibilities within each CWP. Identify the priority sequences for CWPs and EWPs based on overall execution strategy and inclusive of operations inputs from Step 2.Establish EPC Level 2 Schedule by CWAs and Level 3 Schedules by CWPs and EWPs.We come out of this Step 1B at a level to schedule to CWPs with CWAs and level 3 schedules by CWPs and EWPs should be an output of this, and these will be refinements as we move through. Alright, within Step 1, we are now looking at 1B, defining of the path of construction. Just before detailed engineering, we're starting to find the true path of construction, because we've got conceptual models now, we're in a lot better shape. We haven't gone through full detail, but you know what it's like, we've got all our lines in place, we've got the basics in place for what this is going to start to flow like, we’ve got great initial models that are produced, and we can start to take a look at how we're going to break this sucker up. So, we're going to delineate our construction work areas and refine them, specifically identify now some of the components and lines and items that are in those areas. Categorize the CWAs as modular or stick-built. Do we have modules? If they are modules, typically what I would suggest in a modularization program, different people have different ideas, but personally, I like to see a module identified as its own CWA, or a sub-CWA, if you will. So, where the pipe rack is, let’s say CWA 5. And within that CWA, I might have CWA A, B, C, D, or 1, 2, 3 within that, as sub-CWPs. Now you’ve got CWA 5A, CWA 5B, and CWA 5C. So typically, what I'll use is a sub-CWA aspect for defining modularization within a project. Depending on the size of modules, you can have very small modules the size of under skids, or very large modules where they're the size of a city block on the back of a barge, depending on the type of modules. What I would like to see is that a CWA ties to that module in one port or another. If it's a rack module, then I like using them as subsets of the larger CWA. If they're large process modules, like the city block type, then they should be a CWA unto themselves, their own CWA. We don't break down to a module level if it's like a vendor skid, where we've got a lube oil skid or something that can be lifted with a 2500-pound forklift. We don't want individual CWAs for something like that, obviously, they're going to be part of the greater CWA, but breaking them down to those aspects is critical to drive the definition that you're going to need to properly to give that level of detail. Especially whether we're stick built or modularized, if you will.  Identify material associated data responsibilities for each CWP, which is key. Identifying those first set of construction work packages, often that's a delineation based on size. We know approximately how many hours are associated within that CWA, so we're going to “guesstimate” based on each discipline and the size of work for each discipline, we may increase or lower the amount of CWPs based on that until we get into full detail, and then we can know by populating, but that's typically what we're doing at that level. Identify priority sequence of CWPs and EWPs, and then establish EPC level 2 schedule. So now we've got a basic schedule by CWA, which is what a level 2 typically is. And then level three is when we get to CWPs, and EWPs within the schedule. You can see how our work packages are playing an extremely important aspect of our WBS as we move forward. 
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STAGE II
Detailed Engineering

STAGE I 
FEED

STAGE III
Construction Execution

DEFINE, REFINE & FINALIZE THE PATH OF CONSTRUCTION

 Augment the EPC schedule with additional activities that support the detailing of work within each CWP and EWP.

 Level 3 CWPs are refined and will form the basis of input into the master project schedule and estimate

 Optimized Project EWPs deliverable plan for producing deliverables & supporting procurement requirements

 Optimized Project PWPs deliverable plan with production, logistics and delivery strategies that support PoC

 Contracting strategies and key dates identified to support AWP Requirements for Vendors, Fabricators & Sub-Contractors

 Track the execution of EWPs and PWP’s to support the target CWP

 Technology plan supports 3D / 4D / 5D capability for planning and status visualization

Step 3 – REFINE the Path of Construction

Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3 – REFINE the Path of ConstructionIn level 3 the CWPs refined and will form the basis of input into the master project schedule an estimate. Augment the EPC schedule with additional activities that support the detailing of work within each CWP and EWP.Level 3 CWPs are refined and will form the basis of input into the master project schedule and estimateOptimized Project EWPs deliverable plan for producing deliverables & supporting procurement requirementsOptimized Project PWPs deliverable plan with production, logistics and delivery strategies that support PoCContracting strategies and key dates identified to support AWP Requirements for Vendors, Fabricators & Sub-ContractorsTrack the execution of EWPs and PWP’s to support the target CWPTechnology plan supports 3D / 4D / 5D capability for planning and status visualizationThen we look at refining that. So, we're doing basically everything that we just talked about, refining all of those aspects, right? We showed you a different methodology, or different way, through timeline and a flowchart earlier. Now we're showing it through lists identified here, just a different way to learn and recap it. So, in refining the path of construction, augmenting the EPC schedule with additional activities. Level 3 CWPs are refined at this point and input into the master schedule and estimate. Now we're starting to get much more detailed, we've got a true master project schedule that's identified by CWPs, with true values, true quantities, through hour rates. We've got definition now to it, we know what it's really going to take. We're not down to the individual component level, we're still using parametric estimating, but we're close to what it actually is. Optimizing the project PWPs and delivery plan based on when procurement can support. We're going to be optimizing that plan both from the CWP delivery point of view as well as what logistically the PWPs can satisfy. Then we're setting up contracting strategies for how this is actually going to be executed, for vendors, fabricators, subcontractors and such. We're tracking execution of EWPs and PWPs to support the target CWPs moving forward, very quickly to start identifying and starting to get our targets in place. And we've got a technology plan in place that supports the 3D/4D/5D capability for planning visualizations that we need within it. So very key, driving forward through detail engineering, it's really a heavy refinement stage and starting to work towards finalize. 
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STAGE II
Detailed Engineering

STAGE I 
FEED

STAGE III
Construction Execution

DEFINE, REFINE & FINALIZE THE PATH OF CONSTRUCTION

 Augment the EPC schedule with additional activities that support the detailing of work within each CWP and EWP.

 Level 3 CWPs are refined and finalized and input into a refined master project schedule and estimate

 Project engineering deliverable plan refined for producing deliverables & supporting procurement requirements

 Project procurement deliverable plan refined with production, logistics and delivery strategies that support PoC

 Technology  with 3D / 4D / 5D capability heavily leveraged for planning and status visualization

 Contracts formalized and key dates refined  to support AWP Requirements for Vendors, Fabricators & Sub-Contractors

 Initiate the breakdown of CWPs into field IWPs where construction resources can be engaged prior to field execution 

 CWP, EWP, and PWP readiness activities in process

Step 4 – FINALIZE the Path of Construction

Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 4 – FINALIZE the Path of ConstructionAugment the EPC schedule with additional activities that support the detailing of work within each CWP and EWP.Level 3 CWPs are refined and finalized and input into a refined master project schedule and estimateProject engineering deliverable plan refined for producing deliverables & supporting procurement requirementsProject procurement deliverable plan refined with production, logistics and delivery strategies that support PoCTechnology  with 3D / 4D / 5D capability heavily leveraged for planning and status visualizationContracts formalized and key dates refined  to support AWP Requirements for Vendors, Fabricators & Sub-ContractorsInitiate the breakdown of CWPs into field IWPs where construction resources can be engaged prior to field execution CWP, EWP, and PWP readiness activities in processThen we go to finalize. Now, without going through each one of these, really, we've gotten to a final agreement on the path of construction, any changes made now are going to be fairly minor. We've come to full detail of that path of construction detail engineering, we know exactly how much it's going to take. We know how long it's going to take. We know what our costs are going to be. We know what our fabrication plan looks like. We know what our modularization sequence looks like, all of that stuff is in place. We've got 3D and 5D technologies driving forward. Our contracts are in place, we've got those all through. We've initiated the breakdown of CWPs into the IWPs. IWPs are starting to be developed, even if they’re just placeholders at this point. They're actually in place and starting to happen. CWP, EWP and PWP readiness activities are in progress, meaning we're getting to the end of those things, they've been developed and now we're checking them. We're going through these meetings to check the readiness, Are they ready to be to be issued? And then getting them out there. So, finalize the path of construction, and now we're into execution, where we're breaking them down into those IWPs and executing those IWPs. That was a lot, but that's the basis of path of construction. I hope you got a lot from that, because when it comes to engineering, we are pivotal in supporting the path of construction as our main gateway into influencing how AWP is executed. It is our voice into how the project is executed, from an engineering point of view. It is during this time that we make commitment. And that's important. It's during this time that we're making commitment as engineers to support and deliver engineering requirements by certain dates, as required. And you'll be held to those commitments because this is the project plan now, and it's an integrated plan into procurement, engineering, construction, all the above. It's not separate schedules or disparaged schedules, this is all grouped together. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the tenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number ten.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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AWP Coding Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Numbers: AWP Coding StructureSo, next we're going to talk about custom nomenclature and how exactly is best to start identifying and setting up your coding structures for projects. In The Numbers, we're going to talk about AWP coding structures and primarily focused on the work package naming. 
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AWP Project Set-Up - Work Process Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When do you choose your AWP naming convention? You choose it early in the project. This is a flow chart about early Project Setup. We're not going to go through this in detail, but what we are going to talk about is the activity coding section, and how to develop smart nomenclature and activity coding for work packs. Pretty straightforward, but we bring it forward because it's important to give people these tools to understand that there is typically a standard around AWP naming conventions. Not necessarily a special order or anything, but just to use smart nomenclature. I've worked with a lot of clients before that have used sequential numbers, you know, next available number type situation, which requires that you have description associated with it also, so that you can actually search for work packages. If you're in a site that's very, very large, I once worked a job that ended up close to $60 billion, and on that particular job, we have 15,000 IWPs. If you have 15,000 IWPs, you better be able to come up with an idea of what the work pack name might be, if you're trying to look for it in a database. You know, it's not like one or 200, where you can scroll through quick and see it. When you've got that many, you need to be able to clearly identify and search for it, or at least anticipate what the name is going to be, using a sequential numbering basis with a description, you're really at the mercy of hopefully somebody having put a description in. So, let's dig into an example of nomenclature. Now this is it doesn't have to be specific to this order or this style. What we just suggest is that you use some type of smoke smart nomenclature with some type of mixture of these types of things within the sequence, and show you how that the nomenclature evolves with multiple different packages. So first thing is the project ID. Now the project ID is often you know, no more than a few characters, five characters is fairly large. But no more than a few characters that Id gives an ID to that project. Now, what's the project ID the reason why we do use the project ideas as we move into more of an accepted digital twin type environment where data has a life beyond just the project that we're working on.
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AWP Project Set-Up - Work Process Diagram

Description - As a robust and activity codes become the ‘glue’ that 
integrates information across project  applications, the activity 
coding for the project should be communicated and approved early.   
This enables the schedule to be established for the project with 
proper encoding CWPs, EWPs & TOPs.

X

CWP & IWP WBS

SER No.       Bldg.   CWA                CWP  IWP

AT.1191-201X-331A-02-01-03

EWP WBS

SER No.      Bldg.   CWA                CWP EWP

AT.1191-201X-331A-02-01-E1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWP Activity Coding:As a robust and activity codes become the ‘glue’ that integrates information across project  applications, the activity coding for the project should be communicated and approved early. This enables the schedule to be established for the project with proper encoding CWPs, EWPs & TOPs.Pretty straightforward, but we bring it forward because it's important to give people these tools to understand that there is typically a standard around AWP naming conventions. Not necessarily a special order or anything, but just to use smart nomenclature. I've worked with a lot of clients before that have used sequential numbers, you know, next available number type situation, which requires that you have description associated with it also, so that you can actually search for work packages. If you're in a site that's very, very large, I once worked a job that ended up close to $60 billion, and on that particular job, we have 15,000 IWPs. If you have 15,000 IWPs, you better be able to come up with an idea of what the work pack name might be, if you're trying to look for it in a database. You know, it's not like one or 200, where you can scroll through quick and see it. When you've got that many, you need to be able to clearly identify and search for it, or at least anticipate what the name is going to be, using a sequential numbering basis with a description, you're really at the mercy of hopefully somebody having put a description in. 
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CWP = STA88-D-08-P03-01 

Project ID

Responsibility

CWA ID

CWP Type

Sequence

AWP Project Set-Up - Coding Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's look at a typical coding structure for CWP ID:Project ID Responsibility meaning what is it, who owns this if you will. as far as what discipline it is, what is within that CWP CWA ID - so the CWA that it came from CWP Type - this particular one is a piping 03 package Sequence - 01 is the sequence on this particular one.  There are many variations of this but this gives you an idea of setting up an intelligent coding structure for CWP, so I suggest that you using some type of smart nomenclature for the CWP identify, standardized on it, don't change it, stick with it but using some type of smart ID is the best way to do itSo, let's dig into an example of nomenclature. Now this is it doesn't have to be specific to this order or this style. What we just suggest is that you use some type of smart nomenclature with some type of mixture of these types of things within the sequence and show you how that nomenclature evolves with multiple different packages. The first thing is the project ID. Now the project ID is often no more than a few characters, five characters is fairly large, but no more than a few characters that gives an ID to that project. We use the project ID for as we move into more of an accepted digital twin type environment where data has a life beyond just the project that we're working on. It's important to be able to, in the future, identify specific project data, not just the package itself. So often what we end up doing is we will use the ID specifically, but not all systems may show the project ID when you're in the project, due to the size of the of the nomenclature. Whether you drop the project ID during project execution or not, at final filing they should all be prefaced with the project ID. I’ve worked a lot of jobs where the project ID was not utilized during the duration of the project, but before archiving of data, everything was prefixed with the with the appropriate name for that project ID, so that in the future, any of the information would be sortable based on that project ID. 
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CWP = STA88-D-08-P03-01 

Project ID
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CWA ID

CWP Type
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Responsibility
M = Module
D = Direct Hire Construction
S = Subcontract 

AWP Project Set-Up - Coding Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to responsibility. This is kind of a custom field that you can use for multiple things. Typically, we use it to identify whether this is a module, its direct hire construction, or it's a subcontract, as to who has the responsibility or the ownership of the package, if you will, which goes a long way as to tell you who's going to be working on this package, or how this package is going to be executed.Then the next line is the CWA ID. This is typically just a sequential number. It's not typically following a sequence per se, because that the sequence may change multiple times. So if you've got 10 CWAs, you may have 1 through 10, but they may execute in a different manner than 1 through 10. So, sequential numbering doesn't always mean priorities is what I'm trying to say. So for instance, if you are naming a CWA, the first three characters, your first three groupings of characters would be the CWA name. So, you're in the early stages when we're identifying our CWAs, it's just these three sections. Then when we break this down and move to CWPs, because CWPs are a subset of CWAs, we would then move to the addition of the next section and nomenclature to the CWA to denote that it's a CWP. The first thing is, what type of a CWP is it? As CWAs are not discipline specific, there's no need to put a discipline type code. The CWP type code denotes the discipline and the type of discipline activity that it is. So in this case, it's a piping 03 package, which may mean, depending on how you set up your guide to it, that it may be a piping installation package, or piping hydrotest package, or depending on what “03” is. O1, O2, O3, depending on what the type is. Then next is sequencer or just the not necessarily sequence per se, but what would be the nomenclature to identify the ID for the package. Again, not necessarily meaning that that's actually the priority or the sequence priority for the work package. So this would be a CWP nomenclature that you would gain. So whenever identifying the CWPs, this is what it would look like. You can see very quickly that it's a piping package. It's a piping CWP from CWA 08, and it's a direct hire construction package. So you can see very quickly what that is. Now moving to installation work packages and adding the installation work package nomenclature to this. Typically, we would just add another two digits on to this, no need to add more than two digits for the identification of the IWP itself. So where you've got 5 sections, five buckets for the CWP, you're going to have six for the IWP, that you can see what the number is as it breaks down even further. So you can see what its parent CWA is, you can see what its parents CWP is, you can see what type of package it is based on the CWP type here, and then the IWP number itself, just two digits. The reason two digits is typically sufficient is because if you've got over 100 IWPs tied to one CWP, I’d say you've got an issue. You've probably have way too many IWPs for that CWP or your CWPs themselves are way too large. And if that's the case, then you really need to address what the sizes of your CWPs are. So typically two characters is quite sufficient. Again, very quick section of the lesson, very quick and easy to understand. We put this in here to make sure that the suggestion gets through, because the problem is, if you use certain nomenclatures, like sequential nomenclature, it becomes very, very hard to find your work packages. The other thing is to make sure that this is identified early, and then just stick with it. If you don't stick with your nomenclature, I've had lots of groups that have said, “Well, you know, it sure would be nice if we added another couple characters in there to dictate as to a certain position in the site or location within the CWA or something like that.” That should have been addressed early on for the duration of that project. Once you to describe the nomenclature unless there's a major catastrophe where you need to change it, and we're talking like project ending catastrophe, never change your project nomenclature. I've worked projects where they've had five or six different changes to their chosen nomenclatures without update to the previously developed stuff. So you've got multiple different types and states of numbers. You want to talk about confusion. That's a really good way to screw up your data in a quick hurry. So this quick lesson on coding structure, this is again just a suggestion. I do strongly suggest you use a smart nomenclature like this, with this type of identification, however you choose to set it up, but do it quickly in the beginning of your project, before you start any development, and make it work for you and drive it forward.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the eleventh quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number eleven.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Info: Engineering Deliverables for AWPLet's jump to the next section. So, the next one we're going to be talking about is The Info, which is engineering deliverables for AWP. Starting to get into the meat of some of the typical things that engineering needs to create, or that's possibly additional to the way that we've done work in the past. 
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Engineering Deliverables for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a fairly quick lesson as well, but we're going to definitely dig in here to identify across the timelines what the engineering deliverables are that tie to specific timings and where we would normally do things. This flow diagram here isn't really a flow diagram. It's really a listing of our present deliverables and engineering that we're normally used to developing across the different timelines. So stage one concept, we're starting to do process design and P and ID development. We get into stage two, project definition, where engineering lists and engineering 3D model is starting to take shape. We've got some preliminary early BOM work that's happening by CWP. Discipline by CWPs is starting to happen. Obviously when we get into stage three, detailed engineering. that's where everything's getting much more detail. We're getting POs in place, we're expediting materials, we're starting to look at warehousing materials, we've got IFCs, detailing, prefab, we're starting to look at IWPs. Often the first IWPs are produced during that point, if it's fast track then obviously, because you know there might be six months to a year worth of detail engineering left when we've started in the field. So IWPs are starting to be produced at that time. Test and inspect. And then when we move to stage four, commissioning, we're looking at digital turnover and start-up systems.So this is nothing new, this is very typical to the organization. 
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Let's overlay typical requirements for these deliverables or additional deliverables during in an AWP environment. Marked up plot plan with the CWAs. Engineering needs to produce these plans so we can plan against them and at least start out with some very simple configurations of construction work.It’s fairly easy to do this very critical first step, and this would take us into the first path that construction is lining up to and defining what those CWA descriptions are, and what that nomenclature is going to be.  Engineering lists Routinely publishing engineering lists with well formatted columns to support AWP processes and enable data integrationAll those attributes mentioned become critical bits of informationPlanning volumes in the 3D model for CWAs. Routine export of 3D model with proper organization and attributesHow well we organize has significant downstream benefits and enables data integration and consistency throughout the delivery process.Updates are better understood and feedback to engineering is more meaningful when teams are always looking for that ability to collaborate and integrate work efforts across our engineering disciplinesBOM reports by CWA CWP building Bill of material reports or Bill of quantities, all these are important. Enabling the separation of those into the different work packages is a major engineering requirement.Contract Requirements for Detailing / FabricationWhat do you expect your fabricators and vendors to do, and what do you need back from them? Obviously when we talk about critical dates, what's in the contract will influence the delivery, eventually supporting or impacting required at site dates.These need to align with our path construction plans and schedules The more we do in AWP, the more act you will get. If we start working backwards from those required on site dates, we can better determine when we need to be done with engineering and when we need to be done with fabrication and so forth.  When they don’t match with the Path of Construction requirements, we can open negotiations to produce better solutionsIFC drawings with well formatted transmittal sheets. This critical transfer is what enables the teams to complete CWP's and confirm readiness for release to construction.The releases should comply with the path of construction and align with the path engineering and prioritization of Engineering work scope. This will lead to engineers spending more quality time completing what is needed, when needed, rather than trying to tackle the entire project early or starting in the wrong place that doesn’t support what construction needs. Status check sheet of engineering design for CWP readiness reviewsKnowing where Engineering is with CWP deliverables is important to maintain the Path of Construction. The team needs to determine at what stage of design or proximity to PoC target dates should the CWP readiness review sessions start.Be prepared, be proactive.  What's our estimated deliverables completion forecasts? What's holding up Engineering deliverables? Advance notice of engineering revisions post IFC issue. What changes are anticipated or in process?  We all know and complain about the impact changes have on our projects.  What can be avoided, what is necessary, what alternatives can be explored?AWP encourages proactive engagement.  Advance revision notices informs the team of pending changes.Changes that result from field discoveries or during field operations are the most costly.The earlier we get our workplace planners notified of potential changes affecting their IWPs, the faster mitigations can be plannedWorkface Planners and construction management can react to potential changes, track them, and make sure what stages IWPs are in so they aren’t threatenedCan we expedite the work and get drawings needed and released to the field. What negotiations need to happen?  What alternatives are available to mitigate or eliminate the change?Finally, as-builts to support start-up and operationsKnowing how the facility was built and how they tie into the systems now becomes very important during this stage of the project.Here’s where all the work done with attributes and data integration pays off.     Status visualization has informed us on completions from engineering through systems.  Start-Up and facility managers can leverage the digital information to support their facility handover requirements.During stage one concept, the first thing that's going to be produced from an AWP point of view is the marked-up plot plan with CWAs. So, we've talked about how that first path of construction session goes, where you're really just sitting down with a plot plan and with some markers and sketching out what the different areas are going to be on that to develop those preliminary CWAs. So that's during concept, that's the first AWP deliverable, if you will. Then when we get into stage two and project definition, engineering lists are being created. But those engineering lists also now need to have that flavor to satisfy the CWP requirements, utilizing such things as smart nomenclatures that are tied to our work packaging techniques. Work packages are now prevalent within those engineering lists as we create them. Those keys to the AWP aspects are very clear in all of our engineering data at that point. As far as the development of the engineering model, there's a couple things that are key. First, planning volumes in 3D for CWAs. So, depending on the design system, and how they handle it, it may be attribute groupings, it may be physical geographic boxes. If it’s SmartPlant 3D, they have planning volumes that we often use for this. And why do we use planning volume? Because what it does for us in those 3D environments, is when you first start building out or detailing the 3D environment, you're going to have basic equipment representations, you're going to have steel representations, you're going to have basic routing of pipelines, you're going to start to have some possible instrumentation in a few places. You're going to have some basic control and valves in place. We have started to detail, we don't have all over redundancy of multiple pumps, and full control stations, and those types of things. We haven't gone into full detailing yet, but as we look at it, when we start to lay out that model based on the plot plan and start to build out that 3D environment, placing 3D volumes in the model is basically like saying that anything that shows up within this box is now part of CWA such and such. And in using those planning volumes within S3D, it gives you the ability to identify, like I say a geographical area, but as you continue through detailing, if you don't manually remember or understand how to identify certain components as being part of a CWP or CWA, that planning volume will automatically add anything within that geographical area to that CWA, so that as you run reports, all new components that are coming into that area are then earmarked as part of the CWA, and then subsequent CWP, if you use the volumes for CWPs as well. Great tool, if you've got that type of capability, whether it’s S3D or one of several other design tools also have that, I believe that Bentley OpenPlant has that as well as some of the Autodesk tools, I think as well have that. But it's a great tool to use for early planning and identification of geographical areas and assigning nomenclature to them so that it will automatically attribute aspects. It's very useful tool for identifying the and continuing to earmark your attributes against different areas based on geographical reference.   So, if somebody's got a little bit more S3D knowledge, I haven't been in the design office for quite some time, but 3D volumes is a great tool for that. In ConstructSim, there's also a tool called design volumes, I believe it is, that's really great for identifying attributes after the fact also. So multiple different tools have multiple different similar aspects for identifying 3D volumes and attributes based on them. So different systems, check it out, look for it. They help a lot in the early planning systems, when you when you use tools like that.Routinely export the 3D model with proper organization and attributes. Now, who are we exporting it to? We're exporting to the planning group. The reason this is marked as an addition within this is because typically, we've kept our models close to our heart in engineering at this point, and we're only releasing what we need to because obviously, everything's in flux, and change and we've got all kinds of studies going on, where we may have copied an entire control station to 1000 feet, and we're doing a bunch of different configurations. So, if anybody gets a hold of that model early, if they're using the native model, often we've got duplications of components because we've got copied elements. You guys know the drill. It causes all kinds of problems, but routine exports of the 3D model of proper organization and attributes will remedy this. This is typically if it's a 3D model of an S3D model, exporting through design review, setting up a review session for Navisworks. If it’s an Autodesk tool, some of those, depending on what tool you're using, exporting a clean model for review. Setting up those filters so that, depending on how your admin has set it up, I've seen everything from based on elevation, anything above a certain elevation, it's filtered out, so if you're doing studies and you've copied elements, straight up, if you will, so that you maintain them. There's multiple different ways that you can set up filters to export clean models, based on that particular snapshot in time. So, setting that up and understanding that the planning group is going to be doing a lot of early studies, with those 3D models early on, and that you have consumers other than just the creation of drawings, utilizing those 3D environments is very key. So, organizing, being able to identify filters and identify means to export clean models. And I can't stress that enough, because we've had lots of breakdowns in this before, where engineers would say, okay, you really want that model, you can have it and they export the whole thing full of all kinds of copied study materials, and there's like three times the components in there that there should be because they've got four different valve stations because they're experimenting with different configurations, which is very normal. That's what we do an engineering. But that's not what we want to export when we export a model. Whatever's in the final position right now is what we want to export, and we need to export those clean models routinely for review and planning efforts. Next thing, BOM reports by CWA and CWP. We talked about that a lot yesterday, about how that's a segregation twist on how we may have done things before, identifying by BOM what's in CWA and CWP, so that we can start tracking RAS dates or ROS dates against those very clearly, and identify what the contents of those areas are. It also helps us to get order of magnitude estimates and more definite estimates based on the components specifically in those areas. Where we may start guessing or do parametric estimating on a CWP early on, or CWA early on in the project to identify that this is probably this is about 11,000 hours based on industry norms. When we actually export the BOM based on that, and we've got true components, then we can get to an element-based estimate, which is going to give us a much larger amount of truth and detail to it for our planning and actual efforts for construction. So along with that, I don't think it's listed in here, but that aspect of those BOMs by CWPs and tying that into estimating, to ensure that we go through, I don't call it a rebase lining, but there is always a point in a project, usually right in around FEL two and FEL three, where you typically get to go back to the well once after you’ve gone through some initial development, where you're going back to the well to say now that we've done initial engineering, we can see that the estimate for this should actually be such and such higher. Setting up by CWA and CWP and giving those estimates at that point helps planning immensely, and also helps explain why you're going back to the well for an increase in the budget due to some detail engineering occurring. So, everybody's kind of done that, gone through that last step of you know, the last official place where you can adjust estimates. That happens in around this step, and it's so much easier and so much nicer to do it at the CWA/CWP level rather than the overall project, or area, or unit level that we've often done it at. Summary estimates, great tools for everything beyond here in the planning basis. And rather than just you know, guesses based on industry norms, once you get these levels of components, you can get to a much more detailed much more realistic estimate.And then 6, placing POs contract requirements for detailing and fabrication coming from those POs that are required. Setting up those contracts. We're going to melt your brain with the contract requirements and contract reports and some examples contract language more later on in the module. Contract requirements for detailing fabrication based on those POs. Then number seven, IFC drawings with well formatted transmittal sheets. So, once we start getting into our IFCs, those transmittals need to be formatted well. And what do we mean by formatted well? Not just that they're pretty and look nice, but that they've got the clear identification as to what their hierarchy is. What CWA and what CWP those IFCs are tied to. The revision information, the previous revision information, current revision information, there are a lot of those types of things in the transmittal where we could take that information and compare it to the last information, so that we can see if we've got new versions or calculate our revision management very quickly. Management of revision is key in maintaining a functional AWP department and WorkFace planning. If you're not managing the revisions, you end up with a crap ton of rework as we all know, and in here at the transmittal level, the transmittal sheets, these are our first line of defense, where we will get these, we process the formatted sheet often, and based on certain fields from that transmittal we can see very quickly what package is affected, what the revision is, what the isometric is that’s affecting it, and get reports very quickly at a per planner level. Showing you that, okay Jim, you've got three work packages here that just got revisions for them. And Frank, you’ve got two, and Scott, you've got 86, I don't know what you're doing over there. But these types of things, make it very, very quick for us to do revision management and checks to identify and update our IWPs as we produce them. “Status check sheet” of engineering design for CWP Readiness Review. So, we're going to go through a CWP Readiness Review a few modules ahead of where we are right now. When we look at the CWP readiness reviews, we need that status check sheet. It needs to be populated within here, that's going to tell us what the viability of that CWP is. Is it ready? Is it good to go? Are we nearly there? Those types of things are coming from that status check sheet for the CWP. We will do a Readiness Review soon and you'll see actually what that status check sheet looks like as we go through that particular lesson. Alright, number nine advanced notice of engineering revisions post IFC issue. So, we talked about that yesterday AVNs, advanced revision notices, and based on certain criteria, identifying them early in your project as far as what we're going to set and how we're going to identify advanced revision notices. Those are very key in ensuring that we head off a large portion of rework. They can be a pain in the butt to process. They can also cry wolf several times, if you will, where there's a revision notice, that somebody signed out an IFC line, but they haven't changed it. So, you know, there could be a situation where we'll call wolf several times, but you catch that one that is major change, and if you've got you know, 40 to $50,000 worth of rework, your whole advanced revision notice program has just paid for itself on that one issue. So, that particular program is extremely important to put in place. Advanced revision notices are very important to ensure that we don't end up with inappropriate versions in our packages or having been built and need to start doing change orders for rework, because of those changes. Okay, and then 10, “as-builts” to support start-up and operations. So, when we start talking about the digital turnover and we start talking about our IWPs, depending on what your as-built program looks like, in this day and age, most owners are requiring full” as built-ing”, in digital, as that model is a contract deliverable and  the as built-ing must all be done based on the site markups. Typical methodologies for that is within an IWP often the foreman will capture the redline, or changes. Based on the notes that have been captured, those notes will then typically involve a field engineer. The field engineer will then either draft themselves or use designers to draft the changes on a standard isometric. That isometric is then transferred often to the design group, or the engineering group, where it is then entered into the 3D model. Very high-level type workflow. You're all very familiar with it, I'm sure. But as built-ing, the program, the restrictions, the requirements of it need to be clearly identified. Sometimes there's as built-ing a small board is not done, as built-ing above certain spec levels is done. Whatever that particular criteria is for the project on actually doing as built-ing needs to be clear here and through the digital turnover. It needs to be done before digital turnover.  Some of those are traditions based on AWP, some of these are additions just as continuations of workflows to make life easier moving forward, if you will. But through the basic life cycle, you can see that we're not asking for a lot in the AWP environment, different than the way you've typically done business. So, the gray is everything that we typically do anyways, the brown is really just referring to some tweaks and changes, or possibly some additional distribution that's required at that time. The detail turnover on the “as-builts” may be another area where we get a lot pushback from engineering, because they view it as needing to keep someone there forever to update the model. This is very dependent on your situation. Identifying and contractual requirements upfront is key in that aspect. If the owner/client directly requires as-built beyond certain specs, like I was saying, maybe it's above a certain size or a certain spec and above that they do the as built-ing for, based on what their requirements are, the engineering house or the EPC, better have bid based on the fact that you're going to need to maintain designers, based on the criteria of the client to do as built-ing. Or you've got a private group that's going to come in to do as built-ing after. There's lots of organizations and consultants out there, and designers that have organizations that may not have done any of the original design, but will come in after to do the as built-ing into the 3D environment for you. So those contracts exist also. But how do you get past it? Well, first off, is it contractually obligated or not? If it is contractually obligated, then they have to do it. This issue comes up on projects where that was not a contractual obligation, but we are forcing it because we have a 3D model based WorkFace planning tool. We want our 3D model to be always up to date, otherwise, we start getting inconsistent information, or wrong numbers from budget, those types of things. So the first thing you're going to do in contracts is to make sure that you try and sell it into your contract, that you're going to do it, so that there’s hours to be paid for it, if possible. The second thing is that it may be something that you've identified internally to your own engineering company as something that we're going to do outside of billable, as an accepted workflow. We're selling the engineering department on it to start with, as a project you you're going to have to have billable hours for them to do it, and if there's billable hours, and they're pushing back on it, then that's a problem. If we've got to sell an engineering manager on doing billable work, maybe you’ve got a problem with an engineering manager to start with. But if you're asking your engineering manager to do stuff under the table, that's not billable, then rightfully you're going to get pushback. Setting up internally, what your standard procedures are regardless of client requirements for that goes a long way. I'm a big proponent of “good paper makes good friends”, and I like to defuse arguments with the fact that their contract and their organizational requirements say that they will do it. So, when are they going to do it? Often that's the easiest way to defuse some of those conflicts, is based on good paper. But if not, it can often be a fight in trying to sell engineering on the benefits of as built-ing for AWP or WorkFace planning personnel to see those changes in the model can be a tough sell. Because at that point, a lot of engineers are thinking about two projects ahead, and they're off to the next one. The last thing they want to do is deal with changes to a project that they already spent two years on and moved on from. So it can be it can be a pain in the ass. I didn't give any smoking guns there on how to how to fix those situations, because it is difficult. The only thing I could say is standard procedure and contractual obligation is the best way you can overcome that, other than that you're begging and pleading.Alright, pretty straightforward. The basis of this simple lesson is really just to show us that we're not asking for a lot of change from an AWP environment into engineering. The biggest thing that I would say is there's more eyes on the data that we're creating in engineering, there's more use for it. There's earlier use for the data. The biggest thing that we often get push back on in AWP from engineering departments is that the data is not ready. It's in flux, I don't know what you think you're going to do with it, because it's going to change anyways, it's just going to screw up all your plans. That is often back in the early project stage definition, the pushback that we get from it and it's like, you don't want that, it's all going to change. It's just preliminary at this point. But from an AWP point of view, that's exactly it, it's preliminary. We're starting to develop our tables, we're starting to put an order of magnitude together, it's not going to be truly accurate at that point. But number of CWPs, we're developing our nomenclature. So we've got our master index built up. That master index of the CWPs, the CWAs, the IWPs and their relationships all nicely worked up. We may not have any of those work packages truly scope, or we don't know what drawings are going in any of those work packages at that point, but we're still able to do that basic planning way early. And like I say, the biggest pushback often from engineering is, I can't give you that data. So preliminary, it's just you're going to use it for something and then hold me accountable later. That is often a big pushback. The truth is, is they need to be shown in engineering that AWP is using the data for preliminary planning, just like engineering is using it for preliminary planning of their models, and where the engineering is going to go as they go through that discovery practice. The AWP group use it for the same thing. So, working with engineering groups and engineering groups understanding the use case of that early data is important, more so than then as built-ing, which is often a very big pushback at the end, because you got like three guys and a dog that are left in the engineering group for that project, and you're asking to as-built the whole project. Just by the nature of the beast, that gets a lot of pushback, but I find that it's much more difficult often to sell in the early stages, to get access to early information from engineering for planning purposes, because they say it's going to change. It's not accurate. You can't plan against that. Those types of things. That education helps to head off that issue. 
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Presentation Notes
It’s now time for the twelfth quiz of the module.  Please exit the video and select Quiz 12 from your account dashboard.
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The Scope: CWP DevelopmentLet's get into our next lesson here, The Scope. We're going to talk about CWP development. What typical CWP development looks like, some of the methods, and how we start to analyze the data, to start breaking it up into those CWPs.
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CWP DevelopmentLet's review slightly:The site plan is an overall project. CWA is a geographical area that we've broken it down to, that we're going to use for basic path of construction planning.  CWP is a discipline specific smaller grouping from within that CWA that does not cross boundaries of a CWA, but is within that CWA as a breakdown of it, and used for the refinement of the Path of Construction.Then, we've got another, the IWP, which also doesn't cross boundaries of its predecessor the CWP.  Its geographical breakdown of that information, is discipline specific also, as is the CWP.  We don't put thousands and thousands of hours into an IWP, but it's a reasonable number of hours for a single crew for a set duration of time. Single crew, set duration of time. Very key.So, just as a refresher, the CWP, in a hierarchal fashion, is a subset of the CWA. Starting with the site plan, breaking it down into the CWAs, which is the geographical division of work defined by construction. It’s those marked up plot plans that we've talked about, the CWAs. And then CWPs are discipline specific subsets within that CWA. So, let's look at how we would start to analyze those to break them up. 
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From a CWP point of view, we're right in the middle. We're going to look at our construction work areas to start segregating those. The first thing that we're going to do is start looking at it based on discipline. So, we're going to break the disciplines out, usually a 3D model is very, very helpful here, nearly impossible to do without it. It's very difficult to do without additions. The 3D model helps us to identify very clearly where everything is within the work construction work area, to be able to start to break them down by disciplines to start with. And then based on the size of the CWPs per discipline, to then address how many CWPs per discipline, we're going to need to start to separate the data effectively. Depending on the size of that area, maybe two or three for each discipline, it may be that one for each discipline is sufficient. So, you need to gauge based on the size of that area, how many you need to break it up into, and what makes sense to break it up into. If it's an extremely large CWP, you may need to break it up just for the basis of being able to schedule. Now remember, CWPs are equivalent to a level three schedule activity. So, when identifying and starting to parse out the CWAs into CWPs, and identifying how many CWPs we want, you want to make sure that you're looking at it from not just constructability, which is first and foremost, as to how we're actually going to build items to make sure that the CWP covers components and groups components together that make sense to build together. But we're also going to look at it from the point of view of ensuring that that is a viable schedule item, and that's something that we want to check track in the schedule independently, because construction work packages are a one to one to a schedule activity. 
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Alright, so let's dig into some graphical examples. This diagram illustrates a very typical plant. From this, we've got our rack going down the middle as our typical spine, we've got a secondary rack that goes down to the South. You've got multiple different units within this plant, and we've started to break them up based on what makes sense for the plant, into the CWAs. So, you can see graphically that we broke them up along the unit basis for the CWAs, and you can see in this particular one, there’s about 11 different CWAs that ultimately make sense. You can see what we've done here with the rack for the CWA basis. That main spine of the rack is area five, and then area five B is the secondary rack that goes off to the side. So, we've kept all the racks within CWA 05, it's just that we've created a sub-CWA of 05 A and 05 B. Why don't we create just another different CWA? These are different CWAs, but we've used nomenclature very similar to identify that they're sharing that characteristic of the rack, if you will. It just makes it easier. 05 A is the main spine, 05 B is the branch so that we can see very quickly. Those type of nomenclatures, using them in identifying your CWAs can often be quite helpful to make it easy to understand that that is a subset or an offshoot of an existing one.
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Okay, now, this is important. This is the first time that we've actually looked at it from this point of view. When we start looking at CWAs for the overall plant, you can see it's very nice, neat building blocks, all these blocks together build up the overall plot plan. And our electrical minded individuals in the group are probably sitting here going, well, that doesn't work for E & I, and they'd be 100% correct. We often create special CWAs for E & I. It's one of the only groups that does get CWA boundaries differently than the other mechanical disciplines. And the reason for that is first off, you can't break a pull into multiple different CWAs. A pull is, by definition, a single cable without break from start to finish, and we need to create certain CWAs that take that into account. So often we will create additional CWAs. If you look, CWA 12 is all the underground pipe and electrical, in this particular case. So, we've grouped all the piping into the CWA as well for underground, because our CWAs are not discipline specific. So, all the undergrounds for piping and electrical are one, and then we've created another one, CWA 13, for the high voltage duct banks that made sense for us to break out, because it crossed multiple CWAs. If you look at the previous diagram, 1, 2, 3, part of 4 CWAs that those duct banks cross, so because of the routing of that electrical, it made sense to create an additional CWA for those banks.
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All right, so we've got our CWAs drafted out. This is kind of what they look like, right, based on a typical plant. We've got undergrounds mapped into different a CWA, and we've got some high voltage duct banks, we’ve got some additional engineering CWAs. Now with all that CWA definition, let's start to look at scoping our CWPs, and what those are going to look like. 
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CWP Development
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So, let's look at the 05 A, the North/South pipe rack, and all the different CWPs that we're going to start to assign to this. Remember what I said, the first thing that we're going to do is look at it from a discipline point of view. So, we're going to look at steel, we're going to look at equipment, we're going to look at piping, and we're going to start breaking it out that way. Then we're going to look at creating some subsets of the CWPs, and at the end of this example, I want to open it up for discussion and start to discuss how this was set up. Because I believe there should be a lot of questions, and there are better ways to possibly do this, or influences that make you change how you're going to scope your CWPs. So, I want to kick into a discussion about that as we move forward. But let's look at from a first basis of how we're going to start scoping CWPs from this CWA 05 A, which is the main rack. 
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So first off, we've segregated it into all the steel, right? Not necessarily all the steel, but all the primary steel, let's say, all the main structural steel is in here. 
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All the dress steel, so all the secondary steel, fish plating, brackets, bracing, a lot of that stuff is in the second one. In this particular program, a lot of the addition of the secondary steel was separate, it actually came from a different detailer, but that's a whole other story. So, some of the secondary steel went into a secondary CWP and that was broken out, mostly because of the fact that it came from a separate supplier. Because, as you can see, a lot of this is fish plating, and the fish plates that were coming from a different supplier, this CWP needs or CWP would need to be done at the same time as the primary steel because that fish plating you put in for the first before you do the cross braces. When you go to a pipe shoe, where does that fall? A pipe shoe would typically fall within the piping discipline. All those things are all in the piping someplace. So, we look at it from the basis of who's going to actually do the installation. Your typical pipe shoes are done by the by the fitters at the time of the installation of the pipe. Now where that starts to vary is when we start getting into engineering supports, such things as spring cans, and other things. Often, the iron workers will do the installation of some of those engineered supports, because we're talking about very large supports that are structural. So, then you need to understand who's going to do the work, right. So, most brackets, most shoes, general dummy legs, those kinds of things fall under the piping discipline. But when it starts getting into some of the larger, stuff tagged items, such as engineering spring cans, and such, and then we often lean to the iron workers. That would then be in a separate CWP because it's going to go to a different discipline that's going to be installing those items. You may add it to a steel CWP, or you may create an independent CWP for the spring cans or engineered supports, if the iron workers are going to install it. But if you're still utilizing fitters to install those engineering supports, then it's just part of the piping package, right? So, when breaking up CWPs, remember, they're discipline specific, but it's not just all steel together, all piping together. The first thing that we're going to do is we're going to break it out by all the steel. We're going to break it up by all the piping. We're going to break it up by all the electrical. Then we're going to look at and say, okay, where's the nuances in this? Such as the spring cans. We're going to pull that out, that's going to be a separate CWP, because that's actually installed by the ironworkers. 
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Or, in the case of the steel, maybe we've got different crews that all they do is hang weld frames, such as platforms, ladders, and handrails. So often, there'll be specialty crews that that's all they do is hang those weld frames. If that's the case, then we require a separate CWP for those as well. In this case, the rack structure, the handrails, ladders, and guide rails were all executed under a different contract. There were two different iron worker companies that were executing, if you will, and this was done by a separate contract. So, it was split out into different CWPs. When you're building a CWPs, you’ve got to look a few things. First off discipline, obviously. Then, within that discipline, there is some cross pollination with the disciplines, such as electrical and instrumentation, but all of the embedded instruments such as flow orifices and such, are actually going to be installed by the pipe fitters. So, that's where some of those things need to be, you need to have an understanding that just because that's an electrical discipline and falls under instrumentation, doesn't mean that the electricians are always going to install it, because in that case, the flow orifices, thermowells, and those kinds of things are all done by the by the pipe fitters. So, once we break it into discipline, then we have to adjust based on the nuances of who's actually doing the installation, based on our contracts for this job, and then based on that, we start to break those up as to what may further make sense.We’re going to start looking at it from the point of view of the size of the CWPs, to start breaking those up. 
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But let's look at the piping. So, all of the main rack piping is separated into one CWP.
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Then we've got equipment all in one CWP. 
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And then all the piping to the equipment, so all the headers, and equipment piping, all the dressing is in another CWP. So, let's look at this and discuss it. This is an example. There's a bunch of different ways to skin a cat, right, when we look at this, and how to set it up. So, let's look at why this was set up first, and then I will open it up for discussion. I'm sure some of you have different ways that you may have separated these. So, the first thing is all the primary steel put together. Then all the secondary steel, those were done because of a separate contract, which can complicate things. I don't know why the subcontractor made things so difficult for this particular site being, there were huge dependencies between them. Then the ladders, handrails, guide rails, those types of things are separate, which is very common. We’ve then got all the rack piping, then all of the equipment, and then all of the piping on the equipment. So, the original way that we set up like this was basically because we looked at the contractual guidelines. We also look at it from a point of view of schedule, right? So, in the case of the rack piping, this was stick built. This is also important. This was a stick-built rack, so all of the steel is showing in one CWP for the primary steel, and all of the rack piping is in another CWP. This is the first issue that I want to bring up. This is a problem. With the way it's scoped, how easy is this going to be to integrate into the schedule? How easy is this going to be to really work with? And how may we have broken it up a little differently?We want to look at a variance to this, as there are problems with this, and I'm looking to kind of point it out as to how we might have scoped the CWPs a little differently.First of all, this one CWP is massive, and so from a scheduling point of view, you're going to want to break it up into smaller pieces. You get a little bit more granular planning in your schedule, whether it’s the North side, Central, and the South side. But the other thing here is, when you're looking at that, you may choose to break CWPs along elevation basis. So, there's two different bays with pipe in there, it's kind of tough to see. But you've got the second and the third bay that have piping in there. So, this is a case, especially in a rack, where you may want to break the content along an elevation base. And why would you want to break that content against an elevation base? Let's look at it from the point of view of constructability.  When we look at the pipe, yeah, we should split it, maybe north and south, but honestly, the way I would probably do this for granular basis to schedule is I'd probably split it right down the middle. Looking at where my field weld locations are, if I've got some clean field welds in here, because it’s stick built and you're probably going to have some nesting back and forth. So, it's not going to be very clear geographically, but that's fine. Somewhere in the middle, we're going to do a split, and then I'm going to split it by the elevations between bay two and bay three. So, I'm going to split this one CWP into four piping CWPs. Then let's look at that from the steel base. It's easier during construction if we’re working based on layers. We can set the bottom level of steel, then add the pipe, then set the next level of steel at the pipe, then you're also creating basically work platforms at the same time, that we can work on without any overhead obstructions. Working in layers is the easiest way to build a rack like this. So, you lay your foundations, put up your bents, get in your main bracing, and then you can lay down your first set of pipes, all the headers and whatnot. Depending on where you're at, from, then you can add a knowledge of smallbore take offs. Then you add in your second layer of steel after all your bottom layer is done. And at the same time, as you're creating piping packages, you're also creating a foundation for people to work on, where you're eliminating a lot of scaffolding requirements. That's how I would break this up when we start looking at the steel. When we start breaking it up CWPs by steel, that starts to get complicated as well, because we don't have clear boundary lines, if you will. This is where, when we were talking about, say, using volume boxes to dictate CWPs, this is where it becomes very difficult, I wish I could zoom in and look at this model a little better. But as we were saying, installing your bents first. Now there's a variance to that however, because you're going to install your bent, but often when people think about installing the bents, they're talking about installing the hoop. Up the side, across the top, down the other side. We're not going to install bents like that, what we're going to do is we're going to install basically an H, right? So, the risers vertically, the side columns, then the lowest level that supports bay one, the fish plating, the bracing, and the cross beams are going to be installed first, and that's going to be in the first CWP.So, we're going to have some geographical crossing, because obviously, we're not going to break the columns up, they need to go all the way to the top. They're single pieces with bracing connected, we don't want the top section of the bent installed, because when we're doing lifts, we want to be able to drop the pipe straight in from the top very easily. We don't want to have to put it on chain falls and rollers to slide it into the rack, which is a pain in the ass, we want to be able to drop it in. So, we're going to have some nesting here, and we're probably going to start breaking this steel up very similarly to the piping that we broke up, where you may break it down the middle, and then in a couple levels into CWPs. Now, don't get too granular with the CWPs, because we do have IWPs to start breaking them down a lot more granularly, and start scheduling it. But for the purpose of the Level 3 schedule, we should have North steel, upper and lower, and in this case, you're probably going to have North steel, upper and lower and equipment, because you see there's a whole steel structure here for the fin fans. And then on the South end, we're going to have upper and lower on the steel as well. So, you're going to have probably five CWPs for that steel, to break it up, and that's going to give us a much more granular level three schedule for this basis and allow us to stop, fill the rack with pipe, and then put the next bays in. And the problem with that is, if we don't schedule it, that way, you're going to end up with a level three schedule that means very little. And what I mean by that is if you've got all of the steel in one schedule item, for example, start on rack steel on January 1 and end on October 2. Well, geez, that's not very granular schedule, there's a lot that can happen within that, so that's more of a level two type schedule activity rather than a level three schedule activity. Just to recap, once you start breaking it up by your disciplines, breaking it up by the nuances of disciplines, and who shares them, then going to constructability on it, just like we just did, and we had a good explanation of how we're actually going to build it, where we're going to fill the bays, then start adding steel again, and that gives us a work platform and everything else. And we may call in scaffolding at that point, for our connect points and such, but we can't do a lot of that if we build all the rack steel ahead of time, or we try to do a CWP where the CWP is executing at the same time as the piping, and then we run into all the granular aspects of that schedule that need to be controlled in the IWPs. And remember, the IWPs don't report into a main master schedule. That makes it very difficult for anybody to see the granular aspect of how it's actually going to be assembled if you're just depending on IWPs only. So, we don't want to get too many CWPs, we don't want to break this into 10 different CWPs. But what we're seeing here, and based on the explanation that was given, I would agree that we should probably break the steel into at least five CWPs, and it would be six when we consider the secondary steel as well, and then seven would be obviously the fish plating, but that that's a little different, being an assisted supplier, that may be one CWP with the main structure. I'm not sure in this one, why exactly they broke out the fish plating. It's kind of a strange basis other than the fact that it was a separate contract, which is a really weird basis to contract, I’d never seen it done that way, but when we look at the rack piping, again, the basis of how we're going to separate that. Then we've got equipment. So, from the point of view of equipment, what would you do to change this up a little bit? Would you just have a CWP for all of this? Or would you look at possibly making some changes in there? Is there a reason to make changes? It would be dependent on how you're going to set the equipment. So, if you have one crane that can handle it all and not have to move, then it'd be one CWP. But for this one, it looks like it probably have to be moved, so I would definitely say two CWPs, just based on crane capacity and lift. That's a good consideration as far as the constructability of it, but anything that's under that steel, it looks like there are 5 units under steel, you might break them out into their own packages, as they're kind of critical to getting that steel in. Really, your equipment is going to be dictated basically by arrival on site, so you want to plan it so that you're not doing double lifts. This is the straight to the hook kind of stuff, these are the kinds of things where you want them rolling in on a truck, and you're picking them up, and you're setting them down, and you're doing your final bolt up on them, and then you're just slowly, methodically plugging your way down the rack at that point.So, we've looked at it from the point of view of some of the constructability of breaking it up. And we've looked at it from where we've got some rack steel here, and then we've got lift considerations to look at. All very good. These are all things that we need to consider. The other thing that I want you to consider is, remember that we split the piping, and we actually split the steel down the middle, regardless of the fact that we had some difference in the elevation of steel. So, if we're not 100% sure of what our schedule is going look like and we may have some flux from the vendor on when they're supplying, if we're going to be able to go straight to the hook on this. Because there’s steel here, that pulls a different priority forward, to be able to do the steel structure overtop of these fin fans. Also, because there is a CWP as a schedule item on the one end, and there’s a CWP as the schedule item on the other end, it's entirely possible that you may not be able to get into the South end of the rack for some time. So, the South end of the rack might be a totally different scheduled aspect, because you may be using this as lay down, who knows? We may be going right to the steel, over the fin fans, on the North end as we go up. One of the things that I would consider is, because we split the CWP underneath, and we could have very different schedule dates for the install of that steel, that could affect the schedule of our installation of the fin fans very much. So, the first thing I'm going to do is consider that, in order to keep the fluidity of my schedule, I need to break these fin fans, based on how I broke the supporting structure. Remember, I've used the phrase before, looking at “planning by gravity”. This is one of those situations where, based on gravity, we're going to want to split the fans into two portions, because based on gravity, we're going to have different scheduled supports for each CWP on the ends. So that's the first consideration I do. Then, based on what we were saying earlier, our lift schedule, how viable it is to go to the hook with a lot of these things? As far as moving up and down the rack to install this piping, swing in place on a lot of these fin fans, fin fans don't weigh much. They're typically not too difficult to put into place, and at that point, a North and South split on a CWP is typically enough, because you're going to break it up by IWPs for each of the individual placements of that equipment. This is interesting, because all the discussions that we just had all came to the same conclusion, that we need to split it in the middle, each for a different reason. But through those discussions, and through those CWP scoping sessions and path of construction sessions, that we just kind of did a mini mock of, we're seeing that the CWP needs to be split into two, so that's very good. And the exercise, if you will, worked well, because we came to the same conclusion, we got the ideas out as far as the different aspects of how we're going to build this, and we're identifying it, and making it granular enough that if things change as we move forward, we're going to be able to maneuver within that schedule. But we're not too granular where we didn't put every piece of steel, or every piece of equipment into a different CWP, and those kinds of things. We're still breaking it up. What makes sense? And that's very key to identify how we're going to build this. So, good exercise. Even in this example, it was intended to show you that you need to continue to evolve a little bit more. But you can see how identifying the CWPs is going through those paths of construction exercises, the IAP, even a little mini IAP session we did here in the lesson, we came up with differences on how we want to build this and how we need to separate it out to make sure that it works. Again, I can't stress enough, don't break it up too much. But you’ve got to break it up, break it up enough that your schedule is actually going to mean something, because if you've got CWPs that are too big, your level three activities are going to look more like level two activities. You're not going to get enough granularity in it, and you're not going to have enough flexibility in maneuvering it, you're going to be depending too much on the IWPs. So, looking at it from constructability, looking at it from a schedule creation point of view, looking at it from the viability of contract, as to who's doing what, discipline, all those factors considered into how we scope those CWPs. The next thing I would say is, I think this kind of follows on, we didn't talk about the equipment piping. How would you break that up? There's a couple different ways to look at this. How should we be breaking up the equipment piping? How would you do it? Looking at it from a CWP point of view, we look at it from schedule consideration, look at it from constructability, look at it from a discipline basis, those four bases that we were just talking about. Anything inside the rack, I'd be including in whatever layer of the rack that's in, and if you’ve got to put up temporary supports to hold it in the meantime, so be it. Anything that you have free access to, that can be added really at any given point in time, once the equipment's installed. Your key priority is getting anything buried inside that rack, where you're going to be losing access as you're moving along, installed first. Would you add that piping? Let's say the piping that's below the base level of the fin fan coolers, I would be adding it to the piping CWPs below, and then providing temporary supports to hold it if required. Depending on what size it is, if it's all eight-inch pipe, and you've got a good spot on the rack to pick it up, you can add your brake flanges, or place your field welds in a strategic location, where you're not providing temporary supports, it's actually part of the structure. First and foremost, get all your stuff you're going to lose access to out of the way and into those early packages, and then you've just got free access to everything else on the outside, that you can hang at your leisure. And how would we break up all that piping above the base level of the CWPs, not going to IWP level, still along the CWP basis, so larger groupings. You could do systems, inlets and outlets, you could do it that way. That stuff that obviously you're doing at rack levels and then post set stuff, where you can't get in there before the equipment is set would be a consideration. And then based on the complexity of the work. So, if you have quantities based on those geographical splits that we did the North and South, and we realize that the North has an extraordinary amount of quantity that you might want to break that down into two CWPs, and then keep the one on the South end as a single package, just based on quantities. So based on everything, I think in a true IAP session and the sharing of ideas, that's probably where we come to. Dropping off that stuff that we're going to have access issues to, into probably the two upper level CWPs that we were talking about for piping, because remember, we created four CWPs, Bay 2 and Bay 3 for both North and South. So four CWPs for piping there. We're going to add what we're seeing here, and we may not have had this issue to start with, but because we would have broken it just below the level of the base plates of the fin fans, but all this should be in the upper level A and the upper level B here. They're moving forward, and then starting to break up this piping here. It was also mentioned that there are high quantities down here, and there's some big lifts. This is quite the manifold, this header, that's going to be a large lift in itself. And some of the work over here. So there's a couple different ways to look at this, but there’s one thing that we missed, and it's part of constructability, but when we're planning our CWPs, our CWP planning is a constructability exercise unto itself. So one thing that we didn't mention here is the creation of super spools. Now, what is the creation of super spools? That is when you create a site fab location, where as the spools arrive at sites, you might be putting 2, 3, 4 or 5 of them together to create a larger structure that's then going to be lifted into place at once. Now we're working at elevation, so this is why I brought up the idea of super spools and why I want to talk about that as a separate CWP. Because this header here, this is a very large header. We've got inlet and outlet piping grouped together. Over on this side here you can see there's also outlet piping here. So inlet piping and outlet piping down here, that's in one header. You've got a large header over here, another large header, one over here, these manifolds are big. You've got a three level manifold over here, for equalized piping, all of those could all be done in a lay down area to create super spools. So, what I would do here is I would break up the CWPs based on what we were saying, so definitely below the certain level, add those to the other CWPs. Then I would create a North and South CWP, and based on materials as was said earlier, I would probably split this twice also. So CWA, 01, 02 and 03 on this piping, and then within that, when planning and breaking up the IWPs, we take into account that this is not going to be field installation, there's going to be field fab and then installation. So, for each of these headers, we're going to have possibly two IWPs from a constructability point of view, where I'm going to build these in the off site, or in the on site fab facility. Maybe it's just a 10th, or whatever, in our laydown area, where I've got some rollers and some welding machines that I'm going to start putting this stuff together, and I'm going to get these headers built, and then we're going to do a lift to put the header in. Rather than doing six field welds at elevation, we're going to do them on the ground, either beside the rack or in the laydown area. So taking that into account when you've got large headers like this, though, we may break out each of the headers into their own single CWP. Or, what I would suggest in this basis is just control location and execution at an IWP level. So we've got one CWP, two CWPs, three CWPs, and then putting into the CWPs and making notes that, for constructability point of view, as many as possible on the headers, we're going to actually do super spools and we're going to do a lot of prefab on those. Safety and planning for safety should be taken into account. We don't want to work at elevation unless we absolutely have to. This is probably about 50 feet of elevation at the top of those headers. So, we want to ensure that we try to do that at low, and all we're doing is the bolt ups at that basis. So considering that constructability, we may choose to break all headers into a separate CWP, but the only way that I would break all those headers into a separate CWP is if we had hired a subcontractor to do our field fab work. If you've got a separate contractor that's doing your field fab work, then this should be in a different CWP. If it's the same contractor that's going to be doing the installation as is going to be doing the fab work, creating the super spools, then you can control it at an IWP level, and the three CWPs will be just fine. But just bear in mind if we do bring in a subcontractor to do those headers, that they may want to separate it out into another CWP. Because remember, one of the laws of CWPs that we mentioned before, is that they do not split or cross contract boundaries. You may have one CWP, two CWPs, or many CWPs that make up the content of one contract, but you don't have part of a CWP in a contract and part of CWP in another contract. So, that's why I bring up the super spool and field fab. If you've got a different field fab contractor than that, we've got to really consider that in these. The essence here is, there's multiple different ways to skin a cat. I hate to use that analogy again, but the truth is there's multiple different ways to build it, there's multiple different ways to contract it, and all of those factors need to be taken into consideration. For instance, when we go through our POC 1 and POC 2, we may just have this as, say, two CWPs. All this equipment piping, we broke it up into two CWPs, call it done. Then we get into our POC 2, and some of our IAP sessions between 2 and 3 during our detailed engineering, and it's become obvious that, during detail, this could be a 10,000 pound lift right here, just for this header, or more. It could be 100,000 pounds depending on the thickness. If these are hydrogen, then this would be Hastelloy, which the weight would be absolutely astronomical on this piping, for Hastelloy. So, now we have to start taking into consideration weight, and stuff, that's all going to come to fruition as we get into detail engineering, right? When we start to look at that looking at how that's going to be built, seeing these headers start to take shape. In POC three, that's when we're going to make a big change. We may say okay, well okay, we had two CWPs. Now we're going to break it up and we're actually going to add a third CWP, and we're going to identify our contracting program to look at that field fab that we want to do. Are we going to hire a contractor? Or can the contractor that we're looking at through bid process for all of the piping set up, include in their project the on site fab? We may alternately choose to subcontract an on site fabrication facility separately. That's a common thing, where you will contract an on site field fabricator, and they will set up a shop, they will set up tents, they'll have a literal facility where all they do is site fab work. In that case, if that's how contracting has changed, then the idea of this exercise that I'm just trying to get across, is that at that point, what you're going to want to do is you're definitely going to change your CWPs, because your contracting strategy has changed. So through the refinement of the between POC 2 and 3 we made some major changes, but it's all for the constructability, so that when we get to the field, all we're doing is building IWPs for feel fab and we're building IWPs for installation as we move forward. Or, like I say, maybe we've done nothing, we're going to do all of this stuff at elevation, we're going to build, you know, $15 million worth of scaffolds to do these headers, or a lot of these headers are easily accessed from existing walkways. Remember, we've got a lot of walkways going into this area, so doing an analysis to see if maybe there's enough walkway there already, that we can use to access it. But the truth is, as a pipe fitter from way back, I don't know too many too many welders that would like to weld on those, because they don't like welding over their head. I hate to say it, I was a structural welder once, but most welders are a little prima donna in their position, and will request scaffolds to get in the exact position that they want to be able to execute clean welds. And I get that, and I understand it. So, that's where the idea of starting to break that out in the field fab comes true. The whole idea of this exercise is not to tell you there's a best way to plan this, or that there's a top way. The whole idea of this is to understand that, as we break down into CWPS, we need to consider multiple factors, and through the path of construction meetings, and discussions, and constructability discussions, and that we've got to come to basis as to how we're going to build it, how its contracted, how the different trades separate it, and what trade is actually responsible for doing what. Because you've got nuances in that, remember. As we were discussing, you may have pipe fitters on one project that are installing engineered supports, and on the next project you might have iron workers installing engineered supports. Depending on what your contracting strategy is, and how it is going to affect your CWP content itself. So you’ve got to bring all those together for your CWP development, and at the end, make sure that your CWPs satisfy the way things are being built, and satisfy the ability to create a granular schedule. Alright, before we finish this exercise, consider this situation. If we are in POC one, it may not be too late at this point to say well hold your horses. Why aren't we modularizing this? Remember. we said this was all stick built. What are our circumstances? Where's this plant? Does it make sense? From my backyard, if this is built in Fort Saskatchewan, or this is being built in Texas City. Let's say from those bases, both of my backyards. If we look at that, well Texas City or Ft. McMurray or let's say Edmonton and Fort Saskatchewan, we may build it all stick built. Because we're pretty much within the city, trades are not an issue, it's a nice place to work, we can we can definitely do this. But maybe this rack is out in Fort McMurray, and that's way out in the boonies, or it's in the North Slope of Alaska, or it's the North tip of the Caspian Sea in Kazakhstan. Those types of things we need to consider, maybe in the early basis of this project, and say hold up. We're not going to create all the CWPs, we're going to question the actual program to start with, and say this should be modularized. If this is near a major center, we do a lot more stick built near major centers, and the further away projects get from major centers, the more often and more common modularization is, and the more dire the weather conditions. For instance, if you're in Northern Canada in the oil sands, in the North Slope, you try to modularize the hell out of everything, because it’s going to be nothing but a nightmare. So, just as a parting thought on that. In the early path construction, in between 1 and 2, that's where we often make a call on our construction strategies as well, such as modular or not. And in this case, depending on location, we're going to need to call it modular or not, because often what will happen is, we go through concept development of a project, we get into the basic starting detail engineering, and we do change. And that's when we're going to have to start changing the steel to modularized, and those types of things because the erection plan has changed, and site conditions have changed. Just to back up to drop one more bomb on there, then maybe we don't want to do any of this for CWPs, we just want to modularize all of this. And what do our modules now mean? Then we go to a constructability effort versus our CWPs, and now we've got some CWAs for each of the modules, and our CWPs are going to be independent within those modules themselves. That's a whole other different ball of wax, but these are all considerations during scoping that we need to make. We've thrown a lot of scenarios at you, and that's on purpose, because multiple ways to bring it forward, and during those POC sessions, that's very key. 
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Alright, so what we're going to look at is the work process, if you will. Now that we've identified our CWPs, and we've played with those, we've looked at them in a bunch of different methods for how we're going to separate up and build the path of construction. It's an infinite number of ways, there's an infinite number of opinions based on certain circumstances and basis. It's my favorite aspect of a project, the constructability aspect of it, and how we're actually going to execute it and having your input into what direction we're going to go. I quite enjoy that aspect of it, myself. So, let's look at that from a point of view of now we've got it all separated up. We've got CWPs, we started to get summary estimates for those CWPs. Now, in the early stages, after doing those exercises that we just went through, we start to build or influence the master schedule, add to it, if you will, because there should already be a level one level two kind of basis. Now we're moving in into more detail into the level three schedule. So, we're going to look at that from a workflow point of view. Initiate master schedule from template for AWP projects. Whether you have firsthand knowledge, of P6 a or not, but we do teach a course, I think I mentioned it earlier, where it's not about how to use P6, but it's how to set up that master template. And one of the things that should be obvious to us all is setting up that master schedule template so that P6 has a presence pertaining to the work packages is key. Too often, we often have multiple different buckets where the schedulers have grouped things as to what made sense to them, or different areas and schedules don't align along the CWA/CWP basis, and that makes it very, very difficult. We end up fighting the schedule through the whole project, to try and get visibility into what we're actually doing with our work packages. So, initiating that master project schedule from that AWP friendly template is extremely important, so that we get that presence for CWAs and CWPs prolific within the model, of course. The next step is to acquire the latest version of outputs from path of construction planning. So, based on the fact that we've now have our initial schedule, we may have already initiated it to level two, where we've got our basic CWAs in there. Now we're going to take that version, and we're going to start inputting the recent versions of the path of construction. And the reason why this is a little vague that way, is because it could be POC 1, 2, 3, 4, wherever. Maybe it's the first time you've initiated, the master schedule, and maybe it's the third or fourth time that you're making true big changes to it. All that has to get into that Primavera schedule. So, acquire the latest versions and outputs from the path of construction. Then we're going to update the schedule logic and dates with the team inputs. Based on everything that we captured during those sessions, and that little mock IAP that we did, we were having lots of great discussion about doing it this way, doing it that way, a great example of a mini mock IAP session. Then we review and validate the AWP coding structure. We talked about the coding structure, all that smart nomenclature, making sure it's in there, and that you can read it. We had an older nomenclature from an old example, that I had forgotten a long time ago. But we were able to decipher it with a little bit of thought process, to identify exactly what it was, showing the power and strength of ensuring you do smart nomenclature, bringing that forward. And then, once that's on the schedule, we do checks against that to make sure this makes sense. I love to say it all the time- making sure that gravity prevails. When we do a lot of sequencing and schedules and stuff, it's very difficult to see in a Gantt chart, but if those fin fan coolers we were talking about are coming in before our stick build steel is coming in, obviously, we've got an issue. So those types of things. We've got to do those checks, and continue to go through that iterative process, to ensure that the schedule is up to date. That's pretty self explanatory, a pretty basic flowchart. If it is good, then we publish the master schedule and exports for the use in the AWP systems. So of course, not emitting final, pretty simple step, if you will, of understanding that everything that we decided and identified during the path of construction needs to get into the schedule, and we need to then publish it, and utilize it against our own systems within AWP. Some of the outputs directly from, let's say POC 1 outputs, which would be when you're initially building the schedule, would be CWAs defined by discipline, EWPs defined, that's what you're going to see in the schedule on that first level. Level 2 schedule, we're going to see POC 1 outputs, the original ones. We're going to start to see our IWP release plan come forward. Now, remember, we discussed this before, but from that point of view, when it comes to the Primavera schedule, do we or do we not input IWPs in our schedule, and why? There's no right answer here, because there are reasons to do it both ways. For example, if there is a secondary schedule, like a primary level three, and then a secondary schedule, where you can manipulate it a level four, then I would say it's beneficial to have it in Primavera, if you're able to do it that way, so you're not bogging down the level three. And then, obviously, with all the tools that we have in our hands now, we can create our own level four schedules in these tools, and we don't need to have it bogged down and make an over complicated Level three schedule. For a long time, there have very much been two camps in this. There's a lot of organizations that feel that absolutely, we need to have it IWPs in the schedule. Well, what I would say is that we need to kind of qualify it a little better, if you will. And what I mean by qualify it is, if we're in a maintenance shutdown turnaround type, small cap project, where maybe you're in a Dow or Exxon or an Eastman project that's executing at a smaller project level, where you’ve got a one or $2 million project, and you're producing the IWPs, then you may bring IWPs forward into the schedule. Because, as the owner, you're producing them and issuing them to the field and to the contractor. So, as the owner in that kind of situation, it's almost like you're issuing small CWPs, if you will, it's kind of an interesting way to liken it. So, you're going to go to that level four schedule because it's a lot smaller scope. Now, when you leave that real small cap and get into, say a $1.5 billion project, not a massive project, but a real good size, bigger than one person can truly get their own single head around everything, but not so big that it's difficult to plan. $1.5 billion is kind of a real sweet spot for ease of planning, yet everything is present. When you start talking about that, you might have 250 to 300 IWPs that you're producing for that, or more, you could get up to 1500 IWPs, depending on the scope. Now, if you're at 1500, item IWPs, and you're at a schedule for 1.5 to $2 billion project already, you're going to start approaching 10 to 15,000 line items, and then you throw IWPs at them, and all the logic associated with that. The honest truth of that is that Primavera will often collapse, because the amount of logic ties is just too much. It will collapse and won't be able to calculate it on the larger projects, not to mention, that's a level of complication that's really not needed. When you start looking at your AWP program, there are software systems that we're using, whether you're using ConstructSim, or you're using iConstruct, or WorkPacks, as Ted will discuss with us, the newest, latest and greatest. All of those software have scheduling abilities in them for that Level 4 and beyond, because that's what they're designed to do, and they're designed to do that in a very nimble fashion. Because IWPs are meant to be fluid at the workface level, meaning that IWPs can move around at a moment's notice within the boundaries of the CWP that's their parent. Now, I don’t want to open that can of worms completely, because it's more of a true WorkFace planning methodology and is covered in detail during the lifecycle of an IWP, but when we start talking about that, it's important to understand that we don't dictate strong means and methods to the field about which IWP needs to be done. Unless it's in that owner maintenance type of thing, then we may do that, but typically we allow the craft to plan, within reason, exactly which packages they want to do when, within the range of that CWP start and finish. And if you've got bad weather, you've got high winds and you can't do work at elevation, there's multiple different factors that could affect whether you can actually execute an IWP on a specific day or not, and you may wait until next week for it. IWPs below that level three can be very fluid. When we start talking about the fluidity of them, and how they can maneuver to satisfy what the craft is actually doing, or what their plan is, or what weather situations have occurred, if you put those into the schedule, let's be honest, you need a scheduler embedded directly with the planners all the time, capturing those changes, and often what you're really doing is recording when they were executed, not when they're going to be executed, if we're being frank about it. So, it becomes a real problem to try and maintain a schedule containing IWPs within the Primavera project control standard master schedule. So, it's not saying we don't schedule them, or we don't track them. But as we said earlier, we utilize our automation systems for field planning for those aspects. Now, all that being said, there is a nuance to this, and I don't want to get too far down the basis of the technical aspects of Primavera, but Primavera has basically two main types of activities within Primavera. One of them being the main activity code, and the next being a task within the system. The main activity is the actual action. Everything above that is its predecessor, how it's loaded. And then below that the planning activity are tasks for that activity. Now, tasks below that activity don't typically carry logic and scheduling data, they roll up and defer to the parent, being their activity ID, which is your level three CWP, as far as their start and finish dates, but there'll be tasks below that. So, you can use that portion of P6 to load the IWPs from your database into P6, to say that this CWP contains these IWPs. Now stop there, we're not going to schedule them, we're not going to add them to the Gantt representation, they're not getting logic, they're not getting start to finish relationships. They're just t under the CWP. For two reasons. It gives us the ability to query the data and identify that for each of the CWPs. These IWPs are within that are tied to it. If you're doing schedule reviews or looking in Primavera, you can see very quickly what IWPs are tied to that. The other reason for it is that, when you run reports, you've got that data tied to it from Primavera, so you can see very quickly that this CWP changed start and finish dates, which affected these IWPs. There are benefits to it. It's an automatic load, you can load it from the AWP master index. It’s just a listing of the IWPs below the CWP, which is where the scheduling magic happens, not at the IWP level. Then let your intelligence system, your WorkFace planning system do the heavy lifting at that basis so that it's doing the it's doing all the work in what you want to see for your IWP planning.  The IWP has to be sent to the field constraint free, and it's really hard to tell the future for scheduling purposes. So, with this model, and what looks like a model dump, you're getting 80 to 90% of the product. You're always going to be short, something down the line anyway, as far as bulks and things like that, so I would advise not to muddy the water. If you put them into the schedule, and you add logic or IWPs in the schedule, I'll show you a schedule that's not correct. Quite simply, we've got all kinds of constraints. IWPs are not issued for execution until they're 100% boot to steel hard constraints been removed. Which means that can move around below the schedule activity level quite fluidly. If you've got a CWP that starts on April 1 and ends on June 1, we have two months in there, but we have probably 15 IWPs that we're going to execute in that two months. Do we know exactly the order those IWPs are going to execute in? The only time that you're truly going to know exactly the order those IWPs execute in is when you're finished. Until then you're maneuvering. The whole idea of workforce planning and IWPs at the at the workface level, and I don't want to go down in the WorkFace planning theoretical basis too far, but I think it's important to understand from a project controls and data management point that your IWPs have to be fluid. I like to send out three IWPs with every crew. Every crew should get three, which is the IWP they’re working on, the IWP they're going to work on, and then they've got what I call a pivot pack. And what is a pivot pack? A pivot pack is a package that isn't constrained so much by predecessor successor relationships. It's a package that doesn't really matter that much when it gets done, it just needs to get done. It's possibly easy scope, meaning there's no work at elevation, there's no fall arrest hazard, there's no confined space, nothing that we have to plan for with this pack. The materials are readily available, they might be running around in the back of the pickup right now. They're very easy. Maybe they're not materials, maybe it's just welds. Those types of things in the pivot pack, there are certain packs like that, that you can identify very quickly. I keep them with a foreman, because what happens is, when that foreman hits a problem with a package they're working on, the time that it takes them to come to the office to address some of the issues, possibly launch an RFI, possibly identify the solution to the issues, there could be a day or two lost. And now you've got a crew of 10 people that may have been standing around for that whole time, very problematic. So that pivot package, if that foreman is out there, they get to it, they can't solve the issue, they've got a serious stop point on the work pack that they're working on. They pull that pivot pack out of their pocket and say, “Okay, guys, we're going to move to sector a, you're going to execute this over the next couple days while I get somebody to start to get to the bottom of why we have problem with that last package.” So, you want to be able to maneuver. That whole example might have been a little bit too far down the rabbit hole, but the basis is we are maneuvering IWPs below that level three, schedule activity. Level three schedule activity is fixed in stone as much as we can possibly make it. What happens below that with the IWP? We've got planned sequences, we've got planned issuance, planned ways we want to see it done, but it all maneuvers based on site condition at that particular time. So, I don't suggest having them in there, but I do suggest having a representation of them in the schedule, because it's very nice to be able to report against those in one place, without having to do a lookup table to see what IWPs are part of a CWP, but don't schedule them unto themselves. They're certainly not activities unto themselves. Let your automation systems do that, and let the WorkFace planners control that, as best as possible. So, little bit of soapbox action there, but when making a master schedule, we're talking about a CWP level, everything else is information from it. I feel pretty strongly about how you manage IWPs at that level, and you can get yourself in a world of hate of chasing your tail, to try and maintain them in the schedule. That often ends up being used to simply record what was done. 
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Alright, let's move to the next slide, and we'll talk about this from the point of view of backwards planning. So, we looked at our scheduling, and how we're scheduling these things, and we've looked at our planned start and planned execution dates for the CWP. Now, when we're looking at our master project schedule, there's more things than just the CWP start. We need to identify several things from that CWP field execution start, we said that's when we're going to do it. So, let's do some backwards planning, to identify what has to happen ahead of time to make that date work. This is the latest date to start IWP level planning, meaning that we need to have IWPs planned and in place before that date, in order to be able to execute that CWP as identified. We need this date back here, which is even further back, to expedite materials, to request the materials, to get them bagged and tagged, get them in place. We keep going back, to the latest date to publish engineering deliverables. Engineering has to publish deliverables for that CWP by this Engineer IFC date, in order to facilitate the start date of the CWP. Then we go back even further, to the latest date for engineering to have all required inputs and constraints cleared. So, before that CWP information is actually issued, all those constraints need to be cleared, that this is a good package, we go through our CWP release plan, and everything works. And we've got it forward. You can see that even though we plan to execute say on June 1, we may have to go all the way back to January to ensure that engineering data is there to and prepared, in order to facilitate all these activities that have to happen between CWP being completed, and CWP being executed. There's lots of tasks that have to happen in there, and this needs to be clearly understood, because when we schedule CWPs, and this is the start date for execution, we also have to have the logic ties to all the previous predecessor activities that need to be done to facilitate the backwards planning activity that we're doing here. So, when you look at it, even though this June 1 date that we may be looking at here is when we're going to start working on it, our date in engineering may be on January 1, back here, that actually needs to be complete to be able to facilitate that execution. So, just a little heads up, pretty obvious as far as typical level three schedule methods, but it's just a refresher to make sure that you realize that the CWP issuance date is not the CWP execution date. There's a lot of difference and a lot of things that have to happen between them. 
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Alright, this chart is familiar. We've seen this before, so we won't go into a lot of detail on it, but we’ll go through the different POC milestones. And it's not always a true POC session, maybe it's just a milestone saying that, yes, we've achieved that milestone with the clarity of definition within our path of construction, or you may need a full path of construction session. Or, if it's very complicated, and you're not getting any buy in, you may go through it eight times. We had an example where somebody had gone through path of construction exercises eight times, and still didn't have definite clearance on what the path of construction was going to look like. They may be hard meetings, they may actually be just milestones, such as passing by inspecting the path of construction to identify that you're in a good place with those, and the detail, and everybody's buying into it. 
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CWP Preparation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a CWP, everything that needs to go into the box includes:Scope of Work DescriptionDrawing List(s) where all drawings and related model data are fully completed IFC drawingsMaterials List(s) where all materials are procured and will be made available to meet CWP execution start datesRelevant Vendor Data / Docs Reference DocumentsQuality Requirements Safety RequirementsEnvironmental Requirements Equipment NeedsConstruction MethodsSchedule / Budget InformationLet's take a look at the next slide.This section is about CWP development, CWP preparation and issuance. So, what is contained within a CWP, and what is a CWP, physically? It's a discipline specific manageable size of the scope. But what does it actually look like? Is it hardcopy? Is it a digital format? These are just attributes. What does the CWP look like? And does it look like different things to different people, or different types of projects? It doesn’t look like a document, it is not something that we actually print, it's more of a compilation of information. So, some projects, and we don't see this as much anymore, because we've accepted pretty much digital transfers as the main state, up until the last few years, for a long time packet transfers were done literally in banker boxes of  paper. How many times have you seen, going back a decade or two now, that when we did close out, we dropped a sea can of paper on the owners’ doorstep. Literally seen that multiple times. But let's talk about what a CWP actually looks like, because we get that question a lot. So, a CWP is a physical document, it's a file structure that I'm going to build, and issue, and print out, that actual full hardcopy, and that misunderstanding kind of comes a little bit from some of the original CWP data from 272 in CII and COAA, from the AWP best practice committee, and that's because they talk about all the different contents that are in it, and they actually support and supply a template for the CWP itself. Now, I'm not saying that's wrong, because I actually developed those templates, I wrote those templates for CII and COAA. But we rarely use those templates anymore. The only time that we ever really use that template is when a digital transfer is not sufficient as a data transfer during contract. If you've got a hard contract barrier, where the CWP is the contract deliverable to the execution contractor, then those have to be packaged up all nice and neat and sent over. But very rarely today do you ever see an actual physical paper CWP being transmitted, it just doesn't happen. It's not cost effective, takes hours to produce stuff like that, not to mention the extreme cost and paper and toner. So typically, when we look at a scope like this, what we're really talking about is, this is all within the digital format. This is saved within the file formats, the file structures for those CWPs. And most of your components that are part of that CWP are not hard coded into it, they're actually just attributed as part of it. Remember, we were talking about in engineering the 3D model, it's extremely important to write that CWP attribute back into your 3D environment and your digital information in general. That's so that we can query it as we send a transmittal that contains the drawings, but the other thing that’s required within that is scope of work description. What is the CWP? Often within that is a summary estimate for that CWP itself. The drawing list, which is the TDL. So, this starts to look very much like a transmittal, doesn't it? Basic transmittal sheet and transmittal lists. The material lists themselves to the MTO takeoff specific to that CWP. Relevant vendor data and docs. Now, we’re not saying that these actual docs are in a physical package that's being transferred, but it will give a technical document list, TDL, which is the list of those documents. Any reference documents that are needed, any quality requirements, safety requirements, environmental requirements. Sometimes those will kill you, they’re as important as anything. I worked a project several years back in the Canadian oil sands, where it was up North of the bridge to nowhere, and that particular project had this rare shrew that was on site, and anytime that you saw this small shrew, you had to stop work and call the environmental people over. Well, you can imagine I mean, what the hell is a small shrew look like? They look like small mouse. So anytime a workman saw a mouse on site they had to shut down work and bring environmental out there to examine. I don't think they ever actually found a shrew, but they sure found a hell of a lot of mice and a lot of cost to the schedule because of it. So environmental requirements are very real. They're requirements, they need to be there. Sometimes they’re as simple as making sure you have spill kits for environmental cleanup, sometimes they're wildlife management. There's a very large program that you may or may not be familiar with, from Gorgon, which is a Chevron project. Gorgon was built on an island off the Northwest tip of Australia, and that island that it was built on was actually a nature preserve. They had to quarantine absolutely everything before it went up to the island. I've never seen a project before or since that was as logistically challenged as Gorgon, because they had to shrink wrap everything, they had to bug bomb everything, quarantine it. You think that COVID is bad, you should try shipping something to that project, it was craziness. But it was necessary, because it was a nature preserve area. To be able to functionally do it, there were extreme environmental requirements. Equipment needs, specialty equipment needs. Sometimes that branches out into lift plans, lift studies. So, where you've got crane usage planned out, and the type of crane, and what the movements are going to be, can often be part of that. Construction methods. Is this modularized? Is it fabricated? How is it? Do we have a site fabrication program? We discussed all those before/ What the construction methods identified for it are, and schedule and budget information. That's your summary estimates and such tied to those. That all put together, not necessarily a neat little package, but it is a digital transmittal that these are all referenced within and put together to identify this as part of the CWP. You can get nice, neat little templates to put these in, like in COAA and CII, they're great templates to start adding these in as a transmittal. But for the most part, most of your organizations all have a transmittal typical table, which is really what you're populating with all of this for the contents of a CWP.When we mention reference documents here, those documents may or may not be included in all of the CWPs for that area, but only if it is relevant to that package. If you've got a coding specification that's relevant to that pipe being installed, then yeah, that one document is going to be referenced in all of them, the physical document itself is not going to be there, but there will be a reference to that document. If it’s on the TDL. Everything you're looking at here is basically lists and items, there's no physical, actual documents. So, the physicality of them, the actual documents themselves are attributed based on the CWP name. And then the actual physical CWP, if we were to put our fingers on a CWP, it's just technical document lists. It's a bunch of lists when you put it all together. In that case if we're talking about a coating, or a paint spec, or standard, that would be a reference document in one of the TDL lists for certain. All right, any other questions about CWP preparation, what they actually look like and how we handle them? There's a lot of misunderstandings in the industry about them. I could give you an example going back to about 2000 or 2001. I was working for SNC-Lavalin as a module coordinator for the CNRL project. On that particular project we created physical CWPs. There were actually paper CWPs that were created, I assume isometrics and erection drawings were printed out and physically created CWPs. We went banker box by banker box to create CWPs, sometimes there was more than one box per CWP. Sometimes there's more than two boxes, which is kind of funny being the representation on here is the CWP being a box that you put everything in. That was probably the last time I physically built CWPs. We conceptually build them directly within tables and documents and maintain it within our digital systems, but actually physically transmitting paper, we don't see that very often anymore. It does happen in some organizations, but usually there's a very good reason for it. But that's just semantics. This is what a CWP is comprised of, and how you need to transmit it is based on the project scenario and situation. Alright, let’s move on to our quiz.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the thirteenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number thirteen.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Drivers: Engineering Alignment with CWPsAlright, let's jump into The Drivers: Engineering alignment with CWPs. This lesson is pretty quick, we're going to go through a couple flowcharts and take a look. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We've discussed this, engineering alignment with CWPs is kind of live across the whole basis, but when does it really happen, and how does it happen? What are we looking at?So, this is a basic high level project workflow, if you will, starting with the interactive planning way early. You're going to start to get that initial path of construction that's happening at that POC one type basis to start with. Then you’ve got engineering alignment with CWPs, based on the path of construction initially, and then based on that alignment, and based on the engineering requirements and as you go through detail engineering, you're going to affect the path of construction based on that alignment as the development occurs. 
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CWA 10 LCGO Filter – GM Scope - Sub-Contract 

Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, looking at this example of the station 88 plant, and looking at it from the point of view of this particular LCGO filter in the top corner here, what we're seeing is, this is the entire CWA. Everybody typically says, “Well, we already do this, we break up the plants by that. That's a typical CWA, we understand that. That's the way it looks.” But where things start going sideways, is when we look at the CWA from a little bit different point of view, and you start breaking it up by the general scope and by the disciplines. So these are in here, just as a reminder to show us that when we're talking about alignment and bringing forward the CWA and breaking it down into CWPs that are discipline specific. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everybody typically says, “Well, we already do this, we break up the plants by that. That's a typical CWA, we understand that that's the way it looks.” 
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CWA 10 LCGO Filter – GM Scope - Sub-Contract 

Overview

CWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where things start going sideways, is when we look at the CWA from a little bit different point of view, and you start breaking it up by the general scope and by the disciplines. So these are in here, just as a reminder to show us that when we're talking about alignment and bringing forward the CWA and breaking it down into CWPs, that discipline specific, often this is where we break from convention. Often this is where we break from convention. When people start saying we've been breaking up models, we've been setting it up and doing it all that way for a very long time. Often, multi discipline is the way they often have gone, right to the end where that's when they might be building job cards, or work packages, or those types of things that the field that they may do discipline specific. Believe it or not, I have audited a lot of projects, where I come out there, and the work packages that they're calling the installation work packages are multi discipline. And that's interesting, multi disciplined IWPs. Well, first off, it violates the main rule that they are discipline specific, for a single crew. So right off the bat, you obviously have multiple crews that are involved in that single IWP. I'm not sure how you execute that efficiently, because you end up with a lot of attempted cross discipline organization on that one IWP, but what you really end up with is typically trades fighting over an area, fighting over who's going to do what first. On paper, it's convinced a lot of people that that's the way to go, but IWPs are not multi discipline by any means, they are for a single crew as you work forward. So that's typically where some of the ways that we have always done it kind of move forward. 
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CWA 10 LCGO Filter – GM Scope - Sub-Contract 

Overview

CWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when we're talking about alignment with CWPs, from this point of view, this is all the small bore in this one CWP, this is all the larger bore in a different CWP, so we've got two piping CWPs here. Not only are we discipline specific, but we're breaking it along lines that may make sense for how we're going to actually install it. Often we're going to install all these large bore piping well in advance, then we'll come in and do the dressing for the small bore. There's a lot of small bore in this particular area for instrumentation and utilities and stuff. You see a lot of the utility stations and measuring stations and those types of things in this area. That's all done after the large bore. So look at the way construction is going to do it, and construction will help to align with engineering to produce those CWPs that make sense as to the way it's actually going to be constructed. We've had a lot of conversation about this, so this really tends to be a lot more review, but driving it home, that engineering alignment with CWPs is paramount in ensuring that we have a functional project. 
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CWP

Engineering Alignment with CWPs - Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So again, as review, and that's really more what this this lesson is really all about. We talked about the CWP as the center of the universe before, so we won't go deep into that, but we will look at it from a different point of view of how we have relationships between EWPs and CWPs. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, just as an example, we've typically looked at it from a one to one type relationship, one EWP to a CWP. And we busted that myth earlier, that it's just not feasible that you can actually have one EWP to one CWP. If you look keep looking down the list so we've got now a pipe install pack, we've got an insulation pack, we've got an instrument hookup pack, and that one EWP pertains to two of those, and then the third CWP being instrumentation. And then you've got insulation, which is a Y code, and piping, but different EWPs, similar CWPs, and drawings crossing between the two. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let's look at that typical drawing. The isometric ties into this EWP, as well as this pipe install CWP. This one drawing goes into this insulation CWP as well as this instrument hook-up CWP. So we can say see very quickly that now we've got three EWPs for this one drawing, we've got three CWPs, that's six different packages across these that we can see that that one isometric is tied to. Now we're talking about a web of relationships and it's important to understand that. Some people in the industry look at as a one to one. Well, it's not a one to one, because when you start looking at it from the point of view of your basic drawings, they need to cross boundaries, and are used by multiple different trades, for multiple different reasons as we go forward.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following checklist facilitates backward pass alignment of the engineering EWP with this CWP:List the target engineering deliverables for this CWP (this forms the EWP)Identify baseline ‘delivery’ date required for the EWP in order to allow the CWP (and requisite purchase and material delivery) to proceed according to schedule  List all input dependencies to the EWP deliverablesIdentify latest possible ‘Need Dates’ for the input dependencies in order to be able to meet the required EWP delivery dateIncorporate the EWP into the overall EWP Delivery plan, along with the target ‘Delivery Date’ and Input Need Dates for the input dependenciesTrack and iterate with recurring reporting of EWP Delivery Plan and EWP Constraints out from the responsible engineer for the EWPAll right. Let's look at it from this point of view, backwards planning on this basis. The following checklist facilitates backward pass alignment of the engineering EWP with the CWP. So first off, we list the target engineering deliverables for the CWP. This forms the EWP. Identify the baseline delivery date required for that EWP, in order to allow the CWP and requisite purchase and material delivery to proceed according to the schedule. List all input dependencies for the EWP deliverables. So, we're talking about constraint management input dependencies. Identify the latest possible need dates. So, we're starting to ask what's the outside on the delivery of these? So, our early start early finish dates, if you will. Early need dates for input dependency, in order to be able to meet the required EWP delivery. Incorporate the EWP into the overall EWP delivery plan, along with target delivery date and input need dates for the input dependencies. Track and iterate with recurring reporting of EWP delivery plan and EWP constraints out from the responsible engineer for the EWP. So, what is all that text really saying? Identify the CWP that the EWP is tied to, or multiples that it's tied to. List the dependency for all the EWP deliverables to the different work packages that are tied to the different deliverables. Identify the need dates for them all. So, then you're definitely going by the earliest need date, it’s going to identify the package delivery requirements and constraint removal on it. So, any constraints that are holding that EWP back from being executed need to be looked at, tracked and iterated against those. Let's look at how that really looks when you start planning it. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we started looking backwards on it, that backwards planning. So, based on that CWP, we've looked at the contents of it from those lists, we understand what the contents of it are. There may be other contents from other packages, that are going into that EWP, and that EWP might tie to multiple CWPs, but we're looking at what the relationship is. The latest date for that EWP delivery is December 15, based on what needs to be done for the planning.The EWP inputs for that EWP to be issued in December, need to be basically completed by October 31. And then we look at what our inputs are to that EWP from the engineering point of view. The process info, the vendor data, equipment interfaces, supporting structural interfaces, all of these things need to be considered as we start to plan our dates. So through backwards planning, you can see very quickly, and we touched on that a little bit just a moment ago, also on the CWPs from a little bit different point of view. When we're looking at the EWPs, we can see looking at all these dependencies, when our need date is, and then we can see when that needs to be started, and when it needs to be brought forward. This whole thing is alignment of scheduling and adding to the master schedule, that’s the whole point of this whole lesson. So understanding that it's more than just that the EWP will be delivered by such and such date. We need to look at the prep for items within that, we need to look at its web of influence against CWPs, we need to look at the earliest need date for the different components within that EWP, to identify when that EWP needs to be issued, and as we moved backwards, identifying all those things right down to the engineering information to populate it. So fairly straightforward. Definitely all about you know the backwards planning and making sure that when we do put a CWP delivery date in play, that we've done the backwards planning and it's achievable. you know, we're not going to say okay, you want to CWP for that, we're going to identify that CWP today and we're going to give it to you next month. That's not going to be enough time for everything in between that's going to need to be occurring. So, it’s important that you do all the backwards planning to ensure delivery.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's look at it during feed, early on in the project or in development of these things. We're going to look at it during feed from the development of these EWP boundaries. So document target engineering deliverables per CWP. Identifying what all is in there for the CWPs, and all the engineering information that needs to be delivered to support that CWP. Identify input dependencies for engineering deliverables So if there's any dependencies or any engineering deliverables that need to be in there. Identify input need date status to meet the EWP dates. So, that backwards planning thing that we were just doing, that's what this is saying, all the input need dates ahead of time to meet those EWP delivery dates needs to be addressed. Develop the EWP delivery Plan and Document path of engineering. So identify whether we're going to actually be able to deliver all of these items based on that EWP delivery date and time. Update EWP delivery plan. So based on all this that we've done through the backwards planning, make sure that our EWP delivery plan is in place. Basically this is the path of engineering, if you use those terms path of engineering development, the engineering schedule development. Then, track status of EWP deliverables and constraints. Now, what's happening simultaneous to that is, starting from a feed point of view, establish a AWP data fields and engineering deliverables. The AWP department is looking at this stuff, establishing AWP fields on engineering deliverables. Establish model organization and coding structures. So early on, we're setting up the model and getting it all ready to go. Produce feed deliverables for engineering. So what are all the things that need to be itemized before detailed engineering for it. Review and validate AWP coding structure and data field setup. So we talked about nomenclature, we talked about setting up the data fields, AWP coding structures, getting all that in place, making sure that it's there. From an AWP point of view, we're going to start looking at this and checking to make sure everything's in place that way, as lined out from the other lessons that we're looking at, as well as the alignment of the EWP to those CWPs. And does it align? If it's a no, if we're still not right, then it just goes back into that iterative process. If it's a yes, then we're going to publish the feed deliverables with BOM and estimates by CWP. Now from our planning point of view, from the AWP planning on the top. And then the actual development of the deliverables on the bottom, comes together publish feed deliverables. Track status of EWP deliverables, that comes together. And really that is how we've influenced the next level of the path of construction. From the bottom, from the hard deliverables for engineering, now we're going to BOM consolidation, and because we've got hard EWP and CWP boundaries, now we've got them fleshed out. Now we're going to identify the BOMs. What we're talking about BOM consolidation is that we've identified them for CWP and EWP, and we're listing them now within a master table.  So, very simple planning, getting into the schedule, identifying the things that need to be done across the top. Establishing the data, deliverables and items along the bottom, bringing them together. Does the data match the schedule? Moving it forward, that influences the path of construction. Very high level. 
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Then we looked at during detailed engineering, a little bit of a twist, things change a little bit. So from the EPC side, assign CWP coding structure for engineering deliverables. Once that's done, what that coding structure looks like for all those engineering deliverables, identifying the nomenclature across them. Produce detailed engineering deliverables. Making sure that those coding structures are consistent for the  produced detailed engineering deliverables.Validate the AWP coding and engineering deliverables. Identifying the EWP delivery dates, in the planning from procurement stream. So we're talking about level two refinement now, if you will, post POC 2. Identifying EWP delivery dates at risk. So if you've got dates based on what we just planned, that based on our evolution of data here, we’ve got some issues, we're going to address those, discuss them and modify them. Log engineering constraints across those disciplines. So during the subsequent sessions, we’re identifying what needs to be done first, what the constraints are, we need this vendor data in place, that has to happen before I can design this foundation. The old adages, you know, last to know first to go, those types of bases. Logging those constraints across the deliverables. Then update and publish the EWP delivery plan. So we started to modify what that path of engineering looks like from the EPC side and the basis of this development. Publish engineering deliverables with BOMs by CWP. So now we've got full materials separated out by CWPs. We've updated our EWP delivery plan based on all of this information now that we know harder feed dates, we can start to influence those dates we were talking about in that backwards planning activity to identify these. Then we've got consolidation of BOMs, identification of procurement based on these. And then obviously, this is going out to the path of construction for those edits or anything that's changed, because now we've got hard dates that we're backwards planning against. There's a lot of information we cover there, very quickly. But that in itself is one reason also why we supply the videos and such. You know, at the end of today, you can go write the exam if you wish, or all the videos will be up there in the next 24 to 48 hours, you can go review any things that you need to. You could quite frankly go write the exam tonight. And if you pass it, awesome, that means we've done our job here. If not, you know now which areas you should go review. When the videos are posted in the next 24 to 48 hours, you can go review those areas, and then go write the exam again. We don't say you're one and done, you can't write it now, you're going to have to pay another entry fee to write an exam again. It  doesn't work that way. You can go in and challenge the exam again after the first time. If you didn't quite make it, go review the materials. They'll be posted, and the videos, and away you go. This is a learning activity, not just a classification type activity. It's a lot of information to take in on those last two slides, and if you need further review later, please do so. Even if you need some review six months from now, remember that you’ve got two years of access to the LMS, and all the information and course materials that are going to be up there. Alright, so let's jump into a couple quiz questions.
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Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the fourteenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number 14.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Hurdles: Support Removal of ConstraintsWe talked about two types of constraints. One that is the first type that is related to drawings and materials. Once we clear those, then we will start looking into access, equipment, etcetera. What do we need, that will prevent us from executing the work? We try to make sure that when we release the work to the field, all the constraints have been cleared, so that we don't give them any baggage that they're not able to complete. The whole point of constraint management is so that we don't send work to the field that can't be executed. That's really the backbone when we're talking about what AWP is all about. And it's our constraint management, all through the entire process, including EWP constraint removal, and  CWP constraint removals. Then what we're typically seeing as the main source for constraint removal is the IWPs. We think about IWPs immediately when we think about constraint removal, because we look at the IWP as the vessel for removing constraints before we get anything out to the field, we don't send it out to the field until this constraint is clear. But we can't build IWPs properly or finalize IWPs until the CWP has been constraint cleared. And EWPs shouldn't be issued until they’re constraint cleared, right? We shouldn't issue EWPs with incomplete drawings and constraints still attached to them. Unfortunately, we do that in engineering, usually the cloud is our savior when it comes to that, of course, but moving forward, there is a basis across all packages for constraint removal. 
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Let's look at some basics on constraints and look at it from our final defense, if you will, before going to the field with the IWPs and constraint clearance. So, I don't think we've seen this chart previously. This is the prevalent governing flow chart that we would see within the WorkFace planning module, showing the basic life cycle of an IWP, and you can see that as soon as it's drafted for IWP development, the constraint clearance begins. That's the same with any work package. As soon as there's a development of an entity, if you will, EWPs have been identified as this is what we think is within the EWP. As soon as that's there, we start constraint management. The same thing with CWPs. Constraints are anything that prevents that particular package from being able to issue, or go through the next gate for it to be issued to the contractor for separation into IWPs, or issuance from engineering, to where we can start to facilitate the CWP development prior to contract fulfilment of delivering those CWPs to the field. There's many areas where it kicks off constraint clearance after package development has started to occur. 
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So let's look at that in terms of the IWP constraint removal again, where we start to see it just shortly before issuance to the field, and all these constraints. That might be, you know, an engineering drawing that needs to be completed, an engineering drawing that's being revised, any of these things need to be identified during full constraint removal of the IWPs, as well as other packages. 
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Let's look at it from where that fits into the model. I think this is the first time we've looked at the basics of the pre issuance to the field for an IWP. So, when we look at it from the backwards planning point of view, we looked at a CWP timeline like this, in terms of backwards planning or reverse planning. This is from the point of view of an IWP. When we look at this, “T” being start, plan the start of the IWP, and then we keep moving back down the road. Staging and materials must be within at least the minus two weeks mark. Commit to look ahead schedule. We're starting to do the basic planning at the IWP level here, meaning that we’re real close, within a couple of weeks of execution, and we're starting to commit to what our sequence of IWPs is going to be, based on what everything from weather reports to available materials are going to look like at that point. Going back to T minus four, that's typically when we start seeing a IWPs issued, meaning that they've been stamped, they're good to go, they're ready to get out there, everybody has reviewed them, there are proper sign offs on them. And what I mean by stamped is a stamp of approval, which is that the required signatures have been added to them. We don't stamp them like we do engineering drawings. The engineering drawings themselves carry that. Issue the IWP for field execution at that T minus 4. That's when our field level planning begins, as we were saying. Then we start getting into where we're talking about those constraints as we move back to about T minus 5 to 6, and where we're starting to both identify and clear them. This is where we're going to hear a lot from the field into engineering, as to where the heck is that drawing? When is that coming? When can we actually execute this? A lot of those types of questions. So, expediting outstanding IWP constraints is when engineering often gets involved the most. If we've got IWPs that are planned to be executed, and we still don't have our full IFCs yet, we could have some really big problems. For instance, looking at backwards planning from the EWP point of view, material requisitions and issuance needs to come in between there somewhere. So, if we still have non IFC drawings at this point, we may not have materials. We typically order and procure materials prior to IFC, but there's expediting that needs to happen here. We may have a late piece of equipment, we may have late nuts, bolts, and gaskets. I've been on lots of projects where getting the correct bolts is often an issue. We've had projects where we've sent apprentices numerous times into town to go get a bunch of all-thread, so that we can hang spools just from the all-thread rod, while we're waiting for nuts, bolts and gaskets to actually show up on site. Expediting those materials before issuance of the work package at this point is paramount. So, we shouldn't get to that issuance at four weeks until we do that expediting. And you're going to see that, as engineers, that's when a lot of the hard calls are made. That's when a lot of the WorkFace planning coordinators or facilitators are knocking on doors to identify where drawings are, when the reality of delivery is going to be on them. Identify and assign constraints at T minus 7 weeks. So, at this range out on the IWPs, what's happening at that point is that any outstanding constraints have still been identified. This is a little bit misleading. This kind of comes directly from COAA and CII. We may identify constraints at seven weeks out, prior to issuance to the field, but realistically, we've been identifying constraints right through the entire lifecycle of that IWP both from an EWP basis and a CWP basis. The IWP is often scoped way in advance of seven weeks. If you're only scoping the IWPs at seven weeks you’ve got some issues, and you're going to be paying playing catch up. We'd like to get those IWP scoped well in advance, and then we're in the basis of modifying and editing our IWPs to satisfy the way we’re actually going to execute. Not saying that we develop them way in advance and then shove them down the throat to the craft, because that's a push planning type basis, and push planning has proven that it's problematic. It's all planning based on what the field requires, but they can only pull what's constraint clear. So, at this point, it's important that we as engineers work closely with the field and the delivery. Typically, at this level, unless it's late in detailed engineering, it's a field engineer that's assisting us with this clearance of the field, but T minus 7 weeks is the absolute minimum of when we need to see that stuff cleared. So, in T minus 6, T minus 5, that's when we're starting to scream out loud in the field for the constraint clearance basis. 
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So, let's look at what that looks like from a flowchart point of view. I'm not going to go through this in every line. We're just going to focus on what the removal of work barriers looks like from the identification and IWP basis. 
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So, where does engineering play? There we are up in the top left corner, here. So, the AWP technician, or the WorkFace planner is building and working on the package, starting to identify constraints. We have constraint identification meetings, and review meetings, and those types of things, where it's like a mini path of construction session, where we're sitting together and deciding,  “Yeah, we can execute that IWP,  but I'm not going to have a crane. I’ve got a 250-ton crane over there that I can use for that, but Jim's using it right now, and I won't have it back till next week.” Those types of things are discussed in the constraint identification sessions and moving forward with that. Site materials management is obviously heavy into this constraint removal basis, especially equipment and such that's required. Site materials often are a paramount constraint, as well as engineering, advanced revision management. Any changes that are coming from engineering, anything that we're looking at that's going to affect the issuance and the execution of those IWPs in the field. The IWP constraint expediting report, we're talking about where that starts to feed in. All of this is happening in the sessions and discussions that are occurring. The WorkFace planner is driving this and making it happen. Not saying this is the only place that constraints are identified and removed, because the WorkFace planner is always going to be working to do that. The sessions that are held are more for large rocks and identifying any potential issues that may have been overlooked. So, there's definitely a basis for this group session. WorkFace planners can continue to work on it on a regular basis to release those IWPs to the field constraint free. And that's typically in hardcopy at that point. You better have been completely constraint free, because if you've ever had a bunch of hard copy IWPs printed out and you've got revision management or things that you need to clear on them, holy cow it's a pain in the butt. Things can go sideways on you pretty quickly. That IFC, or issued for erection, or however you want to look at it, that IWP is released to the field. That hardcopy is sent out. The GF then gets it, and will distribute it to the foreman, and crew that are actually going to do the execution. That Foreman's daily plan now breaks down exactly when which parts of this IWP are going to be executed in that short interval production control basis at this level. What's missing from here is that often in the field, as we're talking about constraints now, the foreman in the field will identify constraints that have prevented that IWP from being executed. There are several different types of issues that can come from the field, not necessarily full RFI worthy, but constraints coming from the field that are causing delay and slow down in the execution of that IWP, where the general foreman and foreman now have to help expedite the clearance of constraints at the execution level. So, there's four levels, if you will, of constraint clearance. You've got constraint clearance at the EWP level, that’s level one. Do I have things that are preventing me from being able to send these out? Do I have the vendor data to be able to identify clearly what this foundation sizing needs to be? Then we've got the next level of constraints which is at the CWP level. Do we have all the drawings that are required for the contents of the CWP? Do we have reports for the materials that are required? Have all of the materials been requisitioned? And do we have POs for the materials? Those are the type of constraints at the CWP level, level two. Then level three is the IWP level constraints. Has everything been satisfied. Do I have people? Do I have tools? Do I have materials? Is my schedule in place? Is it the right thing to schedule? Multiple other constraints, everything from the weather to site conditions also get considered by that WorkFace planner at the field level, that level three constraint removal basis. And then level four constraint removal comes at the foreman and crew level, where they are having to expedite anything that was not foreseeable on that IWP within the field organization. Sometimes the field needs to launch an RFI. Sometimes it's just that someone can’t interpret this drawing right, this roll on this underground doesn't look right. Can you help to explain this? Sometimes those are the types of constraint at the field level. Sometimes it's direct. I bring up that issue of the underground and that lateral that didn't look like it was rolled correctly. I actually experienced that on a project in Northern Canada, in the Canadian oil sands, one of the Suncor projects, Voyager. I don't know if you guys know or remember the Suncor Voyager project, it was the biggest project that never was. They spent $1.5 billion getting it in the ground and then removed everything out of the ground three years later after canceling the project. So, a massive project that never did get completed. Things shifted. Markets shift, that was right around 2008. We know what happened there, the housing bubble crash, markets were a nightmare. So that project got shelved, but in that particular project, when we're talking about constraint removal, and such on it, there was a massive number of undergrounds that needed to be installed in that before we got going. On that project, when I talk about the laterals being crooked, we had a fabricator fabricate laterals 45 degrees out. Every single lateral was 45 degrees out. They misinterpreted the drawings, right from the get-go. So, you want to talk about field level constraints, that was a field level constraint. We got out there, and we saw there would be one header and out of that header 25 laterals would have been rolled incorrectly. There were all kinds of field type controls and field constraints that were considered at that point, and in that constraint removal, we got together with several smart people to identify what the heck we were going to do about this. Do we have to send them off to be re-fabbed, do we have to set up a field tent to re-fab these spools? What are we going to do? These chargebacks are going to be huge. This is going to be a clerical nightmare. Until one extremely smart gentleman in the back said well, the lead elbow that feeds that main header, let's cut it and rotate it 45 degrees so that the other 25 laterals are correct. That type of thinking, it's an interesting story, because one weld corrected the roll on around 15 to 20 laterals, where everybody is throwing around ideas of how we correct the laterals, how we add pup spools to make the risers come in at the right level, when one single weld that was actually done in the hole to rotate that particular underground programs laterals, and headers, was all that was needed. Little anecdote there, but those are the types of constraints that will pop up from the field level for constraint removal that you need to look at. 
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IWP Constraints Identification & Removal - Constraint Types
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IWP Constraints Identification & Removal - Constraint TypesThere are really great tools out there for helping you manage those constraints and those different levels of constraints. I had mentioned Geoff Ryan and O3. He's a partner in O3 and helped to develop it, way back when. I've worked with it quite a bit, it's a great tool, and it's spawning out of the ether, if you will, as a constraint management tool. I can't remember who it was, but somebody had mentioned to me that they'd used O3 for exactly that in constraint management. It is a tool in the industry that was designed for that. It's been growing outside of that original mandate, if you will of constraint management, but it’s an  awesome tool for managing those, so that’s out there. A lot of times we'll also just manage constraints at the different levels in checklists. This image is showing a standard IWP generic constraint identification and removal checklist. Just looking at it quickly, we won't go through every line, but the first one is CWP work type release confirmed. So, the CWP has been released and confirmed. Then construction drawings checked for IFC status, confirming all the drawings are actually IFC for this IWP, and so on, showing all the different constraints right down to work front. The work face clear of other local work fronts, so I don't have another crew in my way when I get there. I’ve been told to go hook up a bunch of pump piping and there happens to be a welder or a fitter working above me, dropping slag on me. Those types of constraints through density calculations on the site is a great constraint. The field level scaffold soft crews being required, the crew itself. Do we have a crew that can execute this? That's a constraint against this. And then, has the survey were completed? It's amazing how often IWPs are sent to the field without can without the confirmed survey reports associated with it. And where we need the survey reports is often if we're talking about embeds, those types of things. All that needs to be shot before we start bringing in to try and do lifts on embeds that haven't been surveyed or okayed by QC. So, clearing those constraints is paramount, whatever level you're at, 1, 2, 3, or 4 on that constraint clearance, making sure those come forward and that you're clearing constraints is extremely important. 
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IWP Constraints Identification & Removal - GuidelinesIWP constraints are identified immediately after IWP scope approval. Need to track constraints and systematically address IWP timing requirements.  Need to conduct weekly constraint status reviews and updates. This rings true no matter what level you're at. If you’re at level one or you're at level four, all of these things occur at each of these levels. Communicate constraint changes and issues immediately to ensure all project participants are working with the latest information. That's basically publishing and updating the constraint log. If you're using something like O3, that has a constraint log that's live and can be reported from desktops at any given time, identifying all those constraints on certain items. Identify problematic constraints early to take action to remove or replan. Examples of problem constraints or things that could take multiple months to clear, that are not simple understandings as to how we're actually going to clear those constraints. They could be problematic constraints that needs special identification for early clearance. So, the goal of anything of anything in AWP or WorkFace planning is to deliver constraint free IWPs to field crews for execution. If you don't complete the level one constraint removal for engineering, it snowballs into level two constraint removals for CWPs, and then absolutely blows the heck up at the IWP level, when we're trying to issue IWPs to the field where we've got constraints all up and down the EWPs and CWPs, to where an IWP is just indistinguishable as issuable. And then of course, if you haven't removed all those constraints, your level for constraint removal is going to be massive, to where the guys in the field, the crew people, should be just clearing anything that pops up in the field a little bit, not clearing other constraints. If you're doing that, then you've turned your general foreman and foreman into the WorkFace planners and they're no longer spending their time in the field if they're spending all the time clearing the constraints all the way through the food chain up to engineering, that we should have been managing as we go through. 
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execution of an IWP.  

• The assignment of constraint ownership to responsible parties will vary 
based upon the specifics of the constraint, and in particular the party 
with the ability to manage and / or remove the constraint.  

• The allocation of the party (and individual) responsible for resolving / 
removing each constraint should be agreed during the IWP Constraint 
Review sessions.

IWP Constraints Identification & Removal - Guidelines
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IWP Constraints Identification & Removal - GuidelinesBeyond just identification of logging of the constraints, this process includes regular review of status of constraints, status of look ahead schedule, and proactive assignment of responsible parties for removing barriers. This is an example of contract language and such for guidelines for identification and removal of constraints. Regardless of the level, 1, 2, 3 or 4, there needs to be a program of proactive assignment of the constraint clearance. Sometimes somebody needs to proactively go through engineering and identify why those are still in checking. They've been in checking for two weeks and we need to get that EWP out the door. What's the holdup in checking? Do we need to assign another designer into the checking department?  What's happening? Those types of things need to be established. During the weekly IWP constraint review session, all outstanding constraints are reviewed, with actions allocated to responsible parties for the escalation and removal of constraints, which would stop the execution of the IWP. This could also be the EWP or the CWP constraint review sessions. Just like anything else, bringing forward the type of accountability for those constraints and ensuring that those constraints have owners. Just listing constraints is not enough. We need to assign owners to those constraints, to ensure that they are cleared. The assignment of constraint ownership to responsible parties will vary based upon the specifics of the constraint, and in particular, the party with the ability to manage and or remove the constraint. So, you might have multiple owners for a constraint, depending on the type of constraint it is and how cleared it is. For instance, we may have a constraint that's including not just the engineering but also the MTO associated with that tied into procurement and have they actually requisitioned the materials? Those types of things all tracking those contract constraints for issuance of those EWPs and CWPs. The allocation of the party and individual responsible for resolving or removing each constraint should be agreed during the IWP constraint review sessions. All we're saying here is that everybody's got their task to do. That needs to be agreed on, everybody needs their action items. When you go through these constraint remote removal sessions, or the WorkFace planner or AWP coordinator is knocking on the door of engineering, asking about the constraint removal or the lists that are up there. There needs to be an owner for them, in order to have that, to use a dangerous analogy, that one neck to choke, if you will, for each of those constraints moving forward to practically remove them.
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In the event it is not possible to remove all Constraints in the “IWP 
Constraint Review” meeting for an IWP at T-4 weeks prior to start, the 
Workface Planner shall prepare an IWP Constraint Escalation Report 
which shall identify the following:

a) Constraint identifier
b) Constraint type
c) Description
d) Drawing References
e) Constraint “owner”
f) Explanation of why the Constraint cannot be eliminated
g) Recommendation for Constraint resolution
h) Date by which the Constraint must be resolved such that a delay is 

not caused

IWP Constraints Identification & Removal - Guidelines
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In the event it is not possible to remove all constraints in the IWP (or EWP or CWP) constraint review meeting for an IWP at T-minus four weeks prior to the start, the WorkFace planner will prepare an IWP constraint escalation Report. The Constraint Escalation report is an expediting report for constraints, outlining where and who they're going to, and what the IWP is all about. So, this is critical. This is the last step, T minus 4 weeks, we are right up against it. If we haven't cleared all the constraints by now, we're in deep trouble, prior to the start. The WorkFace planner shall prepare an IWP Constraint Escalation Report. This is where now we're documenting and running it up the flagpole that this has gone sideways. and we're we still got problems that we can't execute. The goal as engineering is that we never see these, but you may see them coming back up the food chain. The Constraint Escalation Report should identify the following:Constraint Identifier: These reports coming from the field of failure to clear constraints and still escalating constraint clearance is the constraint identifier. So, what is it? We've given it a name. Are we giving it number for tracking purposes?Constraint Type: Is it a material constraint, is it an access constraint? Is it a crew-based constraint? Description: A brief description of the constraint Drawing References: Using references as to what that constraint pertains to in the official IFC drawing, what it’s tied to. Constraint Owner: Who owns the constraint? If it’s an engineering drawing release, or there's still a cloud or a hold on a drawing, who's the owner of that? Is it the designer, the engineering lead? Who is going to be the main contact point is really the owner for that constraint.Explanation of why the constraint cannot be eliminated: So why is it going to escalation? We don't just put every IWP constraint that we run into a project on an escalation report. There needs to be a clear reason as to why we're going to escalation on a constraint. We need to explain why it couldn't be eliminated and why it's on the escalation report. If it's a drawing release, it's pretty obvious that they can't execute in the field until they've got sign off of the IFC for that drawing.Recommendation for constraint resolution: Maybe we know what the problem is, we just can't get it resolved. If that's the case, write a recommendation for what happened, and how that constraint could actually be removed. Maybe the person asking for resolution has a solution in mind. In this case, the example we're following, a drawing just hasn't been released yet. That could be due to vendor data or others, as you know. Just release the drawing, get done what you need to get done. The date by which the constraint must be resolved, such that a delay is not caused: What is the drop-dead date? How long do we have before this constraint will start causing an issue in the field? The drop-dead date, if we’re at T minus 4 weeks out right now, we've got four weeks before that starts to push back on our construction schedule. Or do we really only have two weeks? That's the important thing to note here. Even though it’s T minus 4 weeks on execution, the truth is that if you look at our timeline, we need two weeks prior to the actual execution of that IWP for bagging and tagging, and staging of materials, and ensuring that crews are mobilized, those types of things. So realistically, it's not the T minus 4 weeks for that to be cleared, as to not hold up the construction schedule. It's actually T minus 2 weeks. So, there's a two-week identification that this must be cleared by such and such a date two weeks from now, or it's going to start pushing schedule. And a lot of times in these it's referenced that if it's not cleared in the next two weeks, the responsible parties are going to be identified as those that have held up schedule, or there needs to be communication as to why it's not possible, so that those types of reports don't go out. Those tend to get nasty. I hate seeing them on site, I see them too often where there's a lot of bickering back and forth as to who’s responsible for pushing out these level three activities, those types of things. It's a team effort, but we need to move forward with how we can assist in clearing these constraints to remove those barriers to go forward. So that's a lot of high level on constraint removal and identification, but without constraint removal and identification at each of the four levels you don't have true AWP or WorkFace planning. You’ve got some work packaging that you're lobbing over the fence. We need to do that constraint removal because the basic mantra and theory of AWP is that we only send executable packages for execution to the field period. Sometimes, people say we may make an exception based on schedule, but we're not really making an exception based on schedule. The only time that I ever see that kind of thing really happening is if we've got a program where we're setting up equipment and going straight to the hook. We may issue an item up to the field knowing full well the materials aren't on site because they're coming up the highway right now. That's about the only time that I would accept the non boots to steel hard constraint clearance prior to issuance to the field, is when we've got clear identification that our items are coming up the highway right now and we're going to go straight to the hook, even though we can't put boots to steel with them right now. Constraint identification is very, very important. Without constraint identification, we've just got mayhem, and WorkFace planning and advanced work packaging are pivotal, and hang on ensuring that complete constraint removal is done. Alright, now let's look at a quick quiz about constraint removal.
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Alright - now it's time for the fifteenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number 15.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Release: CWP Release ReviewThe CWP release review is a meeting where we would actually review the CWP with all the participants. It would be materials, planning, the construction group, and the engineering group that are required to sit in on the CWP release reviews. First off, there's no way that we're ever going to have 100% constraint reviewed, released CWP prior to issuance. And if you do, it just means that all of the constraints haven't been identified. We’ve identified only high-level constraints and not each constrain, because we're probably not going to have all the drawings, but we're probably going to meet it by schedule. So, we conduct the CWP release reviews, where all the parties get together. We identify that, we talk it out, we go through, and I hate to say it, but from an engineering side, these are the get out of jail free card. And what I mean by that is that if construction is there, and they have accepted the CWP with the holds on it, and with the constraints against it, then you know that you've met your numbers on that release. You've got to clear those holds still, but they've accepted it at that basis. That can get messy, but it's a way to accept constrained packages for planning, and constrained packages out into the field, to continue to get the movement of data. When you're talking about CWPs that are constrained, remember that a CWP is a much, larger spread of information and data. There may be 15 IWPs that break the meat up, and make up the content of that CWP, but not every one of those 15 IWPs is necessarily going to be part of that constraint within that CWP. So, there are aspects of it where the field may accept it. So, these release reviews, I shouldn't say it’s a get out of jail free card, it's an acceptance of risk by the field, to accept that CWP as a release. And the risk that the field is accepting is that yes, engineering, I believe that you're going to release those holds, or remove those clouds, or give me the revisions that are required prior to the execution, but I'm going to accept it because I can execute or start planning it, and I may be able to execute 75% of it anyways. And for the sake of scheduling and moving forward, we are going to accept the CWP, we're going to accept it for release, but I’m still going to hold your feet to the fire to clear those constraints. That’s often kind of the result of the CWP release. Now let's dig into it and see what see what it looks like and see what those release reviews start to look like. 
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So, as we said, they are typically a constraint release review. And they are a meeting to identify all the constraints to see if the constraints have been cleared, and identify what our mitigation plan is, if there is a mitigation plan, or if we're going to accept it as is, based on the conversation that we just had. This is an excerpt from a tracking program for constraints, just a mock-up, and in this particular basis this is a CWP constraint review. Starting at the top of the list, is all the engineering information there? Have the model checks been completed? Are all the drawings in place? It's at listed 100% here, but it shows that it needs urgent attention, as it is colored red. There's obviously something that's been brought to light, there's a problem with the issued engineering drawings. MTOs are at 100%. Data quality, the data checks, not everything's there, there are a couple missing drawings possibly, so it's at 97%. You can set the criteria for acceptance. Not everything is always 100%. Sometimes in your acceptance criteria, you may have 80% engineering accepted for issuance of the CWP for instance. Model checks, you may require those at 100%, and you may require 80 to 90% complete drawings for the issuance of this. I like to see drawings at 100% myself, before issuance, but moving on. MTOs, data quality, materials. Have all of the materials been requisitioned? Are there POs associated with all the materials? Fabrication is in place. Installation, QA/QC, testing, mechanical completion, all of these types of things as you go through. Obviously, this is a CWP release, so we're not getting to this installation level, but this is still constraint management showing that this is the progress for that CWP in general. So, we can see that constraint status initially, showing if this is ready to go to the field or not ready to go to the field. Based on the criteria that you've set this may be ready to go to the field. We've got some materials that are outstanding, we may have a drawing issue, but everything else is pretty much accepted, we may accept this CWP as ready to go. Or, depending on the criteria, if we’re really hard nosed about it, we may not. But depending on how your project is going forward, we're looking at these types of things. Now if we're looking at the trend on this, we're seeing that the trend specifically for materials is actually on a positive line, so the odds of that being satisfied are pretty good. This drawing is a minor thing. We've got five of the 15 drawings that don't have the engineer stamp, so we need to address that. We have the drawings, we have the IFCs, but for some reason, we don't have all of the stamps, and that can be a problem depending on where you're operating. It's an absolute problem, if you’re in nuclear. If you're operating anywhere in the Canadian oil sands, ANSI requires that you absolutely have the engineer stamp on any of the documents. And the Engineers Beaver, which is what we call it in Canada, it's a stamp that has a beaver on it, that equivalent needs to be on those drawings before you execute. If it's not, you're not allowed to execute. So, in this particular case, the drawings are 100%, and we've got it red because we need attention that maybe some of those stamps aren't there. We can’t execute those, and we can’t execute them by law, depending on the type of project, until a lot of those engineering stamps are there. Depending on the project, depending on the type of commodities that you're working with. Okay, so going through these constraint checks. During these constraint checks, and these CWP release reviews, there's a couple things we’re going to look at. We had a really good conversation about how we may issue partial packs and why some of them are issued out that way, and some of the mitigations for clearing it. 
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Looking at further mitigation for issuing a CWP release plan that may be accepted, we're going to start looking at it through these release reviews, and we’re not just looking at drawings. We’re looking at the model also, so that we can see what the problem is. What is our hold issue with this particular CWP? We're looking at that last list we looked at, we've got all the drawings, but guess what? Some of them are still on hold, and its still red. The problem wasn't that we were missing a couple stamps. It's the fact that there's a large aspect of the flare, the PSV lines that are on hold. They're still on hold, it's designed, engineered, we've got all the all the drawings, but it's still being held. So, there's a couple ways to mitigate when you look at it this way. As it turns out, this is a complete system within the CWP, or the complete part of a system within the CWP that's affected. This is a real-life situation, and as it turns out, the PSVs hadn't been fully sized yet. Engineering had not signed off on the actual spec of the PSVs. So being these PSVs sitting here had not been fully scoped, the down piping could not be released, even though this was best guess, and was all drawn and scoped, those PSVs had not been fully spec’d. So, it couldn't be released until the PSVs were fully identified. This particular case, when we got to the bottom of it, they didn't expect from the manufacturer, what those PSVs were specifically going to be. It turned out that it wasn't necessarily a spec, the manufacturer was still finishing them up and didn't have full dimensioning on the flange locations. Really strange, but some of this piping may change at this level, so that's why it was on hold, because of flange locations for the PSVs. In this case, when we look at this as an example, we ended up splitting this CWP. We needed to get working, we needed to continue to send this down the road, so what we did is all small bore. See, all the green pipe was ready to go. It's IFC, that’s in packs, it's good. We ended up splitting the CWP and adding another CWP. We split it up between  A and B, and B took on all of the flare piping that was affected by the PSVs. And the green, which was utility piping, was all released for installation, and that CWP was put forward. Those are the types of discussions that you're going to have through these CWP readiness reviews. This is a situation where we can't just send it to the field. Often, we do, as engineers. We have sent stuff like this to the field, but the only way that we can send this to the field is if we do know what the standards are here, and we're just waiting for authorization on it. Then we know there's not going to be any redesign. But in this case, these flange locations were going to change, because these were just best guesses, and a best guess is not going to make sense. In this case, this was an old PDS model. In PDS another type of PSV was taken from the library and put in place for temporary use, to continue to flesh out the lines. So as an engineer, I couldn’t, in good faith, send this one out, because I know those flange locations are going to change and there's absolutely going to be revisions. I'm definitely not going to pick up the phone and say, “Okay, this one's good to go.” I'm going to say there's new drawings coming, that’s what this is. So, we wouldn't release that. Those are the types of things that we're doing during that review. 
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We're going to utilize 3D environments, so that we can start to see what's happening out there. When we start looking at something like this, we can see very quickly what our material requirements are for it, and what our engineering data is. So, if we look at the exchanger rack on the left, we can see it's green, it's all IFC. We look at our exchanger rack on the right, and as it turns out, it's still only in detailing. So, it hasn't gone IFC yet, it's still in detailing. Are we going to issue that to construction? No, this is a whole other story. This is still not even IFC, it's not in checking. It's not gone through, it's not purple yet. It’s in detailing still. This could be with the spooler that's being detailed there. So, it's not gone into fabrication yet, depending on what that really means as far as ‘in detailing’. As we look at this, we could, again in this case, split the CWP for the purpose of issuance, or we're going to hold the entire thing. These readiness reviews are all about this, where this may be construction saying, “I need that area, I need some work in that area. I've got a lay down area full of spools that I can’t install at any place, you’ve got to give me this so that I can get this stuff done. There's a week's worth of work there to release, please release at least that. Release a partial CWP, split it out so that I can at least do the North exchanger racks.” That kind of stuff does happen. Or maybe construction goes, “I’ve got lots of work, I don't need that right now. Expedite that as fast as possible. I need the whole CWP in one place to release it.” That's kind of conversation that happens between engineering and construction and others during the CWP readiness reviews. They're an extremely integral aspect of issuance of the CWPs, because as we were saying before, when you’ve got hold bubbles on everything, you’ve got a revision clouds all over. You look like you're looking at storm cloud, it gets so bad sometimes, when you start seeing what our engineering drawings look like prior to execution.This is a means where shouldn’t look at it as construction is going to say no, we can't issue this kind of stuff. Look at it as a means where we're working with construction to be able to send aspects of stuff. Maybe we’ve got to split a CWP, maybe they're fine with waiting on that one. It's all about working with the field, and working with the constructors, and others as we move forward. Being able to look at these kind of visuals drives it forward, and this is why I show a drawing like this. Look at this from a different point of view. If we didn't have a visual for this, this could be a situation where we're just looking at a 2D spreadsheet. We're working with the constructor, and the constructor says, “You’ve got over 60% of the pipe that's not available for this CWP, and you're showing it to me like you want me to accept some of it? I'm not going to do that. Take the CWP, finish it, and come back. You need to expedite that according to contract, get it done.” We may have things in engineering that are causing us problems so that we haven't been able to do that. Or in this case, it's not even an engineering constraint, but maybe it is. When you can't see it in 3D and you're just looking at percent complete of that package. Seeing it in 3D like this, we can quickly say, “Oh, it's that it's that South exchanger bank that that's causing all the problem. It's easy access after the fact I'm very easily going to split this CWP, and I'm going to issue CWP A and B. CWP A is 100% constraint free it, can be issued.” We may do a lot of that to free up work for the craft to be working on, without issuing a whole bunch of unfinished work to the field. So, these types of 3D environments, the status visualizations are very key in being able to help us make these decisions in these CWP readiness reviews. Another type of view of that is from iConstruct. We’ve looked at a couple different ones. The last image is originally from SmartPlant construction, you can tell by the pointer in the bottom left corner of the diagram. The image we are currently looking at is a view of Bentley ConstructSim. 
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This image is from iConstruct. So, when we look at it from the point of view of iConstruct, you can see status visualizations. Everybody's got some kind of flavor of status visualization, right? Being able to color key in the model, and see where there's potential  issues, and what's been done and what hasn’t, to make those decisions during the readiness reviews. If you're just looking at it from the point of view of tables, for instance, the previous example from Bentley  is a perfect example. Almost half of this execution is 100% constraint free, easy area to work in. We can’t yet work in the South section, but we can work in the North section. And rightfully, we should be doing that first anyways, before we place this. So, construction is going to work with engineering, we're going to issue and split that pack. When we look at something like this example from iConstruct, where we've got site received, and there's all kinds of pieces. We've got little parts that may not be ready, partially dispatched. We've got stuff that's received. This is a situation where it's pretty minor, that's probably going to be just accepted as is in the Readiness Review as we move forward. So those types of reviews, especially from a visual point of view, is very integral in the CWP Readiness Review. If we don't do this aspect, then we end up more like where we see a lot of stuff going to the field unfinished or full of clouds. And these reviews mean that anything that's in the field has been accepted by construction, not just issued to construction, and then surprise, you can't actually execute it, it's just that we issued it to you. And unfortunately, that's happened a lot over many years, where we as engineers will issue things to make our numbers, and we've just issued drawings with large clouds on it that say hold. We've all been caught in that type of situation, or God forbid, we've been pencil whipping isometrics to get them out the door. That used to be a pretty popular tactic, where we get pencil whipped isometrics out there, and we lose all control over our model environment and revision basis, because it's all pencil whipped. That happens. I had a project that I was consulting on, probably about 10 years ago now, in the Carolinas. I was down there for quite some time on this project, and I basically almost had my life threatened by an engineering manager when I mentioned to him that I had found 1200 isometrics that had been pencil whipped. I was asking for clarity on it because we were planning by the 3D environment, we were using the 3D environment as a planning environment, yet, we had many instances, and we did an audit and we found 1200 isometrics that have been pencil whipped. I brought this to the engineering managers attention, and he lost it. And rightfully so, because I've brought in to question the validity of his department, and the honesty of the department. It turned out he had one rogue designer who was pencil whipping the hell out of drawings to get them out to meet their particular quota. He was fired the next day, but it was a situation where it was unbeknownst to the engineering manager themselves, and they figured everything that was going out was fine. But those final checks, viewing them in the CWP Readiness Review, that's a position where we get everybody together, and we can we can view them. These aren’t necessary to get everybody in the same room. I've conducted a lot of these remotely. They’re remote sessions that we can do on a computer, through a zoom meeting and say, “Okay, let's review CWP such and such. We see that this is the situation here, we see that these are in this situation. The materials have been requisitioned for it, and they'll be in play. Engineering, where it's in checking right now, that should be issued by next week. Not a problem, we’ll revisit this issue next week.” All that can be done remotely. It doesn't mean we spend a bunch of time on flights and get everybody into one room for these kinds of things. These are ongoing regular checks, and extremely important to get the correct stuff out into the field. 
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Another way to view that. This is courtesy of O3, a constraint management checklist. They've got a really good system internally for doing that. From a 2D basis, being able to view what's been removed, what's not, what's status free, being able to view that from a constraint basis to see how are we doing against it. 
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Our CWP release status, is it following our plan? You can see unfortunately, in this situation, we've got quite an aggressive plan coming in our forecast, we've certainly forecasted a lot, but our actuals are flatlined. We can see pretty quickly that we've got an issue with our CWP releases. But being able to use systems like that constraint management checklist we just looked at from O3, just start tracking that, to start identifying at an individual constraint level whether they're fully cleared or not, and what the story is on them. All that pertains directly to the CWP checklist. And if you notice, in that first drawing that I showed you, that was actually a mock-up for the design and development of this O3 constraint management, right down to the trending that's now shown directly within their system, showing how that's trending. Whether we're getting more drawings, or it's been a hell of a lot of time since we saw anything. So, very key in CWP Readiness Reviews, reviewing the curves, how are we doing, and being able to track it. 
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And then we have the ‘piece de resistance’, I promised you to show you this. This is the CWP release review checklist. We can post a copy of the CWP release review checklist into the downloadable course materials, so that you can see what a review checklist looks like.This is basically what the CWP Release Review Checklist looks like without going into detail of the specifics of the checklist. It is basically a control document that itemizes everything that's on there. Identifies the nomenclature, the package that we're reviewing, the CWP that's being looked at, looking at that CWP after it's reviewed to see what the latest IFCs of it are, going through that, and then reviewing and checking off all of the constraints. Typically, it's the same constraint list as that O3 constraint management checklist we were looking at. That's within that report, to show that they're actually done, and then tracking that people have signed off. So, this is our document to say that construction has accepted our CWP, and regardless of whether it's 100% or not, this checklist through these meetings is our physical document to say okay, that one's done. Check it off, send me the document, I’ll sign it. This is the document that's used to do that. We went through that pretty quickly, but CWP release reviews are integral and making sure that you've got agreement as to what's out on site. Everybody's going to have a little bit different opinion as to what's actually been sent to site and what hasn’t, but as we had in our example, there's a lot of times that we send stuff out there that could be problematic, and we need to address it. And this is kind of our release, because often, some of that stuff that's not done, we’ve got to send it out anyway so that we can push work. Sometimes it's items that need to be 100% addressed.CWP release reviews are extremely important. As we move forward, they need to become part of our AWP program, otherwise we lose control, and we get a lot of stuff out there that probably shouldn't be or has just not been accepted. This is the means for acceptance of that transfer of information and data. Now let's do a quick quiz on that. 
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Alright - now it's time for the sixteenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number 16.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Tech: Technology – Application IntegrationsThis lesson is being conducted by guest instructor Dr. Ted Blackmon, CEO and Founder of Jovian Ventures. 
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I’m Ted Blackmon, founder and CEO of Jovian Ventures. I give a little bit of a different arc that Robin, but Robin and I've been working together for now over 20 years, and whereas Robin’s art comes definitively from the Northern Alberta area of you trades and journeying from his own early days as an entrepreneur, but he went into the craft, and as he mentioned he became a welder and rose up through AWP by building technology to make it easier in the field. I was a tech guy that came in from driving the first rover on Mars and entered into a NASA commercialization process in 2000, I actually wrote the research proposal. After working with Robin for a number of years, I hired him as one of the first ConstructSim employees. I was the inventor of ConstructSim and another package that Peter Dietrich and some of the guys at Petro Canada put a lot of time into leveraging this NASA technology, to say, not only do we want to use this virtual reality capability for construction, would also like to use it for operations. So, I developed a module to help projects do shut down turnarounds, this was all in the 2001 through 2005 timeframe, so I'm talking about a little bit of ancient history here, but AWP wasn't a term yet. I developed personally, the first installation work package outside of shutdown turnarounds from a computer model, working closely with teams in the Gulf Coast, and so came up with this term “installation work package”, that really leveraged out of the shutdown turnaround arena, where on those type of projects, you build very detailed plans, often down to a particular tie in on a weld, the tie in is going to have a package. I said, “Well, using computers, can't we do that for big projects, and projects of all sizes?” And the owners, individuals like Peter Dietrich’s standpoint was, “We’ve been engineering on computer now for 10 to 15 years. We’ve got these great 3D models. “
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Technology - Applications Integration for AWP
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Let’s look at the various groups we need to integrate our information with:SchedulingCost ControlsMaterials ManagementQA/QC TurnoverEquipment and ToolsPersonnelDocument ManagementEngineeringThe groups all need to get together,  and there needs to be an interaction, for the sake of AWP, of what the deliverable needs to be between them. 
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Technology - Applications Integration for AWP
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We will learn more about Digital Threads in another lesson, but a Digital Thread is the information transfer between disparaged, or different ,systems.  The threads are the connect point between the groups, and the different types of technology. How they work together produces that the data used for multiple systems in an AWP automation.
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Now we’ll look at a few different types of systems and the information that's required for them. We're not going to say anything to any specific technology here, but what we're going to say is these are shopping list items. If you are looking for technology to assist your AWP implementation, here's a checklist. This is an important checklist on things that your system of choice needs to be able to execute to make for an effective AWP implementation of technology.Loading engineering data, or importing 3D and 2D drawings and color coded by status. That's a typical technology requirement. Work packaging of course will be able to create, edit and build work packages.If we start talking about technology you need to be able to do that, not just tracking, not just identifying them as a nomenclature, but actually assembling and managing the drawings within that package and creating an output that can physically be transmitted to someone, either digitally or printed and handed to the craft in the field.There are a lot of systems out there right now that do a great job of tracking nomenclature, tracking engineering data, building basic work packages. But when it comes to publishing out to the field, or publishing a finished work package,  They don't actually do it.It’s important to ask those questions when you're selecting a tool, do you actually publish a complete work package? To me, that's extremely important. Some of the systems out there don't do that very well and can leave you very wanting and having to do everything in PowerPoint. Constraint management you need to be able to track constraint management in your system of choice, as well as Identify and log those constraints. It's extremely important that once you build those packages, you know what constraints are, those that would prevent you from being able to execute that workpackage in the time frame it's set to be. It's not a constraint if the IWP has materials that are supposed to be delivered a week before execution, as that's not a constraint that fits into the schedule timing, so it would be OK, for that time.Now if the warehouse required two weeks to shake out any received materials, now we've got a constraint that the materials need a little bit longer, and will not be able to be delivered to the workspace in the time that we required them to.So that is a constraint that we will need to track, and we may need to get involved with expediting, and so on and so forth. Constraint management is key.  Without constraint management, all you have is basic work packaging. You don't have advanced work packaging or workface planning.Integrating materials, that's one of our main constraints. If we don't have materials, we don't have anything to build on.We need to ensure that material management is integrated into our workface planning and advanced work packaging systems.Integration of the schedule. We are talking about planning here. We're talking about executing IWPS and CWPS in a timely fashion. We need to integrate into the project schedule, linking work packs with the activities interface to be able to bring in that Level 3 schedule, and identify, based on those path of construction sessions, what needs to be done.integrational labor hours. We need to know estimates for how long things are going to take. field user access. We need to know how we’re going to be bringing information out to the field. Are the craftspeople in the field going to be able to execute through a tablet? Is it accessed via printed matter? Is it on mobile devices? What does field access for information look like on your project?Integrate Systems Completions We need toiIncorporate Turnover Packages (TOPs) scope and status, as well as test  & inspection data.Obviously we need to know when things are due and handle revision management. If we fail to identify within our AWP systems, which revision is the most current, there is potential for a lot of rework and problems in the field, stemming from executing against the wrong revisions. The only constant in construction is change, so when we start looking at what could have changed, we need to ensure that before items go out to the field, we've got strong revision management in place. As you move forward into the field, you may find yourself involved with an organization that is selecting software for the purposes of AWP. Bring this list out, it will help you make that selection. 
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Digital Twin Platforms

Technology - Applications Integration for AWP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
this is a typical project ecosystem. The integration of all the different systems together is required to ensure an efficient data rich environment. The transfer of information through digital threads between these different systems, needsto come together in the middle. This needs to be mapped early and systems put in place to handle each of the data and data transfer requirementsAWP requires a level of technology and technology integration in order to be efficient. You would need a cost prohibitive army to handle all the data and data transfers shown above if you don’t have integrated systems to efficiently maintain project information for all users.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s now time for the seventeenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number seventeen.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Champions 

Aligning Leadership with AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Champions: Aligning Leadership with AWPLet’s take a look at the champions now, and we're going to jump through this one quickly. Why would you have an AWP champion on your project? Does your organization use AWP champions? No? Maybe you do and you don't know it. Typically, your boss is technically the AWP champion, he's the one driving. Not generally their only job, right? It's part of their want, their drive and their sponsorship of bringing AWP onto a project those types of bases. So, there's always that one higher level management that backs it, and basically is sticking their neck out for budget and others, to ensure that AWP is brought forward for the project. 
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Pushing Rope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without an AWP champion, often you're pushing rope. Without somebody at that level that's aligning, setting our budgets, allowing money to be put forward, because we obviously need money upfront also, to populate our AWP programs, to initiate some of the early planning activities, that 2% upfront indirect cost that we keep talking about. However, from an engineering point of view, a well run engineering house utilizing AWP will actually help to save and curb expenditures within AWP. That's not going to be your first time, you'll get there, but there is some commitment upfront as you're learning and you're pushing forward. We've witnessed it time and time again, that it's definitely the streamlining of engineering deliverables that has this impact, and it makes it much easier for us in the engineering office to both communicate and clear constraints with the field. Less rework is required, a ton less rework, because of the amount of communication that's occurring, which is key in saving the project money. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what does that champion need to do? And what does that leadership need to do commit to budget? That AWP model spend that we were just talking about, they’ve got to get that in place. Somebody needs to be driving that, it's the job of the AWP champion. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need a dedicated AWP team, people with the right skills. So, regardless of what department you're in, this needs to be brought forward, that we need the right people in the right place. We need to empower support resources. We talked about a lot of tech in this conversation as well. We've got to empower those resources forward.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a process point of view, we need to overlay AWP on to existing processes. We had a lesson on that, where you're creating those monster diagrams, where that evolutionary process shows you how to create them. That needs to be done so that we can see it. Our leadership gives us access to do that, and drives that across the organization, so that everybody's going in the same direction. It allows for innovative ideas. And then developing detailed playbooks. Leadership needs to drive forward the fact that we're going to need to bring forward playbooks. AWP playbooks are kind of a fairly recent thing that's been pioneered by a couple of consultancy groups, and it's been awesome in the industry for identifying exactly how things need to be done.A playbook is a detailed understanding of the processes required for certain individuals, as far as what they need to do to satisfy their duties within AWP, hence the playbook. As a member of a team, what it is that you've got to do to satisfy your portion of that play. So, those playbooks are integral in taking what would be an old school type procedure, and really laying it out in a “what is AWP to you” type basis. 
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Presentation Notes
From a technology point of view, our leadership must understand the need for the virtual construction model and the need for tech. I've seen a lot of really good AWP champions that didn't believe in the expenditure of revenues or capital towards technologies and we had a discussion about how that makes our lives difficult in AWP. The more tech that we have for AWP, as long as we've got a good person to implement it, it seems to make our lives that much easier. Focus on the integrations with strong revision management. Create effective “pull” demand from construction users. So we need to get these things in place, And place to drive it forward and our leadership's going to help us build that, or at least they should,  that's the main task of them. 
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Presentation Notes
Collaborative contracting strategies. AWP requirements flow down, and provide AWP enablement in the flow down. So, your AWP champion is responsible for all of this stuff. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If they’re not removing the barriers, then we've got to address in that organization, if you will, what that champion is supposed to be doing, because they need to be removing the roadblocks. All of these boxes are identifying what that champion needs to do to remove the roadblocks and barriers. Getting feedback to help remove those barriers, steer adjustments to make it work, to make sure that maybe the first day we approach that wasn't right, but we're going to make this adjustment and make it happen. And finally positive versus negative accountability. Positively enforcing and pushing forward for continual improvement. So those were some little motherhood statements, if you will, for pushing that forward. But if you're having problems in your organization getting buy in, and making things happen, often it's because your AWP champion has kind of been devoid of some of these responsibilities. We see it often, but from an AWP champion point of view, these are things that they're responsible for, that we've gone through in this list. If we've got a problem with an implementation or lack of buy in, typically it’s because an AWP champion has looked at their role as saying, “Yep, I've looked into AWP and I think it's a good idea, so I'm going to sponsor it and I'm going to put a certain amount forward of the budget. And there you go, go forth and prosper.” Well, that's a great, we need that kind of buy in. We need somebody to give that ability to execute and open budgets and things for us, but there's more to it than just opening a budget and saying, “Yes, go forth.” There's a lot of other things that we need for support in order for AWP to work across all departments, and that's what this little word cloud exercise was really all about. Okay, so let's look at another quick quiz.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright - now it's time for the eighteenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number 18.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Execution

What is WorkFace Planning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Execution: What is WorkFace Planning?Now we’ll start talking about The Execution. From an engineering point of view, this is only for reference. We've talked about it a little bit, but what the heck is WorkFace planning? How does it work? What are we really talking about? What are some of the keys to it? Have you ever actually seen a work package? Have you seen an IWP? We talk about it a lot. You know, it's funny because I've talked to some very intelligent people that are advanced work packaging experts, that have been helping organizations, or helping their organization implement AWP, and then they come to me and say, “I've got a dirty little secret. I've never actually seen an IWP. Do you have an example of one?” I'm like, “What do you mean you've never seen an IWP?” And their reply is something like,  “I've never seen an IWP. I've removed barriers, I've set projects up, I've helped AWP become and I've seen all the benefits and everything else, but the field builds them, and I just have never seen them. I've never gone out to the field to actually see the IWP” It's amazing. So, let's show you what an IWP looks like, because it is often a reality, and trust me, you don't have to know the inner workings of an IWP to be successful in supporting AWP, but let's show it to you anyways. 
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WHAT IS WFP?

What is Workface Planning (WFP)?
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What is Workface Planning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the official definition of WorkFace planning and then dig into the details.Workface Planning (WFP) is the process of organizing and delivering all elements necessary before work is started to enable craft persons to perform quality work in a safe, effective and efficient manner. WFP enables quick-time status updates across various stages of the project by utilizing tools which ensure all items needed for the scheduled work packages are available before they are released for execution. The result of the overall AWP process is for the Constructor’s Workface Planner(s) to create constraint-free Installation Work Packages (IWPs).IWPs include:1-2 weeks worth of work for 1 crew Work Instructions and detailed scope descriptionConstruction Drawings and 3D ImagesMaterial RequirementsSafety RequirementsSo, what is WorkFace planning? Let's look at what the CII definition is. WorkFace planning is the process of organizing and delivering all the elements necessary before work is started, to enable craft persons to perform quality work in a safe, effective, and efficient manner. That's the original version, penned almost 20 years ago by COAA, way back in about 2002, during the interviews by Lloyd Rankin on the Syncrude UE-1 project planning group, which I was running at the time. That’s where that original WorkFace planning description came from, and it still rings true today.  Alright, so what is in an IWP? An IWP is really where the data hits the road if you will, where the data gets out to the field, where the information is sent to the trades people in the field that are going to execute. There's one to two weeks worth of work for one crew. So, we talked about the size of an IWP being whatever makes sense. The official way to say that would be that it's for a single crew for a set duration of time, for that crew to be able to execute from start to stop without fail. So, take into account many things when you're sizing things. Like their shift, is it a remote camp, are they in and out? Are they on a seven days in seven days out rotation? All kinds of things like that need to be considered when building your work package types and sizes. Work instructions and detailed scope descriptions, construction drawings and 3D images, material requirements, and safety requirements are all within the IWP. This is the IWP basic life cycle flowchart. We won't go through it in detail but obviously life begins for the IE WP at C WP release that's when the scope starts to actually transfer from C WP scope into the WPS through scoping sessions release sessions drafts of the web development going through constraint clearances, review issuance to the field committing to work schedule meaning that we're doing our production planning at the field level, the short range planning, executing work and then reporting it back and don't forget closing it out. Often IWPs forget to close them out. Or we just don't bother to close them out we figure it's that we throw them over the fence and they're done. We're free of them. WorkFace planning department needs to change that they don't look at it that way they look at it as life begins at when we send it out to the field. That's when we're really controlling it. That's when the bulk of work is happening. And we need to track it out there. It's like from an engineering point of view, having to understand what life beyond IFC is. For workface planner life beyond issuance is the same kind of thing and that there is lots that happens and you got to maintain it and go through close up. So let's look at basic scoping of an item up. So for instance when we start looking at different IWA pieces strategically starting to plan them, one item up is the initial pad, then the initial pedestal, then the next pedestals on top or the stands if you will for these. This is a pump station, there's multiple pumps that are going to be sitting on this. 4:45  Just identifying from that IWC p point of view. Now, one of the things that's extremely important in identifying your item ups and what your production looks like from a workforce planning point of view, and this may be our 5:00  report that as engineers we never see. But this is something that's important from a constraint analysis aspect. This is kind of the heart of workface planning, which is identifying our work buffers and making sure that based on our burn rate, we have enough constraint cleared is WPS ready to execute. So in this case, the burn rates 40 to 50. On this first line, we have constraint earliest because you can see all the green, no constraints and 4053 hours. So we're good on that week. So depending on where today is in this chart, if today is at zero over here, on this far side, we're looking not too bad. We've got enough for the week. Next week, we've got enough for the week. After that, we're ahead of the game three weeks out, and are looking ahead and we're starting to see some stuff that's still constrained, but it's urgent, we're clearing we got 300 hours. So it's probably one IVP that's still hanging there that we need to clear. But from this chart, and then as we go out, we can start to see that that gets that gets angrier and angrier. But these are just it's we haven't completely hard constraint cleared all of these items that far out, because if we look at it, we're starting to be 810 weeks out now. But if we look at it from the point of view of maybe the center, right above assigned here is the line in the sand for today. Now we've got an ugly project, if it's back here, we're doing good, we got workspace buffers in place. If you're in the middle, that means that we've been we've not supplied enough constraint free work out to the out to the crew, for instance, we've only were a couple 100 hours shy here, we were another couple 100 over a couple 100 hours shy the week before, which means by nature, that means there's crew sitting there doing nothing. And if they're not sitting there doing nothing, it's just it's because of poor productivity, because they've been chasing trying to figure out how to remove 6:48  those particular tasks. So we often live and die by this triple stack bar graph, our burn rates against our constraint clears against what's constrained and what we need to start a draft of start addressing. So how does that look, when we start looking at Skyline reports like this to identify how it looks and whether it's working and if it's good or not. The first one is very bad, because we can see that it's dropping off much like this was, if we're in this position, we haven't been issuing enough to follow the constraint. And they're not completing enough out there.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the IWP basic life cycle flowchart. We won't go through it in detail but obviously life begins for the IWP at CWP release. That's when the scope starts to actually transfer from CWP scope into the IWPs through scoping sessions, release sessions, drafts of the IWP development. Going through constraint clearances, review issuance to the field. Committing to work schedule, meaning that we're doing our production planning at the field level. The short range planning, executing work and reporting it back and then don't forget closing it out. Often with IWPs we forget to close them out, or we just don't bother to close them out. We figure that we throw them over the fence and they're done, we're free of them. The WorkFace planning department needs to change things so that they don't look at it that way. They look at it as life begins when we send it out to the field. That's when we're really controlling it, that's when the bulk of work is happening, and we need to track it out there. From an engineering point of view, it’s parallel to having to understand what life beyond IFC is. For a WorkFace planner life beyond issuance is kind of the same thing, and there is lots that happens and you’ve got to maintain it and go through close out. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let's look at the basic scoping of an IWP. When we start looking at different IWPs and strategically starting to plan them, one IWP is the initial pad, the second is the initial pedestal, then the third IWP is the pedestals, or stands for this is pump station. There will multiple pumps that are going to be sitting on this. So we’re just identifying from that IWP point of view. 
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Presentation Notes
Now, this is one of the things that's extremely important in identifying your IWPs, and what your production looks like from a WorkFace planning point of view, and this may be a report that as engineers we never see, but it’s something that's important from a constraint analysis aspect. This is kind of the heart of WorkFace planning, which is identifying our work buffers, and making sure that based on our burn rate, we have enough constraint cleared IWPs ready to execute. In this diagram, the burn rate is 4250 on this first bar, 9/12/2016. We have constraint release because you can see all the green, no constraints and 4353 hours. So we're good on that week. So depending on where today is in this chart, if today is at zero over here, on this far left side, we're looking not too bad. We've got enough for the week. Next week, we've got enough for the week. After that, we're ahead of the game. Three weeks out, and we’re looking ahead and we're starting to see some stuff that's still constrained, but it's urgent, we're clearing, we’ve got 300 hours. So it's probably one IWP that's still hanging there that we need to clear from this chart. Then as we go on, we can start to see that this chart gets angrier and angrier. We haven't completely hard constraint cleared all of these items that far out, because if we look at it, we're starting to be 8-10 weeks out now. But if we look at it from the point of view of maybe the center, right between 10/3/2016 and 10/10/2016 is the line in the sand for today, now we've got an ugly project. If it's back here around 9/12/2016, we're doing good, we got workface buffers in place. If you're in the middle, that means that we've not supplied enough constraint free work out to the crew. For instance, we’re a couple 100 hours shy here at 10/3/2016. We we’re over another couple hundred hours shy the week before, which by nature means that there's crew sitting there doing nothing, and if they're not sitting there doing nothing it's because of poor productivity, because they've been trying to figure out how to remove those particular tasks. So, we often live and die by this triple stack bar graph. Our burn rates against our constraint clears, against what's constrained, and what we need to start addressing. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does that look, when we start looking at Skyline reports like this, to identify how it looks and whether it's working and if it's good or not. The first chart is very bad. We can see that close-out is dropping off, much like it was in the last diagram. If we're in this position, we haven't been issuing enough to follow the constrained, and they're not completing enough out there. And where we haven't been staying ahead of them, they've been starting a lot of packages, but not completing them. Typically, if they're starting a lot and not completing them, it's because as WorkFace planners we've not sent out packages that could be started and finished, as the mantra says. So this is a situation where we've sent packages out there that had constraints, and they all hit barriers, and they're all wide open. Or maybe a typhoon hit about three quarters of the way through, and that's why we’ve got a problem. But odds are, this is a work packaging issue. This second chart is a much better looking chart. Where we've got some incomplete packages, we're always going to have that. We're going to see some issues out there when we issue packages, and we're going to have some sideways. So we're always going to see a little bit of orange a little bit of incomplete but we're going to track those, mitigate and fix them, and some of those just have to be caught in punching, but we'll get back to that. Generally, this chart looks pretty darn good. We are staying ahead of the curve, and we have definitely got enough ahead for work hours. But if you look at the right hand side of the chart, this is starting to look a little scary, like we've got to increase our productivity, or our production within IWPs here, even though there are very little item's without constraints, we got to look at that. But remember, this is monthly, so there is still a good six weeks before these IWPs hit, but this is a pretty good looking chart, and you can identify that the field is doing a pretty good job. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the basic WorkFace planning base, and this is really high level, but let's look at what we really came to see in this particular module, the IWP itself. Not everybody has seen physically seen an IWP in the field, but that's typical of an engineering group, because it's not something that we're going to see often unless you're a field engineer and we're going to the field with it. The IWPs are a field execution tool. They are what we support, and they are the end result. This is the end game, when we wonder what happens with our drawings when we send them off to be used, and hit the IFC button, this is where they're going and this is what's happening. This is as an example to show what the end result of WorkFace planning and AWP is, it's all about the IWP. So, let's do a quick breakdown of what's in an IWP. 
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Example of an IWP?
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Presentation Notes
First off, this is a standard IWP template. It's minimalistic, but by standard terms, you want an IWP to be somewhat minimalistic. What I mean by that is, I've audited organizations and they've come to me extremely proud of their IWPs, like they've got the best IWP in the world, and then I’ve got to shatter their reality, because they've created novels. Some of the IWPs are 30 and 40 and 50 pages deep, and it's not technical drawings. They've included every spec and situation possible, and so much fodder that the last three pages is the only thing that was of any value in those IWPs. So, building a proper template and adjusting it to what is needed is extremely important. If you don't build a template, and you don't follow a standard, and your standard isn't just what the craft need, what's going to happen is they're going to take the IWP, look for the technical drawings, and they're going to rip them out and throw the rest of the garbage. It sounds harsh to say it that way, but it's the truth. I've seen it so many times. I once while doing an audit on a site, I walked into a superintendent's office, and the superintendent was sitting there with a stack of IWPs on his desk, beautiful looking IWPs. He was literally grabbing one IWP, leafing through it, ripping out the drawings, putting the drawings in another pile, and putting the rest of the IWP behind them on the shelf, and continuing to do that. He was just taking the technical drawings and he was ignoring anything that was done for the IWP, and was continuing on. I asked him at that point, “Why are the IWPs not satisfactory to what you're looking to execute?” And he said, “Well, first off, they built the IWPs without coming to us, so they're scoped wrong. They're not how we want to execute.” So their first mistake was that they didn't do the regular IWP scoping sessions, obviously. The second thing he said is, “They're huge. No general foreman or foreman is going to carry these with them. They leave them in their trucks, they leave them on site, they leave them all over the place. There's so much fodder in here that's just not needed. I don't need to know what maybe the suspected spec might have been for the bug that we were looking at, that might have been there the day before.” I know you didn't understand that, I didn't either, but that's the way he put it. “They don't need to know a bunch of crap within the IWPs, or they're too big. Sorry, guys don't look at them, they just rip them out, and then they leave the IWPs all over the field. We actually got a citation for housekeeping due to IWPs being left out in the field and paper blowing around the site.” I couldn't believe it when I was listening to the superintendent, as I'm sitting there to do an audit, but this is all real. So I asked him what would make it better. He said, “Well, there's the obvious. Involve us in the planning process, but let's just get IWPs that are sized correctly.” And what he meant by size is that the paper is all functional. So let's go through the template, and that's kind of where some of this came through. And actually, part of that was through interview with that superintendent to say, “Tell me, what do you really need. I was a general foreman once upon a time, I've been out in the field, I’ve got an idea of that, but you tell me what you think you really need.” And a lot of that is basically what I incorporated into this template when I originally drafted it many years ago. Let's take a look at the cover page first. This cover page is important. You need to be able to take a glance at it, pick it, take a look at it and see the basics of this work package, and we know what it is. Just like our intelligent nomenclature that we talked about, the cover page does the same for identification. So I can see very quickly that CWA 04 is for some pump piping, I can see that quite easily. I can see how it's referenced in, and I can see very quickly right here all my reference documents associated with it. We can look at the work scope. The work scope should be no more than one or two sentences. If you've got a four paragraph work scope, you got too big a work package, I can guarantee that. Your work scope should be very, very quick, because it's a brief identification of exactly what the IWP is. It is not a play by play. It is not an instructional paragraph telling you, “Connect point one to point two, and spool six connects to spool seven. And once you've connected that you need to torque flange XYZ”, that is not a scope of work. That is for the foreman and general foreman to figure out, that is their job. That is not the job of the WorkFace planner. So if that's in the IWPs, you’ve got a problem. So let's look at what needs to be in here. So, on the first page there is the work scope summary, reference drawings, table of contents. Then right here in the middle, this is the parent schedule ID. CWP start, CWP finish, and when this was issued for execution dates are in here. Not meaning when this IWP supposed to be started, this is when it was actually issued, saying that this was ready to go. Now the CWP start and finish, why do we have those not start and finish dates for the IWP? Because, remember, the IWP is supposed to be executed within the constraints of the CWP. And we often will plan this externally, but when we build these packages, the parent ID is that level three schedule activity. Our smart nomenclature is here below that. On this particular project, the scan code was also included in here, which is basically your cost code, because they had a rather extensive library of scan codes, so we utilized that. And then of course, who the planner is, whose neck to choke for a crappy IWP, and this particular one was me. So, very basic on the cover page. 
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Then we get into the meat and potatoes. A picture is worth a thousand words. The next page on my IWP template is exactly that, an isometric top and front view, view of the side, these are the minimums. Often if it's more complicated, you're going to have more pictures, if it's less complicated, you may have less pictures. But the 3D images need to be on there so that you can very quickly see what the scope is. 
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Then we get into the field materials. In this case, these are the required field materials for this IWP. What's missing from here is nuts, bolts and gaskets, and the reason why nuts, bolts, and gaskets are missing from here is because they were free issue, and this was designed as a piping field materials picklist. This was actually a copy of the requisition that went to the warehouse for these materials. So, when you create the field materials list, a lot of people miss the ball on creating them, and they take our full MTOs from engineering that we create, or the bills of material that we put on the isometrics, those MTOs. And they look at it and they see that all the fabricating information is in there, the straight pipes, the elbows, the flanges, all that kind of stuff, and then put that in the IWP. We don't need that. When it goes to the field, you want it piece by piece as it's going to come out of the warehouse. If it's spools, if it's valves, whatever it is, for each component that you're supposed to be ordering, that's what the field material list should look like. 
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Then we've got an exploded view showing what all the field materials are. This is extremely helpful and saves hours often when people are looking for things that they can't find a spool or you've got a new apprentice that's going to find stuff. These exploded views are really handy. A lot of software will do these for us, blow them apart. These exploded views give us something to go look at because, it's a shame that in today's day and age a lot of new apprentices and trades people that are coming out don't know how to read an isometric, don't know how to read a drawing that's out of scale, and understand what that actual spool looks like. That's difficult for a lot of people. It's an art form to be able to read it and understand what you're looking for, so we shortcut that and give an exploded view so that you can see what those components are for quick and easy access and identification. 
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The next thing is weld lists, weld progressing checklists. There's two ways to do this. There's either the done or not done way, which is what's in this particular IWP. Or the next level is if you do full weld mapping and weld bubbles in the isometric where we've got, who the welder was that signed off on it, what the date was, and the signature, in those weld bubbles, depending on how you're doing a weld mapping. This is a QA/QC integration aspect, so the WorkFace planners need to work with QA/QC, to identify in the IWP template, what they're doing. If it's going to be just done or not done for progressing purposes, or we're actually going to start weld mapping through the IWP. I've seen it done both ways. It's kind of a 50/50 mix, it depends on the QA/QC department, the QA/QC manager, and their level of want to integrate with other departments. Sometimes I just find old QA/QC guys that are like leave me alone, I'll do my own thing, which often happens as well. So welds done or not.
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Then we've got bolt ups, that are done or not, often this is the same kind of thing. With this many bolt ups, the torque sheets would have to be included with the technical documents here, because there's torque requirement for each one of these flanges to be bolted up.
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Then you've got the rates and rules of credit, the rules of credit steps, if you will, for the installation of these items. How we're progressing these installations to be able to show that they're done. In this particular rules of credit, they've got four stages for each of these piping components, and there's a checklist list here for ease of progress, making it very easy to just click it off. Either we do it this way, with the boxes, or create a table for them to check off. We find this is much, much easier for the craft to just simply go, “Okay, yes, that's cool. I've done that on it.” There's no mistakes then, no false reporting, it is what it is. It makes it very, very easy to do quantity survey on, because you've got a guy who's checked the box pointing to a spool. There's no saying, “Oh, I meant it was that spool.” It's pretty simple to progress correctly on a system like this. 
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Alright, then we've got safety information. You've got a captive audience. Safety information such as muster points, locations, radio numbers, who the area individual is responsible for safety, any safety considerations for this IWP are to be populated in here. We include these forms in every IWP. Especially if you've got new guys out there on field. I mean, what's your attrition on staff there's always rotation, right? New people may not know where the muster points are. This is obviously a Greenfield plant, because there's no advisement to look for wind socks or smoke plumes, because that would obviously change where your muster points are, but in this case, it was Greenfield. And also identifying radio frequencies and stuff like that for ease of action to safety. 
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Then we've got access planning. What is the access planning sheet an IWP? This is the equivalent to say, a scaffold or other requests. But guess what? You don't always need a scaffold. Sometimes a rolling scaffold, sometimes a manlift, and sometimes if you're in a shutdown turnaround and you're servicing a flare, it may be an actual rope access, where you're hanging off a rope to do it. There's multiple different types of access, scaffold isn't always the answer. In this case, it may be. What we do in access planning is we will identify and mark the height, so that we're measuring in the model, as to where our weld points or our bolted locations, and need access for these, where our welders are going to be doing specific work. In this particular case, the lower welds here, 2.3 meters, they can be accessed simply by standing on a box. So that 2.3 meters, that's basically almost seven feet, so they can be just standing on a box to access those. So there's just a basic step up requirement. And then in this particular case, there was a 10 by 20 scaffold that was built above this piping to access those welds. Regardless, this shows where we need access, and what we're going to need access to and shows where it is. This makes it easy for scaffold planning and scaffold discussions, as far as what we're going to need for access here. So we're not planning what we need for scaffold, we're planning what we need to access, so that scaffolders, the experts, can help us identify what we're going to need there for scaffold. 
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Okay, then identifying permit requirements, and identifying in the description also when this permit is required. Some permits you can get ahead of time. A lot of permits are morning out for access and other identifying what permit is going to be required here, and when that permit is issued. Other things you can get ahead of time, such as confined space, or fire watch, those types of things where you've got those things in place. Those types of permits can be ahead of time, but they need to be identified and addressed also. What is required, the time when it's required, those types of things. Field coordination constraints, these are issues, and a place to log the issues that are coming from the field. Items that were found that held them up.   
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Then, of course, technical drawings. In this particular case, we’ve got six technical drawings that make up this IWP, and those technical drawings are here at the back of the actual IWP itself. All this being the predecessor to the actual work. These diagrams are the isometrics. 
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Then finally, bringing up the tail is probably the most important aspect of the whole IWP from a controls point of view, which is the IWP release for approval section. So, this is the signature box as to who has signed off on it. In this particular case, we had six different people that needed to sign off on the IWP. Try to keep it as streamlined and targeted as you can, for certain things. Who needs to sign off and authorize that that IWP is complete and looks good?If QA QC is involved, they're going to want to signature on it from the construction management, often somebody signs off from that point of view. If you're involving safety in the review of these, sometimes safety wants to see them, but make sure that you limit the people who can see them to those who are necessary only, because each one of these persons can become a bottleneck in the issuance of the IWPs. We still need to sign them off, they need to be signed off by individuals to ensure that they're good to go and that they're ready to head out. Then as we go down the list here is the capture of any incomplete scope. Then site initiated RFIs, showing if there were any RFIs that were required during the execution of this IWP. And finally the signatures for close out. So this actually has been closed. We've completed it, and it's signed off by several individuals to say that yes, for sure this IWP has actually been completed. So that's your typical IWP, that's a very basic template. I like to show the IWP template to every group, because it’s the be all end all for everything that we do in AWP. Don’t let anybody fool you. It’s all about getting this IWP functionally constraint free and issued out to the field, so they can access, they can issue, and they can successfully execute the work that we've designed as engineers, to get it out there. This is how our work is consumed by the trades people in the field, and I figured I'd better show it to you, so that you knew what the end result was for, all that we do ahead of schedule. Model based tools may not be available to you on some projects. For the field crews, the 3D model shots may be the most important aspect, along with the materials and the drawings. The field crews love the models, it’s become something that they really do use, and it’s a huge help to them. I've witnessed that lots of times, it's like you get a well built IWP and you get a program running with well built IWPs, and you've got a field that's used to receiving them and then there's a hiccup in that and they lose it. They truly become dependent on them. That's the way they expect to see the work and they come to expect it. This makes my life so much easier. I've got no more questions. I don't have to sit there and interpret the isometric. So when I send my first year apprentice to the laydown yard to retrieve my spools, he doesn't spend two days trying to find spools because he thought they looked like the isometric. All those types of issues that are real, that do pop up. A 3D model shot, a picture's worth 1000 words. When it comes to helping us expedite in the field and drive things forward, it helps because unfortunately, even though we don't like it, sometimes our projects are so big that we exhaust the resource pool of the area. So we get some people that are not that qualified in the field, and having these aids helps them go through the learning curve much faster. I worked a project in Nigeria once, and we did similar things in Kazakhstan also, but when you get into these areas that it's not a matter of English as a second language, it's a matter of there's 30 languages spoken on the site. In that type of situation you can take a shot at a dartboard, and you're probably not going to hit the right language for the person that's consuming the information. It's not a matter of literacy, or those types of things. It's just a matter of multi-nationality on site. When I was in Nigeria, there was so many different people out there, so many different languages that are spoken, so many different tribal languages that were spoken, that when we developed the IWPs, we actually started using a lot of symbols in their explanations. A lot of pictures, and a lot of symbols. We taught the crews what the symbols meant, and it was the central language to the site, kind of thing, and out they went. So it's a basis where the IWP is your communication tool to the field. I worked in Russia and Kazakhstan, in Tengiz. When we were working in Tengiz, we had a lot of Russian spoken, but there were also several other languages, including Turkish, and sometimes you’ve got to change up the way those IWPs hit the field, because you're not sure exactly who's going to be consuming them. But they need to be as simple as possible. So many people get caught up in that, and maybe the superintendent's feedback is to give them the 3D model shots, the materials and the drawings, and we're good. Well, you can see this, this IWP is not far beyond that. It's a positioning document upfront. 3D model shots, the material stuff, material explanation, 3D shots of the materials, The progressing data, then we've got some safety information and access management sheets, and the technical drawings, and some control drawings. It's the bare minimum, don't be so crazy with the IWPs, I've seen some that are novels that just alienate the field. But when you give them a well executed, easy to read IWP, they get used to using them and they just love it.Now that we have scaffold modeling tools, that access part is really interesting. If we're doing direct hire scaffold or if we're doing a subcontract scaffold, we would we want to give them that information, and that may be modeled in the CWP. Once you put it in a three week look ahead, it's an easy exchange to that subcontractor or direct hire that you don't even have to get evaluated, it's already kind of in the IWP. If you take the WorkFace planning training, we talk about the lifecycle of the IWP in extreme detail, and one of the sections within there is a brown constraint removal, and the first pass constraints, and what we're doing in those flow charts. And one of those things is notifying our soft trades, early in advance. When you notify the soft trades that IWP has been planned, and this is the general time that it's going to be issued, that drawing is typically what we would submit. The evolution of this depends on who you're working with, for the scaffold group. BrandSafway, they've got some awesome software, those guys know their stuff. I've worked with them several times on the information management point of view, and they're great to work with, because you can send them a sheet like that in advance, and they'll send you back a model shot with the scaffold in it, to show you what the scaffold is going to look like, so that you can include that in your IWP. The other thing that makes great communication was by sending the scaffold coordinator some basics on that. They can identify, for instance, if there's six other IWPs in that area, we're going to build a dance floor at that level. Much, much cheaper. Let's not do these single build scaffolds. They can start to build what the scaffold plan really looks like by getting it to them in advance. And some of the feedback that we got from them is, “We do scaffold. Let us build the scaffolds. Let us analyze this stuff, not the WorkFace planners. Have the WorkFace planners give us the information we need to do that.” And that's kind of where that access management sheet came from. We started this with an example of where we want to scaffold, and every time we submitted that to a scaffolder they say, “I can't build it like that. I can't build it in that area. I can't build it at that elevation.” We're saying well, it was just a general shot. “Well, yeah, but I can't build it exactly like that.” It's like oh, don't get caught up in the graphic. This is what I need to access, and there's a bit of a fight. So, where this came from is just by saying okay, here's what I need to access. Here's the information you need to know, here's the elevations that I need to be tied to. And then you if you’ve got a group like BrandSafway, and their proprietary software where they literally model it in 3D and then send you a picture of it back. It's pretty cool stuff. But that's good feedback that we got from scaffold, we wouldn't want to do those submissions. What we have in the IWP is exactly what they're expecting. I mean, not all scaffolders are going to agree with that, some of them want you to do their job for you. Some of them want to do their job, which is kind of what we're what we're saying with this, and I don't mean that to sound crass. But some scaffolders want to truly get involved in planning in more detail to save the project money, and the type of scaffold and identifying. We call it access management, not scaffold management, because we don’t always need a scaffold, right? If I got one weld over here, am I going to build a scaffold for it? No, I’ve got clear access over here, I'm going to probably put you in a man lift to get up to that, because it's one shot deal. Those types of things, or you're going to analyze future trades also, right, which is a very big key. What I mean by future trades is, you're going to need it for pipe fitters, to get up there and hang that stuff. But then you might have insulators, you might have heat trace to the engine, so the electricians are going to be up there. You're going to have all kinds of inspection. You might have post weld heat, treat, all these things. Multi-trade use of scaffolds is a big deal, right? So rather than tear downs and rebuilds, if you got a good scaffolder, what they're going to do is they're going to put this in here and they're going to put it as a start date, and then they're going to automatically look for subsequent trades to take ownership of the scaffold. A lot of them work by the six month rule. If the scaffold needs to be torn down and re-built within six months, leave it up, because it's cheaper to rent it than to tear down and build it again. Those types of criteria are really important when you do your access planning, so that you can start to save the project money. Scaffold planning is one of those things that is kind of near and dear to my heart ever since I had a project that was totally sideways. And it wasn't on me directly, but it was a project that I was witnessing and helping with. It was a Coker project in the Northern Canadian oil sands, and we had several engineering issues. There were some vendor data issues. At the time, it was the largest lift in North America that had ever been conducted. We had this 15 storey Coker that were lifting all at once to put into place. There were all kinds of things, the ring crane was late, you name it. What ended up happening, of course, because it's the Northern Canadian oil sands, we ended up getting pushed through the summer months, and we ended up doing the lift in the fall and had to finish the dress out through a Canadian winter. So you can imagine what happened with our scaffold, our scaffolding turned into hoarding. And the entire 15 story structure had to be completely hoarded. We went nearly 40% TIC in scaffolding cost to make schedule to get that sucker up. And it was all because we had some problems with some vendor data to start with, and we had problems getting the ring crane up when we needed it, so our lift was pushed back. If we hadn't had the basis that first oil is more important than pushing this till next spring, this scaffolding was a massive cost and ever since then, it's kind of been eyes wide open for me.  All right, so now you can say that you’ve seen an IWP. This was an example of an actual IWP that went out to a site. Some of the drawings have been scrubbed to protect the innocent, if you will, but now you've seen the basis of what we're working towards, to actually get things erected, and the information that they use. From engineering, our technical drawings and our model shots are key going forward. 
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Alright - now it's time for the nineteenth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number 19.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Fabricator: Coordinating Detailing and Fabrication EffortsWe're going to talk really quickly now about coordination of details for a fabricator, and then for the last half hour or so we're going to go through some contract language, just to make sure you're good and tired by the end of the day. The contract section is, pretty neat, and something you really need to consider. So, now we'll go through the fabricator, then I'm going to go and review the exam, and how you can write the exam, so that everybody's fully clear on that. Then we'll come back in, and we'll take on the aspect of the contract section.Alright, so let's jump into The Fabricator, coordinating detailing and fabrication efforts, and some of the things that we need to look at. 
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So right off the top, this diagram shows your typical workflow. This isn't that much different than before, for any of us who have worked in the engineering office in the past. Producing drawings, designing isometrics, and designing the models. But let's look at it. A1- Preliminary plant design and layout concept models are developed. We develop our basic routings, we've got our basic model developed, we're starting to evolve it. In the early beginnings it's conceptual. We've got pipeline runs, and we now have control stations and valving, and not much of that in there, but we're adding that as we go forward. We've got that preliminary plant design and layout. Sometimes the preliminary plant layout is done in conceptual software. An example of conceptual plant software is PlantWise, which is an auto routing software. You kind of throw your vessels into the different areas, kind of plan out what your layout is going to look like, so you lay out your basic plans based on your plot plan, and then you hit go. The software then routes all the piping and gives basic estimates for it. This type of software is very cool for early planning. They're really good for identifying early on how you're going to start to scope some of your CWPs and your basis, because it's going to give you real levels of breadth of understanding into the capacities of certain areas. So basically, they're based on industry norms, a lot of these algorithms that they run are based on what the expected norms have been for the amount of piping in these areas. It routes piping, generally the most efficient way it can. Sometimes it's really strange, but sometimes it's not bad at all. Basically, you put into vessels, the type of nozzles, type of process, you get it set up. It doesn't take very long to set the model up. You let it run, it crunches the numbers and auto routes the pipe, and you get a lot of quantities that you can start to bank against, for really good projections for the project that we do early on. And like I say PlantWise is one of them, it's pretty cool tool. So, whether it's preliminary plant design that you're doing, and actually one of those design systems or you've actually done some preliminary routing in a mainstream piping tool, like SmartPlant 3D, or an older PDS version, or something like that, and going forward and developing those models. A2- Project team collaborates to specify the path of construction as a sequence of CWPs through site plot plan.  We talked about that, the path of construction, developing that base and using our preliminary models to help guide that path of construction. A3- Piping design is iteratively evolved as lines routing across CWAs and line segments/isometrics, following CWA boundaries.  We're continuing to evolve that. Now we're getting into where we're starting to produce some of those basics in engineering.A4- Pipe spool detailers probe piece mark numbers and field welds onto digital isometrics by pip detailer. So, we've got our initial model. Depending on what your contract strategies are, I've noticed they've changed a lot over the years. If we go back 15 years, pipe spool detailers or fabricators are often responsible for setting all field weld locations and doing a lot of further detailing to pipe. Today, we tend to be designing everything in the office. It seems to be more common that the initial piping designers in the engineering houses are doing everything, right down to all the field weld locations and spool breaks. Not just identifying isometrics, which once upon a time as designers, that's all we saw in the office. Now you're seeing full spool breaks being identified, and sometimes SmartPlant has auto field weld detection tools and stuff. I don't know about you, but I've always found this lacking in trying to identify exactly where the field welds go. To me field welds need to be developed and identified during path of construction sessions, not by some algorithm, but maybe that's just me as old school, from an engineering office way back. So, all that identification of whether the detailer is fully detailing them, including the spool piece mark numbers and the field weld locations, whether that's being done here or there or in concert through a development process, working with the details on that.A5- Pipe isometric drawings and data are assembled into contract releases and issue to the construction labor contractors.  Based on some of these early details, that's where our original labor contracts start to get sized for bid, so that they can start taking a crack at what exactly it's going to cost, or how much time it's going to take to build this. Then of course from all that now we've got a basic model we've got a breadth of size and estimation for it. A6- Pipe fabricators deliver spools to site by agreed upon requirements of CWP scope and timing. So based on what we did in our path of construction, we've come to an agreement, if you will, with the fabricators schedule. And this is something that you need to control when it comes to your site fabricators. It's a gentle control, if you will, when it comes to your project fabricators, especially around pipe. We often find in steel, it doesn't affect us nearly as much but in pipe, it really can kick our butts. And what I'm referring to is that a good pipe fabricator will tool up to do certain runs of pipe. Meaning they may be tooled up on their cut tables to do four-to-eight-inch pipe, or then they might do 10 to 14 inch, or however, they're going to do certain groupings, and they're going to do say, runs of six inch till they're blue in the face, and it could be a six inch for a specific unit. But what does that do? First off, for the fabricator it gives them more of a true manufacturing production line type basis for fabrication of the spools, and they're much more efficient in creating them and developing them and getting them out there into the laydown yard. But the truth is, if we don't have controls and we haven't brought fabrication into our path of construction identification and into our controls from engineering as to what we need when, what often ends up happening is they will send it all to the field. So there needs to be an agreement struck with the fabricators that if they want to do full production runs of side by sides like that, which is much faster and much more efficient for them, that they should have a lay down area to be able to do it. Or maybe our project situation is that we've got endless laydown area, where it doesn't matter if they're going to do production runs. I worked at TCO in Kazakhstan, which is off the Northern tip of the of the Caspian Sea. If you're out there, there's like one tree named Jim, and the rest of it, as you can see the curvature of the earth and the horizon, there is just nothing out there. And I'm not talking about like snow wasteland, I mean there's just nothing. It's grassland as far as the eye can see with literally about two trees. There is no end of places to lay things down, so you have no issues with that. But if you're building a plant, say in Texas City, or building a plant in Fort Saskatchewan, which is like 50 plants all grouped together in a tight area, and lay down areas are like trying to build a condo in downtown Singapore. That's going to cost you a bunch and you're going to have to fight for every inch of that lay down. So, you got to be very careful with your fabricators. You’ve got to make sure that fabrication schedule is tied to what your requirements are on site, or at least the fabrication delivery schedule is. We don't want to quash their productivity, but we also don't want them to send spools to site as they want to send spools to site. Because they'll do that, they will clog your laydown area full of one production run, and then move to the next production run, and then you get your execution contractor knocking on your door going, “So apparently I’ve got no more lay down area. I’ve got 10,000 spools sitting out there in the lay down area and I can’t install one spool.” You've probably heard all that a lot, but generally you hear that because the fabricator has been allowed to do a full production run on piping and plugged up the laydown area. Working with the fabricator for agreed on requirements is key, making sure that the scope and timing is correct. And if they have a big lay down area, and they want to lay the stuff down, awesome, let them lay down. They can ship it as required based on the CWP requirements, but you’ve got to come to an agreement with that, because the first off, you don't want to quash the productivity. You don't want them retooling their tables every day, they're going to want to do production runs, and you’ve got to find that happy medium. So, I probably beat that to death, but it's important, because it can screw up your project in a big way when you've got plugged lay down areas and can’t install anything. A7- Construction labor contractors iteratively refine their site execution plans. So those contractors continue to work with that, as it drives back into the iterative basis of the isometrics and the CWA boundaries and how that's all flowing.A8- Piping WorkFace planner for the contractor develops and issues constraint free IWPs to the crew. After all these previous steps have happened, and the construction labor contractors have iteratively refined the site execution plans, the WorkFace planners build those IWPs, like the one that we just referenced, and out to the site it goes for execution.A9- Pipe spools are erected by on site by well planned scope and sequence of IWPs. Now, I’ve given a piping example here, but it kind of rings true across most of them. I bring up a piping example because as I stated, piping is often one of the worst ones when it comes to out of sequence delivery to site. It may not be able to send out of sequence to your fabricator, but it's often going to be out of sequence to your execution, and you’ve got to be careful of that and control it. 
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Fabrication Alignment - Work Process Diagram
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Presentation Notes
Looking at this now from a point of view of a workflow. We won't go through this in detail, because it really is repetitive. The first thing is identifying what type of project it is. Is it an off-site field pipe fab or on site fab? What's the off-site steel fab? What’s the off site precast, so that we have pre-casts for foundations and such. Very popular these days, it’s getting to be more and more, we're seeing a lot of pre-casts for foundations, where we'll drill piles, put pile caps in, and then set our precast on top of it and backfill around it. Pretty efficient, but you’d better have a good logistics plan, because it can go sideways in a hurry. And do we have on site fab shops? This is what I was alluding to before, with on site fab shops. Do we need an actual on-site fab shop? Or is the execution contractor going to erect an on-site fab shop as a part of the same contract? Is it a separate contract? This is all part of the project engineering. You need to understand what the requirements are. We gave that explanation of that pipe rack, where you saw all of those headers that were all heavy welding at elevation. That all should be super spools that are built in the on site fab. So, whatever your criteria is there, whether you're going to hire a separate contract or it's going to be part of the mechanical contract, however it is I don't care, you need to definitely have those considerations brought forward.Based on these questions, yes or no, incorporate the approach. Map the requirements to define the CWP. Bring all these things through as far as what it is, then prepare the AWP contract for them. We're going to look at contracts here right away, but you need to identify all of the different fabricators often. This is pretty standard criteria, however, from engineering, and when we look at identifying our CWPs, and we go through the path of construction, we're helping to guide these models. I give that example when I teach this class of on site fab versus off site fab, and that example of creating super spools for the headers because it's a very good question. This can become a very quick slowdown, where I've seen lots of sites go forward and then some general foreman somewhere goes, “I don't want to build those spools at elevation like that, I'm looking for lay down.” And they start lobbying for lay down and start setting up this fab shop to put these super spools together instead, or they're sitting down there at the base of the rack welding these things together before they go up onto the fin fan coolers. I've seen that a lot, where they're blocking work fronts because they have to build everything on the ground. Those types of things need to be considered early, because the tradesmen will address it and look at better ways to do it, and you'll be dealing with them trying to find easier ways to do it, and that all hugely affects productivity, when they're sidetracked like that. So, putting the contracts in place, defining them, preparing them, getting the contracts out there, identifying what your approach is, is very key. And then review the fabrication alignment through the strategy and plans, making sure that your plan as far as execution and your issuance of your drawings for engineering and your project engineering lines up directly to how we're going to be supporting things to the field. Most of us, as engineers, are never going to be involved in any of this, but if you're involved early on in the project and you're producing deliverables for the project, you're often going to be involved in meetings where this is considered. And as an engineer, when you're sitting in a planning meeting, and you don't bring up the fact that we’ve got a lot of headers at elevation on this sector, we’ve probably got six months worth of work for an onside fab facility. Those are the kind of things that as engineers we need to bring forward and ensure that the project starts to take those into consideration. All right, so little bit of preaching there, but it’s extremely important to bring your contracting strategies with fabricators and your alignment with your fabricators right through from engineering to project execution, because they’ll either bury you in spools, or you won't get the production on site because you haven't set up your contracts appropriately for them. Those are a couple major aspects to that. 
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Fabricator Reporting and Status
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Then we have fabricator status reporting. In your contracts, and we're going to talk about that from the contracts, so we're going to show some examples in the contracts. This is important. Fabricator status gives us a view into the availability and possibility of our actual plans. So when we start looking at this, being able to graphically view what the fabricator progresses is key, because we need to be able to see where it is. If you look at the status here, this is an older ConstructSim status, but it still rings true. Spool not identified, so we don't even know what that spool is. There's some situations here where engineering hasn't even sent the information to the fabricator, you see the black stuff in here. We don't know what that is. So, spool not identified. Iso drawing received, so the detailers and fab facility have received these drawings, so it's all in orange. Spool in production is yellow, so they've started doing a production run, because you can see a lot of the same size all blown up. Spool assembly is complete, so they finished some spools, you see where that's all complete, and then shipped and on hold are the blue and the red respectively. So nothing's been actually shipped or on hold. Where this is very, very useful for the WorkFace planner is as we get to that T minus 8, T minus 6, and T minus 4 weeks out. We can look at statuses like this, and if your today status is saying they just received the drawing, and you've got an average of eight weeks turnaround on production, never mind shipping, are you going to make that that date? Obviously, before raising a huge red flag, we know that you aren’t going to make that date, and a good WorkFace planner is going to be able to do a feasibility study like this just by looking at a 3D drawing, and go, “If the fabricator is really just detailing that drawing right now, there's absolutely no way in heck that I'm going to be able to execute based on my schedule now.” Therefore in those sessions, you're going to have to adjust the timings, because we're going to see that the fabricator is not going to be able to do it. Or, it may be a situation where you got to go to that fabricator and they need to expedite and if it was contractually obligated that they delivered things by certain timeline, we need to look at that. But it's a great indication into the visibility of the fabricator. Some fabricators want to operate as a black box. Meaning, “Okay, we'll meet your dates and we'll ship you the spools, and we'll let you know when they've shipped.” In today's day and age, we require a lot more information. We want to see what their status is so we can see if that spool is in production. Is that spool created? Is it just in detailing? So this is a contractual requirement, to require this data. 
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Fabrication Alignment - Overview
Pipe Spool Fabrication
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Alright, we’re going to look at what the fabricators overview is. What are their functions and how do they execute their work? Let's look at it real quick. First off, they get the customer drawings. Then they go into detailing, to detail that, to identify how that's going to be built. Build their cut sheets, build those load files. Then it goes into their pipe cutting, they line those pipe tables, like I said, setting up their fab facility where they do their production runs. They set up their cut tables and their pipe cutting. Roll and position fittings, so they've got the rollers all set up, their welding machines are ready to go to, to position and roll the fittings. And then the welding of it, getting that happening. As we go through you can see what the basic schedule of fabrication is. Then we get to QA/QC, and finally handling. This is a pretty straightforward workflow, but we’ve got to understand it if we're going to understand when we're going to get items to site.
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Fabrication Alignment - Overview
Structural Steel Fabrication
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From a steel fabricator point of view, it's very similar type workflow, where depending on what's required, they're going to do specific work to satisfy that from a steel point of view. 
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Fabrication Alignment - Project Examples (Data Requirement) 
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Now we have fabrication alignment. This is a quick snapshot of an example of required fabricator data on a contractual obligation to a project, showing some of the basic things that are required. Showing what some of the basic nomenclature needs to be, some things that have to be delivered, attribution that needs to be delivered, field names, and definitions that need to be included. This is a snapshot of that from ROS dates and that basis. So, that was really quick on fabrication alignment. I tried to make up a little time there, because we had some really good discussion in other areas that we didn't want to quash, but there are a few things that are very key with the fabricator. What’s important in that is making sure that as your contracts are in place, they are written properly. You've got fabricator integrated schedules in place, otherwise they'll bury you in spools. Not the right spools, but they'll bury you in spools or steel. If you've got endless lay down areas, then that's fine, but you may end up with a whole bunch of spools even though you’ve got enough laydown area, with nothing you can install because it's not in your schedule accordingly. so., there's certain things we have to do with alignment with fabricators. Working with fabricators is an art. Making sure that you come to a middle ground that doesn't wash their productivity but still gets you what you want at site, when you need it is very specific. It starts with contracts and ends with integrated planning. Very key in driving these things forward. So, let's look at a quick quiz now.
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It’s now time for the twentieth quiz of the module.  Please exit the video and select Quiz 20 from your account dashboard.
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The Paper: Contract Requirements for AWPLet's jump into the lesson for The Paper, now. This is a little bit different module, and I leave it to the end because it's a really good one to sit, and discuss, and go around in different directions. 
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In The Paper, we're talking about contract requirements for AWP, and we're going to look at this a little differently. What are the contract inclusions? We need to specify requirements for Workforce Planning for construction contractors and subcontractor enablement. Pretty straightforward. Why do we do contracts? It's obvious, good paper makes good friends. We need to do it for enablement, we need to set standards, we need to set what the basics are for how we do these things. Our contracts are our lifeblood. If a poorly written contract is out there, a lot of execution contractors out there have people who their whole job is just picking the contract apart to identify exactly where some of the loopholes are, and what you can and can't do. I don't mean it to sound nefarious, but contract adherence, and contract manipulation is an art form. Truly, productively and properly worded contracts can save you a heck of a lot of heartache. I'm sure there's a lot of experience in the room that knows exactly what I'm talking about. But let's give you some basics on what the contracts and some of these contract inclusions look like. 
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Let's dig right in. The first one, AWP for engineering is a contract example for an engineering group, which from your point of view is exactly fitting. So, let's open the open the file here. This is a link to direct document. All right, so couple of things. From the Table of Contents point of view, a couple of things that are in here are alignment with the master schedule, alignment with engineering, alignment with procurement, pipe and steel fabrication, alignment with pre-assembly, and fabrication. You're starting to see things that tie to a lot of our courses and curriculum, and there's a reason for that. We want it to tie in as you take these courses, so you're prepared to dive into and functionally build some of these contracts, as well as execute them.So let's start going through the document, and we're not going to read it line by line, but this is where participation is key. I'm going to call out specific aspects from the contract, because I've often thought maybe I should just pull pieces out to show you slides of this kind of stuff, but when it really comes down to it, you want to see the real contract, right? You want to dig in and see what it really looks like. So that's why we're going to look at it this way and pull up some key items. Overview of work processes for engineering and Procurement. In a typical owners contract for an engineer that's executing AWP, some of the typical process inclusions are going to be the fundamentals key principles of AWP. So, beginning with the end in mind operational requirements, defining the start-up strategy through to completion. All engineering deliverables should be mapped and aligned with CWPs. You're starting to see a theme here on a lot of the things that we were training and teaching. All procurement deliverables, including purchase materials, vendor data and drawings should be mapped and aligned with the CWPs. The CWPs are further refined and subdivided into installation work packages. We talked about what the IWP is comprised of, all the stuff that we've discussed. So you're starting to see a theme, talking about the IWP and the delivery of documentation, the delivery and what everything needs to be mapped to. “AWP involves a suite of interactive work processes for effective project planning, from concept design through to start up and commissioning. The suite of AWP work processes that collectively form the best practice include: ” This is key. The path of construction, IAP sessions, encoding EWPs into master project schedule, and engineering alignment with CWPs, that’s the stuff that you're going to be involved with, and asked to be involved with, from the engineering point of view within the contract. Application of AWP to the Engineering. This is where we start getting into the meat of it, into the types of inclusions. And this sucker is 34 pages long, so we're going to hit some of the high points here and move forward, but you're starting to see kind of what the basis is of these. Contractor shall apply AWP best practices to identified project work scopes. So there's the key, “You shall use AWP”. During the development of the project execution plan, the project shall identify key project areas and phases to which AWP will be applied, including AWP processes affecting engineering contractor. So, as we continue to go through these you see it's a lot of “thou shalt”, and “AWP will apply to this”, and “You will use the application of AWP to optimize delivery and increased alignment” and so on. So, a lot of motherhood statements here, but it's a lot of clear delivery, saying that these methods are how you're going to execute the contract for an AWP enabled program. The project shall ensure that requirements for proper application of AWP and WorkFace planning “flow down” to any engineering contractors and subcontractors. So, for the primary contractor there needs to be communication with the subcontractors moving forward. Project shall ensure that the AWP manager has adequate influence within the overall project. You can't just hire a figurehead AWP manager. That AWP manager that's been hired within your organization needs to have an appropriate org chart position, because it's amazing how many times we’ve said, “Yes. we've got these positions. Frank over there in janitorial is the AWP manager. Those types of comments are not contract adherent. AWP work processes affecting engineering. We won't read all of this, but we're talking about path of construction identification, saying that you must be part of path construction, and you must be part of those interactive planning activities. Encoding CWPs in the master schedule is part of the duties. Engineering alignment with CWPs is important. Driving procurement and fabrication alignment with CWPs. Consolidate and validate the BOM by CWP. None of this should be a surprise, we've talked about it all over the last couple days right? Material feasibility analysis by CWP.CWP readiness reviews, talking about your requirement to be in those. All these things they pretty much line up to modules that we've all discussed in this course. So very key, identifying how you need to facilitate AWP on the project, and do your part in AWP, if you will.Alignment across project phases. Engineering contractor shall engage in formal interactive planning. So there's interactive planning requirements. Incorporate input into commissioning and operations or start-up strategies. Project shall gather adequate input from operations. So you must work with operations in this. The project shall self delineate and communicate the scope and sequence of the CWPs to the engineering contractor, saying that you will get the scope and sequence of these. The project shall document and communicate the CWP release plan to the engineering group. So this is outlining exactly what you're going to get, if you will, the project. Alignment of the master schedule, a whole section on how contractually you must align to that master schedule. Alignment of engineering. The engineering contractor shall incorporate CWAs and CWPs into the design. That's those attributes we were talking about, whether you're using a volume to do it, or you’re hardcoding attributes, however it’s happening, it's right here in the contract that that needs to be done. Engineering contractor shall report the status of engineering deliverables. You need some type of a deliverable mechanism to report status of deliverables. Engineering contractor shall clearly communicate regular report status of engineering. Engineering contractor shall track and report status of engineering deliverables against each CWP. That's very key. Again, tying to CWP as our central discussion point, kickoff point, and synchronization area. Project shall ensure construction communicates the latest priorities for construction needs to the appropriate engineering teams as a project begins to issue the release of the CWPs. Engineering contractors shall identify and communicate where vendor data and deliverables may have a negative impact on timely delivery. This is a controversial one. This is often one that, through contracting, gets pushed back on because basically what this is saying is that based on the subcontract or contracts, have the vendor data that's required to support engineering, you as the master engineering house are responsible for the negative impacts of that vendor data. That's important. That's a big deal. A lot of contracts will say that, and not let you out of the loop as the engineering contractor, that's all part of it. Unless they have contracted those vendors, isolated incidences like that do occur. For instance, if it's an LNG plant, often the owner has contracts directly with Siemens or GE themselves for the LNG, turbines, which are basically plants unto themselves. So that's definitely not the engineering contractor, that's specific to the project contractor. But typically, if we're talking about some vessels, the vendor vessels, exchanger racks, all that kind of stuff, that all falls into our typical fabricator alignment and the main engineering house is on the line for that delivery. We just want to show you what a true contract inclusion looks like. These are appendices from a real contract that I'm showing you here, for an engineering group. These are the appendices, but the real contract said, “thou shall utilize AWP in the execution of your work, based on appendices” such and such, which is what this is. So, this were the appendices inclusion for the contract with engineering. As a real contract, looking at it from the point of view of the details of how AWP often affects our contracts. This probably doesn't look a whole lot different than appendices and actions that you've seen in typical contracts before for engineering. What you're seeing that's different is that there is CWP in the mix, there’s AWP methodologies all over the place, and where we may have had a project deliverable, now it may be twisted a little bit to an AWP deliverable, based on the type, and following into the AWP alignment. So as we continue down, alignment with procurement, so all these points are talking about how engineering must align with procurement, how they need to report. The contractor shall track and report the status of the deliverables, import procurement deliverables and other project participants to the design as the design evolves. Project shall identify and expedite planned deliverables for materials and equipment that would negatively impact the CWP from starting on schedule. What are we saying there? You're going to tell us what the long leads are. That's what that request is. Negatively impact the schedule is a long way of saying we need you to know, that we need you to tell us what long leads are. Project shall report the procurement status material shortage and expediting statuses on project on projects by CWP. So now it's saying based on all that all that procurements status, we need to report it by CWP, and these are the biggest keys when we go through this, is identifying by CWP that you're responsible for certain things. You need to report it, and it needs to be tracked. Thou shalt send us any vendor delays, those types of things that you're seeing.The project shall routinely perform a material feasibility analysis by CWP on materials and commodities. So we talked about feasibility analysis and whether our present material supplies are matching and meeting us on our material feasibility. And that we're matching some of the project schedules if you will, or the project schedule for delivery of the CWPs and execution of the CWPs. Basically, easy way to say that is does our material match our level three schedule? Because remember, our CWPs are tied to our level three. A lot of times in the past this engineering requirements table that's in here, because that's really what we're looking at the engineering requirements table. Instead of saying by CWP this often referred to by master schedule. If you saw a lot of your previous contracts that said by master schedule, by master schedule, by master schedule, that's basically the same thing we're saying here, except we're saying by CWPs. So, we're delineating exactly where in the master schedule you need to report against, if you will. The project shall dynamically compare the materials by CWP quantities and required on site ROS dates, against the planned material deliveries as committed to by the associated vendors and shipping, lots estimated time of arrival eta dates. That's a long way of saying everything from your contractors, everything from your suppliers, everything from your fab houses, all of those things in procurement. We need to see those rectified and those eta dates against our ROS dates, and any disconnections from our master schedule need to be addressed. Again, we're saying it with CWPs and we're seeing it with ROS dates, received on site, and eta of course, but that's the language that we're putting forward. Alignment of pipe and steel fabrication. The project shall incorporate construction work areas (now we're talking about higher level using construction workers and then into construction work packages) and CWPs into detailing and shop manufacture of prefabricated items ( i.e. pipe, spools, and structural steel beams) for the project using AWP. So tracking all of this stuff by these work areas and these packages, you CWPs and again, remember, we're looking at pipe and steel fabrication project shall communicate priorities, timing requirements for prefabricated materials. So basically, what we're saying here is that we will, as a project give you the Engineer all of the dates you need to follow to help prioritize the work. The project shall track and report the status of materials prefabrication against the target release dates of the CWPs on the project. As engineers we need to track our material delivery against the CWP, which is basically saying your materials must match up to the master schedule. Project shall monitor the availability of prefabrication of engineering to order materials by CWP and installation. So a lot of this we're talking about some prefabs, those types of things. If you're using prefabs, foundations those kinds of items in here, reporting status and tracking of it. Projects shall track and report the status of shipping loads and delivery prefabricated materials to the jobsite. So again, from a procurement point of view, what's happening? What's coming up with prefabricated items? If there's a heavy piping fabrication component to this contract, then obviously, we need reports and tracking against those. Now granted, contract inclusions such as this are going to change depending on the type of contract of course, right? If you’re a full, true EPC, if it's turnkey, if it's a hard dollar, depending on the type of project, some of this is going to change, but this is basically a wide open basis, showing that this is really a time and materials type contract, if you will, typical EPC contract. The project shall effectively incorporate CWPs for pre assembly fabrication into the AWP strategy. So this is alignment to prefabrication. Now, we won’t go through all these items, it's basically a lot of all the above needs to be in there, you need to track it, you need to plan it, you need to drive it by CWP, from a pre assembly and fabrication point of view. So alignment with procurement, alignment with engineering, alignment with the master schedule, alignment with prefabrication assembly. We're starting to see a theme here of how the contract is going to be set up, to say that you need to align and talk with all these groups. Data integrations this is where stuff starts to get interesting. This is quite open, if you will, if you ask me right now, but data integrations here. There’s a massive amount of information that needs to be transmitted between engineering and project. But if we're looking at this, some of the key ones that I would pull out of here, routinely export intelligent 3D models into the construction integration tool. That's probably one of the biggest ones as a contractual obligation. We're seeing that now everywhere, where the 3D model is not a contractual deliverable. Now it always is. I'm sure you're all aware of that. I mean, as engineers, even just from a historical point of view, we used to beg, plead and ask as nicely as we could for the 3D model, And it was often a gift from engineering to the field. Now our contracts state, it must come like that. We must send our 3D environments, our intelligent 3D models to the field. And as we go through, there's often appendices here, that would say, what is an intelligent 3D model, there would be a list of attributes that have to be in that model often that would be attached to this document. If you take our information management course, and Information Management setup course, a lot of those attributes and all that kind of stuff is tackled within that course for setting up your information systems. So that's probably one of the biggest ones that I have to highlight in the data side, is that the 3D model is now full deliverable. That's key. routinely export digital engineering lists course our lists have always been a deliverables. But here it says that it has to be a delivered virtual construction model with hierarchy. Routinely export piping spool isometric detailing data from contractors to properly augment virtual construction model. Well. What does that mean? If we want to add some more details to this contract, what should we be asking for? What type of files? PCF/IDF files, right? That's what we're asking for there. So we're clearly saying that the digital data from subcontractors, the spool isometric detailing data, to properly augment the virtual construction model, with hierarchy of piping spools and fill materials under pipe isometric segments originating in the 3D model. So what we're saying is, as that is detailed, wherever it is detailed, it's a way of saying, if your fabricators detailing it or the your detailing it in house, we need that spool data. If that spool data doesn't exist in the model, we need those contractor PCF IDF files so that we can rectify that model. A lot of off the shelf tools have means of processing PCF and IDF files, to basically redraw the model as to that ‘as to be built’ that we talked about. That's an important aspect. That’s one of those things we talked about that sometimes it should be a free export, because it's something that they do anyways. But if you don't contractually ask for it like this, you'll get dinged for it later. Remember that explanation I gave of steel detailing the CIS 2 files from Tecla, costing a client $65,000 for somebody to press save. Just because it wasn't in the contract. Opening yourself up to change order is key, right? There's people who that's all they do is identify in the contract where there's potential holes for identifying change order. I've been involved in several contractor bid programs where they'll look at and they'll say, “Okay, that's a hole, I think we can reduce the contract because we're going to make some money there. This one's a hole, we can reduce the contract a little bit”, and then they'll typically go on a basis based on the vagueness and the holes within the contract, we believe that based on our real bid amount, we can back that up 15% based on what we estimate our change orders are going to make, and we're going to be able to change order to probably get 30 or 40% above that basis. It's amazing how many contractors look at bid that way. I guess as competitive world it is, it makes sense to do it, but be aware, right? That's all I can say is be aware that's happening, and the contractors will look for holes like this to change order you to death later. Because if you remember right, I said that original contract for steel said “thou shalt send digital drawings for the steel detailing to the contractor for execution and planning purposes.” They sent PDFs, they were digital, so they satisfied the contract because it wasn't detailed enough in the contract. Alright, enable the ability to import consolidated and validated BOM MTO data. So enabling ability, what we're saying here is this needs to be not just a PDF, this needs to be real data, it needs to be in a an access database, a SQL database, an Excel, whatever, however the size of the project is with the corresponding 3D graphics associated with it. So, transfer of that information.Export engineering model information, such as pipe isometric data, including weld takeoffs, and virtual construction models synchronized with the weld tracking NDE application, whatever that may be, based on the choice. The schedule would be adjusted based on the reality of what that choice of software is. Import status of NDE clearance. Non destructive testing as well. NDE clearance for pipe, pipe isometrics as input for constraint management and release of pipe hydro tests.So all that needs to be tracked, of course, that standard based on the virtual Construction modeling color coding, so that we can actually create status visualizations for it. That's key. That's the difference based on that information. synchronize engineering asset list between the virtual construction model and selected application for systems completions and certain certification management, including TOP, scope and definition. So on that basic data integration section, let's discuss that. So we talked a lot about certain things that are specific for AWP, or are they really specific for AWP? On the topic of does it cost more to bring a IWP into the engineering house, how much of this is merely a change to present methodologies, versus a true addition to present methodology? Some of this is just a sidestep, maybe changing the receipt, changing how it's prepared a little bit. What item in there would be a brand new task to us in engineering as in supplying data? Not much to identify in there that's not how we would typically do it anyways, just with a bit of an AWP flavor thrown in. So that's some of the key things that we need to look. Is this really that much different than how we've done it traditionally? Not necessarily. It is different in that there's, different starts, different finishes, some of that kind of stuff, different owners in those places, different names and things, different use cases. You know, it's pretty much mainstay now, but not that long ago, “routinely export intelligent 3D models” was something to send an engineering department into a tailspin, because that 3D model is not a contractual deliverable. It's not an IFC thing, we're not sending it out there somebody might build to it. That was always the fight for many, many years. Today, the 3D model is contractually required. It was even stated here. Now it stamped itself IFC, the models will carry IFC designations. That’s fairly new, and we're going in the right directions with our data. We're a little slow to adopt sometimes in engineering, and some of these technologies, and grasping and bringing them forward. But that's all important to understand. So years ago, that may have been different, but you know what, regardless of AWP or not, I don't know of a contract today where the 3d model isn't a deliverable from engineering anymore. It's pretty much mainstay. So with that, let's look at reporting and tracking. The project shall update and publish the following digital tracking reports from the project controls. So when we look at it from the point of reporting and tracking what this is, and we don't need to get into this in thorough detail. It's again, saying that we'll tie everything to CWPs and EWPs, and turn over packages, and a list of project subcontractors and associated EWPs CWPs and TOPs. So it's project tracking, it's basically all existing data just standing it on it’s ear a little bit, right? EWP, CWP, and TOP activity coding structures, pretty straightforward exports from all of these things. AWP managed master index of CWAs, CWPs, EWPs, and TOPs for the project, standard fodder within the AWP master index. It's basically our lookup tables of all those things and their relationships. EWP scorecard with constraint checks for all of these basis. Has this stuff all been done? Often what we'll do in an EWP scorecard is, it's kind of like the pre CWP release review kind of scenarios if you will, right. In this base of the EWP score card says all this stuff has been done for the EWP before we start breaking that and start creating the CWPs for contractual delivery. Now, depending on how you look at it, a lot of this stuff all feeds directly into the CWP. So this is where alignment between EWP and CWP development needs to coincide so that you're not double doing a lot of those types of things. Engineering assets that include fields identifying CWA, CWP, and TOP, for all engineering assets. So we need to segregate our models by these things. That's basically in essence, the repetitive nature of this entire contract is CWA, CWP, TOP. CWA to CWP to TOP. Regardless of what it is we need to report against it we need to produce against it and that's the way we segregate. So that's just the basis of the flavor of most of this. Progress curves for engineering, so they want to progress curves based on these types of typical requirements, very standard. All right, and then summary level engineering completeness status by CWP as we move forward. So that's basically the end of the inclusions or the append the end of this appendices of this specific report for engineering or this contract inclusion. 
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I’ll take you into these documents so you can seem more closely. So contract guidelines for advanced work packaging, module fabrication. This is what our typical documents look like, and then you go through the specifics, very similar to what we just went through for engineering, from each of these twists for module fabrication in this case. Let's look at pipe detailing and fabrication. So this would be more from engineering to fabrication, you're an EPC, handling all of that, including some of these work process highlights that we went through. Full lists of the sample contract language, that's even included in here. So this is samples of the type of stuff that needs to be included for the pipe fabricator. As you can see all the way through here. talking about the big one, digital isometrics files, we talked about the specifics. So that being the engineering general contract we just went through, if you're doing contracting with a fabricator, here you’ve got digital isometric files, electronic issue of all isometric drawings for pipe installation in PDF format, and corresponding IDF or PCF format. There's that one little note that could save you that $65,000 that we're talking about in that example. Spool detailing by CWP, pipe by iso transmittals, pipe spool fabrication tracking, pretty straightforward but more detailed. That first contract language that we went through kind of dictates back to this one, this is in more detail.For steel detailing, we'll see the CIS 2 requirements here. As we go down, a similar type format, definitely all geared towards the steel detailer, sample contract language. Here, let's see what we can pick out correctly. Following critical attributes, assembly piece mark, global ID, primary beam type, elevations, weights, length, CWP examples, and all of that tied to it. The digital data delivery requirements for detailing and structural steel, including PDF format. Then we get into the specifics of it for IFC detailing file. So you notice this has already changed and updated, they don't call themselves CIS 2 anymore, they’re called IFC detailing files. Talking about confusing for an industry in which IFC means issued for construction, right? I've said a few times, it just drives me nuts that the developers of Tecla did that, but that's referring directly to that IFC detailing file which is basically what the CIS 2 file was for steel once upon a time. So this is detailing all those digital deliveries that are required. Continuing along those lists, examples of all the different deliveries from the fabricator for the steel. So that kind of gives us a good summary of some contract inclusions and some of the things that you need to consider as you go through. If you really want to get into the details of these, when we offer the contractual delivery course, it's under construction right now, but it should be completed here very shortly. We’re just producing videos for it. The contents are all done, we're just madly producing videos to populate that LMS, for remote learning. So this will be coming up real quick, and there's a lot of super good information in here. And let's be frank, even if it's just about looking at these sample contracts, let alone the teaching in the class, that's what it's really all about, right? Being able to pinpoint in here, take a look at the samples, customize them to your organization and drive it forward. The value of these sample contracts is pretty immense, really.That phrase good contracts make good friends, it's what we live by, good paper, makes good friends. Without good paper, you're opening yourself to litigation, and there are those contractors out there that will take advantage of it. It's such a competitive market in so many different ways, that unless they take advantage of loopholes and problems with contracts, often they don't make money. In those situations, if you’re in a two bids and a buy type situations on everything. But absolutely is important, I believe, as important as understanding the processes, understanding of the contract to make sure it's there. Like I said, you have access to the LMS for the course materials. That's yours for two years, so save your login info somewhere, please come back and review the materials, these videos are going to be up there. Everything that we covered today will be up there for you to review at any time, to go through and start looking at these things. I'm going to also post an example of a digital thread template, the link to the assessment. I might just post the actual assessment file from CII, or at least the link to it, so that you can see that project assessment. Someone had asked if I know of a third party service to review contracts for people that are new getting into the AWP world. A lawyer that would be specifically smart in AWP, and does it really well. Someone that's well versed in in the AWP language in contracts that would offer contract review for someone that's getting into their first type of project. I'm not sure if there is specifically those types of lawyer, though. I'd have to get back to you on that. I've always done my own, and obviously been at it a long time, but I always kind of done it in concert with a lawyer, because I understand what's being asked for it, and then I translate it through the lawyers as far as what my obligations are. Because I don't know about you, but 9 times out of 10 true lawyer speaking is baffling to the basic person and what's actually being asked there.  Absolutely worst case scenario is that you’re always free to use me as a resource and ask certain questions, I can help to interpret some of those things. I do consult also to assist with some of that aspect if there's some interpretation from both AWP and how those jobs are going forward. So, get in there, fill out the survey, let me know how I did. Let me know what you thought of our materials, those kinds of things, give us constructive feedback, on areas that you think maybe we could have done a little bit better. You know, like that Robin guy speaks too fast. I hear that one a lot. I've done a lot of training in Korea and the Middle East and those areas. And that's a different animal. I tend to take advantage when I’m teaching to people whose first language is English, and speak a little too fast. I apologize for that. I have to double my times often when I speak in foreign countries, to enable some other some other groups to catch it.  I thank you all for being patient with me as we went through this, we covered a lot of information in two days. I hope you can give me great feedback on this course being presented in this virtual environment. We've twisted and changed things up a little bit to make things virtual friendly, through this partnership we've got with the ASI group.  Alright, thanks, guys. Thank you all. Thanks for the kind words. Fill out the survey. Good luck on your exams. Remember, come back to write it again if you want a better mark. 70% is passing. I have ultimate faith that you're all going to get that certificate, so no worries. It is 60 questions, and is probably a bit more complicated exam, but it’s not bad. We will talk to you soon, and hey, don't be strangers if you need some help. Reach out to me, robin@awp-u.com, very easy to remember. It's on a lot of literature, and you can always go to our website and hit me up through and for all the time. So thank you guys. Thank you for coming out. It's been fun. 
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Alright - now it's time for the twenty first quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard - click on quiz number 21.Good luck, see you back here soon.
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The Exam: Examination overview and instructions
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Multiple ChoiceCan be completed on LMSNo time deadline to write test after course completion“Open Book”1.5 hour writing timePDF certificate awarded on completion with a mark of 70% or higher
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Thank you! Contact: robin@awp-u.com
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